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ABSTRACT
This thesis is primarily concerned with the documentation 
of the artistic and literary evidence for each of the traditional 
twelve labours of Heracles, in the course of which I have made 
certain discoveries relating to the concept and content of 
the labours.
Heracles is made to perform labours at least as early as 
the Iliad. The Greeks generally referred to them as &0XoL_, 
contests in return for a prize, in this case immortality. It 
is not until the fifth century B.C. that a specific number is 
defined, namely twelve, by a fragment of Pindar and the metopes 
of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia. The Cerberus, lion, and 
hind labours and possibly those of Geryon and the hydra were 
defined as such before the metopes, which provide a very early 
and isolated appearance of all the twelve labours of the later 
canon. I believe these metopes show Elis claiming Heracles 
as her special hero to emphasise her newly-found identity.
As regards the myths which became the traditional labours, 
Cerberus, lion, hydra and Geryon date at least to the eighth 
century B.'C., birds and possibly Amazons to the seventh, and 
the rest, with the possible exception of Augeas, to c. 550.
The characteristic feature of the labours is the exhibition 
of heroism: most involve fighting, often against monstrous 
opponents. Sometimes public benefaction is demonstrated but
this is developed more by later writers. Many heroic deeds of 
Heracles could have been made into labours. The choice at 
Olympia seems to demonstrate Heracles' close connection with 
the surrounding area highlighted by the labours he performed
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in the remote corners of the Greek world as a panhellenic hero, 
It was not until the local nature of Olympia's interpretation 
of the individual labours was forgotten that it was adopted 
as the canon.
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PREFACE
My principal aim in this thesis has been to examine in 
detail, chiefly from the evidence of Greek art and literature, 
each of the myths which constitute the traditional twelve 
labours of Heracles. In each case I have dated the first 
appearance of the myth both in its own right and as a labour, 
discussed its nature and possible origins, listed and dated 
its variants, attempting to establish which is the main 
tradition, and summed up my discoveries in a conclusion.
For the literary evidence I have found very useful the 
encyclopaedia of Pauly-Wissowa. As regards the artistic 
evidence I have made extensive use of Frank Brommer's, Vasen- 
listen zur griechischen Heldensage for appearances of the 
labours in Greek vase-painting: I have been able to examine
pictures of roughly two-thirds of the vases listed for the 
various labours, the rest being either unpublished or published 
in inaccessible works. I have generally followed Brommer 
in my references to whereabouts and shape; I have kept the 
Greek forms for the names of shapes and artists. I have often 
cited plates in the Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum and, unless 
otherwise stated, I have given the number of the volume accord­
ing to Museum rather than country; if Attic black-figure 
vases are referred to I have not given the type reference 
(ill H or III He) but have given such a reference for all other 
fabrics. For a brief resume of the literary and artistic 
evidence for the various labours Brommer's recent book, 
Herakles, die zwolf Ta ten des Helden in antiker Kunst und 
Literatur, has proved helpful, and for a fuller account, W. 
Roscher's Lexicon der griechischen und romischen Mythologie.
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My first and last chapters discuss the concept, origin, 
nature, and content of the twelve labours. Necessarily these 
two chapters are much concerned with the Temple of Zeus at 
Olympia, which depicts on its metopes all the labours of the 
later canon long before they are accepted as such, a phenomenon 
which I have tried to explain.
I have dealt with the labours in the order followed by the
sculptor of the Olympia metopes since this is their earliest
appearance. However, I have exactly reversed the order in
which they are listed by Pausanias.^ He begins on the left
of the Eastern end and lists the metopes in the order in which
one would see them if walking completely round the temple from
left to right. I, on the other hand, have begun at the right
of the Western end with the Nemean lion, since this seems to
be firmly established as the first labour by this time. I,
therefore, believe that one was intended to begin viewing the
2
metopes at this point and to walk completely round the temple 
from right to left, thus seeing the metopes in the following 
order: lion, hydra, birds, bull, hind, Amazons, Augeas,
Cerberus, Hesperides, Geryon, Diomedes, and boar.
This is somewhat different from the order given by the late 
mythographers, whose arrangements also differ slightly one from
^ Pausanias' list corresponds in his general positioning of 
the metopes with their actual find-spots.
2
It should also be noted that the approach to Greek temples
generally led to the Western end (cf. the Parthenon).
^ Pausanias omits Cerberus but his position can be fixed
from the find-spot.: See note (l) above.
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another. My justification for using the order at Olympia is 
that it is by far the earliest surviving: I shall later explain
the order at Olympia in the light of the sculptor's wish to 
intermingle those labours performed in the Northern Peloponnese 
with those performed elsewhere, whereas the late mythographers 
seem to have aimed at dividing them into two separate categories 
according to whether they were performed inside or outside the 
Peloponnese.
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CHAPTER ONE; THE CONCEPT OF THE LABOURS; TOBN AND WHY IT 
ORIGINATED
Heracles' labours are mentioned as early as the Iliad where 
they are referred to as deOAot, a form of the word generally 
used to describe them in the rest of Greek literature. In Iliad 
8 (363) they are described as performed for Eurystheus and in 
15 (639f.) Eurystheus is said to have conveyed his orders to 
Heracles via Copreus, a fitting name, with its association with 
x6xpov,for one helping to protect the cowardly Eurystheus.^
No number is given to the labours in the Iliad but Heracles is 
merely described as xokXd Tcep * dOkpoavTa^. Only Cerberus^ is 
quoted among the individual labours and the myth was apparently 
so well known by this time that the hound did not have to be 
mentioned by name.
Certainly in the eighth century BC the general concept of 
the labours seems to be well known in its basic details, but it 
appears that the individual labours were not specified. Athena's 
help^ is mentioned and she continues throughout to be his pro­
tectress; Hera's jealousy^ is also described but not actually 
in connection with the labours but rather in the delaying of his 
birth. It is interesting that the Greek word used for the 
labours from the beginning is one which generally refers to a 
contest of toil, usually for a prize, and the actual reward for 
the labours is immortality. I shall return to this later^ in 
this chapter when I come to discuss the reason for the invention 
of the labours.
1. cf. W. Leaf, Homer, Iliad (London, 1900) note on I3, 639
2. 15,30.
3. 8, 36?ff.; cf. Odyssey XI 623ff.
4. II. 8, 362f; Od. XI 626 where Hermes as well as Athena is 
mentioned as helping with the Cerberus labour.
5. II. 19, 96ff.
6. See pages 29ff.
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Apart from the Cerberus myth which is mentioned as a 
labour in the Iliad, although not given a number, none of 
the later canon is definitely referred to as such until the 
fifth century. It is possible that the first two, the lion 
and the hydra^were regarded as labours before this, as I shall 
argue when I come to look at them in detail, since they give 
Heracles useful weapons for carrying out the others, but there 
is no actual proof. Most of the later canon do not seem to 
appear as labours until their appearance on the metopes of 
the temple of Zeus at Olympia which were probably carved during 
the decade 470-460 BC^.
These metopes pose a great problem since they depict all
the dee(fe which appear in the canon of labours compiled by the
late mythographers but are not adopted as such in extant
2
literature until these mythographers. They are thus completely
1. Pausanias says the temple was built from the spoils of the 
destruction of Pisa, which was destroyed by the Eleans
(V 10.2). He is here likely to be referring to a revolt 
of Pisa c. 472 B.C. over the question of synoecism, since 
we know from Herodotus (IV 148. 4) tha t various towns were 
destroyed by the Eleans in his own day. This makes more 
sense than viewing the incident as referring to the war 
between the people of Pisa and Elis (Paus. VI 22.4) when 
Demophon had just been succeeded by Pyrrhus, since Demophon 
was king in the forty-eighth Olympiad c. 580 (Paus. VI 22.3): 
on this question see L. Drees, Olympia (London, 1968) 114.
The metopes must have been put into place before the roof 
and, therefore, before the pediments. We know the Spartans 
hung a dedication on the Eastern pediment in 457 to com­
memorate their victory at Tanagra (Paus. V 10.4) and the 
pediment must therefore have been finished by this time.
The metopes suit a date between 470 and 460 from their 
severe style.
2. Both U. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Herakles 60f. and P. Brommer, 
Herakles, die zwolf Taten des Helden in antiker Kunst und 
Literatur (Munich/Cologne. 1953) S3ff. comment on the 
appearance at Olympia but offer no explanation.
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isolated and apparently exert no influence on the subject of 
all twelve individual labours in either art or literature until 
the first century BC. The reason for this I shall try to 
establish in the concluding chapter of this thesis but I must 
state straight away why I believe the sculptor to have had 
the twelve labours in mind here and not merely to have chosen 
a random selection of deeds, which happened to be turned later 
into the labours. Much effort has been expended in obtaining 
twelve metopes since they are placed above the inner colonnade, 
an unprecedented place for metopes at this time^. The normal 
scheme of placing two metopes at each intercolumniation has 
been adhered to, giving twelve in all; had they been p]n ced in 
the normal position above the outer colonnade fourteen metopes 
at each end would have been made.
The apparent contrivance in producing twelve metopes,
together with the fact that they depict the twelve labours
formed by the la te'mythographers into the canon strongly suggests
that the sculptor at Olympia was aiming at a depiction of the
2
labours and this seems made certain by a fragment of Pindar 
which apparently gives the number twelve. It cannot be dated 
in relationship to the metopes but even if it is later and was 
influenced by them this would point to an existing tradition
1. One may compare the later frieze of the Parthenon and 
metopes of the Hephaesteum.
2. Oxyrhyncus Papyri no. 2450, ed. E. Lobel. See also C. Pavese,
*The New Heracles Poem of Pindar', Harvard Studies in 
Classical Philology 72 (196?) 47-88. Verse 43ff. reads
as follows:
T o u T ’^ d Q [ a  ô (x )ô ]éxaT 7o[v  
"Hpuc e<p8T:|JLcu Ç 26eveXoi  6 laîv 
ÔLÔÇ x é f \ ] e u o e < v >  jj,<5vov 
dveu ou[|ijJL]axt'’ac Tp-ev
Lobel* s conjecture ôoüôsxaTov seems convincing.
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that the metopes did depict the twelve labours rather than 
a random selection of deeds. It thus seems likely that the 
notion of twelve labours dates at least to the 460's BG^,
The grouping together of a number of deeds of Heracles in 
both art and literature was fairly common before and after the 
Olympia metopes, but it cannot be said whether they were intended 
to depict labours or a random selection of deeds since none 
have exactly the same contents as the metopes or, therefore, ^
as the accounts of the labours by the late mythographers. The
2 3lost chest of Cypselus and the throne of Bathycles displayed
the earliest groupings and the metopes at Paestum^ and on the
Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi also predate the Olympia
metopes. In literature, Herakleia were written by both
Pisander^ and Pherecydes^ incorporating many of the deeds which
1. I cannot agree with Brommer, Her. 6lf. that there is no 
evidence that the concept of twelve labours existed before 
Hellenistic times.
2. Paus, V 17.9-19.9. Heracles was here pictured with a flute- 
player, the hydra (two metopes). Atlas, G-eryon, and the 
centaurs. For an illustration see K. Schefold, Myth and 
Legend in Early Greek Art (London, 1966) 72-3 fig. 26.
3. Paus. Ill 18.10-16. Heracles was here pictured with Cycnus,
centaurs, Thourius, Diomedes, Dessus, hydra, Cerberus, Geryon, 
Actorione, lion, Orius, Achelous and on his way to Olympus.
4. Hera ion alia Foce del Sele II ed. P. Zancani-Montuoro and
Ü. Zanotti-Bianco (Ro-m.e._ , 195%) pll. 53-60, 69-71, 64-65,
76, 75, 89, 72-73, 66-68, 74 showing Heracles with centaurs, 
Cercopes, Dessus, tripod, lion, hydra, boar, Surytion and 
possibly Antaeus.
5. B.C.H. 47 (1923) pll. 16-18. Heracles is here depicted with
Geryon (6 metopes), lion, hind, Cycnus, hydra, mares,
Amazons, tripod (3 metopes), Diomedes.
6. G. Kinkel, Epicorum Graecorum Fragmenta (Leipzig, I877) 
fragments 1-11. See note (l) below, page 2J
7. F. Jacoby. Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker (Berlin 
1923-58) 3D 66-84. He regarded the Hesperides as a labour, 
saying Heracles took the apples to Eurystheus. See page 259 •
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were later canonised as labours but one cannot know whether
they intended them as labours and gave them a definite number,
although this is possible, especially in view of the inscription^
which states that the former described %&ooPC e^exdvaosv . .
&s6XoPG. After the construction of the Olympia metopes
2 3Herakleia were written by Panyassis and Rhianus among others,
but little is preserved. It seems certain, however, that
ii 5Sophocles and Euripides actually intended to list some or all
of the labours, from other contexts^ clearly the meaning of
}x6x0ot. Sophocles only gives six but there seems general
emphasis on the number twelve in the Trachiniae .^ it being said
that 'in the twelfth month of the twelfth year Heracles will
complete his labours'. Euripides does list twelve but does
g
not emphasise the number • In art after Olympia various deeds
9
occur together on the Hephaesteum in Athens and the Heracleum 
in Thebes^^, the former comprising all but three of the later 
canon of labours with no additions, the latter omitting two
1. See G.L. Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry from Eumelos to 
Panyassis (London I969J 101 quoting Theocritus. Idyll 22.
He may have named the lion as a labour. See pages 35 & 38f.
2. P 1 - 26 K
3. P.G.E. 265 P 49-34
4. Trachinae 1091ff.
5. Hercules Furens 355ff.
6. Of. Soph. op. cit. 1170 ... fJioxOoov twv ècpeoTCûTcüV ejaoC / 
Auolv TeXeroOai ... Eur. op. cit. 83O: s%si ôè jj,6x6opç 
ôis%êpao* E'bpvodêœç,
7. vv. 824ff.
8. He lists lion, centaurs, hind, mares, Cycnus, Hesperides, 
pirates, Atlas, Amazons, hydra, Geryon and Cerberus.
9. B. Sauer, Pas Sogennante Theselon (Leipzig, 1899) pl. vi.
10. Paus. IX 11.4: n:oL xoXXd tc5v ôffiôexa xaXopjj.évo)V .
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of the later canon and making one addition; this would mean 
that just eleven were shown hut it should he remembered that 
Pausanias only manages to list eleven of the twelve Olympia 
metopes^.
It can be seen that there is much variation in the subjects
chosen in the various groupings, and, indeed, they may not be
intended to refer to any more than deeds. It is surprising that
the. Hephaesteum and Heracleum do not differ drastically from
2
the contents of the Olympia metopes and it is possible that 
they were influenced thereby but omitted those myths that 
were mainly local to the area of Olympia.^ Certainly the 
evidence for the notion of twelve labours being in existence 
by the fifth century seems convincing, especially that of 
the Olympia metopes and the probable Pindar reference, which 
are backed up by the passages of Sophocles and Euripides.
As regards the concept of the labours, a similar idea can 
be found in the Bellerophon myth, since he is set tasks by 
the king of Lycia, lobates; these consist of killing the 
Chimaera, fighting the Solymi, and the Amazons, and warding 
off an ambush from the bravest of the Lycians^. For 
successfully accomplishing these he is eventually rewarded 
with lobates' kingdom. However, there are various differences 
from the labours of Heracles since Bellerophon's acts are not
1. See page y, note (3).
2. In each case Augeas and birds are omitted. The Hephaesteum 
also omits the bull and the Heracleum adds Antaeus.
3. See pages 114f.and 22A- and chapters on birds and Augeas 
passim.
4. Homer II. 6.156ff.
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referred to as &8X0L and they are imposed as a punishment for
the crime of murder^ instead of the death demanded hy Proetus.
However, it is interesting that the notion of these deeds of
2
Bellerophon are as early as the Iliad and taken together with
the labours of Heracles could point to a Mycenaean interest
in a hero performing deeds for another, perhaps inspired
by the allegiance apparently owed by important chiefs to the 
%
main ruler.^
However, I feel that there is more than this to the con­
cept of the labours. As has been said^, the word aOXoç 
implies toil for a reward and in this case the reward was 
immortality. Hesiod specifically states that after the 
labours Heracles married Hebe^ and dwelt among the Immortals 
&%p(io,Toc and &Yppuoc and in a fragment of pseudo-Hesiod^ he 
is specifically described as 0e6c and àôdvanjoç. In the
g
Odyssey there remains a twofold tradition regarding what 
happened to Heracles after 'death', since Odysseus is said 
to meet his shade in Hades while the real Heracles lives 
among the gods, married to Hebe. The idea of Heracles gaining
1. Heracles' labours were imposed before not after the murder 
of his children. See page 33 and note (2J.
2. See note (2) above' ^ page 2S)
3. See Hom. passim.
4. See page ^
5. Theogony, 930ff.
6. For his marriage to Hebe cf. Hom. Od. XI 603f.; Pindar, 
Demean i 71; Eur. Orestes l685f.
7. Fragmenta Hesiodea ed. R. Merkelbach and M.L. West (Oxford,
J967; 25.26.
8. XI 601ff. D. Page in The Homeric Odyssey (Oxford, 1955) 25f.
regards this twofold tradition as evidence of interpolation
interpretation on page 33 shows
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immortality after the labours is often stated^ and it is also
2
said that he is married to Hebe with Hera's permission , her 
jealousy having subsided.
There is thus a good deal of evidence that the labours 
were imposed as a means for Heracles to gain immortality and 
this is very important as echoing earlier oriental stories 
in which the quest of man for immortality was a very important 
theme. An obvious example is the Akkadian version of the 
Gilgamesh Epic in which after the death of his friend Enkidu 
the hero begins to think about his own death and how he can 
avoid it. Since his only ancestor to have escaped death is 
Utnapishtim, the sole survivor of the flood, Gilgamesh goes 
in search of him and on finding him after many adventures 
is told the whereabouts of the 'plant of life'. However, 
this is stolen from him by a snake and the epic ends with his 
death.
There are, in any case, general similarities between the
-0£
4
■5
Gilgamesh and Heracles myths. Both are helped by a close
companion, Enkidu and lolaus, both kill a giant, Humbaba
*5 6and Anta&us , both fight bulls, the bull of Heaven and the
1. cf Hom. Hymn XV 4ff.; Theocritus, Idyll XXIV 82ff.; 
Diodorus Siculus, IV 9.3; Apollodorus, Library, II 4.12.
2. See reference in note (7) above (page 29i>.
3. See, N.K. Sandars, The Epic of Gilgamesh (Middlesex, 19&0)
4. Sandars, op. cit. 69f.
3. He is connected with both the Hesperides and Geryon labours 
See pages 239, <62, &293.
6. Sandars, op. cit. 83f.
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1 2 Cretan bull , and both fight lions, Gilgamesh several and
Heracles the Demean lion^. Moreover, both are endangered
by a woman; both Ishtar and Deianeira^ are moved to act out
of feelings of spurned love, although the former tries to bring
death and fails, while the latter tries to bring back love
but unintentionally causes death. Moreover, Ishtar also
performs a similar function to Hera since both play the role
of the malevolent goddess. Both heroes have one mortal and
one immortal parent^. Both wear a lionskin, Gilgamesh after
the death of Enkidu*^, Heracles after the slaying of the Demean
g
lion . Both are strong men, the former being described as 
'strong as a savage bull' ^  and 'strong as a star from heaven'^^,
The Gilgamesh and flood stories also appear in the earlier 
Sumerian mythology but without the underlying theme of 
immortality^^. The Babylonians' preoccupation with this 
theme indicates that they regarded their gods as jealously 
keeping immortality for themselves, it being stressed that the
1. See pages 116ff*
2. Sandars, op. cit. 94
3. See pages 33ff.
4. Sandars, op. cit. 83ff.
5. Soph. Tr, passim
6. Sandars, op. cit. 60 and 64. The goddess Dinsun was 
Gilgamesh' mother.
7. ibid 91
8. See pages 33ff
9. Sandars op, cit. 60
10. ibid, 61
11. See S.H. Hooke, Middle Eastern Mythology (Middlesex, 1963)
30-32, 36-38, 46:-
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only mortal ever to win it was Utnapishtim and that Gilgamesh
lost his chance of it. The theme of the quest for immortality
1. 2
is found in other Akkadian myths' including that of Adapa I
There are certainly references to Heracles gaining 
immortality early on and it is specifically linked with the 
completion of the labours. Moreover, he performs various acts 
in which he conquers death, in figurative terms, as when he 
descends to the Underworld and reappears with Cerberus^, the 
earliest Greek account of a mortal actually performing this 
feat; this recalls the Akkadian Tammuz myth^, the difference 
being that both Tammuz and Ishtar, who came down to rescue 
him, were already immortal. Moreover, Heracles is represented 
as wounding Hades . Later the pyre of Oite becomes connected 
with his death^ and immortality"^ and this has obvious con-
o
nections with the Phoenix rising from the flames and also
9
Melcarthj who was regarded as the Phoenician equivalent to
Heracles^was burnt on a pyre.
1. ibid. 56-38.
2. For a general study of the influence of oriental myth on 
Greek epic see P. Walcot, Hesiod and the Near East (Cardiff,
1966 )
3. See pages 2^ff
4. Hooke, op. cit. 39-41
3. See pages 237ff-
6. Soph. Tr. 1191ff. Sophocles does not link the pyre with 
immortality.
7. Eur. Heracl. 910ff; Theoc. Id. XXIV 82f.
8. She regained her youth in the fire and Dionysius (XL 394-8) 
compares her with Heracles. This may well be a late tradi­
tion about the Phoenix since it does not occur until ©vid 
(Metamorphoses XV 392-407) in this version.
9. See P.P. de Vaii^ , ’Les Prophètes de Baal sur Mont Carmel’, 
Bulletin de Musee de Beyrouth 3 (1941) . Coins of Tarsus
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I feel that the Odyssey passage reflects a current belief 
in Heracles gaining immortality, although it has not yet been 
finalised into the main version of what happens to him after 
death. Possibly the notion of a mortal actually gaining 
immortality was so unusual that at first it was difficult to 
rid it of the tradition that mortals went to Hades after death; 
this would explain the two traditions about where the dead 
Heracles was to be found. The ’traditional* account seems 
to be found in the Iliad  ^where it is stated that not even 
Heracles escaped death, although he was loved by Zeus.
Certainly the imposition of the labours requires some
such explanation since Heracles, unlike Bellerophon, does not
incur them through any fault of his own. Admittedly he kills
his children but this is stressed as happening after the
2
performance of the labours . Certainly he did not undertake 
the labours of his own volition and the difference between the 
Gilgamesh and Heracles myths seems to be that the former made 
the quest for immortality his main preoccupation whereas 
Heracles’ gaining of it was a reward for performing the 
labours. The nature of a reward demands that it be given by 
another: in this case Zeus is likely to have been the giver.
Diodorus^ specifically says that Zeus had promised Hera that 
a child born first on a certain day should be king of Argos, 
but that when she tricked him by delaying the birth of 
Heracles he agreed that he should perform twelve labours for
1. 18.117f.
2. Eur. H.P. passim; Diod. (IV 11.1-2) says this happened when 
he was depressed at the imposition of the labours.
See page 29
3. IV 9.4-5
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Eurystheus and then become immortal. Apollodorus^ says that
the Delphic oracle sent Heracles to serve Eurystheus after which
he became immortal. Nowhere is it stated that Hera imposed
the labours, as might be expected, although she sometimes
2
provides creatures for him to fight. The only evidence 
we have attributes their imposition to Zeus and this would be 
a very uncharacteristic thing for a father to do were it not 
for the reward at their completion, which seems to have been 
immortality, a theme no doubt inspired by earlier Eastern 
stories, notably those from Babylon.
4 . II 4.12
2. lion, hydra.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE NEMEAN LION
This labour was fairly early defined as the first. It 
was set in the Northern Peloponnese and together with the second 
labour, the hydra, set in a neighbouring locality, provided 
Heracles with valuable weapons for carrying out the rest of 
the labours. It was a popular myth and perhaps derived from 
the East.
Pisander (P 1 K):
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Hesiod (Th. 326ff.): The Nemean lion was the child of ?Echidna
and Orthus; it was nurtured by Hera and 
caused havoc around Nemea until it was 
killed by Heracles.
It seems likely that Pisander regarded
this as the first labour and described
Heracles as killing the lion without a
weapon. He also seems to have been the
first to dress Heracles in the lionskin
2
and give him the club .
Stesichorus is also claimed as the first 
Melici Graeci ed. D.L. to give Heracles club, lionskin and bow. 
Page (Oxford, 1962) 229)
Pseudo-Hesiod (Pr. 250 Telamon requested Heracles to put on
M.W.): the skin and vaunt himself.
Pindar (isthmian VI Heracles killed the Nemean lion as the
47): first of his labours.
1
Stesichorus (Poetae
1. It may well be that f] 6* âpa refers to the Chimaera, recently 
mentioned, rather than to Echidna. See M.L. West’s edition 
of Hesiod, Theogony (Oxford, 1966) note on v. 326,
2. See pages 38ff.
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Bacchylides (IX 4 ff.): Hera troubled Nemea for a long time
with a lion which was killed by 
Heracles as the first of his labours.
(XIII 46ff.); Heracles’ sword could not penetrate 
the body of the lion but bent in the 
effort; Heracles overcame the beast 
with his bare hands.
Sophocles (Tr. 1091f.): The Nemean lion is mentioned among
the pd%0oL.
Euripides (H.F. 153f.): Lycus tries to discredit Heracles by
saying that he actually caught the 
lion in a trap whereas he claimed to 
have strangled it with his bare hands.
(H.F. 359ff.): Heracles killed the Nemean lion and
wore its skin, with the jaws around
his head.
Panyassis (F 1 and 2 K): Panyassis seems to have recorded the
myth of the lion and perhaps described 
Heracles wearing the skin.^
Pseudo-Theocritus Eurystheus made the slaying of the lion
(XXV 204ff.): the first labour. Heracles met it
by its lair and first tried shooting it 
with arrows but they would not pene­
trate the skin. He then opposed his 
cloak, draped over his bunched arrows, 
and clubbed the lion. His club broke 
in half but the lion was stunned and
1. See V.J. Matthews, The Poetical remains of Panyassis of
Halikarnassos (Belfast, ^1968) 46f. The two fragments are as 
follows: FI. ôepfia ts dppeiov Beppt,vpTuo Xsovtoç ...
F2. xat Bep(3iVT^ Tao xeXcopou ôéppa Xêov'ioç,
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Heracles was able to strangle it. The 
skin could not be cut with wood, stone 
or iron and so he removed it with the 
lion’s own claws and wore the skin for 
protecti on.
Diodorus Siculus The first labour was to kill the Nemean
(IV 11,3 & k): lion which was huge and could not be
wounded by iron, bronze or stone, but only 
by the human hand. Heracles lured it 
into its lair, and strangled it, and wore 
the skin for protection against the other 
labours.
Apollodorus (II V l): It was the first labour to bring back
the skin of the Nemean lion. First 
Heracles tried to shoot it but it was 
invulnerable ; he pursued it with his 
club but it hid in a cave. Heracles 
blocked up one entrance and entered
through the other. He strangled the
lion and took it to Mycenae. Eurystheus 
was amazed and refused to allow him to 
bring his spoils into the city, telling 
him to leave them at the gate. Eurys­
theus obtained a bronze jar to hide in 
and sent his orders to Heracles by means 
of Copreus.
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Hyginus (Fabulae XXX 2): Heracles killed the Nemean lion,
nurtured by Hera, and kept the skin 
for protection.^
From the literary evidence, the myth of the Nemean lion
apparently dates to the eighth century although it must be said
2
that the editor of the Oxford text of Hesiod regards his mention 
of the lion as spurious. It will be necessary to examine the 
artistic evidence for appearances of the myth in eighth-century 
art since these might suggest the Hesiod reference to be 
genuine^. Certainly the basic elements of this myth are 
present in Hesiod, namely the connection of the lion with 
Hera and its death at the hands of Heracles, while characteris­
tically of early mythical accounts little detail is given as 
to how it was killed.
The myth was definitely in existence in the middle of the 
seventh century BC but comment must be made on the references 
to Pisander since it is not completely certain what his version 
contained. If he did state it to be the first labour this is 
the earliest example of the numbering of an individual labour 
and the trend is not followed in extant literature until the
1. A late papyrus, contemporary with the record of the cure by 
Sarapis (See D.L. Page, Greek Literary Papyri (London, 1942) 
no. 96), talks of Heracles strangling the lion but adds no 
new information. See D.L. Page ’P. Oxy 2331 and others' 
Classical Review NS 7 (1957) l89ff. The date is third 
century A.D.
2. Friedrich Solmsen (Oxford, 1970)
3. "M.L. West, Hesiod, Theogony (Oxford, 1966) does not place
t#ese lines in square brackets.
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fifth century. The reference in Pseudo-Eratosthenes^ merely
describes Tivec as referring to it as the first labour,
while Pisander is credited with describing Heracles wearing
its skin and killing it in Nemea. The Germanicus scholiast
in rather strange language describes the lion as placed in the
2
sky ob primes labores. Hyginus describes it as the first
labour and as killed by Heracles unarmed; however, when he 
writes de hoc it is not clear whether hoc is neuter referring 
to the whole of the previous sentence and means that Pisander 
and others made it the first labour and described it as killed 
with bare hands or whether hoc is masculine and merely refers 
to them writing about the lion, without specifying the details 
It is thus necessary to say that while Pisander definitely 
made Heracles kill the lion and wear the skin^, as is clear 
from the Pseudo-Eratosthenes^ reference, he may well not have
1. TLVèç ÔG CpaOLV ÔTG 'HpUXÀGODÇ XpüüTOÇ à0XoÇ T]V etc TO
pvp^ovGP0pvuL. cptXoôo^œv ydp p 6 v o v  toi3tov o6% ôxÀoLÇ
&VGLÀGV à w à  OP|ixÂ.aXGl C àxGXVO^G. ÀGYGL ÔG XGpC UÔTOO
nGiToavôpoc 6 *P6ôloc , Stl x a i  Tf]v ô o p à v  aÜToO Eo%GV, d)C
GVÔO^OV XGXOLTjXCOÇ. o5t6c GOTO V Ô GV Tp NgPGOL V%* UÔTOD 
CpOVGl50GCç.
2. Astronomica II 24 p. 66 ed, B. Bunte (Leipzig, 1875).
Nonnulli etiam hoc amplius dicunt, quod Herculis prima fuerit 
haec certatio, et quod eum inermis interfecerit. De hoc et 
Pisandrus et complures alii scripserunt'.
3. The first surviving representation of Heracles wearing the 
lionskin occurs on a Melian amphora (Ath. NM 354, P. Brommer,
Vasenlisten zur Griechischen Heldensage (Marburg/Lahn, 1973);
Schefold, op. cit. pi. 57c) and the next on a Chiot fragment 
(Ath. Acr 435, B. Graef and E. Langlotz, Die Antiker Vasen 
von der Akropolis zu Athen (Berlin, 1925-33) pi. 24, 450a). 
These vases are close in date to Pisander who was an islander
these vases come from the islands.
4. See #e#SüDüüc note (i).
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described him killing it with his bare hands or performing it 
as the first of his labours. There must also be doubt as to 
whether Pisander was the first to make Heracles wear the lion­
skin since Strabo attributes this to tcov tt)v *Hpdx\eiav 
xotrjodvTcov, sits TTetToavôpoc pv oKXoç tiç although his
claim may be strengthened by the fact that elsewhere Strabo 
refers to Pisander as 6 Tfiv *Hpdx\eiav ypd^ac xo(.pTf)ç *P6ôtoc . 
At any rate it would seem that Stesichorus* claim to have been 
the first to deck out Heracles in this way is likely to be 
invalidated. At least one might suppose that Stesichorus 
described the myth of the lion, although of course no details 
of such an account can be known.
Certainly by the fifth century the story of the lion being
invulnerable as far as weapons were concerned was current,
and it may be arguable that the story of Heracles putting on
the lionskin - probably as early as Pisander - is proof of an
early belief in its invulnerability since this would seem to
be the whole point of wearing it. It may, therefore, be true
that Pisander described the lion as needing to be killed with
bare hands. However, the idea of skinning it with its own
claws is likely to be a later refinement, as also the sequence
of weapons used in preliminary attempts to kill it, given by
Apollodorus and Pseudo-Theocritus, who apparently follow the
same source. This is not to say that there was not early
on a fixed tradition of weapons being used, as suggested by
the artistic evidence, but only that the stereotyping of it
was late. Certainly the use of the cloak, as described by
2
Pseudo-Theocritus, seems attested earlier in art , although
1. See P 1 K. n.l.
2. See pages .
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the detail of the hunched arrows is not certainly found, 
and also the lion’s lair^ is sometimes depicted. These will 
he examined in the next section.
This myth well accords with the spirit of the labours, 
being both an act of benefaction if the Hesiod reference is 
genuine and one of great heroism since Heracles accomplishes 
an apparently impossible act at great personal risk. Cer­
tainly the cowardice of Eurystheus, suggested by Apollodorus’
account, enhances the heroism of Heracles, and this pithos
2 3motif is also found in connection with the boar and Cerberus 
myths. The reference to Copreus can be traced back to Homer^ 
where he is also made to convey the orders of the cowardly 
Eurystheus. It cannot with certainty be stated that this 
was regarded as a labour until the fifth century, the first 
specific source to make it so being Pindar in an ode that dates 
to c. 480BC^ and which also states it to be the first labour, 
although it is possible that Pisander c. 650 made it the first 
labour and that other labours were assigned a number earlier 
than is recorded in extant literature. It might well be that 
since Heracles received from this myth his traditional dress 
it was easy to regard it as the first of the labours, and 
therefore it was given a number long before the others, perhaps 
together with the hydra which formed the traditional second
1. See page 70
2. See pages 352ff*
3. See page 25I
4. Horn» 15, 639f.
5. U. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Pindaros (Berlin, 1922) 181
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lab our. It is, at any rate, noteworthy that these are the
only two labours whose numbers never vary.
Finally in this section I shall make brief mention of
another Greek myth involving the slaying of a lion, namely
that of Alcathous and the lion of Cithaeron. He was son of
Pelops and Hippodameia, and the myth about him seems to be a
fairly early one, since apparently Hesiod^ wrote about him,
2
although the details are not known. The Soiae by pseudo- 
Hesiod apparently gave his lineage but no details about his 
contest with the lion occur until Dieuchidas^ (4th century BC) 
who says that he went from Mycenae into exile to escape 
punishment for the murder of Chrysippus and met a lion which 
was damaging the area around Megara and overcame it. Pausanias'' 
records the place where Alcathous killed the lion as Cithaeron.
It is possible that this lion myth was influenced by that 
of Heracles since there is no evidence for its appearance early 
on, although admittedly Hesiod could have recorded this story 
but the details be lost. It may be that if, on examining the 
artistic evidence, any doubtful representations of Heracles 
and the lion occur they should be ascribed to Alcathous, 
and this will be borne in mind in the second section of this 
chapter^.
It is interesting that this myth was included in the Her­
acles saga, perhaps initially out of confusion with that of
1. M.W. Fragment 259a
2. ibid. frag. 11, 3ff: ]sYet'va[T
'AX]xd0o6v t [s 
* Ixxo0d[}JLa
Ta_Toç ôè nuX[...
3. F.G.H. 485 F 10
4. I. 41. 4
5. See pages 67 ^ 72•
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the Nemean lion. By the time of Apollodorus^, in whom it 
makes its first appearance in surviving literature linked with 
Heracles, it has been turned into a feat which Heracles 
carries out in his early youth.
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
Certainly lions were a popular theme in Greek art,
2
appearing as early as the Mycenaean inlaid daggers of the 
fifteenth/sixteenth century BC, which depict hunting scenes.
In Geometric art they are found on gold bands^, Cretan 
bronze shields^, Boeotian fibulae^ and Attic vases^. These 
early scenes appear unconnected with any particular event or 
story, depicting either hunting scenes or groups of men 
actually fighting lions; they are thus unconnected with 
Heracles and the Nemean lion but might well have provided 
inspiration for such a myth.
It is known that there were mountain lions in Greece at
7
the time of Xerxes and so the Greeks apparently had first-hand
1. II iv 9-10
2. S. Marinates & M. Hirmer, Crete and Mycenae (i960) pll. 
XXXV-XXXVII
3. eg. Ath. NM 2601 and London. BM 1219. See D. Ohly, 
Griechische Goldbleche der VIII Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Berlin, 
1953) fig. 9, pl. V & fig. 10, pi V.
4. eg. Heracleum Mus. Inv. no 7. See E. Kunze, Kretische 
Bronzereliefs (Stuttgart, 1933) no. 6, pll. 10-20 and 
Beilage I.
5. eg. Athens NM 3697. See R. Hampe, Eruhe griechische 
Sagenbilder in Bootien (Athens, 1936) pl.9
6. Athens NM 14.475. See B. Schweitzer, Greek Geometric Art 
(London, 1971) pl. 70; Copenhagen NM 727. ibid. vl. 69.
7. Herodotus, VII 125-6.
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knowledge of them. However, inspiration for artistic renderings 
of lions certainly is likely to have come from the East, 
especially as in the Geometric period, when many lion scenes 
appear, trade communications between East and West were 
opening up again at trading stations such as A1 Mina.
There are numerous examples of Oriental renderings of lions.
A Gerzean tomb at Hierankopolis contained a wall-painting^,
dating to the late Predynastic period of Egypt, which shows a
man standing with his hands on the necks of two lions which
rest their front paws on his waist. He is unarmed aud the
grouping looks rather 'heraldic*. A similar group can be seen
2
on an ivory knife from Gebel belonging to the same period.
These scenes appear to be forerunners of the Cretan renderings 
of the "Mistress" and "Master of the animals.** On a stele 
from Uruk^ dating to the second quarter of the fourth millenium 
BC is an Early Sumerian rendering of a man plunging his spear 
into the chest of a lion standing on its hind legs; underneath, 
another man aims an arrow at the lion's head. A seal of the 
fourth to third millenium^ depicts a "goat-man" between two lions, 
which stand heraldically on their hind legs. A Middle Assyrian
5
seal^ shows a kneeling man lifting a lion over his head in sign 
of triumph. North Syrian work^ of the eighth/seventh century
1. C .Aldred, Egypt to the end of the old Kingdom (LonclorL L19G51) 
33, fig. 21.
2. Ibid. 35, fig. 23.
3. E. Strommenger and M. Hirmer, Punf Jahrtausende Mesopotamien
(Munich, 1962) pl. 18.
4. Strd^enger & Hirmer, op. cit. pl. 42.
5. Ibid. pl. 186.
6. Schweitzer, op. cit. pl. 71.
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BC in the form of two identical statue hases in Sendshirli 
and Carchemish depicts a grouping very similar to that on the 
Attic Geometric cup from Anavysos^,
It can thus he seen very clearly that there was an abundance 
of oriental tradition of the drawing of lions in Greek art. 
Moreover there were oriental myths of men fighting lions^ as 
those of Gilgamesh and Samson,which possibly acted as an 
inspiration for the myth of Heracles fighting a lion. These 
traditions probably persisted to the eighth century and were 
then adopted by the Greeks in their closer contact with the East.
I shall now turn to actual representations of Heracles and
the Nemean lion. It will be found that these fall roughly into 
2
two divisions : those depicting the use of weapons and those
depicting Heracles killing the lion with his bare hands, the 
former perhaps beginning earlier than the latter. Inside these 
two groups smaller divisions are possible according to the 
weapon used and the pose adopted.
I. THE USE OF V/EAPONS
Nowhere in the literary evidence is Heracles described as 
killing the lion with a weapon, although at least from the 
time of Bacchylides, he was thought to have made preliminary 
attempts with weapons before being forced to use his bare hands. 
It is, therefore, possible that when a weapon is drawn in art
1. (NM 14.475). See page 43, note 6
2. I shall necessarily cut across Brommer's divisions. All 
his group A: a show Heracles wrestling with the lion and I 
shall not list any of these. However, a few from his group
A: b show him using weapons and these I shall place under the
appropriate categories in my lists. I shall divide the 
vases of his other lists according to the portrayal of weapons 
or unarmed combat.
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Heracles is thought of as engaged in a preliminary attempt to 
kill the heast. However, there are some occasions when he is 
shown actually plunging his sword into the lion^, and obviously 
succeeding in killing it. The traditional invulnerability of 
the skin has thus been ignored. Various interpretations of 
this are possible: since these representations antedate
Bacchylides they may shew an earlier version in which the lion's 
skin was not regarded as invulnerable, although this would lend 
less point to the early tradition that Heracles wore the skin, 
perhaps even early on described as invulnerable by Pisander; the 
most likely answer seems to be, however, that artists were not 
concerned with giving an accurate rendering of a myth, often 
lacking a precise knowledge of mythology, and that here they have 
forgotten or never known the tradition that the skin was 
invulnerable.
Pour weapons are given to Heracles by artists for performing 
this task: spear, sword, club and bow, although appearances of
the first are not certainly connected with this myth. I shall 
now list the representations of each in chronological order, 
according to their earliest appearance.
a) Use of the Spear
This weapon is mainly confined to Geometric and it must be 
admitted straight away that it is not certain whether the pieces 
dating to this time are, in fact, representations of our myth.
This being the case, I shall examine each in detail.
1. London BM 3204, Boeotian fibula^.
2. Athens NM 256, tall pykis, Boeotian Geometric^.
1. See pages 48ff.
2. Hampe, op. cit. pl. 1.
3. Ibid. pl. 24, V8
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3. Athens, Kerameikos 407 (4923),stand, Attic Geometric^.
2
4. Prom Phanai in Chios, fragment, Attic Geometric •
5. Kotyle-fragment, Corinthian^.
The Geometric pieces date roughly to the last quarter of 
the eighth century BC. The Boeotian pieces depict a naked male
pointing a long spear at a large lion with gaping mouth. On
the Attic stand, however, the man is helmeted and fights the 
lion with sword as well as spear. The fragment from Phanai 
(4) again depicts a helmeted man; he has a sword at his waist and 
opposes his shield to the lion. Identification of subject-matter 
is also tentative as regards the only piece outside the Geometric 
period (5). A lion with bared teeth faces a man who raises 
a spear but there is difficulty in identifying the long object 
above the spear; since only a fragment survives it is possible 
that a general lion hunt was originally depicted.
It is thus obvious that the identification of Heracles and
the Nemean lion here can only be a suggestion and it is possible
that the spear was never a weapon given to Heracles in his 
fight with the lion. However, one must observe that Heracles
1. K. Kübler, Kerameikos VI (Berlin, 1959-70) pl. 69. Two 
legs of the stand are preserved.
2. Annual of the British School at Athens 35 (1934-5) pl. 35, 33
3. B.S.A. h3 (1948) 15, fig, 5, no. 29.
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was perhaps depicted as a warrior in early art^ and that the 
spear would he appropriate to this type of dress. It does seem 
likely that the Corinthian piece does not represent this myth 
since one would expect Heracles to he given some identification 
hy this time. The spear of the early examples, as well as being 
appropriate to a warrior, would also be the fitting equipment 
of a hunter and there is no way of deciding whether the Geometric 
pieces are meant to depict an incident from a general hunting
scene or a mythological one. Obviously if they did represent
Heracles and the lion Hesiod's mention of the lion could be 
considered likely to be genuine, since the story would be shown 
to date to the late eighth century.
b) Use of the Sword
This is the most common weapon given to Heracles and the 
representations may begin as early as c. 700 BC; they continue 
into the fifth century.
21. From Sunium, clay relief .
2. Olympia B 848, shield-band^.
3. Olympia B 1634, shield-band^.
4. Olympia B I63O, shield-band^.
3. New York 40.11 20, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
1. Athenaeus, 12.512f. This is perhaps the implication of his 
reference to the guise given to Heracles by Homer, apparently 
followed by Megaclides. Athenaeus attributed the traditional 
guise of club, lionskin and bow to Stesichorus, but it probably 
was invented by Pisander (see page 39); before this it is not 
certain how Heracles' attire was conceived. There is no actual 
reference to it in Homer, although he is described as a bowman 
(Od. VIII 224f ), and is often described in battle, perhaps 
suggesting warrior dress.
2. *E(pTiM.epi,C 1917, 197 fig. 10. I
3. E. Kunze, Archaische Schildbander, Olympia Forschungen II I
(Berlin, 1950) 74 pl. 53. '
4. Xbid. IV, 8g, pl, 19.
5. rbid. XXVIII 43y, pl. 53.
6. Br. 122 Ah 36; Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museiia 36 (1941)
49.
6. Munich 1382 (J 645) helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
7. Munich 1397 (J 1079), helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure . 
8^.Würzburg 245, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
9. Wurzburg 247, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5
10. Wurzburg 248, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
11. Paris, private collection, belly-handled amphora, Attic 
black-figure^.
12. London BM B 160, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
13. Rome, Capitoline Museum 47, belly-handled amphora, Attic
g
black-figure .
9
14. Rome, Vatican 348, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure ,
15. Lost, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
16. Richmond, Virginia 62, 17, belly-handled amphora, Attic 
black-figure^^.
189 figs. 2 & 3; Sir J.D. Beazley, Attic Black-figure Vase-
painters (Oxford, 1956) 317.1 ab.
1. Br. 126 Ac 4; Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum I pll. 18, 1. 19, 2; 
A.B.V. 135, 47
2. Br. 126 Ac 6; CV I pl. 30, 2; A.B.V. 134, 20.
3. Br. 126 Ac 7; K. Langlotz, Griechische Vasen in Wurzburg
(Munich, 1932) pl. 79.
4. Br. 126 Ac 8; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 67; A.B.V. 134.17.
5. Br. 126 Ac 9; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 80; A.B.V. 134.18.
6. Br. 126 Ac 10; Auction Sale: Monnaies et Médailles S.A. Basle
26 no. 105; Sir J.D. Beazley, Paralipomena (Oxford, 1971) 56,
56 bis.
7. Br. 126 Ac 11; £jV. 3 pl. 28, 1; A.B.V. 134, 15.
8. Br. 126 Ac 13; £iV. I pl. 18, 2; A.B.V. 134, 19.
9. Br. 126 Ac 14; C. Albizzati, Vasi dipinti del Vaticano 
(Rome, 1925-39) pl. 44; A.B.V. 154. 16
10. Br. 126 Ac 15; P. Inghirami, Vasi Pittili (Piesole 1855-7) 
pll. 61-2; A.B.V. 134, 13
11. Br. 126 Ac 17; M.M. Auct. 22 no 127; Par. 56, 42 bis.
50.
17. Toronto 300, belly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
18. Oxford 1965. 135, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
19. Louvre F 82, cup, Attic hlack-figure^.
20. Madrid 10947 (L36), cup, Attic hlack-figure^,
5
21. Hannover 1962, 78, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
22. Louvre B 812, neck-handled amphora, Chalcidian^.
23'iüNaples H 2705 (8IIO3), neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-
7figure .
8
24. Rome, Vatican 355, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
9
25. Heidelberg 63.9, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-figure .
26. Munich I385 (J 729), helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^9
27.'Compiègne 982, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^^.
1228. Florence 3778, oinochoe, Pontic
29. Florence 3779, oinochoe, Pontic
1. Br. 127 Ac 19; D.M. Robinson and C.G. Harcun, A Catalogue of
Greek Vases in the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology (Toronto,
1930) pi. 35; A.B.V. 134, 11.
2. Br. 127 Ac 21; B.8.A. 32 (1931/2) 7, no 37, fig. 2 and pi. 3;
A.B.V. 137, 59.
3. Br. 127 Ad 5; C^. 8 pi. 78, 9; A.B.V. I67.
4. Br. 128 Ad 14; £^V. 1 pi. 1, le; A.B.V. 172u.
5. Br. 121 Ah 2: £^V. 1 pi. 7, 2.
6. Br. 141 Cl; A. Rumpf, Chalkidische Vasen (Berlin & Leipzig, 
1927) 162 no. XIV pi. 215.
7. Br. 120 Ah 32; 1 pi. 11, 4.
8. Br. 122 Ah 25 (erroneously numbering the vase 255); Alhizzati, 
op. cit. pi. 46.
9. Br. 125 Ah 59; C^. 4 pl. 170.
10. Br. 126 Ac 5; 0^. 1 pl. 25, 1; A.B.V. 310u.
11. Br. 126 Ac 20; C^. Fr. 3. pl. 3, 2; Ps^, 108, 6.
12. Br. 141 C 20; Jahrhuch des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts
85 (1970) 40,fig. 7.
13. Br. 141 C 21; Jd.I 85 (1970) 40,fig. 8.
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30. London BM 1929. 5-13.2, stamnos, Attic red-figur
2
31. Brussels R 297, mastoid, Attic hlack-figure .
32. Brussels R 290, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^,
33. Berkeley 8.3339, kekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
34. Naples Stg. 130, kyathos, Attic Black-figure^.
It can he seen that this was a composition type particularly 
common in one school of artists, namely Group E, numbers (7) - 
(19) being their work, all helly-handled amphorae. Often by 
this group the sword is shown driven into the lion’s mouth -
(6), (8), (9), (10), (14), (16), (17), (18) - and it is possible 
that this was a considered attempt to depict a version of 
Heracles killing the lion with his sword, which could hye-pass 
the tradition that the hide was invulnerable : the sword in these
representations does not pass through the hide. However, in 
many of the other representations here listed the sword is shown 
actually passing into it, either ignoring or through ignorance 
of the tradition of invulnerability. The pieces which show 
the sword not yet plunged i n- (l), (2), (4) and (32) - might 
he regarded as depicting Heracles' preliminary attempt to kill 
the lion before he discovered the invulnerability of its skin, 
hut in view of the number of pieces attesting at least an 
artistic version of him actually killing the lion with the sword, 
it is likely that this was intended by representations where the 
sword does not yet transfix the beast as well.
1. Br. 140 B 24; Sir J.D. Beazley, Attic Red-figure Vase-painters 
(Oxford, 1963) 2nd ed. 287, 26.
2. Br. 124 Ah 53; C^. 2 pl. 15, 1 a & h.
3. Br. 125 Ah 58; C^. 2 pl. 21, 15 a & h; C.H.E. Haspels, Attic
Black-figure Lekythoi (Paris, 1936) 229, 2.
4 . Br. 125 Ah 76; C^. (California) 1 pl. 27, 4: A.B.V. 464, 10.
5. Br. 131 Ae 28; C^. 1 pl. 45, 3; A.B.V. 609, 4.
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This group is an early one, apparently beginning c. 700 BC.
It is continued in the first half of the sixth century by three 
shield-bands and after its popularity on the belly-handled amphorae 
of Group S stops shortly after the beginning of the fifth century.
A brief word must also be said here about two pieces which 
show the use of the sword but are not certainly representations 
of this subject:
1. Xanthos, relief from the Lion Tomb^.
2
2. Rome Vatican, Astarita, bowl, Etruscan black-figure .
I cast doubts on the subject matter of (l) in deference 
to Akurgal^, who regards the pose as too ’heraldic’ to represent 
Heracles and the lion but sees it as a continuation of the 
Eastern tradition of the Eastern hero overcoming wild animals. 
However, so much of the sculpture from Xanthos reflects Greek 
influence that I see no reason why that of the lion tomb should 
not have been intended to depict Heracles and the lion but given 
a distinctly Eastern colouring. (2) is doubtful because it 
shows a man with two lions and unless the same lion has been 
drawn twice for decorative effect - this is the case with lolaus 
on a vase depicting the Cretan bull^ - this cannot represent 
the Remean lion.
1. E. Akurgal, Griechische Reliefs aus Lykien der VI Jahrhunderts 
(Berlin, 194ÎTÎ9 figTTT
2. Br. 141 c vgl.
3. See rLote (1)-
4 . See page 135, no 4 & 136.
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c) Use of the club
This, of course, is Heracles’ traditional weapon and as 
such may he shown regardless of whether it had a justifiable 
place in a particular myth. This group begins c. 640 and 
continues until the fifth century, apart from one isolated 
Hellenistic example. This single appearance in Hellenistic 
is slightly unusual since the club alone is often given to 
Heracles in this period in representations of other labours.
1. Syracuse, alabastron. Transitional Corinthian^.
2
2. Moscow, alabastron, Early Corinthian .
3. Athens, Acropolis, plaque^.
4. Cambridge G 60, cup, Attic black-figure^.
R
5. Louvre P 108, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
6. Tubingen D 25, dinos-fragment, Attic black-figure^.
7. La on 37976, lekythos, Attic black-f igure"^ .
g
8. Rhodes, amphora, Clazomenaean .
9. Wurzburg 306, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
1. Br. 141 C 11; H. Payne, Necrocorinthia (Oxford, 1931) no. 83
2. Br. 141 C 12; Payne, op. cit. no. 842a
3. 126 & pl. 45.8.
4. Br. 123 Ab 23; £^1- 1 pl. 18, 1; A.B.V. 172m.
5. Br. 130 Ae 7; 4 pl. 34, 4, 8, 12, & 16; A.B.V. 220, 30,
6. Br. 131 Ae 31; C. Watzinger, Griechische Vasen in Tubingen 
(Reutlingen, 1924) pl. 10.
7. Br. 125 Ab 60; fr. 20 pl. 14, 7 & 8.
8. Br. 141 C 4; Clara Rhodes 4, 144 fig. I38.
9. Br. 128 Ad 20; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 91, 97; A.B.V.
267, 14.
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10. Berlin P 1895, hydria, Attic hlack-figure
2
11. Earlier Rome market, hydria, Attic hlack-figtire .
7
12. Robinson collection, hydria, Attic black-figure ,
13. Prom Orvieto, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5
14. Palermo, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
g
15. Louvre P 46 (Camp.137) hydria, Attic black-figure .
16. Louvre P 47, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
o
17. Tarquinia RC 8307, cup, Attic black-figure .
18. Heidelberg white-ground lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
19. Syracuse 43. 432, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
20. Bucharest, Magheru, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
21. St. Louis 677 (wu 3279) lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^^.
IS22. Louvre P I67, mastoid, Attic black-figure .
15
23. Athens NM E 876, cup, Attic black-figure^^
24. Vienna, Bizot collection, sigilla ta, Roman-Gallic'
1. Br. 130 Ae 8; E. Gerhard, Etruskische und Kampanische Vasen- 
bilder (Berlin, 1843) pl. 1ÏÏ1 â;b.V. 266, 31.
2. Br. 128 Ad 23; E. Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder (Berlin, 
1840-58) pl. 94; A.B.V. 281, Im.
3. Br. 130 Ae 12; CJ/. Robins on 1 pl. 36; A.B.V. 277, 12.
4. Br. 130 Ae 3; Btudi Etruschi 30 (1962) pl. 14a.
5. Br. 130 Ae 4; Jd. I 80 (1965) 99, fig. 22.
6. Br. 130 Ae 9; C.V. 6 pl. 66, 1.
7. Br. 130 Ae 10; 6 pl. 66, 3 & 5; A.B.V. 309, 100
8. Br. 130 Ae I6; £AA. 1 pl. 8;
9. Br. ISl Ae 25; A^. (I9l6) 178, fig. 9,9a '
10. Br. 131 Ae 26; Notizie degli Scavi di Antichita NS 1 (1925)
194, fig. 23; A.B.L. 230, 12.
11. Br. 131 Ae 27; C£[. 2 pl. 38, 1, 6 & 7.
12. Br. 132 Af 4; American Journal of Archaeology 44 (1940) 200 figs
11-13; A.B.V. 522, 5.
13. Br. 131 Ae 29; E. Pettier, Vases antiques du Louvre (Paris, 
1897-1922) II pl. 76; A.B.V. 6l4. 4.
14. Br. 130 Ae 13; A.B.V. 563, 576.
15. Br. 143 P 21; J. Dechelette, Les Vases céramiques ornés de la 
Gaule romaine (Paris, 1904) II 77, no. 465. ' " "
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In many of these representations the cloak is also depicted 
opposed to the lion in the manner of a shield, as described by 
Theocritus, and these will be considered again later with the 
aspect of the cloak in mind, the pertinent numbers being (5), 
(10), (12), (14), (15), (16), (18), (19) and (20). Others
depict Heracles using the bow as well as the club: (13), (21) 
and (22). In most of the examples he brandishes the club but 
in (7) and (13) he merely has it in his hand, probably just as 
an attribute. The Hellenistic example deserves special comment 
since it is the only Hellenistic piece to show the club being 
used in this labour, the others showing Heracles strangling 
the lion. Moreover, the representation of this piece shows 
striking similarity to the type of composition favoured by 
Hellenistic artists for the hind^: Heracles kneels on the back
of the lion, with one hand on its mane, and brandishes his club 
in the air.
I feel it is highly likely that these representations of
the use of the club are merely the result of the artists giving
to Heracles his traditional weapon rather than to any special
tradition. However, it is possible that they are evidence for
the earlier existence of the version given by pseudo-Theocritus
2
that Heracles attempted to club it while opposing his cloak , 
since the depiction of the cloak has been noted here, and also 
the bow occasionally appears which, according to this source, 
was used in Heracles’ very first attack on the lion.
1. See pages . He does not usually brandish his club at
the bull.
2. For further comment on the cloak see pages 67ff*
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d) Use of the Bow
This is not a large group and most of the pieces have 
already been mentioned in connection with the club; the bow 
is only used on its own in one example, (no, 3 below). The 
group does not begin until the end of the sixth century and ends 
in the early years of the fifth century.
1. From Orvieto, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. St. Louis 677 (wu 3279), lekythos, Attic black-figure .
3. New York 06.1021.66, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
4. Louvre F I67, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
It is interesting that in (2) the lion stands at the
5
doorway to its cave with prey beneath its feet. The lair 
is a detail mentioned by pseudo-Theocritus, Diodorus and 
Apollodorus.
e) Representations where the identity of the weapon is unclear.
In these pieces the available picture is not at all clear 
and it cannot be determined whether the weapon used is the club 
or the sword.
1. Louvre F IO7, Nicosthenic neck-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
1. See page p4, no. 13 and note (4)
2. See page 54, no. 21 and note (12)
3.Br. 129 Ad 29; G.M.A. Richter ■& M.J. Milne, Shapes and names of 
Athenian Vases (New York, 1935) fig. 118; A.B.V. 440, 3.
4. See page 54 , no. 22 and note (13j«
5. For further comment see page 69-
6. Br. 130 Ae 6; C£7. 4 pl. 34, 4 & 7; A.B.V. 321, 39.
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2. Villa Giulia 20909, 20911, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
2
3. Syracuse 24672, skyphos, Attic black-figure .
4. Frankfurt VF B 316, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
These, then, are the representations of Heracles and 
the Nemean lion in which a weapon is used, often actually to 
kill the beast. It has been seen that where the lion is shown 
killed in this manner the tradition of the invulnerability of 
the hide is contradicted.As has been argued, althou^ this 
tradition is not definitely stated until Bacchylides who post­
dates most of the representations listed in this section, the idea 
of Heracles wearing the skin seems to go back as far as Pisander 
and possibly also the idea of its invulnerability; at any rate 
this action seems to have had little point unless the skin was 
invulnerable. In fact, as has already been stated^ Heracles’ 
first two labours gave him useful tools for carrying out the 
rest: an invulnerable shield and poison from the hydra for his
arrows. The latter idea dates at least to the end of the seventh 
century and it does seem likely that the skin was regarded as 
invulnerable by this time as well. However, it is stated in 
pseudo^Hesiod that Heracles put on the lionskin and vaunted 
himself and it is perhaps possible that the wearing of the 
skin could be regarded in early days as a sign of achievement 
without emphasis on the idea of invulnerability.
However, considering the lack of mythological accuracy 
usually displayed by artists I favour the theory that where 
Heracles is shown killing the lion with a weapon and probably
1. Br. 131 Ae 22; Monumenti Antichi 42 (1955) 302, fig. 54.
2. Br. 131 Ae 23; Mon. Ant. 17 (1906) 282, fig. 209: Par. 87, 25.
3. Br. 131 Ae 30; C^V. 2 pl. 51, 5 & 6.
1+. See page 35 .
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also when he simply brandishes one at it, the artist was 
giving his own version of the killing, without concern for 
the contradiction of the actual literary account thereby made.
II HERACLES KILLING THE LION WITH HIS BARE HANDS
This section can mainly be divided into two groups, according 
to whether Heracles and lion are in standing pose, the lion being 
strangled in the crook of Heracles’ arm, or whether they are lying
down in wrestling pose, as will be seen to be popular also for
1 2 the Erymanthian boar and especially for the Cretan bull .
Brommer’s group A:a is confined to examples of the latter but
there are other representations to be added from other sections
of his Vasenlisten. His group A:b contains mostly examples of
the strangling motif but I have already listed a few examples
therefrom which show the use of weapons. I shall in this section
again list examples from other sections of Brommer for these
motives and also from media other than vase-painting.
It is noteworthy that the strangling motif enjoys an earlier 
and longer tradition than the wrestling one, beginning c. 625 BC 
and continuing until Hellenistic times where it is the most 
popular, and almost the only, composition-type employed. However, 
it is only rendered once in Attic Red-Pigure: in this medium
the wrestling motif is predominant.
a) Strangling.
As has already been stated, this motif is characterised by 
the strangling of the lion in the crook of Heracles’ arm as he 
stands or occasionally kneels. There are many examples of this 
and the fact of its existence in the last quarter of the seventh
1. See pages 34411.
2. See pages
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century suggests that the tradition of the hide’s invulnerability 
was also in existence at this time. I shall not list any of 
Brommer’s group A:b: I have already listed those which show the
use of weapons and the rest may be considered to depict Heracles 
strangling the lion.
1. Olympia B 1911, shield-band^.
2. Olympia B 1921, shield-band^.
3. Olympia B 969, shield-band^.
4. Olympia B 1888, shield-band^.
5. Olympia B 1010, shield-band^.
6. From Noicaturo, plaque^.
7. Olympia B 972, shield-band"^.
8. Perachora, cup, Corinthian ,
9. Olympia B 1555, shield-band^.
10. New York, Metropolitan Mus. & Fogg Mus. resp. From Etruria, 
two bronze tripods^^.
11. Brussels P 289, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure.
1. Kunze, op. cit. XIV; 24d, pl. 39.
2. Ibid. XIII, 22d pll. 36 & 37.
3. Ibid. V, lid, pl. 21.
4. Ibid. XVI, 28e, pl. 40.
5. Ibid. Ill, 7c, pl. 14
6. Ibid. VI, 12c,pl. 73 & Beilage 2
7. Ibid. XLII, 60y, pl. 66.
8. Perachora II, ed. T.J. Dunbabin (Oxford, 1966) no. 2542, 
p]L 106 & 110.
9. Kunze, op. cit. XXXII, 50y, pl. 60.
10, A.J.A. 12 (1908) 302 & 308, B3&, pl. XV and C2c, pl. XVII.
11. Br. 121 Ac 1 (erroneous reference to C.V.); C.V. 2 pl. 16, 
4; A.B.V. 133, 3.
Go,
12, Copenhagen NM 7068, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
13. Catania, cup-fragment, Laconian ,
14. Bologna 13I, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
15. Heidelberg S 25, rim-cup, Attic black-figure^.
16. Palermo, cup, Attic black-figure^.
17. Boulogne 63, column-krater, Attic black-figure^.
18. Louvre Camp. IO68O, hydria-fragment, Attic black-figure^.
19. Villa Giulia M 597, band-cup, Attic black-figure^.
Q
20. Villa Giulia 762, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
21. Olympia B 986, shield-band^^.
22. Paestum, metope^^.
23. Louvre CA 822, siphon, Attic black-figure^^.
24. Florence 80675, amphora, Etruscan black-figure^^.
25. Athens P 3719, cup-fragment, Attic black-figure^^.
26. London BM B 621, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^^.
1. Br. 126 Ac 2; C£[. 3 pl. 102, 1; A.B.V. 134, 14
2. Br. 141 C 9; Bollettino d'Arte 45 (i960) 253, fig. 11.
3. Br. 126 Ac 12; C£/. 5 pl. 95, 1 & 2; A.B.V. 255, 5.
4. Br. 127 Ad 2; G£/. 1 pl. 43, 8.
5. Br. 128 Ad 10; Journal of Hellenic Studies 52 (1937) pl. 6, 2;
A.B.V. 675u
6. Br. 128 Ad 17; A. Rumpf, Sakonides (Leipzig, 1937) pl. 24.
7. Br. 128 Ad 21; C/V. 11 pl. 147, 3.
8. Br. 128 Ad 11; P. Mingazzini, Vasi della Collezione Castellani
(Rome, 1930 & 1971) pl. 94, 2; A.B.V. 251, 2.
9. Br. 129 Ad 31; CJ[. 1 pl. 4, 1; A.B.V. 283, 10.
10. Kunze, op. cit. XXXIV, 52&, pl. 62.
11. Heraion II pl. 75
12. Br. 136 Ag 36; Revue Archéologique 34 (1899) ^ fig. 6.
13. Br. 141 C 18; St. Btr. 36 (1968) 31 ff. & pl. 2.
14. Br. 135 Ag 13; Perachora II pl. 14I; A.B.V. 646, 198 bis.
15. Br. 129 Ad 28: P. Jacobsthal, Ornamente griechischer Vasen
(Berlin, 1927) pl. 29; A.B.V. 434, 2u.
r
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27. Pranlcfurt VF B 298, lekythos, Attic hlack-f igur e^.
2
28. Carlsruhe B 3048, skyphos, Attic hlack-figure ,
29. New York X 21.25 (GH 523), neck-handled amphora, Attic
3
hlack-figure .
30. Basel, private collection, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
5
31. Naples H 2861 (81571). hell-krater, Apulian red-figure . •
32. Vienna and Tyszkiewicz collection resp. Etruscan scarabs^.
33. Tarentum 682, 683, 684, 687, 689, 692, 698, 702, 705, 7 0 8 ,coins?
g
34. Heraclea, coins ,
9
35. Pnyx , 103, mould-fragment ,
36. Alexandria, medallion^^.
37. Alexandria Mus. cup-medallion^^.
38. Athens,Agora P 19881, Megarian bowl^^.
13
39. Samos, Megarian bowl
40. Antioch, Megarian bowl^^.
41. Athens, NM 2109, Megarian bowl^^.
42. Yale, Megarian bowl^^.
1. Br. 127 Ac 25
2. Br. 128 Ad 18
3. Br. 130 Ad 33
4. Br. 138 Ag 58
C.V. 2 pl. 48, 1-3.
C.V. 1 pl. 11, 6 & 7; A.B.V. 626, Im.
A.J.A. 20 (1916) 441, fig. 5; A.B.L. 239, 138.
M.M. Auct. 22 pl. 40, 136; Par. 254.
5. Br. 142 D 1; A.D. Trendall, Frühitaliotische Vasen (Leipzig, 
1938) pl. 17b.
6. A. Furtwangler, Die Antiken Gemmen (Munich, I900) pl. xvii,
56 & 57 & pl. Ixi, 20.
7. S.W. Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum: Catalogue of the Me.Clean 
Collection of Greek Coins I (Cambridge. 1923) pl. 26. 16.
17, 18, 21, 25, 26, 29.
8. P. Gardner, The Types of Greek Coins (Cambridge, I883) pl. V,
6 & 32
9. Hesperia Supplement 7 (1943), 127 no. 103.
10. Br. 142 E 3; R. Pagenstecher, Expedition Sieglin: die griechiscl»
agyptische Sammlung Ernst von Sieglin II 3 fig. 75.
11. Br. 142 E 4: Pagenstecher,op. cit. II l-56f., fig. 54.
12. Br. 142 E 6; Hausmann op. cit. pl. 64, 1-3.
13. Br. 142 E 7; Hausmann op. cit. pl. 63.
14. Br. 142 E 10; Antioch-on-the Orontes IV part i (Princeton,
1948) fig. 17, 27.
15. Br. 142 E 11; Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 62, 1.
16. Br 142 E 12; A.J.A. 45 (l94l) 230, fig. 1, & pl. 12.
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43* Bauassai, Mus. de Mende, sigillata, Romano-Gallic^,
2
44. St. Germain Mus., sigillata Romano-Gallic ,
45. Florence from Ortobello, cup, Etruscan^.
46. From Orvieto, cup, Etruscan^.
This is certainly a popular motif, both in the sixth century 
and in Hellenistic times, and South Italian art contains a fairly 
large number of examples. This would imply, even without the 
literary evidence, that the killing of the lion without the use 
of weapons was a popular tradition.
b) Wrestling
In this motif Heracles and lion lie in wrestling pose and, 
as has been said, a similar pose will be seen to be used in com-
R
positions of both the boar and the bull , predominantly in 
representations belonging to the end of the sixth and beginning 
of the fifth century, as is the case with such scenes of the 
combat with the lion. All of Brommer’s group A:a depicts this 
scheme and it can thus be* seen to contain numerous examples;
I have no need to list the examples from Brommer’s A:a group but
will merely note that they confirm the theory that this motif 
begins in the third quarter of the sixth century and continues 
until c, 450 BC.
1. Br. 143 E 18; Déchelette, op. cit. 78, no. 466.
2. Br. 143 E 20; Dechelette, op. cit. 209, no. 63,
3. Br. 143 E 24; Hesperia Supplement 7 (1943) 157, fig. 69.
4. Br. 143 E 25; Mon. Ant. 9 (1871) pl. 24, 6.
5. See page 58 & notes (1) & (2)
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1. Fragment, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Louvre C 10229, Caeretan hydria-fragment .
3. Lund Univ. 396, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
4. Tarquinia 634, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5
5. Leipzig T 635, belly-handled amphora, Attic red-figure ,
6
6. London BM B 193, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
7. Private collection, belly-handled amphora-fragments, Attic 
red-figure^.
8. Villa Giulia M 472, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure*
9. New York 74-51.1331 (CP 1968) hydria, Attic black-figure^.
10. Louvre F 128, cup, Attic red-figure^^.
IP
11. Bologna 361, cup, Attic red-figure
1212.Athens Acr. 65 (A 192) cup-fragment, Attic red-figure
13
13. Heidelberg 40, cup-fragment, Attic red-figure
14. Louvre G 71, cup, Attic red-figure^^.
13
15.Copenhagen 127, cup, Attic red-figure
1. Br.'128 Ad 13; Megara Hyblaea 2 (Paris, 1964) pl. 89, 8.
2. Br. 141 C 6; Monuments Piot 41 (1946) 56, fig. 14.
3. Br. 128 Ad 19; Jd.I 80 (1965) 101, fig. 24; 84, 9.
4. Br. 129 Ad 32; C.V. 1 pl. 14.
5. Br. 140 B 13
6. Br. 140 B 14
7. Br. 140 B 16
Jd.I 78 (1963) 317, fig. 22; A.R.V. 2. 3, 3
Jd.I 76 (1961) 55, fig. 7; A.R.V. 2. 4, 8.
Jd.I 76 (1961) 49,fig. 1.
8. Br. 129 Ad 34; Mingazzini, op. cit. pl. 65, 1; A.B.V. 291.
9. Br. 129 Ad 24; Jd.I 80 (I965) 103,fig. 56; A.B.V. 314m.
10. Br. 139 B 9; Pettier, op. cit. pl. 73; A.R.V. 2. 58, 50.
11. Br. 139 B 13; A. Bruhn, Oltos and Early Red-figure Vase 
Painting (Copenhagen 1943) fig. 53; A.R.V. 2.65, 113.
12. Br. 139 B 12; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. II pl. 4; A.R.V. 2,
73, 26
13. Br. 139 B 2; W. Kraiker, Katalog der Sammlung antiker Klein- 
kunst des Archaologischen Instituts der Universitat Heidelberg 
I (Berlin,1931) pl. 7; A.R.V. 2.89. 22.
14. Br. 139 B 7; Revue Art Ancien (190I)-9; A.R.V. 2. 89, 21.
15. Br. 138 B 1; C.V. 3, pl. 136; A.R.V. 2. I38, 1.
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16. Munich 2620 A (j 439) cup, Attic red-figure^.
2
17. Boston 00.334, kantharos, Attic red-figure .
18. Vatican, hydria, Etruscan hlack-figure^.
19. New York 10,210.10, oinochoe, Etruscan^.
5
20. London BM B 307, hydria, Attic hlack-figure .
21. fragment, Attic hlack-figupe^,
22. Athens, Acr. 1428, cup, Attic hlack-figure"^.
8
23. Athens, Acr. 1465, cup-fragment, Attic hlack-figure .
9
24. Cambridge 37.7, oinochoe, Attic black-figure .
25. Earlier Coghill, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^^.
26. Turin 4602, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
12
27. Louvre lîNB 909, lekythos, Attic red-figure
28. Copenhagen NM VIII 458, bowl, Attic red-figure^^.
29. Philadelphia L64-185, stamnos, Attic red-figure^^.
1530. Louvre G 177, hydria, Attic red-figure .
31. Earlier Florence, kalpis, Attic red-figure^^.
1. Br. 138 B 4; J.C. Hoppin, A Handbook of Greek Black-figure 
Vases (Paris, 1924) 470-1; A.R.V. 2, 129, 23.
2. Br. 140 B 28; E. Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen 
(Munich, 1923) fig. 320; A.R.V. 2. 126, 27.
3. Br. 141 C 14; Sir J.D. Beazley & F. Magi, La Raccolta 
Benedetto Guglielmi nel Museo Gregoriano-Etrusco (Rome, 1939)
92, pl. 28.
4. Br. 141 C 16; Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum 6 (I9II) 31, 
fig. 3.
5. Br. 128 Ad 22; 6 pl. 76, 4; A.B.V. 36I, 17.
6. Br. 134 Ag 26 & 27 (erroneously twice); Megara Hyblaea 2 pl. 
110,4;
7. Br. 135 Ag 10; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 79; A.B.V. 69,2m.
8. Br. 135 Ag 11; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 79; A.B.V.214.41.
9. Br. 129 Ad 26; C£[. 2 pl. 2, 2; A.B.V. 607m.
10. Br. 129 Ad 3O; J. Millingen, Reintures antiques des vases grecs
de la collection de Sir John Coghill Bart. (Rome, 1Ô17) pl.
34, 2; A.B.V. 526. 31 = 535.9.
11. Br. 129 Ad 39; ££[. 2 pl. 17, 1.
12.Br. 140 B 29; A.B.L. pl. 39, 1; A.Jl.V. 2. 3OI, 4.
13. Br. 140 B 30; C£[. 3 pl. 136, 1.
14. Br. 140 B 26; A.J.A. 11 (1907) 119; A.R.V. 2.187, 62.
15. Br. 139 B 3; Pot tier, op. cit. pl. 126;"À'.R.V. 2. 194a.
16. Br. 139 B 8; Inghirami, op. cit. pl. 63; A.R.V. 2. 209, 171.
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32. Villa Giulia 984, column-krater, Attic red-figure^.
2
33. Florence/Chicago Univ. stamnos, Attic red-figure ,
34. Switzerland, private collection, belly-handled amphora, 
Attic red-figure-J
35. ^ompiègne 1054, hydria, Attic red-figure^,
36. London BM E I68, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
37. Florence 3984, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
38. Moscow Inv. 79, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
o
39. New York 21.88.1, kalpis, Attic red-figure .
1+0. Wurzburg 532, hydria, Attic red-figure^. 
i+1. Hobart, cup, Attic red-figure^^.
1+2. London BM E 101+, cup, Attic red-figure^^.
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1+3. Munich 87II+, kalyx-krater fragment. South Italian .
1. Br. 11+0 B 21; C^V. 2 pl. Ill Ic, 15; A.R.V. 2. 239, 21.
2. Br. 11+0 B 25; A.J.A. 1+2 (1938) 31+6, 3; A.R.V. 2. 21+7,2.
3. Br. 11+0 B 15; Jd.I. 76 (I961) 1+9, fig. 1+.
1+. Br. 139 B 2; OjV. fr. 3 pl. 13, 6; A.R.V. 2. 21+6, 10.
5. Br. 139 B 5; C^V. 5. pl. Ill Ic, 73, 3 & 74, 2; A.R.V. 2.
263, 43.
6. Br. 139 B 6; C^V. 2 pll. Ill 1, 57, 1 & 58, 1; A.R.V. 2.
271, 2.
7. Br. 139 B 7; A ^ .  (1927) 317, no. 12, figs. 16 & 17.
8. Br. 140 B 12; G.M.A. Richter & L. Hall, Red-figured Athenian
Vases in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (New Haven, I964)
pl. 24, 27; A.R.V. 2. 252, 40.
9. Br. 139. B 1; Langlotz, op. cit. pll. 195 & 210; A.R.V. 2. 
587, 54.
10. Br. 139 ® 21; R.G. Hood, Greek Vases in the University of 
Tasmania (Tasmania, 1964) no. 37, pl. 12a; A.R.V. 2I 1624, 80.
11. Br. 139 B 11; J.H.S. 25 (1905) 278; A.R.V. 2. 1293, 1.
12. Br. 142 D 3; A.A. (1957) 390ff., no., 12, fig. 15.
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The popularity of this motif in Attic red-figure is 
particularly striking and it is noteworthy that it often occurs 
on cups since it is well suited to a small field^. It appears 
that this scheme superceded that of strangling in the late 
sixth and early fifth century, for representations of Heracles 
killing the lion with his hare hands, hut that the other came 
hack into vogue in the fourth and subsequent centuries,
c) Unarmed
In the three scenes listed below it is clear that Heracles 
is thought of as using his bare hands against the lion but they 
cannot be classified under either of the two preceding headings,
1. Louvre F 106, Nicosthenic neck-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
2. New York 20.250, Band-cup, Attic black-figure^.
3. Hamburg, oinochoe, Etruscan black-figure^.
In all, Heracles is unarmed; in (l) he touches the lion’s 
paw, in (2) he chases the beast, and in (3) they are about to 
lunge at one another.
I/II UNCERTAIN VfHETHER HERACLES IS ARMED OR NOT
5
1. Delphi, Treasury of the Athenians, metopes ,
2. Athens, Hephaesteum metopes^.
1. It often appears on black-figure lekythoi in the case of boar 
and bull. See pages 33 & 62.
2. Br. 130 Ae 5; £LV. 4 pl. 35, 13.
3. Br. 130 Ae 17; 2 pl. 31, 47.
4. Br. 141 C 13; & A. (1917) 104, no. 35, fig. 35.
5. Delphes (France, 1957) pl. 123.
6. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI, 1.
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In both of these pieces Heracles is strangling the lion in
the crook of his arm but his right hand is not preserved and there
is no means of knowing whether or not it originally held a
weapon. Sauer, in his reconstruction of the Hephaesteum
metope, gives Heracles a sword but this seems pure guesswork on
M s  part. In fact, since this appearance of the sword would
be so much later than the others I think it likely it did not
occur here. In fact, there is no example of the use of weapons
after the beginning of the fifth century except for one isolated
example of the club in Hellenistic, which seems in any case
to be influenced by renderings of the Cerynitian hind^.
Therefore, I think it likely that the Hephaesteum metope employed
the strangling motif. It is not possible to make such a guess
about the Delphi metope, but certainly the roughly contemporary
2
metope from Paestum depicted Heracles strangling the lion and 
this could have been the case at Delphi too.
I shall now turn to other elements of composition which 
overlap the divisions made hitherto.
(i) Use of the cloak.
These representations, which cover the period from c. 530 
to the early fifth century, depict Heracles holding out his 
cloak over his arm towards the lion as if it were a shield.
He is often menacing the beast with a weapon held in his other 
hand. Such representations have been identified as Alcathous 
fighting the lion of Cithaeron but there seems no reason for 
this. - In fact, this scheme better suits Heracles and the 
Nemean lion because pseudo-Theocritus says that Heracles wielded
1. See pages 34, no. 24 & 55-
2. See page 60, no. 22.
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his club with one hand while with the other he held before 
him his cloak, folded round his bunched arrows. These several 
representations so well accord with this description, especially 
those which show Heracles using the club, that it is likely that
this aspect of the myth dated back to the end of the sixth
century. Admittedly no bunched arrows can be seen with the 
possible exception of example (8) below, but these would be 
difficult to draw and were perhaps a feature of the use of the 
cloak not fully understood by artists. If this is the meaning 
of the outstretched cloak in these pieces, they are likely to 
depict a preliminary attempt by Heracles to kill the lion since 
Theocritus says that it is after he has benumbed it with his 
club that he is able to strangle it.
1. Louvre P 108, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Louvre G 72, cup, Attic red-figure .
3. Berlin P 1895, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
4. Palermo, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5
5. Louvre P 47, hydria, Attic black-figure .
6. Robinson collection, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
7. Athens NM 12627, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
1. See page 33, no. 5 and note (3)
2. Br. 139 B 8. Pettier, op. cit. pl. 97; A.R.V. 2. 174, 11.
3. See page 54, no. 10 and note (1j.
4. See page 34 , no. 14 and note (5)
5. See page 34, no. 16 and note (7).
6. See page 34, no. 12 and note (3).
7. Br. 130 Ae 18; J.H.S. 75 (1955) 95, pl. 7, 2.
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8, Villa Giulia 20909, 20911?, skyphos, Attic hlack-figupe^,
2
9. Heidelberg, white-ground lekythos, Attic black-figure .
10. Syracuse 43.432, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
11. Bucharest, Magheru, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
12. Naples Stg. 130, kyathos, Attic black-figure^.
13. Frankfurt VP B.316, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
14. Syracuse 24672, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
Q
15. Athens, Acr, 1397, skyphos — fragment, Attic black-figure .
The club is wielded in (l), (3), (4), (5), (6), (9), (lO), 
(11), and the sword in (12); it is not possible to decide whether 
the weapon is meant to be club or sword in (8), (13) and (14).
All these examples have been looked at before under the preceding 
categories but the rest of this group, in which the cloak is used
Q
on its own, do not appear in my other lists .
It appears that these vases, which do not belong to a single 
school, did have a particular version in mind, since otherwise 
the outstretched cloak would be meaningless, and it is likely 
that this was the version, later recorded by pseudo-Theocritus, 
of the use of the cloak over bunched arrows to serve as a shield, 
although the detail of the arrows is generally omitted, either 
because the artists did not know of it or because it was too 
difficult to render.
1. See page 57 , no. 2 and note (ij.
2. See page 54, no. 18 and note (9).
3. Bee page 34, no. 19 and note (lOj.
4. See page 54, no. 20 and note (11.).
5. See page 31 , no. 34 and note (5).
6. See page 37, no. 4 and note (34
7. See page 37 , no. 3 and note (2).
8. Br. 131 Ae 20; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 77; A.B.V.
577 to 17.
9. It should be noted, however, that in (2) and (I5) Heracles* 
right hand is not preserved and could originally have held a 
weapon.
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(ii) Depiction of the lion*s den
There are not many examples of this and Brommer lists them 
in his group A:f of which (4) has already been twice listed in 
connection with club and bow^. I merely wish to remark, without 
repeating Brommer’s list, that this feature is again first 
mentioned by pseudo-Theocritus who says that the lion came to 
its den towards evening and Heracles waylaid it beside the path. 
Its depiction on vases of the early fifth century shows that 
Theocritus was apparently following an earlier source dating 
at least to this time.
2
1. VJhereabouts unknown to me, kylix, Attic black-figure .
(iii) The lion already dead.
2. Munich 563, kylix, Attic Black-figure^.
3. Palermo, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure^.
4. Olympia, metope .
5. London BM 029, relief kelebe, Hellenistic^.
(1), (2) and (5) are mentioned by Luce^ and are very 
interesting a s  showing H e r a c le s  skinning the lion. In (l) it 
lies on its back while Heracles, identified by his club, stands 
over it, holding its back legs in his left hand. Unfortunately
1. 'See pages 34, ao. 21 & 5b, no. 2.
2. pll. 1 3 2 - 3 ,  1 & 2.
3. 0. Jahn, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung Konigs Ludwig in der 
Pinakothek zu München (Munich. 1054) 186.
4. Br. 140 B 20; Jd.I 49 (1934) 42; A.R.V. 427, 2.
5. B. Ashmole & N. Yalouris, Olympia, the Sculptures of the Temple 
of Zeus (London, I967) pl. l43.
6. H.B. Walters, Catalogue of the Greek and Etruscan Vases in the 
British Museum IV (London, 1896) 242.
7 . ’List of vases showing H e r a c le s  and the Nemean Lion’, A.J.A.
20 (1916) 460ff. On this point see 473.
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it cannot be seen what he was using for skinning the beast 
since his right hand is on its inner side and^ therefore, not 
drawn. It cannot, therefore, be known whether the version 
of Theocritus was current at this time, namely in the early fifth 
century, in which Heracles had to skin the lion with its own 
claws. Certainly by the second quarter of the fifth century 
the invulneratality of the hide was known but perhaps the 
logical refinement of skinning the beast with its own claws 
was reserved for later. Unfortunately, no picture is available 
for (2) but the description talks of Heracles "disembowelling" 
and^therefore^presumably skinning it, although it does not say 
what he used for doing so.
In (3) it appears that the lion is dead but this need not 
be the case. Heracles sits contemplatively above it as it 
lies face down on the ground, perhaps debating how to remove 
the skin. However, it could be that the lion is thought of 
merely as sleeping in its den, hence its positioning below 
Heracles, although no actual den is drawn, and Heracles is 
thought of as contemplating how to get to it. 
the
In/Olympia metope, however, the beast is certainly dead.
It lies on its face with its head on its paw, perhaps substantiat­
ing the claim of (3) to depict it in death. Heracles has his 
right foot on its back in a conquering attitude. The state of 
the metope is fragmentary but it is clear that Heracles 
originally rested his elbow on his knee and his face on his 
hand. Typical of Olympia, Athena is present and a quiet moment 
of the myth has been chosen.
72.
Oddities.
1
1. Rhodes, cup, Laconian .
2
2. Utrecht, hell-krater, Attic red-figure .
Finally in my examination of the artistic evidence for this 
labour I shall comment briefly on two pieces listed by Brommer 
as representing the Nemean lion but which seem to me to depict 
something different. In (l) a man is shown with a lion attached, 
apparently, to reins; he wears a tunic and has long hair and 
beard. It could be that this representation is meanbto be 
Heracles and is influenced by such scenes of him with Cerberus 
but perhaps it is intended to be taken together with the satyr 
and Dionysus who appear next to it.
(2) seems more likely to portray Cerberus and will be
%
examined again with that labour^. Athena stands on the left 
of the scene next to Heracles with his club; he faces a tree 
next to which sits a woman, under whom is half an animal head, 
presumably meant to be looking out from behind a rock. This 
woman would have no place at all in the lion labour unless this 
is a conflation of Hesperides and lion myths, but if the scene 
related to Cerberus she could be intended for Persephone.
Possibly such doubtful representations could make reference 
to Alcathous and the lion of Cithaeron, but there is nothing to 
substantiate this.
CONCLUSION
This labour is never given any number other than the first
1. Br. 141 C 8; C£[. 1. pl. HID 3.
2. Br. 140 B 18; Studies presented to D.M. Robinson, II, ed. 
G. Mylonas, (St Louis, 1953) pl. 35.
3. See page no. 2.
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and the second labour is also standardised,as the hydra. Both 
gave to Heracles very useful weapons for carrying out his other 
labours and this is likely to have been the reason they were 
placed at the beginning of the list.
The myth of the Nemean lion may well have been in existence 
in the eighth century in view of the lack of evidence that the 
Hesiod passage ought to be regarded as spurious, and also the 
possibility that the subject was portrayed in Geometric art.
The position regarding the eighth-century evidence is similar 
to that for the hydra^, since the editor of the Oxford text 
of Hesiod also wishes to remove the reference to Heracles 
killing this creature, and yet various Geometric pieces can 
lay a claim to be representations of the hydra, although 
admittedly their subject-matter is far more certain than that 
of those which have been examined as possible representations 
of the lion.
The earliest representations, even discounting the doubtful 
Geometric ones, show Heracles using weapons against the lion.
It has been admitted that there is no actual reference to the 
invulnerability of the skin until Bacchylides but that this is 
the likely inference to be drawn from Heracles wearing the skin, 
unless he was just thou^t of as boasting in his conquest, and 
he is certainly shown wearing it in the hydra representations 
in the Corinthian fabric, scarcely there in boasting mood.
It has been pointed out that the first two labours gave Heracles 
useful attributes; it is known that Stesichorus mentioned him 
dipping his arrows into the hydra’s poison and it is likely
1. See page 79 note 2 and pages 83ff.
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that the invulnerability of the hide was also known in the 
sixth century. I have already suggested that the drawing of 
weapons for this labour probably merely demonstrates the lack 
of accurate mythological knowledge on the part of artists and 
it will be seen that their basic conception of the majority of 
the labours is confined to pictures of Heracles brandishing 
various weapons and attended by Athena, lolaus and Hermes, 
sometimes individually, sometimes all together, regardless of 
whether these details belong to each particular myth.
There is certainly a much larger weight of evidence for 
Heracles killing the lion with his bare hands - which substantiates 
the literary accounts - since it must be remembered that Brommer 
lists numerous examples of this in his Groups A:a and A:b which 
I have not found it necessary to list again in this thesis.
This idea first appears in art in the last quarter of the seventh 
century, apparently substantiating the theory that it was much 
earlier than the first extant appearance in literature in 
Bacchylides, and it is interesting that this is not long after 
the date of Pisander, whom I have suggested at least to imply 
this detail.
This is a myth which well accords with the spirit of the 
labours from the pôint of view of demonstrating heroism, 
especially in the combat without weapons, and if the Hesiod 
passage is genuine the idea of benefaction was inherent in 
this myth in early days. This was also a creature sent by 
Heracles’ enemy, Hera, as was the hydra.
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CHAPTER THREE; THE LERNAEAN HYDRA
This is another early story, set in the Northern Peloponnese. 
Its numher seems standardised in the list of lahoars as the 
second. This is a popular labour again possibly derived from 
the East^.
A LITERARY EVIDENCE
Hesiod (Th. 313ff.):
Pisander (F . 2 K): 
Stesichorus (P. Oxy, 
2617 ¥k Col. 2, 3ff.)
Alcaeus
[Em. 569):
Simonides)
Hecataeus (FJlH. IF 2l|)
Pherecydes (EGJL 3 F 70)
Among the children of Typhon and Echidna 
was the Lernaean hydra which Hera used 
against Heracles; he slew it vri^ éi 
xaXxcp with the help of lolaus and the 
advice of Athena.
2
Pisander gave the hydra many heads .
One of Heracles* arrows is described 
as "befouled with the blood and gall 
of the hydra".
Alcaeus gave the hydra nine heads; 
Simonides gave it fifty.
Hecataeus wrote about the Lernaean hydra. 
Aelian in whom this statement is pre­
served, describes it as à0\ov t ôV| 
*Hpdx\etov but it is not clear whether 
Hecataeus referred to it in this way. 
Lerna is mentioned as a town but no 
reference to the hydra is preserved.
1. See page 32?.
2. Paus. II 37.4. xscpa\f)V ôè (f] #ôpu), epoC ôoxeTv, {n'av
xaC ov  xXetovaç. TTsiToavôpoç ôè 6 Kajitperç, iva to OppiTov 
Te ôoxotTp cpof3epwTepov xao ouTw yfvpTUL f) %oCr\oiç,  à^ iToxpecoç 
jjidXXov, dvTL toi5toûv t ù c  xecpaAaç exoiTpoc Tp v6pa  t ù ç  xoWdc, ,
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Panyassis (P; 3 K) : The crgh seems to have "been placed among
the stars hy Hera because alone it 
climbed out of the pool and bit Heracles* 
foot, although others fought with him^, 
when he was killing the hydra. Heracles 
was angry and crushed it with his foot. 
Hellanicus (EGH. IXF 103% To explain the proverb "not even Heracles 
Herodanus (P.(1H> 31F 23): fought against two", Herodorus and
Hellanicus say that when Heracles approached 
the hydra Hera sent a crab and since he 
could not fight against two, Heracles 
summoned lolaus to help.
Sophocles (^. passim): Nessus was killed with an arrow steeped
in the hydra’s blood. He tells Deianeira 
to scrape the gall from his wound and make 
it into a love charm. This eventually 
brings about Heracles* death.
(Tr. 1094): The hydra is mentioned as a hd%6oc.
Euripides (HP. 4l9ff.): Heracles cut off and seared the many
heads of the hydra and smeared the blood 
on his arrows.
(HF. 1274-5): Heracles tells Theseus of the hydra with
heads that grew again, (dfjLcpcxpavov xai 
xuÀü^pXuoTp).
(Ion 191ff.): The chorus see on the Temple of Apollo at
2
Delphi , Heracles killing the hydra 
Xp'ooêaiç dpxai Ç, and next to him lolaus 
with a firebrand.
1. Perhaps this refers to lolaus and Athena.
2. See page 99* 19 & note {J}»
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Plato Philosophus 
(Buthvdemus 297 C):
Virgil.(Aeneid VI 287-8)
(Aen. VIII 300):
Diodorus Siculus (IV 11, 
5 & 6) :
Apollodorus (II v 2);
Socrates tells Dionysodorus he is 
inferior to Heracles who was no match 
for the hydra, with its many heads that 
grew again when cut off, or a match 
for the crab against which Heracles 
summoned lolaus. The language of 
this passage is metaphorical.
The hydra is described as belua Lernae 
horrend urn stridens.
The hydra is described as Lernaeus 
turba capitum anguis.
For the second labour Heracles had to 
kill the Lernaean hydra with its one 
body and one hundred snake heads, 
which was thought invulnerable since 
when one head was cut off two more 
grew in its place. Heracles put a 
stop to this by making lolaus cauterize 
the stumps; when the hydra was dead 
he dipped his arrows into its poison.
It was the second labour to kill the 
Lernaean hydra which had nine heads, 
of which eight were mortal but the 
middle one immortal. lolaus drove his 
chariot to Lerna. Heracles scared 
the hydra out of its lair with burning 
darts and caught hold of it, but it 
wound itself round his foot. IVhen 
he tried to smash the heads with his 
club two more grew up in place of one
78.
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 
3):
and a crab also came to the hydra’s help 
and bit his foot. Heracles killed the crab 
and called lolaus to cauterize the hydra’s 
stumps. He cut off the immortal head and 
buried it, putting a heavy rock on top. He 
then dipped his arrows into the hydra’s blood. 
Eurystheus refused to count this among the 
ten labours because lolaus had helped. 
Heracles killed the nine-headed hydra, the 
child of Typhon at the spring of Lerna. It 
was so poisonous that it killed men afflatu 
and they also died from breathing its tracks. 
He was helped by Athena. He dipped his 
arrows into its blood and eventually died 
because of this.
The hydra is mentioned among the children of 
Typhon and Echidna together with Cerberus, 
Ladon, Scylla, the snake at Colchis, the 
Sphinx and the Chimaera.
Hera placed the crab among the stars because 
it bit Heracles’ foot when he was fighting 
the hydra.
Servius (Ad Aen. VI Servius gives a rationalistic account of the 
287): hydra which makes it into locum ... evomentem
aquas. He mentions as the traditional 
Roman story the fact that the hydra uno caeso 
tria capita excrescebant and says that 
Heracles, therefore, used fire against it.
(Fab. CLI):
(Astronomica II 
xxiii);
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One sees immediately that the hydra story is very well 
attested in extant literature from an early date. Indeed, it 
is highly probable that, like the Nemean lion, it was influenced 
by earlier Eastern stories of heroes slaying many-headed dragons, 
such as the Akkadian story of Marduk and Tiamat^; representations 
of such stories are common in Eastern art, especially on seals, 
and will be examined in this chapter together with the artistic 
evidence for the hydra.
Very many traditional elements of the hydra myth are present
2
in the earliest evidence : the agency of Hera; the help of
lolaus and Athena; the slaying of the hydra with a metal weapon; 
and the hydra's parentage. Certainly from the time of Pisander 
it was thought to have many heads, and its monstrous parentage, 
as given by Hesiod, certainly hints at a monstrous nature.
The number differs from writer to writer: nine is a popular
one, occurring in Alcaeus, Apollodorus and Hyginus; Simonides 
gives it fifty heads; Diodorus gives it one hundred. Apollo­
dorus may have invented the story that the middle head was 
immortal; at any rate, it does not occur elsewhere in extant 
literature g%x6&@xE&. Prom c. 600 BC dates the notion that 
its gall was poisonous, although strangely enough this is not 
specifically stated until Hyginus. The fact can be easily deduced, 
however, from the tradition that Heracles dipped his arrows into 
the gall and from the later tradition that he died himself because 
of this.
1. See Hooke, op. cit. Ulff.
2. It must be admitted that the editor of the Oxford Text regards 
these lines as spurious.
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The crah story, on the evidence of extant literature, 
seems to date to the first half of the fifth century BC, al­
though the wording of the Panyassis reference does not make it 
clear whether he actually mentioned the crah, or just the hydra 
being killed by Heracles. However, the artistic evidence will 
prove this element of the myth to be early as well^. It is 
not clear from the sources whether the crab went of its own 
accord to help the hydra or was sent by Hera; however, there 
seems general agreement that it bit Heracles' foot and v/as 
killed by him; for this bravery it was rewarded by Hera with 
a place among the stars.
The presence of lolaus is explained with reference to the
attack of the crab by Herodorus and Hellanicus; possibly they
were merely looking for a convenient explanation of the proverb
"against two not even Heracles could fight". Accounts differ
as to lolaus' role: he is present in Hesiod's account althou^
the crab is not; according to Apollodorus he is called in
after Heracles has killed the crab; Plato, however, agrees
with Herodorus and Hellanicus in making him come to the rescue
after the crab bite. It is interesting that Apollodorus makes
lolaus Heracles' charioteer in this labour, since he is depicted
2
as such on some early vases . He also says that lolaus'
involvement caused Eurystheus to reject this as a labour. 
Euripides is the first to talk of lolaus cauterizing the stumps 
and so the tradition that more heads grew as one was cut off, 
intricately connected with the cauterizing motif, can be presumed 
also to be comparatively late; substantiation of this will be 
sought in the artistic evidence. Diodorus and Apollodorus say 
that two heads grew for every one cut off, and Servius says three,
1. See page 85.
2. See page
81.
Euripides specifies Heracles' weapon as a sickle but otherwise 
the exact weapon he uses is not named^.
This myth is not named as a labour in extant literature 
until Sophocles and it is interesting that no reason is given 
for its performance until the hint of Hyginus: tantam vim veneni
habuit ut afflatu homines necaret. This suggests the idea of 
benefaction. Presumably this might be inferred early on from 
the idea of its gall being poisonous, but perhaps in early days 
it was regarded rather as a test of strength and skill and the 
benefaction idea came later, as will be seen to be the case in 
many of the other labours.
Linked to this labour, but not an integral part, is the 
Nessus story, made possible by the tradition that Heracles' 
arrows were dipped into the hydra's blood and thereby became 
poisonous. This dates to the early sixth century and the 
hydra myth should have come first. The story of the death of 
Nessus at Heracles' hands occurs in Archilochus , who was writing 
at least fifty years earlier than Stesichorus, the first extant 
writer to tell of dipping the arrows into the hydra's blood.
A love charm is said to bring about the death of Heracles in
3
pseudo-Hesiod but it is not linked with Nessus. However, 
Bacchylides^ is the first extant writer to link the two. Thus, 
it is likely that Heracles' death was originally quite unconnected 
with Nessus: it appears as such in the Iliad .^ the Odyssey^
1. Hesiod mentions a metal weapon but does not give details.
2. Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 1, 1212-19a.
3. Pr. 25, 20ff. (MW).
4. XVI 23ff. ed. B. Snell (Leipzig, 1959)
5. I8.117ff.
6. XI 601ff.
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where two separate traditions are given, and in Hesiod's
Theogony :^ the last two refer to his apotheosis. When the
connection took place is not clear, but it was certainly in
2existence hy the first quarter of the fifth century . Nothing 
more need he said here about this offshoot of the hydra myth: 
it seems to have been devised to give a fixed tradition to the 
manner of Heracles' death and it is indeed fitting that he should 
die indirectly because of Hera's creature, the hydra.
B ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
Before turning to the Greek representations of this myth 
I shall make brief reference to some Eastern compositions which 
suggest that the hydra story may have been inspired by Eastern
3
mythology. A Sumerian clay impression in fragmentary state 
depicts in its lowest zone a creature with snake's tail. It 
originally had seven heads; five remain on the body and the 
other two are held by a man who faces the creature.
An Akkadian seal^, dating roughly to 2500 BC, found at Tell 
Asmar (Eshnunna), in a temple dedicated to the "Lord of Vegetation", 
shows a figure, apparently the god of fertility, fighting a 
seven-headed dragon, of which four heads seem already dead.
There is help given by a second figure who holds a long pole.
as does the first figure, but near to it long tongues of fire
3
leap up, as Frankfort notes; this seems a likely forerunner 
of lolaus and the firebrand, although this aspect of the myth
1. vv. 950ff.
2. In Bacchylides
3. J.H.S. 3h (1934) 40, fig. 1.
4. J.H.S. 54 (1934) pi. II 1; H.H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals 
(1939) pi. XXIIIj.
5. op, cit. 121-2.
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does not seem to appear in the hydra story until comparatively 
late. The creature on the seal has a dragon's body with four 
legs, thus differing from the snake body of the hydra^.
A creature similar to the hydra existed in Ugaritic mythology,
as well as in Sumerian and Ald<adian: one tradition describes
Baal's victory over Chaos as the slaying of the seven-headed 
2
dragon Lotan . A similar tradition can be seen in Hebrew
mythology since according to Psalm 74: Yahweh in contest with
the waters killed the many-headed Leviathan and then created 
3night and day.
The channel of influence on Greek legend and art coming 
from the East was probably opened after the Dark Ages when Greece 
began to trade with the East once again; she would come into 
contact with Oriental ideas at various trading stations.
I shall now turn to an investigation of the artistic 
evidence for the legend of the Greek hydra. The material begins 
early and is continuous, again attesting to the general popularity 
of this myth, belonging as it does to many fabrics.
I. Heracles uses the sword
This group begins in the second half of the eighth century 
BC and contains the earliest artistic representation of this 
myth, which slightly antedates Hesiod, the earliest extant 
literary source. The group ends, however, in the last quarter 
of the sixth century, being superceded, as will be seen, by the 
use of the sickle. In many of these representations it is
1. The Sumerian clay impression is more similar to renderings 
of the hydra.
2. Hooke, op. cit. 82.
3. vv. 12-17; See Hooke, op. cit. 106.
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lolaus who brandishes the sickle:(l), (2), (4 ), (6), (?), (12) 
anl (13). The crab appears in the earliest and is common in 
this group, indicating that this element of the myth existed from 
the start, a fact not indicated by extant literature.
1. London BM 3205, fibula, Boeotian^.
2
2. Philadelphia, private collection, fibula, Boeotian .
3. Sparta, relief^.
4. Breslau, aryballos, Corinthian^.
5
5. Louvre CA 2511, cup, Corinthian .
6. Jena, cup, Corinthian^.
7. Louvre CA 3004, skyphos, Corinthian^.
g
8. From Perachora, kotyle, Corinthian .
9. Market, Tyrrhenian amphora, Attic black-figure^,
10. Louvre E 85I, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
11. Earlier Basseggio, amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
12
12. Tarquinia, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
1313. Naples H 2761 (81126), cup, Attic black-figure
1. F.O.S. no. 101 pi. 2.
2. Ibid. no. 133 pi. 8.
(J.H.S,. Suppl. 5) 212, pi. 103.
4. Br. 81 C 1; N.C. no. 481, fig. 45A.
5. Br. 81 C 2; N.C. no. 994.
6. Br. 81 C 3; N.C. no. 987, fig. 45B.
7. Br. 81 C 6 ; Mon. Piot 40 (1944) Pll. 3 & 4.
8. Br. 81 C 7; Perachora II pi. 102 no. 2481.
9. Br. 79 A 10; M.M. Auct. XVI no. 84 pl. 20.
10. Br. 79 A 3; A.A. (1971) figs. 15-16; A.B.V. 97, 24.
11. Br. 79 A 13; A.V. plU 95-96; A.B.V. 97, 25.
12. Br. 79 A 5; N.Sc. NS 6 (1930) pl. ;7, 1; A.B.V. 308.
13. Br. 80 A 34; C.V. 1 pl. 23, 3; A.B.V. 262, 47.
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It will be helpful to describe the earliest examples.
(l) is very fragmentary. It is possible to count five snake 
heads, near to which is a man who grasps them where they meet 
the body; his right hand is empty but near to it, and probably 
thought of as inside it, is the end of a sword blade. Towards 
the tail of the creature is a small figure holding a sickle.
Prom later representations the scene can be identified as the 
slaying of the hydra; the figure holding the necks is marked 
as Heracles by the crab under his feet and thus the little 
figure must be lolaus. Pishes complete the watery setting of 
Lerna.
In (2) two figures in hoplite dress face each other.
Between them is the hydra; four necks are still attached to 
the body while part of another floats in a free field. The 
figure on the left holds a sickle in his right hand and one
\
hydra head in his left; behind him two spears are propped up.
The figure on the right also holds a head in his left hand but 
brandishes a scimitar in his ri^t ; the crab under his feet 
designates him as Heracles.
(3) is fragmentary but the subject can be identified as 
Heracles in tunic and greaves, with sword hilt in hand, holding 
one hydra head while another bites his lower leg; a third 
head is preserved and there is plenty of room for others to be 
restored as well as the body. Dawkins^ dates this 740-710 BC 
since it v/as found with Geometric pottery but not with Laconian I,
In the Corinthian examples Heracles* chariot is often 
depicted, occurring in (4), (5), and (6). The chariot is empty
1. A.O. 212.
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in (5) and (6), doubtless indicating that the charioteer is
lolaus. (4) is odd, however, since two chariots are shown, of
which one is empty and the other contains a figure inscribed
Aaxi30oç. Presumably they are meant to belong to both Heracles
and lolaus and the latter is not thought of heieas Heracles*
charioteer. The inscription is also odd since Heracles seems
to have had no connection with Lapiths. The inscription Pore
for the Siren is also unknown. The chariot is also depicted
on the Tyrrhenian amphora (9), again with lolaus as charioteer,
and this time actually in the chariot. The chariot is depicted
side-view except in (5) where it is frontal. As Payne^ points
out, this shows that a frontal chariot is attested for the
hydra legend and justifies the inclusion of the one on the chest
of Cypselus with the hydra scene instead of its original wrong
2
restoration side-view; it was wrongly connected by Pausanias 
with the adjacent scene of the Games of Pelias. It is interesting 
that the chariot occurs in art so early since it does not appear 
in literature until Apollodorus. Again, then, one sees signs 
of this myth being complete early on.
It has already been stated that the literary evidence does 
not specify Heracles* weapon until Euripides and the sword 
well suits Hesiod* s loose description of the killing vriXet 
The common appearance of lolaus with the sickle suggests the 
existence of a tradition which has not survived in literature, 
and it is notable that this is the weapon taken over by Heracles. 
Representations of Heracles with sword and sickle overlap 
chronologically. There are also a few fairly early representations
1. N.C. 126 and works there cited. 
Z. V 17. 9-11.
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of Heracles combatting the hydra m t h  the bow, but the use of 
the sword remains the most popular early artistic version.
II Use of the sickle.
The earliest representation in this group dates to the 
Middle Corinthian period and the latest may occur on the 
Hephaesteum dating c. 430 BC, although the sickle has not 
actually been preserved here. At any rate the sickle tradition 
can be seen to antedate Euripides, the earliest extant source 
to record it. In (4), (9) and (lO) the firebrand has been 
depicted or restored; this will be discussed together with a 
description of the works in question. Other works depicting 
lolaus with the firebrand but Heracles with a weapon other than 
the sickle will also be mentioned here.
1. Lost,kotyle, Corinthian^.
2. Berlin P 1801, "Little Master" band-cup, Attic black-figure^.
3. Lyons E 406a, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
4. Palermo V 763 (273), stamnos, Attic red-figure^.
3. Switzerland,private collection, neck-handled amphora, Attic
R
black-figure .
1. Br. 81 C 3; ILC. no. 942, pl. 43C.
2. Br. 80 A 31; Brommer, Key. Pl- 10a; A.B.V.
230, lu.
3. Br. 79 A 13; J. Dugas, Studies presented to D.M. Robinson
II 35ff., pll. 15 & 16; ~A:b.v7~268. 29.
4. Br. 80 B 6: N.Sc. NS 1 (1923) 132, fig. 19; A.R.V. 2. 231,
34.
3. Br. 79 A 6; A.A. (1971) 168, fig. 4; Par. Ill, 37 bis.
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16. Trieste S 454, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
2
7. Lipari, band-cup, Attic black-figure .
8. Orvieto, cup-fragment, Attic red-figure^,
9. Olympia, metope^.
10. Athens, Hephaesteum metope^.
lolaus is present in many of these scenes, often holding 
a sickle as well - (l), (3), and (4) - while in (6) and (7) 
it is difficult to identify his weapon. It is possible from 
the shape that it is meant to be a firebrand but it could also 
be a sword or club. In the Palermo piece (4) he holds a fire­
brand in each hand, and on the Hephaesteum metope he is restored
with a firebrand. The latter, as it has survived, only shov/s 
Heracles and lolaus partially preserved; the rear figure 
touches the shoulder of the front one and his arm probably 
originally went past the other's shoulder; remains of a drape 
are preserved and lolaus often holds Heracles' cloak. Heracles
ought to be the figure nearest the hydra; one snake body and
the bases of two necks are preserved. It seems reasonable 
to restore the scene as lolaus ready to cauterize the stumps 
left by Heracles who grasps a neck and holds a sickle: the
position of his arm suggests cutting motion and he is likely to 
have been using the sickle rather than the gvord, which is not 
depicted in such scenes after the sixth century.
1. Br. 79 A 12; CJ/. 1 pl. 2, 3.
2. Br. 80 A 35; Archaeological Reports 1966/7, 46, fig. 28.
3. Br. 80 B 4; &V- Pl- 148; A.R.V. 2. 133, 16.
4. Ashmole & Yalouris op. cit. pl. 152.
5. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI, ii.
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The Olympia metope depicts the firebrand but not in the 
hands of lolaus, who is not rendered. Apparently both sickle 
and firebrand are used by Heracles here, one in each hand : 
the sculptor gives more space to the hydra than on the Hephaes­
teum metope with the result that there is less room for its 
combatants. It is interesting that the firebrand does not 
appear in art until rather late, the last quarter of the sixth 
century to be exact,and is not commonly rendered. It appears
on three other pieces, an Attic virhite-ground lekythos in
1 2 Agrigentum , an Attic red-figure oinochoe in Leningrad (B 4257)
5
and a South-Italian volute-krater in Policoro . It is 
impossible to identify Heracles' weapon in the first piece but 
in the second and third he brandishes his club ; the first two 
date to the early fifth century and the third to c. 380. The 
notion of the firebrand appears first in extant literature in 
Euripides whom these pieces antedate. However, in view of 
the date of the artistic evidence a literary source for it 
dating at the latest to the last quarter of the sixth century 
is required. One of the Lyric poets might be such a source: 
it is conceivable that the scene was depicted nearer the middle 
of the sixth century^ on pieces that have not survived.
The crab is present in (l) but not in the later examples; 
probably it was often depicted in early times to distinguish 
Heracles from lolaus. The chariot can be seen in (l) as in 
some of the Corinthian pieces in Group I; in (7) there are
1. Br. 80 A 24; P. Brommer 'Herakles und Hydra auf attischen 
Vasenbilderrf Marburger Winckelmann-Programm 1949 pl, 1, 2; 
A.B.V. 521m.
2. Br. 81 B 13; Brommer, Her, pl. 10b.
3. Sr. 82 'D Ix rrB.d'A. 46 (l96l) 146,fig. 31.
4. It would thus be close to the date of Ibycus and. other lyric 
poets.
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two chariots as on the Breslau aryhallos of Group I, although 
here one may belong to the next scene. The drawing of the 
hydra may also be commented on in a few cases since in (3) it 
is given two bodies instead of the usual one and in (?) it has 
two tails. In (4) where the hydra is given as many as thirteen 
heads one is wound round Heracles' waist and tucked into his 
belt; this is a novel composition and perhaps reflects a 
similar tradition to that of Apollodorus who says that the 
hydra wound itself round Heracles' foot.
Ill Use of the Club.
I shall take this group next as one of its number has 
already been mentioned in connection with the firebrand. It 
is roughly contemporary with scenes where Heracles uses the 
sickle, but continues longer, becoming the main weapon depicted 
in Hellenistic times, as is often the case.
1. Athens Acropolis, poros pediment^.
2
2. Hamburg 1923, 183, bronze box-foot, Etruscan ,
3
3. Leningrad B 4237, oinochoe, Attic red-figure .
4. Bonn 338, white-ground lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
3. San Pransisco, Legion 1924.2, white-ground lekythos, Attic 
black-figure^.
6. Athens NM CC 792, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
7. London, BM 1929, 3-13.2. stamnos, Attic red-figure^.
1. Brommer, Her. 16-17, fig. 3.
2. (1928) 440, fig. 132, no. 123.
3. See note (2), xsimxsac, page 89.
4. Br. 80 A 20; M.W.Pr. pl. 1, 1; A.B.L. 241, 13.
3. Br. 80 A 27; C^. (U.S.A. 10) pl. 13; A.B.V. 338, 3.
6. Br. 80 A 28; M .  Pr. pl. 2;
7. Br. 81 B 7; British Museum Quarterly 4 (1930) pl. I6;
A.R.V. 2.287,"T51
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8. Vienna, collection of Apostolos Zenon, from Phaestus, 
silver stater^.
2
9. Policoro Museum, volute-krater. South Italian ,
10. Wurzburg 911, Megarian bowl^.
11. Athens P 441 and P 394, Megarian bowl-fragments^.
12. Louvre H 263, guttus^.
13. Berlin P 2882, bowl^.
14. Alexandria, Coll. Lucas A, Benaclii, clay lamp, Eoman"^.
g
15. Madrid museum, from Liria, mosaic, Roman .
(1) and (2) are interesting and may be looked at in detail. 
The pediment belongs to the first quarter of the sixth century. 
In the corner a crab is visible and next to it a two-horse 
chariot team graze while the charioteer, with one foot on the 
ground and facing Heracles, holds the reins; this is probably 
meant to be lolaus since he is not in the scene elsewhere. 
Heracles, with his club, faces the hydra of which eight heads 
are preserved; its tail fills the right-hand corner of the
Q
pediment , This piece is almost a century earlier than the 
first appearance of this composition on vases. However, it 
has already been said that artists often depict Heracles using 
the club just because it is his traditional attribute regardless 
of whether it is documented as used in a particular myth in 
literature.
1. Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 59, 4.
2. See page 89,no te {3}.
3. Br. 82 B 3
4. Br. 82 E 2
5. Br. 82 E 5
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 59, 3;
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 58, 1.
C.V. 15 pl. IVE. 28, 2.
6. A. Purtwangler, La Collection Sabouroff (Berlin, I883-7) 
pl. 74, 3.
7. Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 59, 1.
8. Brommer, Her, pl. 31.
9. Cr. Triton and 'Blue Beard' pediments. See R. Lullies & M. 
Hirmer, Greek Sculpture (1956) 40, fig. 2 & pll. 24-5.
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In (2) there is little to distinguish the figures of 
Heracles and lolaus except that the left-hand figure seems to 
brandish a club while the right-hand one has a sword. lolaus 
would thus be the one with the long hair, tunic and quiver 
while Heracles the one with short hair and naked. Their poses 
are identical, both brandishing their weapons over their heads; 
the hydra is between them. This group seems to belong to the 
early fifth century.
(3) has already been considered in connection with the 
firebrand. (4) and (5) are replicas of one another by the 
Haimon Painter. Heracles seems to have used his club to 
knock off some of the heads: this is presumably his intention
in the Leningrad piece (3),where the stumps will be cauterized. 
This seems a particularly bloody and difficult way of removirg 
the heads and leads me to suppose this to be solely an artistic 
version, where the artists have given Heracles the club regard­
less of whether it is appropriate.
(6) is interesting as showing the hydra subject on both 
sides with a subtle difference in moment. On one side A.thena, 
with visor down, faces the hydra, while Heracles, holding one 
of its heads, brandishes his club at it; on the other side 
Athena, with visor up and right arm outstretched, faces the 
hydra while Heracles stretches out his right hand, apparently 
having taken something from a bag or pile in the crook of his 
left arm. It is not clear whether he offers it to Athena or 
the hydra, but if to the latter it could be a drugged piece of 
food, thus showing a variant tradition. Athena's raised arm 
seems to command him to halt. Apart from this oddity the
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hydra is shown on both sides wrapped round a tree, something 
which also occurs on the vase in Leningrad^ showing Heracles 
aiming his bow. This is likely to imply confusion with the 
Hesperides snake and it is possible that neither this vase 
nor the Leningrad one are meant to depict the hydra but rather 
Ladon, whose appearance has been confused with that of the 
hydra. If this is so what Heracles holds in the crook of his 
arm could be apples, even though none appear on the actual tree
(7) is interesting as possibly depicting the use of two 
weapons against the hydra, since Heracles brandishes his club 
in his right hand but holds slack bow and quiver in his left. 
This vase will also be mentioned under group IV.
The Policoro vase is another example of lolaus using the 
firebrand while Heracles uses the club. It dates to c.
380 BC.
The coin from Phaistus is an early example of the hydra 
depicted round Heracles' foot, as described by Apollodorus.
The coin belongs to the late Classical period but this motif 
becomes fairly common in Hellenistic art, appearing in (lO), 
(11), (13), and also in the Roman lamp, (15).
Certainly Hellenistic and Roman art are not very original 
in the weapon they give to Heracles, with the club often ap­
pearing in Hellenistic, presumably because it was such a 
traditional weapon of Heracles. At any rate these many 
Hellenistic renderings of the hydra myth show that it enjoyed 
a long popularity.
1. See page 94, 00. 4 & 95.
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IV. Use of the bow.
This group probably begins in the early sixth century, 
although it could be earlier, depending on the date of the 
chest of Cypselus. There are not many examples of this 
composition and the group does not continue beyond the early 
fifth century.
1. Jena, cup, Corinthian^,
2
2. Chest of Cypselus .
3. Leipzig, cup-fragment, Laconian^.
4. Leningrad 610 (Inv. 2351), neck-handled amphora, Attic 
red-figure^.
3
5. London BM 1929, 5-13.2, stamnos, Attic red-figure .
(l) has already been listed in Group I but arrows pierce 
some of the hydra's nine heads, apparently giving a version 
where Heracles first made an attempt with the bow. The re­
production of (2) shows Heracles aimirg a bow from the right- 
hand side. It has already been noted that the chariot on 
the right belongs to the hydra scene rather than to the 
adjacent scene of the Games of Pelias^.
(3), the Laconian fragment, may also depict the use of the 
bow at the first attempt, since Heracles seems to be brandishing 
a weapon in his hands, identified as the club by Lane although 
there does not seem enough left for a positive identification. 
Along one of the two bodies are a row of what seem to be arrow­
heads.
1. See page 84, note (6).
2. Paus. V 17.11. For a reproduction see Schefold, op. cit. fig. 
26.
3. Br. 82 C 12; A. Lane, 'Laconian Pottery', B.S.A. 34 (1933/4)
136 & pl. 34b; C.M, Stibbe, Lakonische Vasenmaler der sechsten
Jahrhunderts v. Chr. (Amsterdam, 1972) no. 157.
4 . Br.' 80 É 1; M.W. Pr. pl. 3; A.R.V. 2. 18, 2.
5. See page 90 , note (7)
6. See page sG
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(4) is another of the pieces which shows the hydra wound 
round a tree^ and as such should perhaps he classified in 
Group V helow, as showing confusion with the Hesperides snake. 
The action is divided between the two sides of the vase with 
Heracles on one side aiming the bow, and the hydra and tree
on the other. It is the number of heads which leads to the 
identification of the hydra here, since the creature has seven 
heads, vfhereas Ladon is generally only given one. No fruit 
appears on the tree but the artist here may certainly have 
been influenced by the snake in Hesperides scenes.
(5) has already been considered among scenes where Heracles
2
uses the club . Certainly the use of both club and bow seems 
implied here, as on the Jena cup (l), and it is possible that 
this was also the case with the Leipzig fragment (3), if Lane 
is correct in his identification of the club here.
It is rather surprising that the representations of this 
group are not more numerous, since the presence of the bow in 
this labour is implied by the tradition that Heracles dipped his 
arrows into the hydra's blood. Presumably this was mainly 
felt to have no bearing on how he killed the hydra but rather 
to have been a weapon he always carried with him, using for the 
actual killing either sword or sickle in the popular-tradition.
V. Confusion with the snake of the Hesperides
%
1. Prom the Corinthian Kerameikos,Pinax-fragment, Corinthian .
2. From Hagios Floros, bronze statuette^.
5
3. Leningrad 551, Cornelian scaraboid ,
1. See page 90, no. 6 & 92f.
2. See page 90, no.7
3. A.J.A. 35 (1931) 22, fig. 22.
4. A.J.A. 38 (1934) 310, fig. 4.
5. J. Boardman, Greek.Gems and finger Rings: Early Bronze Age
to Late Classical (London. l97o) nlV
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4. Louvre 157, bronze groupé.
2
5. Potenza, bronze group ,
6. London, BM^coin from Phaestus^.
The earliest of these pieces belongs to the early sixth 
century. All show Heracles fighting a one-headed snake, which 
should identify it as Ladon but there is no tree to make the 
identification certain. Thus, it needs to be said that no 
firm identification of myth is possible here, especially as in 
the Potenza piece (5) a motif of the hydra is employed, with 
the snake wound round Heracles' leg. In (3), (4) and (6)
Heracles brandishes his club and this also seems to have been
/ \ still
the original weapon of (1), since he/%ears bow, quiver and
sword. In (2) and (5) the weapon is lost and cannot be
identified by process of elimination as in (l), but from Heracles'
pose it seems likely to have been the club.
As has already been said,^ it is perhaps necessary to 
place in this group Athens NM CC 792 and Leningrad 610. vases 
which depict a many-headed snake wound round a tree, the 
weapons used being club and bow respectively. Again it seems 
impossible to identify the subject-matter for certain.
The prominence of the club in these confused scenes is 
interesting since it has already been suggested as a weapon 
having no real place in this myth but represented by artists
1. A de Bidder, Les. Bronzes antiques du Louvre I (Paris, 1913) 
pl. 17.
2. M. Sestieri-Bertarelli, II Museo Archeologico di Potenza 
(1957) 26, fig. 60,
3. W. Wroth, A Catalogue of Greek Coins in the British Museum 
(London, 1886) IX pl, 15,5.
4. See page 93, no, 6 & 95, no, 4.
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simply because of its traditional association with Heracles.
These artists, clearly not following closely literary tradition, 
might easily be confused as to the exact differences between 
Ladon and the hydra. Clearly the confined field of many of 
the examples limited the amount of detail that could be given, 
but one would suppose some hint of a tree or more than one 
head would be possible if there had been an awareness of these 
details as distinguishing features.
VI. Odd compositions
1. Munich 836, neck-handled amphora, Pontic^.
2
2. Wurzburg, statue .
In (1) Heracles holds a cat-type animal in each hand, 
dangling one in front of the twelve-headed hydra. He wears 
a short cloak, tied at the shoulder, and has no attributes to 
identify him: it is only the hydra which identifies the myth.
Presumably he is meant to be using the cats as a bait, but this 
is a unique variant. The piece belongs roughly to 550 BC.
The statue (2) shows Heracles with a snake body draped 
over him, culminating in a woman's head, draped over his shoulder, 
with six snake necks instead of hair. Heracles is firmly identic 
fied by the lionskin over his lower left arm and the snake 
body with many necks seems to allude to the hydra ; the ex­
pression on the face indicates it is dead. This is presumably 
some unique interpretation on the part of the sculptor. This 
piece apparently dates around the end of the fourth century BC.
1. Br. 82 C 20; P. Ducati, Pontische Vasen (Berlin, 1932) pl. 24a.
2. Museum Helveticum 8 (195I) I85-9.
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VII. Scenes which cannot be classified according to composition.
These serenes are generally either too fragmentary to 
classify or else Heracles' weapon has not been preserved. It 
will add nothing to describe them individually and so I shall 
merely list them.
1. Heidelberg, University, fibula, Boeotian geometric^.
2
2. Heracleum, Nat. Mus., relief pinax-fragment .
3. Athens NM, dinos, Corinthian^.
4. Throne of Bathycles^.
3
5. Palermo, krater, Corinthian .
6. Louvre C IO506, Tyrrhenian amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. Samos, cup-fragments, Laconian^.
Q
8. Oxford G 133.4, cup-fragment, Laconian .
9. Samos, Vathy K 176, cup-fragment, Laconian^.
10. Olympia B 1913 shield-BanP®,
11. Thasos, Inv. 341 krater-fragment^^.
1212. London, Graf Seilern, Caeretan hydria
1. E.G.S no. 72; B. Schweitzer, Herakles: Aufsatze zur 
griechischen Religions-und Sagengeschichte, (Tubingen, 1922)
fig. 34, 35.
2. K. Pittschen, Untersuchungen zi^ Beginn der Sagendarstellung 
bei den Griechen (Berlin, 19^9) 149.
3. Br. 81 C 8 & 11 (erroneously twice); Sphemeris (1970) 87ff.
fig. 1 & pl. 31a.
4. Paus. Ill 18.10-16.
5. Br. 81 C 4; &C. 1194.
6. Br. 79 A 8; (1971) 169, figs. 8 & 9; Par. 39n.
7. Br. 82 C 15; Stibbe, op. cit. no. 158 a & b, pl. 49, 5-6.
8. Br. 82 C 13; Stibbe, op. cit. no. 162; Lane, op. cit. pl. 34c
9. Br. 82 C 14; Stibbe, op. cit. 206a pl. 68, 3; Lane, op. cit.
163, 3.
10. Kunze, op. cit. XLI, 59y, pl. 65.
11. Br. 79 A 18; L. Ghali-Kahil, La Céramique grecque (Paris,
i960) pl. 38, 117.
12. Br. 82 C I6; Mon. Piot 44 (1950) 8, fig. 6. This vase is
complete but has certain odd features. On the left is a 
male with a sickle, apparently wearing a close-fitting helmet 
with a 'pony-tail'. The male on the right holds a conical 
object which could be a sword, club,or firebrand. Therefore,
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13. Athens Acr. 450 (El)skyphos-fragment, Attic red-figure^,
2
14. Kiel, private, cup-fragment, Attic hlack-figure .
15. Myconos KZ 1134, hydria, Attic hlack-figure^,
16. Group hy Tisagoras^.
5
17. Thasos, Limenas A7, skyphos-fragment .
18. Argive-Corinthian plaque from Corinth^.
19. Temple of Apollo at Delphi^.
20. Athens, Acr. 358 (B33) cup-fragment, Attic red-figure^.
21. Olympia TO 1829, Megarian howl.^
it is not possible to classify this among composition-groups 
based on weapon-type.
1. Br. 80 B 3; Uraef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 38; A.R.V. 2.
66, 134.
2. Br 80 A 32; (1971) 163, fig. 1.
3. Br. 79 A 17; A^. (1971) 1?1, fig. 14.
4. Paus. X 18,6.
5. Br. 80 A 30; Ghali-Kahil, op. cit. pl. 34, 70.
6. Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts. 
Athenische Abteilung (I916) 44, fig. S.
7. A,s. Owen in his commentary on Euripides, Ion (Oxford, 1939)
V. 190 apparently presumes the chorus are looking at metopes. 
However, there seems no certain evidence for this. Î feel 
Euripides could be describing paintings, sculptures or 
tapestries, perhaps put into the temple just before the play 
was written.
8. Br. 81 B 10; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 27; A.R.V.
2. 477, 291.
9. Br. 82 E 1; Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 59, 2.
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CQMCJLUSIQN
The hydra lahour was an early one with the story probably 
having oriental origins, since snakes and dragons formed an 
important part of Eastern mythology. This labour gave Heracles 
an important defence, namely poison for his arrows, and this came 
to be indirectly the cause of his own death. Originally 
Heracles seems to have been thought to have used the sword and 
lolaus the sickle against the hydra. lolaus was present 
from early times as was the crab. The story can certainly be 
dated to the eighth century BC, even without the testimony 
of Hesiod, since it appears on Geometric fibulae of the 
last part of this century. In fact this seems a good enough 
criterion for disagreeing with the editor of the Oxford text 
of Hesiod that the description of the hydra is spurious.
The story of more heads growing for each one cut off 
presumably did not appear until the late sixth century together 
with the tradition of the firebrand, which is described as 
used by lolaus to cauterize the stumps. In the late sixth 
century the sickle becomes the main weapon used by Heracles 
although he is depicted with it on a few earlier pieces, 
lolaus is still sometimes shown with the sickle and, strangely 
enough, the firebrand is not often depicted in art, although it
came to form the main literary tradition. Both club and bow are
sometimes given to Heracles but these need not imply an actual 
literary tradition; they may merely belong to the artistic 
one, as being traditional weapons of Heracles.
Nine is the most common number of heads given to the hydra 
in art, but any number from six to thirteen is shown. Perhaps 
the tradition of nine was quite a strong one; at any rate,
it is the only number attested in literature that could be
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depicted in art, since the other numbers are too great. 
Probably the actual number was never fixed and it was good 
enough to make it many-headed. It is the number of heads 
which distinguishes the hydra from the Hesperides snake, 
which is generally given only one, or very occasionally two. 
Sometimes, havever, the two snakes may be confused in art.
This labour is the most complete in early days of all the 
labours and its number was probably fixed early on, together 
with that of the Nemean lion. Both give Heracles useful 
weapons for carrying out the other labours and both seem 
probably of oriental origin.
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CHAPTER FOUR; THE STYMPHALIAN BIRDS
The setting for this labour is a lake in Arcadia in the 
Northern Peloponnese and it is Heracles* task to rid it of 
the birds which infest it. In the literary evidence he is 
generally described as frightening them off with a rattle 
whereas in art this version is not preserved and he is represent­
ed killing them with various weapons.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Pisander (P 4 K) : Pisander of Camirus o6 cppot' that
Heracles killed the birds, saying that
he chased them off with the noise of
castanets. (xpoTaXa).
Pherecydes (P.G.H.3P72): Pherecydes says the Stymphalides were
birds and were driven off by Heracles
who had been given a rattle (xXuTuyp)
to crash and frighten them.
Hellanicus (P.G.H.14^ 104): These castanets (xpdTuXa) were made
by Heraclee himself.
Apollonius Rhodius Not even Heracles, when he came to
(2.1052ff.):
Arcadia, could drive away the Stymphalian 
Birds but he managed to frighten them 
off with a bronze rattle (xXuToyp). 
Diodorus Siculus (lV13,2):It was the fifth labour to drive the
birds out of Lalce Stymphalus; they were 
numerous and were destroying the 
surrounding district. Unable to over­
come them by force, owing to their 
large numbers, Heracles used his in­
genuity and made a bronze rattle (xXuTuy^) 
with which he frightened them away 
forever.
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Apollodorus (II V 6):
Pausanias (VIII 22. U)
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 6):
It was the sixth labour to drive off 
the Stymphalian Birds, which settled 
at lake Stymphalus because they were 
afraid of wolves. Heracles did not 
know how to accomplish the task until 
Athena gave him some bronze castanets 
(xpoTaXa), made by Hephaestus. When 
Heracles crashed them the birds flew 
upwards in fright and he then shot^ them. 
There is a story about Lake Stymphalus 
that man-eating birds dwelt there and 
were shot down by Heracles. They may 
have been connected in origin with the 
Stymphalides of the Arabian Desert which 
were the same size as cranes but looked 
like the ibex except for their long, 
straight beaks.
As the fifth labour Heracles killed with 
arrows the Stymphalian birds who were 
hit emissis uennis suis.
Two different sources may be'traced here using the words 
xpdTuXa and xXuTuyp respectively, variously rendered in trans­
lation as "castanets" and "rattle". Pisander, Hellanicus and 
Apollodorus use the former, Pherecydes, Apollonius and Diodorus 
the latter, although it is possible that the choice of word 
was made by the preserving source in passages that only survive 
in works of others.
1. The idea of shooting them, but without the help of the rattle, 
is taken up by Seneca e.g. Agamemnon, 849, Quintus Smyrnaeus 
(VI 227-31) and Hyginus
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The birds seem to have connection with Mars, as do certain 
other of Heracles' opponents^, Apollonius^ talks of the Argo­
nauts seeing one of the birds "that haunt the isle of Ares" and 
3Servius indicates that these were the Stymphalian birds, 
refering to them as the alumnae Martis^.
The reason for disposing of the birds is left vague in the 
early sources and it is not until Diodorus that the information 
is given that they destroyed the countryside around Stymphalus. 
This is substantiated and extended by Servius , who makes men 
their victims too: Cum essent plurimae volantes tantum plumarum
de se emmittebant ut homines et animalia necarent, agros et 
semina cooperirent. This is an odd and apparently uniquely 
Roman idea. It is perhaps clarified a little by Claudian's 
statement^: spicula vulnifico quondam sparsisse volatu. This
would seem to imply that their feathers formed a kind of dart 
which was perhaps poisonous. However, it may refer to a type 
of pellet such as owls drop, again presumably containing some 
sort of harmful substance: pellets contain feathers and so
this idea would accord with Servius' description. Pausanias,"^ 
moreover, specifically refers to these birds as ^vdpocpdyoL, 
thus taking their harmful nature to its extreme. It is likely
1. Cf. Cercopes, mares of Diomedes and the Amazons.
2. 2.1033f.
3. Ad Aen. VIII 299.
4. They are also connected with Mars by the Elder Pliny (Natural 
History 4, 32)
5. See reference in note (3) above
6. Carmina Minora 9, 2 ed. J. Kocb (Leipzig, 1893)
7. VIII 22.4.
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that Hyginus’ words, as quoted above, refer to the harmful 
nature of their feathers since penna can mean a ’feather’ as 
well as a ’wing’.
It is obvious that in the literary accounts the methods 
of dealing with the birds fall into two neat versions, use of 
rattle and bow; these look distinct chronologically but find a 
meeting point in Apollodorus, who unites both versions. One 
look at the artistic evidence, however, will show that these 
neat chronological divisions cannot be sustained.
On the evidence of literature, the myth dates to around 
the middle of the seventh century and so is a fairly early one. 
It is not specifically called a labour until Diodorus, although 
its appearance at Olympia indicates it was thought of as one 
in the fifth century, at least in the Northern Peloponnese^.
Its non-appearance in the Attic dramatists may well indicate 
that it never formed part of the Attic Heracles tradition.
At any rate, it appears together with the other labours only 
at Olympia, being eliminated from the metopes of the Hephaesteum' 
and the pediment of the Theban Heracleum by Praxiteles^.
This myth does not in the early days accord well with the 
spirit of the labours in general, unless there was an early 
tradition, now lost, about the dangerous nature of the birds, 
thus providing an opportunity for heroism. The idea of 
Heracles being given the rattle to drive them off indicates 
a certain lack of heroism, although it is not possible to glean
1. See chapters 1 & 14.
2. The Augeas legend is also omitted from both these works and 
the reason in both cases is likely to be that they were 
considered local legends.
3. Paus. IX 11.4.
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the actual words of the early sources from the authors who 
quote them, and it is possible that others, as well as 
Hellanicus, described Heracles making the rattle himself.
The fact that this myth does not well accord with the spirit 
of the labours until late suggests that it may well have been 
mainly a local Peloponnesian legend of the area around Arcadia, 
which would explain its inclusion on the Temple of Zeus, 
as that of the Augeas legend^; its appearance among the labours 
would need justifying when the temple was generally accepted 
as providing the canon for the labours; hence, Diodorus* 
assertion of the skill and ingenuity shown by Heracles. Its 
earliest appearance in Pisander need not be a surprise, since 
Rhodes was a Doric area, doubtless influenced from the Pelopon­
nese.
Admittedly it appears in Pherecydes but he is likely to 
have been following a Peloponnesian source since his version 
is different from any rendered in Attic art. He follows a 
different source from Hellanicus, his contemporary, if the 
words ascribed to them for rattle or castanets are authentic.
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
The artistic evidence, like the literary, is rather sparse 
but in no way compares with the dearth for the Augeas legend.
It is very odd that no artistic version survives of the rattle, 
which was, as has been shown, very common in the literary 
accounts. Indeed, in most of the representations Heracles seems 
about to kill the birds; moreover, the earliest artistic ver­
sion shows a weapon not recorded in extant literature namely 
the sling.
1. See page 219
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(a) Use of the Sling
This version originates around the middle of the sixth 
century BC and can he seen on four pieces.
1. London, BM BI63, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
2. Boulogne 420, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
3. Louvre F387, amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
4. Selinus, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
The weapon here is unmistakably a sling and cannot be a 
badly drawn rattle, since the stone is often depicted poised 
inside. Admittedly the rendering does not indicate much 
familiarity with how to use a sling, it being held out in front 
at catapult level rather than above the head where a sling should 
be poised; the artists cannot have a catapult in mind since 
the stone would then spring straight back at Heracles’ own 
chest.
Special comment may be made here about (3). since lolaus 
appears, although not strictly justified by the literary 
tradition; he does, of course, often appear in art as the 
traditional helper of Heracles, as does Athena. The two 
comrades appear on separate sides of the vase and so the picture 
is continuous all round. lolaus is dressed as a hoplite, 
perhaps suggesting something about the dangerous nature of the 
birds.
Numbers (l) and (2) date c. 550, while (3) and (4) may 
be placed in the early fifth century.
1. Br. 208 A 3; £ îV. 3 pl. 29; A.B.V. 134, 28.
2. Br. 207 A 2; Le Musée 2 (1905) 268, fig. 11; A.B.V. 134, 29.
3. Br. 208 A 8; R. Placeliere & P. Devambez, Héraclês-Images
et Récits (Paris, 1966) pl. 7; A.B.L. 238, 132.
4. Br. 208 A 5; Arch. Rep. (1966/7) 40, fig. 19a.
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(b) Use of the Bow
This weapon is attested in literary accounts of this 
myth but not until late; Apollodorus mentions it being used 
alongside the rattle but it has already been stated that the 
rattle appears nowhere in surviving art. The earliest 
appearance of the bow dates to the early fifth century, thus 
considerably antedating its first literary appearance; there­
after, however, it does not occur again until Hellenistic and 
Roman art, and so is hardly common.
1. Vienna, Kh. Mus. IV 1841, white-ground lekythos^.
2. Berlin P 2882, relief terra cotta jug, Hellenistic^.
3. Athens, Ag, P 17877, terra cotta jug, HgHenistic^.
4. Corinth CP 523, Relief bowl, Roman^.
5. Madrid museum, from Liria, mosaic, Roman .
Number (l) dates to the early fifth century, (2) and (g) are 
Hellenistic, (4) and (5) are Roman.
(c) Use of the Sword
1. Copenhagen NCGl, oinochoe Attic Geometric^.
2. Munich 1842 (j llll), lekythos, Attic black-figure"^.
(l), dating 720/700 BC, has the usual Geometric problems 
as regards identification of subject-matter and so I have not
1. Br. 208 A 6; Brommer, Her, fig. 7; A.B.V. 522.
2. Purtwangler, op. cit. pl. 74, 3.
3. Br. 208 E 1; Hesperia 17 (1948) pl. 64.
4. Hesperia 11 (1942) l66f. I.l. figs. 5a and 6a.
5. Brommer, Her, pl. 31.
6. Br, 208 S.a; Brommer, Her, pl. 18b.
7. Br. 208 A 4; & V .  pl. 105/6; A.B.V. 455.
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placed this group first, despite the early date of the oinochoe.
On the shoulder is a man holding a bird by the neck, while in 
front of him are nine more birds. He apparently holds a sword 
behind him, but even the identification of this is not certain.
If the oinochoe does represent Heracles and the Stymphalian 
Birds it is older than the earliest literary accounts and pro­
vides an earlier version than the rattle one. This identification 
is, however, by no means certain and this could well be a picture 
of a trapper trapping birds or of a farmer driving birds away.
With (2) the identification of subject-matter is certain,
but not the identification of the weapon. Luce^ names it as
the club, giving as another example of this weapon’s appearance
2
in this myth a skyphos in the Hague , which I am unable to 
identify. However, I take Heracles’ action in the Munich 
piece to be not one of hitting but of plunging. There are no 
attributes, if the club theory is discounted, but I take the 
larger figure to be Heracles: he holds a standing bird by the
throat and seems about to plunge in a sword. Behind him is 
a small naked man, presumably lolaus, also about to plunge a 
sword into a standing bird. This piece dates to the fifth 
century.
Thus once again the killing-motif may be depicted and once 
again the weapon is not named in extant literature.
(d) Representations where the version is not known
1. Olympia, metope .
1. A.J.A. 20 (1916) hl3t.
2. Scheuleer Collection no. 393.
3. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pl, 133-6.
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2. Stymphalus, acroteria^,
2
3. Stymphalus, coins .
Pausanias’ statement^ that the Stymphalian Birds were represented 
on the Temple of Zeus is very useful, since otherwise it would 
he difficult to identify the subject-matter of the metope 
concerned. Typical of the composition of these metopes, it 
shows a quiet moment in the myth: Athena sits on a rock, her
body twisted towards Heracles, who stands facing her, stretchirg 
out an object in his right hand. Pausanias is not explicit 
enough to indicate the version intended. It is just possible 
that the rattle was depicted here, being returned to Athena 
by Heracles: presumably, for the scene to make any sense, he
must either be handing over the rattle or the offering of a 
dead bird. It seems to me that there is not enough space for a 
bird to be shown between Heracles and Athena here and I suggest 
that the rattle was the object in Heracles’ hand^. If the 
rattle did originally appear on this metope it is particularly 
unfortunate it has not been preserved as it would have been its 
only appearance in surviving art.
The acroteria of the Temple of Stymphalus (2) were apparently 
just statues of birds, reinforcing, together with the coins, the 
local colour of this myth. Both acroteria and coins (3) merely
1. Paus. VIII 22. U & 7.
2. P.W. Imhhoof-Blumer & P. Gardner, Ancient Coins illustrating 
lost Masterpieces of Greek Art; a Numismatic Commentary on 
Pausanias (Chicago, 196I4-) pH. T.’X-XII & p. 99.
3.V 10. 9.
4 . As metal attachments were common, perhaps an actual bronze 
rattle was shown originally.
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allude to the myth without stating any particular version.
Of the latter, two have heads of birds, one the head of 
Heracles, and a fourth the figure of Heracles with his tradi­
tional attributes of club, lionskin and bow.
(e) Doubtful representations
1. London BM 3204, fibula, Boeotian>Oeo^metric^.
2
2. Athens, Acr, 1298, skyphos-fragment, Attic black-figure .
%
3. Athens, Agora S 1295 and S 1260, late Archaic marble .
The fibula, dating probably to the beginning of the seventh 
century BC, shows two men holding birds by the neck, while 
others fly around. This could represent Heracles and lolaus 
with the Stymphalian Birds; lolaus appears in other pictures 
of this myth. However, as with the Geometric oinochoe, there 
is nothing to allow of a positive identification of Heracles 
here. The scene could, therefore, portray bird-catchers or 
angry farmers driving off some birds from their crops^.
On the skyphos-fragment, (2), only birds are preserved, 
the neck and body of one and apparently the wings of others.
It is obviously too fragmentary to allow of any positive 
identification of subject-matter or to give any indication of 
the version depicted, even if it could be linked with the 
Stymphalian Birds.
In (3) a head is preserved, which can be identified as 
Heracles by the lionskin; the inclination of the head suggests
1.F.G.S. No. 100, pl. 1.
2.Par 208 A 7; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. I pl. 72; A.B.L. 250, 9
3.H.A. Thompson, Hesperia 17 (1948) 174f. & pll. 49-50.
4.cf. Copenhagen NCGl page 108', no. 1%.
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that he was swinging his club or perhaps his sword and two drill 
holes indicate that this originally rested on the side of his 
head. His opponent would be on his right. A beaked head 
with crest was found nearby; it is of the same date as the head 
and could belong to a Stymphalian bird. No positive identifi­
cation of subject-matter is possible, of course, but if the 
pieces did belong together as part of a scene at Lake Stymphalus 
this would be the only certain^ surviving use of the club in 
representations of this myth. However, I have stated that the 
weapon here could possibly have been the sword, used in slashing 
motion, and the linking of the beak with the head can be no more 
than a suggestion.
CONCLUSION
2
It has been noted that most of the artistic representations
of this myth show Heracles killing or about to kill the birds.
The exceptions are the Geometric oinochoe and fibula , which
cannot be said with certainty to depict this myth, as is the
case with those pieces listed under ’doubtful representations’
namely the acroteria and coins of Stymphalus^, which do not
5
state any particular version, and also the Olympia metope , 
which could possibly have depicted Heracles handing over his 
rattle to Athena. In literature on the other hand, the killing 
version does not appear until late and the rattle motif forms the 
main tradition.
1. See page, 108,nos * (1) & (2)u.for possible renderings of the 
club in this myth.
2. See page 10&.
3. See pages 108-9
4. See page 110
5. See pages I09f.
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It has been suggested that the early literary evidence
is Peloponnesian inspired; p.eidiaps it was this which established
the tradition of the rattle , It is certainly noteworthy that
the only artistic piece which might have depicted the rattle
is Peloponnesian. The lack of reference to the Stymphalian
2
birds in Attic drama has been noted and certainly in Attic 
art it does not extend beyond a few black-figure examples of 
the period c. 550 to shortly after 500 BC. The version de­
picted in Attic is Heracles killirg the birds and this might re­
flect an Attic tradition of this myth, although not followed 
by Pherecydes; this might apply especially to the rendering 
of the sling, which is an unusual weapon, not documented at all 
in the literary accounts, and not simply confined to one school 
of artists.
However, it will be seen throughout this thesis that artists 
generally had little precise knowledge of individual myths and 
that they often produced for each labour versions which differed 
one from another mainly according to whether Heracles was given 
sword, club, or bow as his main weapon, regardless of what was 
specified in the literary traditions. Perhaps they considered 
such renderings to be more interesting artistically than the 
existing literary tradition and this may well have been the 
case with the myth of the Stymphalian birds: a picture of the
rattle version would necessarily be rather static. Perhaps, 
then, the pieces in question do not depict any established 
literary tradition, but rather an artistic version, possibly felt 
to be more vivid, possibly through ignorance of the current 
literary version. On the other hand, it is always possible
1. See pages IO5 - 6
2. See page 105
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that the version of killing the birds, as recorded by Hyginus, 
existed in literature much earlier and was followed by these 
artists. Unfortunately, there seems no way of knowing.
Interest in this myth certainly waned after the early fifth 
century, except for its appearance on the Temple of Zeus.
It does not appear again in either literature or art, apart 
from the local art of Stymphalus, until Hellenistic times, 
when the bow is the main weapon shown, possibly owing to a 
Hellenistic source not preserved, or possibly dictated by the 
whim of the artists. At any rate, it is not until Apollodorus 
that the bow-version gains any popularity in literature, and 
even here it is placed alongside the tradition of the rattle. 
However, this could represent an attempt to reconcile two 
already existing traditions.
It has been indicated before that no act of heroism or 
benefaction is implied by this labour until late^ and it is 
noteworthy that in surviving art the birds are in no way 
depicted as monstrous but rather as ordinary water-birds, although 
sometimes fairly large ones. The need to stress them as 
monstrous came about, I believe, when a need was felt to 
justify their presence among the late canon of labours.
It is my contention that the myth of the Stymphalian birds 
was essentially a local one and was placed on the Temple of
2
Zeus at Olympia, among the labours, precisely for this reason .
A parallel for this can be found in a more extreme form in the 
Augeas myth, which never certainly appears in art except on
1. See pages IO5 - Ô
2. I shall deal with the reasons for the placing of the labours 
of Heracles on the temple of Zeus in my final chapter.
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this temple. For a brief period the Stymphalian birds were 
taken into Attic legend, changed from bird-scaring to bird- 
killing at least in Attic art, although Pherecydes preferred 
to follow the Peloponnesian version.
It is possible that the general theme of a man mastering 
birds was inspired by the East. This can be seen to have 
been a theme of Eastern legend from an Assyrian seal^ of the 
ninth/eighth century BC, which depicts a man surrounded by 
rather awesome-looking birds, his hands round the neck of 
one. Certainly the Rhodian poet, Pisander, would be in a 
good geographical position to receive the tides of Oriental 
influence and, in view of the Doric affinities of Rhodes, 
could incorporate this into his version of the legend of 
Heracles, the great Doric hero.
1. Frankfort, op. cit. 198 pl. 34c.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE CRETAN BULL.
This labour is not well documented in extant literature 
until the late mythographers but, strangely enough, it was 
extremely popular with Attic vase-painters, especially the 
later black-figure painters of small pots. It is a fairly 
late myth, not beginning until roughly the middle of the sixth 
century BC, and from the lack of information as to the actual 
story of the myth, as opposed to the identification of the bull, 
it is likely to have been considered not a very interesting one. 
This myth is closely linked with the Theseus story of the bull
J
of Marathon, the same bull being involved in both. Its popular­
ity in Attic vase-painting is certainly strange in view of the
existence of the Theseus tradition, which one would expect these 
artists to favour in exclusion to the other. Perhaps the 
Heracles myth was commonly rendered in Attic to enhance Theseus’ 
fame for undergoing a similar adventure and also, in fact, for 
finishing off a task left unfinished by Heracles, since he is 
made to kill the bull.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Acusilaus (F.GJ1 2F29) ; Acusilaus says that the bull connected
with Heracles was that #iich carried 
Buropa to Crete for Zeus.
Diodorus Siculus (IV 13,4): It was the seventh labour to bring
from Crete the bull loved by Pasiphae.
Heracles accomplished this with the 
help of Minos and rode it over the sea 
to the Peloponnese.
(IV 59,6): The bull of Marathon, overcome by
Theseus, was the same as that which 
Heracles brought from Crete to Greece.
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Apollodorus (II v 7) It was the seventh labour to bring 
back the Cretan bull. Apollodorus 
quotes Acusilaus and then says that 
others identify the bull as the one 
given up by Poseidon when Minos pledged 
to sacrifice to him whatever appeared 
from the sea. When he saw how beau­
tiful the bull was, Minos kept it and 
sacrificed another to Poseidon, who was 
angry and made it savage. Minos refused 
to help Heracles catch the bull; he 
accomplished it alone and took it to 
Eurystheus. It was then released but 
went to Marathon and caused damage.
Pausanias (I 27. 10) The Cretans say this bull was sent to 
Crete by Poseidon because Minos failed 
to respect him. They say it was 
carried over from Crete and became one 
of Heracles’ labours. It was set free 
but came into Marathon and killed, among 
others, Minos’ son Androgeus. For this 
Minos exacted tribute, the food for the 
Minotaur. Theseus later drove the bull 
to the Athenian acropolis and sacrificed 
it to Athena.
Hyginus (Fab XXX 8): Heracles brought the bull alive to 
Greece from Crete. It was the bull 
with which Pasiphae mated.
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Bulls were important animals in Crete and often appear in 
Minoan art. They were important in a religious context and 
horns of consecration were almost universal at Minoan shrines, 
being used to mark consecrated ground. These horns were 
probably representative of the whole bull, which was a symbol 
of power and reproductive fertility; there is no evidence that 
bulls were actually worshipped. Moreover, several myths con­
nect Crete with individual bulls and these may have been in­
fluenced by the Minoan ritual. Examples are Pasiphae and the 
bull, their offspring the Minotaur, the bull sent by Poseidon, 
and the bull which carried Europa to Crete, whether or not this 
was the same as Pasiphae’s lover. It seems natural, moreover, 
that a legend involving Heracles with a Cretan bull should be 
linked with one of these, and we see this happening in various 
combinations in the few extant sources. As has been already 
pointed out, writers seem to have been more interested in 
identifying the bull than in recounting the actual myth.
Certainly the tradition is confused as to which Cretan bull 
this was.
As regards the linking of the Theseus and Heracles bull 
stories, it is likely to have taken place when the Athenians were 
expanding the Theseus saga and giving him deeds to match up 
v/ith those of Heracles; this seems to have occurred in the 
later years of the sixth century, since Pherecydes is the first 
extant source to incorporate the expanded tradition and many 
vases depict it around this time. It obviously enhanced 
Theseus’ glory to finish off a deed left unfinished by Heracles; 
he thus performed an act of heroism and benefaction, in an
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Attic setting, since the hull was causing havoc in Marathon.
The hull of Marathon appears for the first time in any surviving
medium on a vase hy Oltos^ and is thus later than the first
2
apparent renderings of the Cretan hull c. 550 BC , and c. 530
3
on a vase hy the Andocides Painter , More will he said about 
these pieces later especially about the significance of the 
composition of the last, but it does seem that the Heracles 
myth was the earlier. Thus the Theseus bull story was 
apparently a secondary one and seems always to have concerned 
the same bull as that captured by Heracles since there is no 
contrary tradition.
All the sources talk of Heracles bringing the bull back 
alive, and this was an obvious prerequisite of Theseus killing 
it. However, when I examine the artistic evidence I shall 
suggest that there may have been an earlier tradition, before 
the story of the bull of Marathon began, which made Heracles 
kill the Cretan bull, although this has not survived in extant 
literature.
Diodorus is the only source to say how Heracles got the 
bull back to Greece and he was perhaps influenced by the story 
of Europa riding on a bull to Crete. Nowhere are we told how 
he actually caught it although Diodorus allows Minos’ help, 
whereas Apollodorus, being concerned, presumably, with the
1. Madrid 11267 (Br. 254 B 17 ; A.R.v A- 58, 53.)
2. Volute-krater in Taranto and lip-cup Market I967 and 1970. 
See pages 137, no.1 & 140, no. 1.
3. See page 123, no.1.
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validity of this labour^, says that Minos refused to help.
This labour is stressed as heroic by the later sources, since 
Apollodorus tells how Poseidon made the bull savage and Pausanias 
implies as much when he says it was sent to punish Minos; more- 
over, Quintus Smyrnaeus describes it as ’fire-breathing*.
There seems to be no idea of benefaction contained in this 
labour. It was probably regarded as suitable for a labour since 
such a large animal would be difficult to catch, especially 
as all bulls are potentially dangerous, and it would also be 
difficult to bring it back over such a large expanse of sea.
It is likely that Crete was chosen as the homeland of this 
bull because of the significance of bulls on that island, and 
also because of the myths about other specific bulls connected 
with it. Mycenae was greatly influenced by Crete c. 1600-1450^, 
and myths linking the two areas are not surprising. It is also 
interesting, however, that Theseus has various connections with 
Crete, and with Minos in particular, both in the myth of the 
Minotaur and also in that which deals with Minos’ ring^. Per­
haps this made his connection with this bull all the easier, 
and it is noteworthy that Pausanias records in chronological 
order the catching of the Cretan bull, the exacting of the 
tribute for Minos and the slaying of the bull at Marathon.
Here, however, it is not completely clear whether Heracles comes 
into contact with the bull in Crete or in Argos; obviously the 
latter setting would introduce a novel element into the story.
1. He rejects the hydra on the grounds that Heracles had help. 
(See page 78) and the Augeas labour because he was paid.
(See page211]
2. VI 236ff.
3. See R. Higgins, Minoan and Mycenaean Art (London, 196?) 76ff.
4. cf. Bacchylides 17.
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B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
As has already been mentioned, there is much artistic 
evidence for this myth although difficulty is incurred in 
trying to distinguish between Heracles and Theseus in bull 
scenes. Compositions are similar and it is not even possible 
to distinguish in those scenes with a killing motif since 
Heracles is occasionally shown in scenes suggestive of this 
and, on the other hand, Theseus does not always need to be 
shown killing the bull, since the artist could choose to depict 
him capturing it or leading it to Athens. Theseus should
not in this myth have a beard, since this is an early deed for
/
him, whereas Heracles ought to be shown witn a beard, since
this labour occurred during his full manhood. Moreover,
Theseus should not be drawn with bow and arrows, since these
were never among his attributes; he is often depicted wearing
a hat and/or chiton and carrying a spear, and it will be
necessary to look for these in identifying him. Unfortunately
by c. 470 BC Heracles’ traditional attribute, the club, was also
possessed by Theseus by the time he encountered the bull of
1
Marathon, since he had taken that of Periphetes . Moreover,
Heracles’ other traditional attribute, the lionskin, is not
often rendered in this myth, thus making matters even more 
2
difficult . The main criterion I shall have to adopt in
1, The Periphetes myth is first depicted in surviving art on 
an Attic black-figure pelike, Laon 57978 (Br. 244 Al) dating 
c. 500, on a metope of the Treasury of the Athenians at 
Delphi, and on an Attic red-figure cup, Munich 2670 (Br.
211 Blj dating c. 470. In the last piece the club may be 
brandished by Theseus; there is no evidence of its depiction 
before this time.
2. On distinguishing features see B. Shefton, ’Heracles and 
Theseus on a red-figure louterion’, Hesperia 31 (1962) 330ff. 
On the point in question see 367f.
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identifying Heracles is the presence of how and quiver, which 
often hang from a convenient tree; to distinguish Theseus I 
shall look for hat and spear; sometimes the presence of heard 
or tunic may help in identification hut too much emphasis 
should not he placed on these. However, it must he remembered 
that artists were seldom well-versed in the finer details of 
mythology, and the task of distinguishing the heroes in the 
various representations is not likely to be an easy one; some­
times it will be necessary to admit that no firm distinction 
can be made.
I shall begin with a type of composition which may reflect
the original version of the Cretan bull myth before Theseus
was connected with it. It shows Heracles leading along the 
bull, and some of these scenes have sacrificial connotations.
My second and largest group contains the standard composition 
and shows Heracles bending forward, either about to engage, 
actually wrestling with, or binding with ropes a charging bull.
The third group depicts him using the club, against the bull
and the implications of this will be discussed later^.
I. Heracles leads along the Cretan bull.
In these scenes Heracles is depicted, often wearing the 
lionskin, walking beside a bull and holding its horns. These 
could merely represent him taking the bull to Eurystheus, but 
in several of these scenes the bull appears to wear a sacrificial 
fillet and there are various other signs of impending sacrifice. 
Since these scenes are rather similar one to another, if some 
have sacrificial connotations the others ought to have too, 
and the idea of sacrifice may be upheld by a few other pieces
1 See pages Hlff.
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where Heracles is not actually leading the hull along; these 
will he looked at towards the end of this section.
Certainly the frequent presence of the lionskin in these
scenes makes it certain that the hero here is Heracles and it
is unlikely that the hull is any other than the Cretan; at
least, we nov/here hear of him in connection with any other hull.
These representations are close chronologically to those which
must depict the Cretan hull, and it would he most confusing if
Heracles were shown in the process of sacrificing an unspecified
hull in unspecified context. A more acceptable explanation
geems to be that this group contains the original tradition
about the Cretan bull, namely that Heracles brought it over to
Greece and sacrificed it^, perhaps to Athena, with whom he is
occasionally pictured in scenes with a sacrificial flavour, or
perhaps he was even ordered by Eurystheus to sacrifice it to
Hera. Obviously the idea of sacrificing the Cretan bull
conflicts with the notion that Theseus sacrificed the same bull
when it came to Marathon, but this may be explained by assuming
that the Theseus legend modified the Heracles legend by making
Theseus, and not Heracles, sacrifice the bull. The first
2appearance of the Theseus bull myth is on a vase by Oltos , which 
dates to the last decade of the sixth century, that is, almost 
twenty years after the Andocides Painter had drawn the first 
surviving Heracles sacrificial scene.
The pieces in this group are as follows:
1. Boston 99.538, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2. Berlin P I856, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
1. My thanks go to Prof. J. Barron for suggesting this idea to me,
2. See page II9 , note (.1) for references thereto.
3. Br. 205 A3 & B 1, Sir J.D. Beazley, The Development of Attic 
Black-Figure (Berkeley, California, 1951) p l l . 34-5; A.B.vT" 
255;6v----
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3. Louvre P 299, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
2
4. Earlier Bourgeois-Thierry, oinochoe, Attic black-figure ,
5. ^alermo GE 1896.2, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
6. Budapest 51.17, olpe, Attic black-figure^.
7. Brussels A 1582, pelike, Attic black-figure^.
8. Catania, Gemarelli, pelike, Attic black-figure^.
9. Rhodes 13484, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
o
10. Thebes, olpe, Attic black-figure .
g
11. Selinus, coin .
In (l), (2), (9) and (lO) the bull seems to wear a 
sacrificial fillet and more details of sacrifice are added in 
the first two, with Heracles carrying a roasting spit and wine­
skin in (l), which could be used in a sacrificial feast, and in
(2) the sacrificial slab is depicted in front of Heracles and 
bull. In all of these scenes, except (ll), Heracles wears the 
lionskin and so there can be no doubt as to identification. 
Moreover, the subject matter of (ll) seems certain since Selinus 
was very close to the little colony of Heraclea Minoa and so 
likely to represent Heracles and bull. The subject seems fixed 
as mythological^^ from that of the companion coin which shows
1. Br. 195 A 3; C^. 6 pl. 72, 1; A.B.V. 362, 29.
2. Br. 196 A 14
3. Br. 199 A 78
4. Br. 196 A 10
A.V. pl.98, 3-4; A.B.V. 385, 29.
A.B.L. pl. 15, 4; A.B.V. 385, 30.
Bulletin Hongrois 7 (1955) 9ff.; Par. 167, 252
5. Br. 200 A 1; C^. 3 pl. 26, 6; A.B.V. 608, 3.
6. Br. 205 A 5; 0. Benndorf, Griechische und Sicilische Vasen-
bilder (Berlin, 1883) pl. 42, 3; A.B.V. 608. T.
7. Br. 205 A 6; £^V. 1 pl. 82; A.B.V. 437, lu.
8. Br. 205 A 7; Hesperia 11 (1942) pl. 3; A.B.V. 536, 38.
9. R. Seltman, Greek Coins (1933) pl. 24, 8.
10. See Ik8eLacroix, Monnaies et Colonisation dans 1’Occident Grec 
(Brussels, 1965) 34ff.
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Artemis and Apollo. There is a local river god on the reverse 
of hoth coins. Sometimes Heracles holds his cloib in these 
scenes, hut it appears merely to he a traditional attribute 
or at most a weapon of coercion, rather than a threat to the 
hull's life, as the weapons used in Group III may he.
As regards the other scenes with sacrificial flavour, 
two quiet scenes may he examined, where Heracles stands with 
the hull in the presence of Athena:
1. Rome, Vatican 379, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure
1
2. Paris, Cah. Med. 219, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack- 
figure^.
In (l) Heracles stands v/ith his cluh over his shoulder, 
pointing with open hand at a little hull, v/hich stands on the 
inner side of Athena. Hermes is present and perhaps also 
Dionysus; the figure I identify as the latter has a wreath 
round his head and holds a branch; the presence of Dionysus 
could symbolise the life-blood of animals, which is about to 
he shed in sacrifice. In (2) only Athena, Heracles and the 
hull are present; Heracles stands holding his how slack and 
looking hack at the hull.
Obviously the exact nature of these scenes cannot he 
determined and it is possible that they are merely a general 
allusion by the artist to the Cretan hull myth, and do not 
depict any specific incident therein. However, it is also 
possible that they depict a quiet moment before Heracles 
offers up the hull to Athena, who receives the sacrifice in the 
Theseus legend of the hull of Marathon,
1. Br. 195 A 18; Alhizzati, op. cit. pi. 60.
2. Br. 194 A 9; G^. 2 pi. 75; A.B.V. 509.
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The last piece which may allude to the sacrifice of the 
hull is a little different, since hoth Theseus and Heracles 
are present. This is a relief in the Barracco collection^ 
dating to the fourth century BC. This piece could even 
allude to the fact that hoth Heracles and Theseus were credited 
with sacrificing the same hull. It is a quiet composition 
with Theseus standing and Hergcles sitting, leaning his cluh 
on the hull's hack. However, once again it may he nothing 
more than a general allusion to the myth hut this time embracing 
hoth heroes who had dealings with this same hull.
Finally in this section, it is necessary to examine briefly
scenes where, owing to lack of attributes, it is not certain
whether Heracles or Theseus leads the hull.
2
1. Louvre E 666, cup-fragment, Laconian .
2. Naples H 2773 (inv. 81129), cup, Attic hlack-figure^.
3. Turin 4l06, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
5
4. Hobart, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
5. Cambridge 8.27, kyathos, Attic hlack-figure^.
6. Louvre M N 137, neck-handled amphora, Attic red-figure^.
g
7. Private collection, Megarian howl-fragment .
1. 0. Brendel, 'Immolati'o Bourn', Mitteilungen des deutschen 
Archaologischen Instituts : romische Ahteilung 45 (1930) 
196-226. On this piece see 215ff. and pi. 82.
g. Br. 203 G 1; C^. 1 pi. Dc 3, 7.
3. C^V. 1 pi. 30, 1.
4. Br. 195 A 21; C^. 2 pi. 6.
5. Br. 252 A 4 sub 'Theseus'; R.G. Hood, Greek Vases in the
University of Tasmania (Tasmania, 1964) no. 15, pi. 8a; A .B.V. 
695, 219his.
6. Br. 202 A 56; 1 pi. 21, 2; A.B.V. 6I3, 42.
7. Br. 252 A 2 sub 'Theseus', (On investigation I found Br.
252 A 2 & 3 to he the same); C.V. 5 pi. 56, 10; A.R.V. 2.
194, 3.
8. Br. 204 E 1; Hausmann, op. cit. pi. 47, 2.
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8, Athens, Kerameikos, Megarian howl-fragment^.
2
9. Private collection, Switzerland, plate .
10. Alexandria Museum, plate^.
In (l) a figure runs to the right with his right arm 
round the neck of a hull. Prom the point of view of date 
this piece should depict Heracles, if my theory is correct 
as to relative dating, since there should he no representation 
of Theseus and the hull this early.
After this, from the point of view of date, either 
hero is possible. In (2) the hero is bearded, hut this is not 
a certain enough attribute. In (3) the scheme is slightly 
different, since the hero, as well as holding the hull's horn, 
has a rope around its forelegs. The other side shows a 
capture scene where the hero seems to he Heracles from the 
presence of the quiver, hut this does not mean that hoth sides 
of the vase necessarily show the same hero.
The first three vases in this group are classified by 
Brommer under 'Heracles and the hull' whereas (4) he classifies 
under 'Theseus', v/hich is probably correct since the hull 
bucks, as it often does when Theseus is leading it along and 
the hero also wears tunic and hat. In (6) the hero may 
also wear a hat, which again would suggest him to he Theseus.
In (5) there are no attributes at all and it is impossible to 
identify the herol
1. Br. 20d E 2; Hausmann, op. cit. pi. 60, 2.
2. Br. 204 E 3; Ant ike Kunst Solothurn (1967) no. 203 pl. 28.
3. Br. 204 E 4; RM Erganzungsheft 14 (1968) 174,note 919.
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As regards the Hellenistic pieces, (?) shows the hero 
leading the hull along on a rope and brandishing a cluh,
apparently to keep it in check. In (8) he holds the hull’s
ear, as in (5), hut his head is not preserved and neither
are any attributes. The cluh under the hero’s feet in (9)
may he meant as an attribute to distinguish Heracles. The
last piece in the list again does not admit of any positive
identification of subject-matter.
At any rate, this section has revealed that there was
apparently a tradition that Heracles sacrificed the Cretan
hull instead of letting it go. This would necessarily he
a separate one from that connecting this hull with the hull
of Marathon, and from the artistic evidence it seems to
have been earlier and, in fact, is likely to represent the
original tradition about the Cretan hull, even though it is
not the earliest appearance of the myth in any medium^.
Certainly there are definite implications of sacrifice in some
of the renderings, and it is noteworthy that there are various
scenes of Theseus leading alorg the hull, presumably to Athens,
2
to he sacrificed . This may he another reason for seeing 
a sacrificial motif in scenes where Heracles leads the hull 
along.
II Scenes involving the charging hull 
Ila charging
I place this scheme first in this group because it 
shov/s an earlier stage in the capture of the hull than h)
1. See page I19, note (^for vases dating c. 55O BC
2. Cf. Plut. Thes. 14.1. who says he sacrificed it to Apollo,
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and c). The problem with these representations is that 
it is not certain whether they depict Heracles or Theseus.
This is not a popular type of composition, there being 
only three examples. Heracles has hardly yet come into 
contact with the bull, which bears down on him.
1. New York 59.15, cup, Laconian^.
2
2. Thebes, cup, Attic black-figure .
3. Berlin P 2137, column-krater. South Italian^.
(l) shows a naked male figure rushing at a bull, which 
he touches on the neck. This is rather an early piece as 
far as the two bull stories are concerned and this perhaps 
makes it likely that the hero is Heracles^. The cup dates 
to around the middle of the sixth century. In (2) the hero 
cannot be identified because only his legs are preserved. In
(3) a figure in tunic and brandishing a club holds on to the 
horn of a charging bull. The hero has a beard but we have seen 
before that this is not an adequate means of identification.
I cannot tell the date of this vase since the only picture of it 
available to me is a drawing.
Ilb Heracles wrestling with the bull
This type of composition does not begin until the latter 
years of the sixth century, but is the most popular rendering, 
appearing frequently on fifth-century Attic black-figured
1. Br. 204 C 3; Stibbe, op. cit. no. 300 & pl. 104, 1.
2. Br. 201 A 29; (1915) 126, figs. 22-3; A.B.V.
561, 530.
3. Br. 203 0 2: IT. Dubois-Maisonneuve, Introduction à 1 ' étude 
des Vases Antiques (Paris, 1817) pl. 34.
4. See page 119 and note (l). The Oltos vase is the earliest 
evidence for the Theseus myth.
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lekythoi. The hull is in charging pose, hut Heracles has
come to grips and is wrestling m th it, rather as he is
often shown wrestling witii the Nemean lion and Erymanthian
hoar^. Presumably such compositions were popular on
lekythoi because they fitted easily into a confined space
and did not make too much demand on the artist’s talent.
2
1. Louvre C 11284, column-krater, Attic black-figure .
2. London BM B 277, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
3. Louvre P 239, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5
4. Louvre P 240, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
5. London BM B 309, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
7
6. Boston 06.334, kantharos, Attic red-figure .
Q
7. Perfara 16336, oinochoe, Attic black-figure ,
Q
8. Como C 26, kyathos, Attic 'black-figure
9. Ferrara I63UI, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^^.
11
10. Parma G 139, lekythos, Attic black-figure .
1211. Piraeus Mus., skyphos, Attic black-figure .
1. See pages 62ff & 344ff.
2. Br. 202 A i+8; C^V. 12 pl. 183; 7 ^ .  I56.
3. Br. 195 A 13; ÇiV. 4 pl. 70, 1; A.B.V. 343, 8.
4. Br. 194 A 10; C^V. 4 pl. 47, 1-2 & pl. 46, 5-6; A.B.V.
394, 7.
5. Br. 194 A 11; C^V. 4 pl. 47, 3-5; A.B.V. 370, 129.
6. Br. 196 A 5; ÇiV. 6 pl. 81, 2; A.B.V. 364, 56.
7. Br. 203 B 7; &M. 5 (1890) 324, pl. 12; A.R.V. 2. 126, 27.
8. Br. 196 A 23; ÇiV. 2 pl. 22, 3.
9. Br. 202 A 57; Ç^V. 1 pl. 2, 1 & 2.
10. Br. 196 A 22; £iV. 2 pl. 10, 1.
11. Br. 199 A 81; C.V. 1 pl. 19,1 & 2.
12. Br. 202 A 38; Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 48.
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12. Olympia Be 634, skyphos, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
13. Bologna 73, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure .
14. Tubingen D 61, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure^.
15. Nicosia I968/V30/348, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlackA 
figure^,
5
16. Copenhagen NM 1, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
17. Verona, Teatro 49, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure^.
18. Delos 369, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
o
19. Thehes 46.68, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure .
20. Carlsruhe (B90) 178, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
21. Cambridge 99, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
22. Cambridge 98, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
1223. Cambridge 97, lekythos, Attic black-figure
1324. Paris, Mus. Rodin, lekythos, Attic black-figure
25. Madrid 10958 (L 84), lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
26. Athens Rosolymou from Draphi, lekythos, Attic black-figure
27. Matera, lekythos, Attic black-figure^^.
15
1. Br. 202 A 37; Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 49; A.B.V. 521 ab.
2. Br. 196 A 21; £^V. 2 pl. 36, 5; A.B.V. 527, 28.
3. Br. 196 A 13; C. Watzinger, Oriechische Vasen in Tubingen
(^eutlingen, 1924), pl. 9; A.B.V. 527, 6 = 535, 5.
4. Br. 195 A 26; A.J.A. 74 (1970) pl. 20, 8.
5. Br. 194 A 1; C^. 3 pl. 108, 3; A.B.V. 605, 3.
6. Br. 195 A 25; C.V. 1 pl. la & b; Par. 302.
7. Br. 198 A 44; Dugas, Delos X (Paris, 1928) pl. 42;
A.B.V. 547, 247.
8. Br. 198 A 53; P.N. Ure, Sixth and fifth century Pottery
from Rhitsona (London, 1927) pl. 15, 12; A.B.V. 547, 246.
9. Br. 197 A 6; C^. 1 pl. 14, 1; A.B.V. 547, 249.
A.B.V. 547, 253. 
A.B.V. 547, 242. 
A.B.V. 547, 251.
10. Br. 198 A 54; C_J[' 1 pl. 22, 21
11. Br. 198 A 55; C^. 1 pl. 22, 7
12. Br. 198 A 56; (%V. 1 pl. 22, 8 ___
13. Br. 197 A 16; C^. (Pr.l6) pl. 17, l4; A.B.V. 547, 255.
14. Br. 200 A 102; C^. 1 pl. 30, 1; A.B.V. 547, 257.
15. Br. 198 A 38; Bulletin du Correspondance Hellénique (I958) 
682, fig. 20, 2; Par. 277.
16. Br. 199 A 72; N.Sc. 20 (1966) 225, fig. 84.
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128. Villa Giulia 1447, mastoid, Attic black-figure'
29. Fogg 1927.141, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
30. Adria A 184, skyphos, Attic black-figure^.
31. Goluchow Inv. 31, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
32. Sarajevo 82, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
33. Athens 65I (CC 1094), cup, Attic black-figure^.
34. Reading University 26 VII 2, cup, Attic black-figure^.
o
35- Paris, Mus. Rodin 302, skyphos, Attic hlack-figure .
36. Carlsruhe, B 3049, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
37. Athens NM 3290 (CC 90?) lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^®.
38. Leningrad, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^^.
39. Capua 152, mastoid, Attic hlack-figure^^.
I4.0. Villa Giulia 48335, column-krater, Attic hlack-figure^^.
1. Br. 201 A 10; C^. 3 pl. 49, 12; A.B.V. 559, 493.
2. Br. 201 A I8; C^. (U.S.A. 8) pl. 11, la; A.B.V. 559, 492
3. Br. 202 A 43; R. Schone, Le antichità del Museo Bocchi
di Adria (Rome I878) pl. 15, 4; A.B.V. 569. 670.
4. Br. 201 A 15; £jV. 1 pl. 42, 4; A.B.V. 558, 485.
5. Br. 200 A 97; s. Bulanda, Katalog der griedâschen Vasen
im Bosnisch-Herzegowinischen Landesmuseum zu Sara.lewo 
(Vienna, 1912) 279, fig. 41; A.B.V. 547. 245.
6. Br. 201 A 24; H. Bloesch, Formen attiaeher Sehalen
(Berne, 1940) 29, 1 & pl. 7T~5i A.B.V. 560. 514.
7. Br. 152 A 125 (2nd edition); C^V. 1 pl. 9, 7; A.B.V.
562, 557.
8. Br. 202 A 36; OjV. (Pr. 16) pl. 13, 3 & 9; A.B.V.
568, 640.
9. Br. 197 A 7; C^V. 1 pl. 14, 2; A.B.V. 547, 243.
10. Br. 197 A 19; AjM. 73 (1958) 91, Beilage 69; A.B.V.
508, 3 (identified as Heracles and lion).
11. Br. 200 A 98; AiA. (1913) 204, fig. 50; A.B.V. 491, 52.
12. Br. 201 A 9; Ç^V. 2 pl. 12, 1-3.
13. Br. 202 A 5O; Mon. Ant. 42 (1955) 1025, fig. 265c.
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41. Palermo, Mormino 629, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^,
2
42. Palermo, Mormino. 128, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure .
43- Tarquinia PC 1629, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^,
44. London BM E 104, cup, Attic red-figure^,
45. Enserune, cup, Attic red-figure^,
46. Berlin P 3145, Nestoris, Lucanian^,
Numbers (l) to (6) date to the late sixth century, (?) 
to (43) to the first quarter of the fifth century, (1|1|.) to 
the third quarter of the fifth century, and (45) and (46) 
to the early years of the fourth century. It can thus be
seen to be a composition-type which lasted over a century,
but which occurred only rarely after the first quarter of 
the fifth century, when it enjoyed its main period of popular­
ity, especially in the work of the Haimon Group,
As I have indicated before, I identify Heracles in 
scenes of this myth by the presence of bow and quiver, since 
he seldom wears the lionskin. In (5), however, he does wear 
the skin and this vase is worthy of special comment, since to
the right of the scene is a male holding a spear and wearing
a cloak and big hat. This could be lolaus, but he is not
1. Br. 199 A 79; £iY. l pi. 14, 5-6.
2. Br. 199 A 80; CjV. 1 pl. 14, 12-13.
3. Br. 195 A 20; C^V. 2 pl. 35, 3; A.B.V. 598, 31.
4. Br. 203 B 3; Shefton op. cit. 346; A.R.V. 2.1293, 1.
5. Shefton, loc. cit.; C.V. (Collection Mouret) pl. 8, 7
& 8, The identification of subject-matter here is helped 
by no, (44) where club and lionskin are carried by a 
follower,
6e Br, 204 Dl; A.D, Trendall, The red-figured vases of
Lucania, Campania and Sicily (Oxford, 1967) no, 921 & pl, 
72, 2.
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usually shorn in a hat, and I vironder whether it could he 
Theseus. The artist would then he suggesting the connection 
of the hull with hoth heroes^. There are many attributes 
drawn to distinguish Heracles: bow, quiver, lionskin and
also the club,which stands in front of the bull. All these, 
together with the hat and spear of Theseus, could have been 
the artist’s way of asserting the presence of both heroes.
Theseus and Heracles apparently appear on the same 
vase, (32), in Goluchow, although here they are on separate 
sides of the vase and each is shown in wrestling pose with 
the bull. On the supposed Heracles side, Athena is seated, 
and club and cloak appear in a tree; the supposed Theseus 
on the other side wears a hat, and here Athena stands, and 
cloak and sword are drawn in the field. It’ is the different 
weapons, the club and hat apparently being used as attributes, 
which suggest that the two heroes are shown in their own 
dealings with the bull on separate sides of the vase. If 
my analysis is correct, this is another attempt to link the 
bull-exploits of Heracles and Theseus.
Wrestling scenes where the identification of the hero is 
uncertain
2
1. Northwick, Spencer Churchill, hydria, Attic black-figure ,
2. Thebes R 18.30, skyphos, Attic black-figure .
3. Laon 37.906, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
1. Cf. the Taranto relief in the Barracco collection, 
page 126, • note 1 .
2. pl. 313
3. Br. 202 A 41
4 . Br. 253 A 12
A.B.V. 333, 25.
B.S.A. 14 (1907-8) pl. 13e; A.B.V. 627, 3ab
C.V. 1 pl. 15, 3.
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4. Berkeley 8.35, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
5. Madrid 10933 (L 79) neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack- 
figure^.
6. New York OR 555, mastoid, Attic hlack-figure^.
7. Louvre C 11280, column-krater fragments, Attic hlack-figure^,
8. Louvre 0 11284, column-krater fragments, Attic hlack-figure^,
9. Earlier Candelori, mastoid, Attic hlack-figure^.
10. Barcelona, fragment, Attic hlack-figure^.
These vases must he examined individually. Brommer 
places numbers (2), (4), (5), (6), and (9) under ’Heracles* 
and the rest, except (l), which he does not include, under 
’Theseus’, hut I feel that his classifications are not 
always correct.
In (l) the hero wears a hat, which should identify 
him as Theseus, and his cloak hangs from a tree, while in
(2) he also wears a hat. In the former a four-horse 
chariot appears and also a naked youth with a spear, who is 
presumably meant to be Pirithous, even though he is not
g
documented in literary accounts as taking part in this myth ; 
he is possibly holding Theseus’ spear.
1. Br. 200 A 107; C.V. (California l) pl. 27, 3 a & b;
A.B.L. 247, 1.
2. Br. 195 A 25; CJ[. 1 pl. 20, 3a; A.B.V. 601, 22.
3. Br. 201 A 20; G.M.A. Richter & M.J. Milne, Shapes and Names
of Athenian Vases (New York, 1935) fig. 185; A.B.V. 559, 489
4. Br. 253 A 32; C^. 12, pl. 180.
5. Br. 253 A 33; £iV. 12 pl. I83.
6. Br. 201 A 13; A.V. pl. 98, 5-6; A.B.V. 559, 486 (Brommer 
gives wrong reference).
7. Br. 254 A 39; C.V. 1 pl. 12, 2; Brommer’s A.B.V. reference 
is unintelligible.
8. lolaus often appears with Heracles merely as a traditional 
companion.
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(3) shows the hero as beardless, which should suggest 
Theseus, but the quiver hangs in the field, which ought to 
indicate Heracles; the artist' seems confused.
(4) is odd in depicting three figures with cloak and 
club, and also cloak and club hanging in a tree. There 
is also a quiver in the tree and the hero should thus be 
Heracles, with lolaus, drawn three times, holding his club 
and cloak, but he seems to wear a hat, which is indicative 
of Theseus. Once again the artist seems confused.
The picture of (5) is very unclear but two cloaks hang 
in the field and the hero seems to be beardless. Therefore, 
I would suggest him to be Theseus and not Heracles as 
Brommer identifies him^.
The hat in (6) suggests the wearer to be Theseus. In 
(7) he has a beard but there are no attributes, apart from 
a cloak, and the question of identification must be left 
open, as in (8) and (lO), which are too fragmentary to offer 
any clues.
(9) seems more likely to represent Theseus, as there 
is a hat on the hero’s head and just a cloak suspended.
The naked figure holding out another cloak would then be 
Pirithous.
It has thus been seen that the hat can be used to 
distinguish Theseus, as also the appearance of a cloak with­
out bow and quiver, and that Pirithous may sometimes be
1. 195 A 25
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depicted with him. Moreover, the artists sometimes show 
themselves confused and place some attributes of hoth 
figures in the scene thus making impossible clear identi­
fication of which hero they had in mind.
II c Heracles capturing the Cretan bull
These scenes are very similar to those of wrestling, with 
the bull’s head down in charging motion and Heracles vir­
tually in wrestling pose, except that he has obviously got 
the better of the bull and is securing ropes around its 
back-legs and body. These scenes are not so numerous as the 
straight wrestling ones but begin earlier, in the middle 
of the sixth century, and in contrast scarcely appear at 
all on fifth-century lekythoi.
1. Taranto, volute-krater, Attic black-figure^.
2. Naples H2773 (inv 81129),cup, Attic black-figure^,
3. Rome Vatican 389, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
4. Robinson collection, neck-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
5. Munich 1407 (J 614), belly-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
6. Turin 4106, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
7. New York 41.162.193, neck-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
1. Br 202 A 33; Atti et Magna Grecia 8 (1967) pl. 15;
A.B.V. 195, 4.
2. C^. 1 pl. 30, 1.
3. Br. 195 A 19; Albizzati, op. cit. pl. 55; A.B.V. 288, 8,
4. Br. 195 A 28; A.J.A. 60 (1956) 5ff., no. 7, pl. 14.
5. Br. 195 A 35; C^. 1 pl. 37, 2; A.B.V. 290 ab.
6. Br. 195 A 21; C_^. 2 pl. 6.See page 126, no. 3 for other sid^
7. Br. 195 A 31; C.V. (U.S.A. l) Gallatin pl. 3, 3.
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8. Fogg 52, 132, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
9. Leningrad Inv. 5571, hydria, Attic hlack-figure .
10. Sundhyherg, Throne Holst, neck-handled amphora, Attic 
hlack-figure^.
11. Chicago University, lekythos-fragment, Attic hlack-figure^.
15
12. Louvre G 263, cup, Attic red-figure .
13. Syracuse 21127, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
14. Wurzburg 375, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
Certainly the Taranto volute-'krater, (l), is very 
interesting, as being one of the earliest appearances of this 
myth, and rather suggests, from the point of view of date, 
one of the lyric poets as the source. It does not preclude 
the idea of sacrifice, but gives no hint of it and so we 
cannot know for certain v/hether the sacrifice motif was in 
the myth from the beginnir^ or whether it was a variant
o
formed later on . Certainly the idea of tying it up suggests 
that Heracles is going to take the bull somewhere alive, 
but this could just be to Eurystheus and it could then be 
set free. At any rate, from surviving evidence the wrestling 
scenes appear to be derived from the capture ones and then 
to supercede these in the fifth century. Certainly neither
1. Br. 195 A 29; C^. (U.S.A. 8) Fogg pl. 8, 1.
2. Br. 196 A 8; (1930) 26, figs. 7 & 8.
3. Br. 195 A 23; 73 (1958) Beilage 70.
4. Br. 200 A 109; A.J.A. 47 (1943) 395, no. 10.
5. Br. 203 B 1; Shefton, op. cit. 346; A.R.V. 2. 341, 89.
6. Br. 199 A 88; Mon. Ant. 17 (1907) 382, fig. 283; A.B.L. 63
7. Br. 197 A 10; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 107; A.B.V. 499, 30.
8. See page 140, no. 1 for another early piece.
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capture nor wrestling scenes add anything to our knowledge about 
the details of this myth.
Capture scenes where the identification of the hero is uncertain
1. London BM B 474,oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. London BM B 488,oinochoe, Attic black-figure .
3. Paris, Mus. Rodin T.C., 145, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
4. Louvre C 10907, cup, Attic red-figure^.
Again I shall look at these difficult vases in detail.
(l) has no attributes at all, except for the heavy beard of the 
hero, which has been said before not to be sufficient grounds 
for firm identification. In (2) the club is in a free field 
and could be put in as an attribute of Heracles. (4), of wbich
5
no picture is available, is said by Shefton to contain no 
attributes, (3) on the other hand seems a confusion of both 
heroes, since a quiver hangs in the field but the hero appears 
to wear a hat.
Scenes where it is not clear whether capture or wrestling is 
involved
These pieces cannot be classified, either because no 
picture is available of them and the description given of them 
is vague, or else because they are too fragmentary.
1. Br. 196 A 20; pl. 98, 1-2; A.B.V. 378, 250.
2. Br. 196 A 19; H. Walters, A Catalogue of the Greek and
Etruscan Vases in the British Museum II (London, 1893) 
16 fig. 25; A.B.L. 214. 186.
3. Br. 253 A 13; C^V. (Pr.l6) pl. 17, 6; A.B.V. 499, 28.
4. Br. 203 B 2; Shefton, op. cit. 346 note 71; A.B.V. 2.
430, 36.
5. Shefton, loc. cit. note 4.
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1. Market I967, 1970. lip-cup, Attic black-figure^,
2
2. 7illa Giulia,four, lekythoi, Attic black-figure ,
%
3. Villa Giulia, mastoid, Attic black-figure .
4 . Lipari, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
5
5. Adria Be 20 and B 69, cup-fragments, Attic red-figure .
No picture is available for (l) but it is merely described 
in the Sotheby Catalogue  ^as, "Heracles fighting the Cretan 
bull". Its chief interest lies in its date, which is c. 550 
BC, thus shov/ing the volute-Jcrater with the capture scène^* 
to be no isolated irstance of the drawing of this myth so early. 
It is possible that the lip cup also represented a capture scene, 
but it is,of course,possible that wrestling scenes were drawn 
at this time but that none have survived.
No picture is available of (2) and (3) and the Italian 
description of Heracles struggling or overthrowing the Cretan 
bull does not make it clear whether ropes were depicted or not.
Of (4) a picture is available, but the vase is too frag­
mentary for a clear classification of composition as to 
wrestling or capture.
(5), by the Antiphon Painter, shows the hero's right foot
1. Br. 202 A 34; Sotheby Catalogue (27-XI-67) no. 125 = (4-V-7Ô) 
no. 111.
2. Br. 199 A 83, 85, 86, 87. (Brommer also adds A 84 but this 
seems not to depict Heracles and the bull); Mon. Ant. 42 
(1955) 858ff. nos. 5, 10, 16, 32. -
3. Br. 201 A 22; Mon. Ant. 42 (1955) 834 no. 23.
4. Br. 199 A 71; M. Cavalier-Meligunis, Lipara ii (Palermo,
(1960-5) pl. 45; Par. 237.
5. Br. 203 B 4; C^. 1 pl. 6, 8b; A.R.V. 2. 341, 87.
6. vSee above , note (ij for reference.
7. See page I37, no.1.
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on the ground and left foot on the inner side of the hull's 
nose, with the knee bent. The end of the club is visible, 
perhaps a distinguishing attribute, but not necessarily. The 
bull has its chin on the ground and a halter round its nose.
It is, therefore, likely to represent a capture scene, but with 
a different type of binding from the normal rope round the 
length of the body. However it is not certain whether the 
combatant is Heracles or Theseus.
Ill The possible aggressive use of the club against the bull
This group will comprise scenes where Heracles is apparently 
about to use his club to kill the bull. There are no black- 
figure examples and all the red-figure ones are post 450 BC, 
although it may well be the theme of the Olympia metope.
1. Olympia, metope^.
p
2jr Athens, Agora P 12641, Louterion, Attic red-figure .
3. Addphseck 77, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure^.
4. Chicago Art Institute 89.18, kalyx-krater, Etruscan red-figure^,
All that is preserved of the Olympia metope is the bull, 
upright and apparently in quick movement, and Heracles with his 
back to it but looking round. His right arm is swung back and 
it seems likely that he was originally wielding the club.
The scene is restored with a halter on the bull's nose, likely 
from a hole in the sculpture for a metal attachment. It is 
not entirely certain, therefore, whether this piece should be
1. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pll. 162-7.
2. Br. 203 B 11; Shefton, op. cit. 330ff.
3. Br. 203 B 8; Brommer, Her, pl. 22; A.R.V. 2. 1346, lu.
4. Br. 204 D 2; Sir J.D. Beazley, Festschrift A. Rumpf (Krefield,
1952) pl. 3.
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placed here or in the first group of Heracles leading along the 
bull, but it may certainly be said that both Heracles and bull 
look aggressive.
In (2), traces of the lionskin are enough to identify 
Heracles and I find it odd that Brommer places this among his 
representations of Theseus and the bull; the appearance of 
Theseus on the other side of this vase,pictured at the wedding 
feast of the Lapiths^ cannot attest to his appearance on the 
bull scene. This vase shows Heracles about to smash his club 
down on the bull's lowered head. This is the scheme of (3) 
except that Heracles and bull are further apart. In (4)
Heracles, wearing the lionskin, has one arm around the bull's 
neck and with the other brandishes his club. There may be 
a slight contamination with Theseus-scenes here as the bull 
rears up. In all these pieces the identification of Heracles 
is certain.
Representations where the identification of the hero is uncertain
1. Salonika Inv. 34. 359, bell-krater fragment, Attic red-figure^.
2
2. Leningrad, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure .
In (1) a naked figure, young and beardless, has his back
to the bull but faces it and holds his club. It is not clear
whether the club is meant to be a weapon of attack or an attribute.
The similarity of the pose to that of the Olympia metope, may, 
however, indicate the hero to be Heracles, In (2) the hero.
1. Br. 203 B 9; Olynthus XIII, . ed. D.M. Robinson, (Baltimore, 1950) 
pl. 132.
2. Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 55.
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in tunic, approaches the hull, holding how in one hand and 
cluh in the other. Again it is not clear whether the cluh is 
an attribute to identify Heracles or a weapon of attack.
As previously stated, we have no surviving tradition that 
Heracles killed the Cretan bull and certainly by this time 
the myth was well established that this same bull was set 
free and killed by Theseus. Admittedly a sacrificial version 
has been recorded but this is probably an early version and 
seems unlikely to have continued into the mature red-figure 
period when the Theseus myth takes precedence in Attic art 
over the Heracles myth. I think it must be said that either 
Heracles is thought to be about to capture the bull after 
stunning it with his club but not about to kill it, or else 
the artists have drawn him in the act of killing the bull, 
giving to Heracles his traditional weapon because they did 
not possess any precise knowledge of the myth to indicate to 
them that this bull was killed not by Heracles but by Theseus.
IV. Scenes where the composition is uncertain
1. Louvre, Camp. 10677, hydria-fragments, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Athens, Acr. 1990, cup-fragment, Attic black-figure .
3. Sunium, relief^.
1. Br. 195 A 4; £^1. 11 pl. 146, 4-5; A.B.V. 332, 18.
2. Br. 201 A 26; G-raef & Langlotz, op. cit. I pl. 89 (it is
miénumbered IO90); A.B.V. 654, 3.
3. Hesperia 10 (1941) l63ff., fig. 3, no. 3; A^. 73 (1968)
83ff. & Beilage 64-6.
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In (l), on one fragment a seated Hermes is pictured and 
also a seated Athena and on the other the rear of a hull in 
front of a striding figure, apparently wearing tunic and 
greaves; in front of him is a thin club, thin enough to 
he made of metal, like that taken hy Theseus from Periphetes^.
A thin strap hangs from above which could belong to a quiver 
but it could also belong to a sword-sheaih as is sometimes 
shown in scenes of Theseus and the bull. Presumably the 
hero, probably Theseus, is leading the bull along.
(2) shows a naked youth with sword and cloak over his
outstretched arm. He kneels on his right knee and faces to­
wards the rear and tail of a bull, perhaps about to spring up 
after it. There is nothing to identify either Heracles or 
Theseus and the scene may refer to neither.
The Sunium relief shows on one section a man and the
front and body of what is apparently a bull, and on the 
other the rear of the animal. There are other scenes of
Heracles on the same relief and so the identification of the
2 3hero seems certain. Shefton , following Young , thinks it
corresponds to the scenes of Heracles clubbing the bull, as on
the red-figure louterion and on the kalyx-hraters in Adolphseck
4 5and Leningrad , However, I find the restoration by Dorig
1. Apollod. Ill xvi. 1.
2. op. cit. 330ff.
3. Hesperia 10 (1941) l63ff.
4. See pages .141, nos. 2 & 3; 142, no. 2.
5. A.M. 73 (1968) 88ff & Beilage 64-6.
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more plausible since the right shoulder of the hero is 
rounded, telling against a raised arm, needed for brandishing 
the club ; moreover there would not really be room for this 
in the available space. Dorig restores the scene with both 
tVie Here's hands against the bull's body, pulling ropes tight 
around its feet. He sees Theseus as the hero, comparing the 
Delphi bull metope, but the other scenes of Heracles on this 
relief suggest him as the hero. Certainly there is nothing 
else to suggest which hero is meant.
There is reason to believe that the story of the Cretan
bull could have been influenced from the East. We possess
a small stone relief, dating to the Old Babylonian period,
which shows a figure holding a club in one hand and the horn
of a bull in the other; he leads the bull along^. Behind is
another figure holding onto the tail. As Wetzel points out,
this may well depict a scene from the Gilgamesh epic which
tells how Ishtar sent the bull of Heaven after Gilgamesh and
2
how he killed it with the help of Enkidu . The details are 
slightly different but not enough so to argue against the 
relief being a representation thereof. There are other 
similarities between the Heracles story and the Gilgamesh epic: 
Gilgamesh encounters lions and he is also accompanied by a 
close friend Enkidu, just as Heracles is accompanied by lolaus^,
CONCLUSION
This myth can apparently be dated to about 550 BC and this 
might suggest that it found its origin in one of the lyric
1. P. Wetzel, Assur und Babylon (Berlin, 1949) 9, fig. 2.
2. See Sandars, op. cit. 86.
3. See pages 30 ff. for a more detailed discussion of the 
similarities between these two myths.
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poets, perhaps influenced hy Eastern tradition, since it has 
been aeen that Gilgamesh has to fight a bull among his ad­
ventures; it is interesting that this bull was sent by Ishtar, 
a goddess who became an enemy to Gilgamesh, and that the 
Cretan bull was one of the labours imposed on Heracles by 
the agency of Hera, the goddess who was his enemy.
From the various scenes with sacrificial connotations
which begin c. 530 BC it is likely that in the early tradition
Heracles was thought of as sacrificing the bull. Admittedly
there are two earlier representations dating c. 550^ where
no sacrificial aspect appears and it is thus possible that in
the beginning it v/as not specified what happened to the bull
the
after capture but by c. 530, when/Andocides Painter painted 
his sacrificial scene, the story of sacrifice by Heracles had 
been evolved. However the early pieces do not preclude the 
idea of sacrifice, since they show an earlier incident in the 
story, namely initial attempts at capture. Moreover, it is, 
of course, possible that sacrificial scenes were drawn before 
530 but have not survived. Scenes of wrestling and capture 
become the common artistic type at the end of the sixth 
century and since these imply nothing about the ultimate fate 
of the bull they are very suitable at a time when a new 
Theseus legend was emerging in which he killed the Cretan bull, 
when it came to Marathon after being freed by Heracles. 
Sacrificial scenes die out soon after the turn of the century: 
certainly when the new Theseus myth arose Heracles could no 
longer be thought of as sacrificing the bull. There is no
1. See pages 137, no.i & 140, no. 1.
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evidence that Theseus was ever thought to fight a separate 
hull from that of Heracles or that his hull myth is any older 
than c. 510  ^which would well suit the date of Pherecydes, 
who is the earliest writer to include the expanded Theseus 
tradition.
The Heracles myth was still popular in Attic art even 
after the advent of the Theseus hull story and, in fact, it 
even increased in popularity on small pots. However, it seems 
to have been popular with a fairly small group of painters in 
the fifth century, whereas the Theseus myth enjoyed widespread 
popularity in Attic red-figure,in which fabric there are very 
few representations of Heracles and the bull. It is noteworthy 
that it did not appear on the Hephaesteum in Athens.
Certainly the lack of detail given in either art or 
literature as to the actual story of this myth is striking.
The wrestling and capture scenes give none, and granted that 
in the scenes where the club is brandished Heracles at most 
is thought to be about to stun the bull or the artists are 
guilty of possessing a poor mythological knowledge, there 
are no interesting details there either. The fact that the 
tradition was fairly straightforward and artistically undemand­
ing was perhaps the reason why it only really gained popularity 
on pots of inferior quality and why the literary sources were 
more interested in identifying the bull than in recording what 
happened to it. The only detail we seem to possess about the 
story is that the bull came from Crete, from where Heracles had 
to bring it to Greece, and that in the early daÿs he was thought 
to sacrifice it but was made to set it free after the tradition 
arose that Theseus met the same bull, when it v/as causing havoc 
in Marathon, and sacrificed it to Athena.
i. The vase by Oltos, page 11?, no.l
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CHAPTER SIX. THE CERYNITIAN HIND
This is another of the labours set in the Northern 
Peloponnese and may not be a very early myth. Once again the 
opponent is an animal but it does not seem to have been 
regarded as fierce until late times, the difficulty of the 
task seeming originally to lie in catching the swift creature 
and in not offending Artemis to whom it was sacred.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Author of the Theseis (K. p. 21?)
Pisander (P 3 K) 
Anacreon (P.M.G. 408)
_ (Schol.
Pind.
  0. Ill
Pherecydes (P.G.H. 5^71) 52a)
Pindar (O. Ill 25-31):
ot XOipTUL Trfjv 
OrjXecav eXacpov xepaT a ex o u o a v  
e^od-Youot, xaOdxep x a i  tt]V 
OinXd^ouoav TÔV TpXecpov 
Ypdcpouoo . . .  TSTaxTat ôè  
xaC xap d  ’ A vaxpeovT i • dYO-vooç/ 
Old Te vePpôv veoOpXéa 
YO-XaOrivov, oo t*  ev vXai<; 
Kspoéooriç 'b%oXei (pdeC Ç üxô  
|j,riTpôc èxTO'nOr) . . .
(et 50 b): ©rjXeüav ôè stxe xaC %puoo-
xépojv dxô ÙOTopLaç • ô yàp
<TT]V> © p a p o ô a  Y p d ij /a c  T o i a Ü T p v
ai)T'nv ... xat neiToavôpoç 6
2.
Kahtpeùç xat Oepexdôp^.
Heracles met Artemis in Istria when, 
on the command of Eurystheus, he went 
to fetch the hind with the golden horns.
1. Zenodotus and Aristophanes amended xepoeoopc to èpoéoopG. 
See P.M.G. 408
2. It cannot, of course, be certain that these four authors 
connected Heracles with this hind.
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This hind had been dedicated to the 
goddess by Taygete.
Euripides (HF. 375ff.): Heracles killed the hind v/ith the
golden horns, which was ravaging the 
countryside, and dedicated it to 
Artemis of Oenoe.
Callimachus (Hymn III, Artemis found grazing by the foot of 
to Artemis, lOOff.): a mountain oxaipouoac eXdcpouc, which
always gathered by the River Anaurus. 
^hey were larger than bulls and had 
golden horns. Artemis caught four 
out of the five, but one escaped over 
the River Celadon by the plan of Hera, 
so that it might become one of the 
labours of Heracles. It took refuge 
in the Ceryneian Hill. Artemis yoked 
the other four hinds to her chariot.
Diodorus Siculus 
(IV 13,1):
It was the fourth labour to bring 
back the swift hind with the golden 
horns. Heracles employed more cunning 
than strength, catching It with nets 
according to some sources, catching it 
asleep according to others, and wearing 
it out by pursuit in another tradition.
Apollodorus (II v 3) It was the third labour to bring the 
Cerynitian hind alive to Mycenae from 
Oenoe, It had golden horns and was
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sacred to Artemis and so Heracles did not
I
want to harm it. Having followed it for 
a year he came upon it when it was tired and 
shot it; carrying it on his shoulders 
through Arcadia, he met Apollo and Artemis, 
who was angry with him for killing or 
attempting to kill her sacred animal.
Heracles explained this was an order from 
Hurystheus and Artemis was appeased and 
allowed him to take the hind to Mycenae. 
Hyginus (Fah. Heracles "brought alive to Eurystheus the
XXX.5): fierce stag*- (cervum) which lived in
Arcadia.
In sources other than Pindar the hind is associated with
Arcadia, although the specific locality is not certain.
Callimachus links it with the Ceryneian Hill; Apollodorus
calls the hind Cerynitian and Pausanias^ mentions a river
Cerynites rising in Arcadia. At any rate, most of the sources
mention Oenoe, a town in Arcadia. In the Pindar passage,
however, Heracles is in the North, made certain "by the reference 
2
to Boreas . One cannot know whether this version was peculiar 
to Pindar since it is not clear whether the earlier hôm^ces
%
who mentioned a horned hind placed their hinds in the North 
or, indeed, connected them with Heracles. Taygete, however, 
who appears in Pindar’s account, was closely connected with
1. VII 25.5.
2. 0. Ill 31.
3. It is not clear whether TocuuTpv should refer to locality 
as well as to the ideas of ©pXeLav and xpuooxspwv.
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the Peloponnese, giving her name to Mount Taygetus in
.1 2 3Laconia and hearing to Zeus Lacedaemon and Eurotas . The
idea behind the Pindar version may he that Taygete dedicated 
the hind to Artemis in the Southern Peloponnese hut that it 
travelled around with her. This version may well reflect the 
early tradition ahout Artemis’ origin, since her worship was 
thought to come from the Hyperboreans in the North^. The 
Hyperboreans are mentioned in this Pindar ode since Heracles 
takes the olive branch for Olympia from them. This ode cele­
brates a victory of and is likely to have been written
fairly near this date. It is interesting that hind and Amazons,
both connected by Pindar with Istria^, are placed side by 
side on the Olympia metopes.
There are in the extant accounts'three different versions 
of how Artemis became connected with this hind. Pindar says 
that it was dedicated to her by Taygete, the incident occurring, 
as we know from other sources,^ after the goddess had turned 
her into a deer and thus enabled her to escape the advances 
of Zeus. Euripides gives Artemis no connection with the hind 
until it is dedicated to her after Heracles has killed it. 
Callimachus says that there were five such hinds and that 
Artemis only caught four, perhaps implying no connection at all
1. Schol. Eur, Orestes 626.
2. Apollod. Ill X 3; Paus. Ill 1.2.
3. Stephen of Byzantium sub TadysTov
1|. Hdt. 4.35. Arge and Opis are probably Apollo and Artemis. 
See ed. A.D. Godley (London 1928) 235,note 1.
5. See Wilamowitz, op. cit. 21+0 sub ’Olympien II’.
6. See page 181 and note (2) for the connections of the Amazons.
7. Of. Schol. Pind. 0. Ill 531.
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between the goddess and the one caught by Heracles. It is 
not surprising to find Artemis connected with the hind since 
she, as a goddess, seems to have derived from the early xoTVia 
©Tjpœv found in Minoan and Mycenaean worship, although it is 
odd that other sources connecting her with hinds describe her 
killing them: she is called eXacpp^poXoc in Homeric Hymn
xxvii and ©ppdcpovoc by Euripides^. Perhaps the special nature 
of this hind saved it from such a fate at her hands.
It has already been said that there is no evidence to 
connect Heracles with the hind before Pindar and this labour 
need not be a very early one. Moreover, although they are 
said to have horns, there is no indication that the same hind 
was the subject of all the sources earlier than Pindar.
Apart from different traditions as to locality and con­
nection with Artemis, there seem to have been two separate 
traditions about what Heracles did to the hind, namely, whether 
it arrived at Eurystheus alive or dead. Hyginus is the only 
one to specify that it was alive; Pindar and Diodorus do not 
specify either way; Euripides and Virgil say that he killed 
it, the latter specifying the bow as the weapon. Apollodorus 
seems to record a confused tradition, perhaps trying to 
reconcile the two variants, as would seem to be the case in
2
his account of how Heracles dealt with the Stymphalian Birds . 
The difficulty is that he mentions bringing it back alive but 
also says that Heracles shot it. P. Wagner's^ reading of
1. H^. 378.
2. See pages 103 & 103.
3. Mvthographi Graeci i (Leipzig, 189^. EA reads XTsivavTa 
which does not make sense.
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xTSLvovTa, however, can he taken to mean, "attempting to kill" 
and thus not conflict with the idea of bringing it back 
alive, which Apollodorus makes a prerequisite of the labour.
Although this is not specifically called a labour until 
Diodorus it is inferred to be such by Pindar’s statement that 
Heracles pursued it by order of Eurystheus. In Euripides 
this well accords with the spirit of benefaction since mankind 
is helped by being rid of a public nuisance, which is ravaging 
the countryside; this is presumably why in this account 
Heracles is made to kill it and for both these reasons it is 
not originally sacred to Artemis. In these details, this 
version stands apart from the others, and it may well represent 
the Attic version of the myth. After the Euripides version 
this labour becomes more of a deed of prowess: Diodorus
mentions its speed and Apollodorus implies it when he says 
that Heracles pursued it for a year. It is not until Hyginus 
that the fearsome nature of the deer is taken up again, this 
being used to highlight Heracles’ heroism, coupled with the 
statement that he took it alive to Eurystheus.
As with the mares of Diomedes, Heracles is dealing with
a female animal, and in both cases Hyginus makes them male^,
perhaps because he mistranslated his sources or perhaps, in
the case of the hind, because he believed the criticisms of
2
Aristophanes and others that hinds do not have horns . At 
any rate, the artistic evidence will be examined for signs of 
a male deer.
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
The striking feature of the artistic representations of
1. See pages 321 & 323*
2. See page 1^8^ note(l)
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this labour is that the tv/o most popular compositions depict 
traditions not recorded in extant literature, namely the 
struggle for the hind with Apollo and the breaking off of the 
horns. This must point to the inadequacy of the literary 
evidence we possess for this myth. Both types date to the 
third quarter of the sixth century BC, the latter lasting to 
Hellenistic and Roman times, when it becomes the standard com­
position for this labour.
I. The struggle between Heracles and Apollo.
The composition of this group is undoubtedly influenced
by scenes depicting the struggle for the tripod, which first
occur in art in the late eighth century on the leg of a bronze
1
tripod from Olympia , and are particularly popular in the 
2
sixth century . Indeed, the hind often appears in tripod 
scenes^.
1. Oxford 1934.333, plate, Attic black-figure^,
2. Rome Vatican, 390, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^
3. Rome, Vatican 454, cup, Attic black-figure^.
4. Wurzburg 199, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
g
5. Vienna University Inv. 63I a, amphora, Attic red-figure ,
6. Heidelberg 260, oinochoe fragment, Attic black-figure^.
1. H.W. Parke & J. Boardman, ’The Struggle for the Tripod and 
the First Sacred War’, J.H.S. 77 (1957) 276ff. On this point 
see 278 and note 11.
2. Br. sub ’Dreifuss’; Parke and Boardman, op. cit. 279f.
3. Parke & Boardman, op. cit. 280 & note 31.
4 . Br. 77 A 26; Brommer, Her, pi. I6; A.B.V. II5, 4 .
5. Br. 75 A 7; Albizzati, op. cit. pi. II3.
6. Br. 77 A 18; Albizzati, op. cit. pi. 155; Par. 95, 95.
7. Br. 75 A 2; Brommer, Her, pi. 15b; A.B.V. 287, 5.
8. Br. 77 B 3; C^. 1 pi. 7; A.R.V. 2. 54, 3.
9. Br. 77 A 21; C^. 1 pi. 40, 4.
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7. Earlier Bassq^io, 'belly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^,
2
8. Leiden, kyathos, Attic hlack-figure .
9. Basel, Cahn 190, pelike-fragment, Attic hlack-figure^,
10. Villa Giulia, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure^.
The composition of these scenes generally places Apollo 
on the left and Heracles on the right; Heracles generally has 
the hind under his arm and Apollo tries to pull it away from 
him. Artemis is sometimes present, as in (l), (2), (4), (5) 
and (7). This is presumably a general reference to her 
connection v/ith the hind or perhaps with animals in general. 
Apollodorus states that Heracles met Artemis and Apollo while 
taking the hind to Eurystheus, although he says nothing about 
fighting Apollo. Certainly Heracles is thouj^t of as prepared 
to menace Apollo since he brandishes his club at him in (2),
(4), and (7). In (9), however, Heracles and Apollo are on 
separate sides of the vase.
(l) is an "odd-man-out*^ according to composition, since 
Heracles does not hold the hind in his arms but rather points
5
his bow at it , while it jerks its front legs upv/ards. Apollo 
faces it, clad in his panther skin, v/ith his right hand against 
the neck of the hind. On the inner side of the creature is 
a woman, presumably Artemis: she raises her right hand while
her left is on her hip, probably in defiance of Heracles whom 
she faces. ?/hat the line protruding from the front of the 
hind is supposed to be is impossible to tell: perhaps it v/as
1. Br. 76 A 16; H.Sc. 16 (1919) 21, fig. 6.
2. Br. 77 A 23; N.Sc. 16 (1919) 21, fig. 7.
3. Br. 78 B 6; Beiheft Antike Kunst 7 (1970) 51ff. pl. 27,
4 & 5, Par. 347, 73 Bis.
4. Br. 77A 22; Par. 314.
5. This could indicate that he is going to kill it hut also 
that he will stun it as in Apollodorus' version.
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a preliminary sketch or an artist’s error, which was not 
erased.
These scenes, apart from (l), give no indication as to 
whether the hind is meant to he dead or alive, hut perhaps 
they make more sense if it is alive since Apollo is trying 
to get it back. This composition covers the period roughly 
from 550 to 475 BC.
II. Heracles running off with the hind.
In these scenes Heracles runs off with the hind under
his arm, unimpeded by Apollo. These scenes all belong roughly 
to the last quarter of the sixth century.
1. Berlin P I859, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
2
2. Thasos, Limenas 1117, skyphos-fragments, Attic black-figure ,
3. Market 1937, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
4. Leningrad, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
I have placed this group after the scenes of the struggle
with Apollo since Heracles is shown in the same pose with the
hind as he was in the majority of the struggle scenes, and 
the former may have been the inspiration for this composition- 
type.
(1) is the only piece in this group without difficulties. 
However, Hermes is depicted even though he could have no
1. Br. 75 A 1; A. Purtwangler, Konigliche Museiam zu Berlin. 
Beschreibung der Vasensammlung im Anti qua mim (Berlin 1885) 350.
2. Br. 77 A 24; Ghali-Kahil, op. cit. pl. 35, 75; A.B.L. 250,
20.
3. Br. 76 A 9; Les Tableaux des Anciens ... provenant de 
l ’hôtel de Madame ï. Pereire (Paris, 4-6-37) no. 30.
4 . Br. 77 B 4; K. Schefold, Untersuchungen zu den Kertschen 
Vasen (Berlin, 1934) no. ^o4^
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possible coimection with this myth. Possibly the artist 
was influenced by his appearance in Cerberus scenes where his 
presence is well documented. The problem with (2) is that 
it is rather fragmentary and so even an identification of 
subject-matter is rather difficult. A thigh and part of a 
leg are preserved and possibly the bottom of the lionskin.
Also preserved are the back legs, thin and hooved, of what is 
probably a deer, above ground level. Thus, the subject is 
likely to be Heracles and the hind, but it is not certain that 
Apollo was not also originally depicted, trying to snatch it 
away.
(4) is odd in that a Nike flies above Heracles’ head as 
he runs off with the hind and turned away from him sits a girl, 
Yfho looks back at him while a satyr leans on her shoulder.
This could well imply the existence of a satyr play on this 
subject.
(3) also contains a winged figure, but this time it 
seems to want to snatch away the hind, which is most odd.
Athena and another woman, presumably Artemis, are also present.
III. Heracles breaking off the hind’s horns.
This composition enjoys a continuous tradition from the 
early third quarter of the sixth century until Roman times and 
beyond, becoming the standard composition in Hellenistic 
renderings of this myth. As has already been stated,it does 
not occur at all in extant literature and it certainly implies 
a version in which Heracles was only required to take back the 
horns to Eurystheus, as opposed to the whole animal. This
would still be a labour of skill, since he would have to catch
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the hind first and he would also he vulnerable to all sorts 
of objections from Artemis for despoiling her sacred beast, 
unless, of course, in this tradition it was not thought of as 
originally sacred to her. Certainly the horns, being golden, 
would have an intrinsic value of their own, and Eurystheus 
could be thought to covet them. Certainly the extensive 
appearance of such scenes implies a fairly weighty literary 
tradition for this version.
1. London BM B 231, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Market, 1958, amphora, Attic black-figure ,
3. Paris, Louvre G- 263, cup, Attic red-figure^.
4. Olympia metope^.
5
5. Athens, Hephaesteum, metope .
6. Bologna 303, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure^.
7. Athens, Agora P 17.877, bowl, Hellenistic^,
o
8. Athens, Agora P 19.881, bowl, Hellenistic .
9. Athens, NM 12618, bowl, Hellenistic^.
10. Athens, Kerameikos, bowl-fragment, Hellenistic^^.
11. Louvre H 264, plate, Hellenistic^^.
1212. Paris, Cab. Med. 1206, guttus, Hellenistic
1. Br. 75 A 6; Brommer, Her, pl. 15a; A.B.V. 139, 10.
2. M.M. Auct. 18 pl. 30, 102.
3. Br. 77 B 2; Brommer, Her, pl. 17; A.R.V. 2. 341, 89.
4. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pl. 172.
5. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI. iii.
6. Br. 77 B 1; C^. 4 pL. Ill I 82, 7 & 83, 2; .A.R.V. 2. 1184,6.
Hesperia 17 (1948) pl. 64.
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 64.
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 65, 2.
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 65, 1.
C.V. 23 pl. IV E 28, 1.
Jd.I Ergh. 8 (1909) 97, fig. 44, no. I89b.
7. Br. 78 E 2
8. Br. 78 E 3
9. Br. 78 E 4
10. Br. 78 E 1
11. Br. 78 E 6
12. Br. 78 E 7
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13. St. Germain Mus. 28125, sigillé ta, Gallic^.
14. Berlin P 2882, bowl, Hellenistic^,
15. Prom Utica, fragment, Roman^.
16. Madrid museum, from Liria, mosaic^.
5
17. Ravenna museum, marble relief .
The composition of these pieces is fairly standard, 
Heracles usually forcing down the hind, with his knee in its 
back, and having his hand on the horns, about to break them 
off. (1) is different as it is the only surviving piece to 
show Heracles holding one of the horns already broken off, 
and it makes it absolutely plain that he is actually going to 
break them off in the other representations; in (l) he holds 
the other horn, apparently about to break it off too. The 
female figure with bow, facing him, is probably Artemis ; it 
seems odd that she should allow him to do this if the animal 
is sacred to her and, as I have already said, this tradition 
may imply that it was not. Her presence here may indicate 
that Heracles was thought to dedicate the horns to her, rather 
as in Euripides’ account he is said to dedicate the whole 
animal. However the artist may merely wish to allude to her 
connection with the hind, even though she must then stand 
idly by while her sacred animal is desecrated.
(17) is interesting as it definitely shows a stag 
instead of a hind, but at this late date (sixth century AD) it
1. Br. 78 E 8; Déchelette, op. cit. 265, no. 54.
2. Purtwangler, Sabouroff pl. 74, 3.
3. Br. 78 E 10; Gazette Archéologique 6 (I880) pl. 33, 3.
4. Br. Her, pl. 31.
5. P. Schweinfurth, Grundzüge der byzantinisch-osteuropaischen 
Runstgeschichte (1947) pl. VIII fig. 15.
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is no help for deciding whether there was an actual tradition 
about a stag, since it is likely that here the sculptor has 
simply been inaccurate.
(2), by the Achelods Painter, is interesting as possibly 
shov/ing Athena trying to dissuade Heracles from breaking off 
the horns, since she stands in front of him with her right 
arm raised. Perhaps the painter is here regarding the act 
as irreligious as far as Artemis is concerned.
Thus it may be said that the relationship of Artemis to 
this variant is not clear but that it enjoys a consistent 
and standard rendering in art from about the middle of the 
sixth century BC until the sixth century AD with (l) being 
the only surviving example where Heracles has already broken 
off one of the horns.
IV. Heracles clubbing the hind.
It is possible that this group represents a version in 
T/hich Heracles killed the hind, but it must always be borne in 
mind that the club may be drawn simply as the traditional weapon 
of Heracles, regardless of whether it has a place in the actual 
myth. In any case, Heracles could be thought to be merely 
intent on stunning the hind, just as he seems to stun it with 
the bow in Apollodorus’ account, or else he could be intending 
to smash off its horns, although this would be a rather reck­
less way of removing them.
1. Munich 2003 (J 333), mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Delphi, Athenian treasury, metope .
3. Agrigento V I368, oinochoe, Attic red-figure^.
1. Br. 77 A 25; Brommer, Her, pl. 13b; A.B.L. I05.
2. Brommer, Her, pl. 6b.
3. Br. 78 B 5; Arch. Repl (1963/4) 43, fig. 15.
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As can be seen,this is rather late^ and not a very popular 
type of representation, and this may indicate that it was 
merely an inaccuracy on the part of a few artists. In fact,
(3) is the only piece where it can certainly be said that 
Heracles brandishes his club at the hind. In (l) Heracles, 
holding his club in his left hand, faces the hind, which rears 
up. He could not really be said to be brandishing his club 
here and so perhaps it is merely given to him as an attribute, 
especially as he is without the lionskin to identify him, and 
he may just be shown encountering the hind in an allusion to 
this myth, rather than shown in the actual act of capture.
In (2), Heracles, with the lionskin about his neck, 
kneels on the rump of the hind with his left knee. Only the 
torso of the hind is preserved; Heracles seems to have had 
his left hand on its neck or head. The scheme of the knee 
in the back suggests that he is about to break off the horns, 
but from the position of his right arm and the inclination of 
his head he seems rather about to hit it with his club 
although admittedly this is not preserved.
In (3) the hind sits on its back legs; it has no horns. 
Heracles has his left arm round its neck in strangle-hold 
and swings his club above his head. On the left stands 
Artemis and on the right Apollo; all three are inscribed.
The club may be thought of as coercive rather than as a death 
weapon. We must presume that the artist has merely forgotten 
about the horns.
1. This does not begin until the fifth century BC.
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V. Quiet scenes depicting Heracles and Athena standing 
with the hind.
As the title of this group indicates there is no action 
in these scenes and one must suppose that Heracles is shovm 
with his helper, Athena, after the hind has been tamed, or 
that he is about to dedicate it to her, or else that the 
artists are merely making a general allusion to this myth.
All three pieces belong to the last quarter of the sixth 
century.
1. Cambridge G 49, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
2
2. London, BM B 198, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
3. Louvre F 272, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
These compositions are very stylised, with Heracles and
Athena facing one another and virtually ignoring the hind, which
stands between them in (2) and (3), but behind Heracles in
(l). Heracles is armed in some way in all three, but does
not aim any weapon at the hind, and in (3) he actually holds
a lyre, which presumably relates to his musical talents.
Beazley^ links none of these scenes with the Cerynitian hind
but describes the first two as "Heracles and Athena", and
the third as "Heracles playing the cithara". Admittedly the
hind only has horns in (l) but this should not be a serious
difficulty in identification since we saw that the hind of the
%
Agrigento piece in Group IV had none either. It must surely
1. Br. 75 A 5; £iV. 11 pl. 1; A.B.V. 316, 1.
2. Br. 76 A 15; AJT. pl. 246; A.B.V. 283, 12.
3. Br. 75 A 4; 5 pl. 56, 4; A.B.V. 383, 6.
4. A.B.V. See notes (l) - (3) for specific references.
3- See page 160, no. 3 & 161.
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be that scenes of Heracles with a hind have some relation to 
this labour but the degree of stylisation inclines me to 
think that they are just vague allusions to it.
VI. Oddities
These pieces cannot be classified according to composition 
and may not, indeed, all be representations of this subject.
1. Philadelphia private collection, fibula, Boeotian geometric^.
2
2. London BM B 169, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
3. Bareiss Collection, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
4. New York D. Rockefeller, belly-handled amphora, Attic black- 
figure^.
55. Florence 3871, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
6. Boulogne 421, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. Rome, Vatican, hydria, Etruscan black-figure^.
The geometric fibula dates to the last quarter of the 
eighth century BC and depicts on the other part Heracles and
1. F.G.S. no. 133 & pl. 8.
2. Br. 76 A 14
3. Br. 76 A 10
4. Br. 77 A 17
A.V. pl. 100; A.B.V. 306, 37. 
M.M. Auct. 26 pl. 31,no. 94.
D. von Bothmer, ’Greek vases lost and found’
Robinson Studies II 133 no. 2 (reference to ’ stag’ probably
an error); A.B.V. 306, 40.
5. Br. 76 A 11; C.Albizzati, Due nuove acguisti delMuseo 
Gregoriano-Etrusco (Rome, 1929) 13, fig. 8; A.B.V. 383, 2.
6. Br. 73 A 3; A ^ .  pl. 98.
7. Br. 78 C 1; R.G. no. 92 & pl. 28.
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the hydra^. It is a good deal earlier than any of the other 
evidence for the hind, either literary or artistic, and is 
also interesting as possibly substantiating Hyginus’ version 
of a stag. The difficulty lies, of course, in the common 
Geometric problem of identification of subject-matter. A 
hoplite warrior brandishes a spear in his left hand, while in 
his right he holds the horn of a deer. Below this deer is a 
smaller one, in semi-vertical position, m t h  its nose under the 
belly of the other. At first sight it seems to be in suckling 
position, thus indicating the former to be a hind with horns, 
but near the nose of the smaller deer there seems to be a large 
phallus. Surely the Geometric artist could not mean this to 
be an udder? One must suppose, then, that the smaller deer 
is not meant to be feeding from the other but that its position 
is just an oddity of Geometric composition. The warrior’s 
spear is close to the smaller deer’s head and so perhaps he has 
v/ounded it and it is meant to be falling.
There are, thus, three choices as regards interpretation
of subject-matter. The warrior could be Heracles, who was
2
depicted as a warrior in early times , and if so the little deer 
is being suckled by the hind with the golden horns, whose udders 
are badly drawn; the purpose of drawing the smaller deer would 
presumably be to identify the other as a hind despite its horns. 
The warrior could be Heracles and the deer be a stag, thus 
confirming the tradition of Hyginus, but it is then difficult 
to explain the presence of the smaller deer. The scene could 
have nothing to do m t h  Heracles at all; the presence of the
1. See page 84, no. 2,& 8p.
2. If this is the correct interpretation of the Athenaeus passage 
See page 48, not© (li.
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hydra on the other part of the fibula does not make it necessary 
to connect this scene with Heracles as well. In fact, in 
view of the difficulties involved in the first two theories, 
and also the fact that this fibula is much earlier than any 
of the other evidence for this myth, the third theory seems to 
be the most attractive; I therefore suppose this fibula to 
represent an ordinary hunting scene and to be unconnected 
with the Cerynitian hind.
(2) and (3) may be connected with Apollo rather than with 
Heracles, who seems not to be depicted. In the former, 
a man with tunic and quiver touches the rump of a hind with 
his right hand and the antlers with his left. Beazley identi­
fies him as Apollo, but it is hard to explain the other two 
youths who are present. We know that the horned hind was 
generally regarded as sacred to Artemis and it seems reasonable 
for her brother to be shown playing with it, and he may 
here just be in the presence of some of his friends. In (3) 
the figure with cloak, beard and long hair, wearing an animal 
skin and holding a bow, looks more like Apollo than Heracles, 
as he is presumably identified by Brommer, who places this 
vase in his list of representations of Heracles and hind. 
Certainly the skin looks more like a panther skin than a lion 
skin. This vase is odd in other ways, since next to the hind, 
which incidentally has no horns, is a man fighting a centaur 
and there is also a male in long cloak present.
(4) is described by Beazley as showing a "man with sword 
pursuing a deer, and another man in front, looking back".
There is no picture available for this vase; it sounds like a 
general hunting-scene, but without a picture no decision can 
be reached as to subject-matter.
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(5) appears to be a tripod scene rather than the struggle 
for the hind between Heracles and Apollo.
(6) seems to be a confusion between the hind and Hes- 
perides labours. Heracles looks back at the hind which stands 
in front of a tree laden with fruit. Two women hold out their 
hands, presumably in supplication, although it is not clear 
whether they are imploring Heracles not to hurt the hind or 
not to pick the fruit. No snake is shown. This picture is 
certainly odd, since there seems no connection at all between 
these two myths; perhaps the artist is merely making a general 
allusion to two of Heracles’ labours.
(7) shows a naked, seated figure with what looks like a 
wide-bladed scimitar, althou^ it could possibly be a club, 
holding on a lead a bucking deer, without horns. This is
next to a scene of Heracles and the lion and it is just possible 
that it shows Heracles and the hind in contamination with the 
Cerberus myth, where Heracles takes home his spoils on a lead^.
CONCLUSION ■
The artistic evidence, as usual, contains a greater number 
of versions than the literary, although it seems that two 
important traditions have failed to survive in literature, 
namely Heracles’ struggle with Apollo for the hind and also 
the tradition that Heracles broke off the hind’s horns. It 
is just conceivable that the former was solely confined to art 
and owed its entire inspiration to scenes of the struggle for 
the tripod, but I feel that the latter must have had a literary 
antecedant since it is shown in several different fabrics and
1. See pages 244ff.
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spans many centuries. It seems likely that these two compos­
itions were the most popular in art because they provided 
greater artistic scope than the versions preserved in extant 
literature.
It seems likely that Euripides’ version of the hind being 
killed was not taken up by artists. Certainly the animal is 
alive while Heracles is breaking off the horns, and there would 
seem no point in killing it thereafter. Moreover, when he is 
shown carrying it away, with or without the hindrance of Apollo, 
it is likely to be thou^t of as alive, as are all the other 
creatures which the labours require him to take to Eurystheus.
In the quiet scenes with Athena the hind is alive, and it has 
been noted that in the clubbing scenes 'it is not necessary to 
presume that Heracles is about to kill it. It seems likely 
that Euripides’ version was confined to him and did not gain 
wider acceptance.
The existence of a hind with horns seems to go back at 
least to the middle of the seventh century, since Pisander is 
credited with writing about one, but there is no evidence at 
all that he connected it with Heracles. The earliest literary 
reference to the myth of Heracles and the hind occurs in Pindar, 
although the earliest surviving artistic representation goes 
back to shortly after the middle of the sixth century, perhaps 
suggesting one of the lyric poets as the source. It is 
interesting that both the struggle with Apollo and the breaking 
off of the horns are shown in the third quarter of the sixth 
century, perhaps indicating a debt to the same source.
It is not possible to know whether the tradition of five 
hinds with golden horns was invented by Callimachus, but
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certainly there is no evidence that the hind which suckled
Telephus was the same as that caught hy Heracles. The idea
of a hind with horns certainly troubled ancient academics,
but the fact that golden horns were also a phenomenon does
not seem to have struck them. This hind or these hinds
were, of course, special and it is noteworthy that all the
creatures involved in Heracles’ labours have some special
feature. There is no evidence that Hyginus was following an
authentic tradition in his mention of a stag, but he may have
been influenced by the rationalising tendencies of the
Alexandrians. It must not be lost sight of that this is
not the only female animal to be associated with Heracles,
since the horses of Diomedes were mares. Why this was so
is not possible to deduce, but I feel it may have had something
to do with the notion of the deadliness of the female of the
1-
species in the Diomedes myth, and in the hind myth to be 
connected with making the creature special.
1. See page 322.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE AMAZONS
In dealing with this labour of Heracles it vàll be 
necessary also to discuss in detail the activities of Theseus 
in connection with the Amazons, since he is variously described 
as taking part in Heracles’ expedition against the Amazons 
and making a separate expedition of his own: it is important
to investigate which of these trad&ions is the earlier and also 
to decide whether Heracles v/as ever thought of as making a 
separate expedition specifically without Theseus. The sources 
for the Heracles and Theseus Amazon legends will form the 
literary evidence; a brief look at the exploits of other 
heroes against the Amazons may be found in Appendix I.
A. I,ITERARY EVIDENCE
I. Heracles! expedition, mthout mention of Theseus 
Ibycus (P.M.G. 299): This source, commenting on the story
of Heracles fetching the girdle of 
Hippolytef states that Ibycus alone 
calls the amazon who owned the belt 
Oeolyce, daughter of Briareus.
Pindar (N III 36ff.): Telamon^ sacked the city of Laomedon
together with lolaus and followed 
lolaus to war with the Amazons.
(Pr. 172): Peleus went with Heracles to the plain
of Troy, and went in quest of the 
girdle of the Amazon.
1. Pisander (Athen. IX 783c) says Heracles gave Telamon a
cup for valour and this could refer to the Amazon campaign, 
which could then be dated c. 65O. G.L. Huxley, op. cit. 
104f. regards the campaign as Troy.
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(N V 25ff.): Hippolyte lied that she was raped hy
Peleus.
N.B.The Scholiast on Pindar (N III 38) 
says that Telamon killed Melanippe 
during this expedition from lust, and 
adds that according to some Peleus 
was also present on the expedition.
Euripides (H.F. i+08ff.): Heracles gathered a force from the
whole of Greece; he took the girdle and 
brought it back to Mycenae.
Hellanicus (FGH 4 F 106): Hellanicus stated that all who sailed
in the Argo went with Heracles on 
his expedition against the Amazons.
Apollonius Phodius The Argonauts came to the Amazons, v/here
(2.964ff.): once Melanippe daughter of Ares had
been ambushed by Heracles; Hippolyte 
gave him her girdle to ransom her sister 
and he sent her back safe.
Apollodorus (II V 9): It was the ninth labour to fetch the
girdle of Hippolyte, a present from 
Ares, her father. Hippolyte promised 
it to Heracles, but Hera took on her 
appearance and stirred up the Amazons. 
They attacked and Heracles, suspecting 
treachery, killed Hippolyte and took 
the girdle.
Hyginus (Fab. XIV 30): Heracles had the Chalciopes as allies
when he took the girdle of the Amazons.
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Scholiast on Ap. Rh.
2. 911-14:
Sthenelus, son of Actor was killed 
when fighting with Heracles against 
the Amazons.
II Separate expedition for Theseus. 
Cf.g.k.)
(3P 151)Pherecydes
Hellanicus
Herodorus
(4P 166): 
(31P 25a)
Pindar (Pr. 175):
Theseus made an expedition of his own 
after Heracles, and took an Amazon 
prisoner. Plutarch thinks this the 
likliest version since "it is not 
recorded that anyone else who shared 
his expedition took an Amazon prisoner 
According to Pindar, Antiope was 
carried off hy Pirithous and Theseus; 
the presence of Pirithous perhaps 
makes it more likely that this refers 
to a separate expedition from that 
of Heracles.
Bion (Plut. The s. xxvi) : Theseus invited Antiope on hoard when
she came with gifts from the Amazons, 
when he touched on their coast; he 
then put out to sea with her. This 
does not seem to he part of an hostile 
expedition hut v/as probably an exploit 
of his own.
1 "
1. We do not know what name they gave to the Amazon, but it 
is possible that Pherecydes, who is near to the date of 
Pindar and the inscribed vases, called her Antiope.
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Euripides (Heracl. 2l6ff.):
Philochorus (PGH 328 P 10$):
III Theseus accompanies Heracles against the Amazons 
Hegias of Troezen (Paus. 1.2.1): Heracles was unable to take
Themiscyra on the Thermodon in 
siege but Antiope desired 
Theseus, who was campaigning 
at the same time as Heracles, 
and she surrendered the place, 
lolaus tells Demophon that once 
he and Theseus sailed with 
Heracles to van the belt of 
the Amazon.
Theseus, while on campaign with 
Heracles against the Amazons, 
received Antiope as a reward 
for his valour*.
It was the ninth labour to 
fetch the girdle of Hippolyte, 
queen of the Amazons. He 
sailed to Euxine and encamped 
near Themiscyra, v/here the 
palace of the Amazons was 
situated. He first demanded 
the girdle but, when it was 
refused, he started battle.
He gave Antiope to Theseus and 
set free Melanippe in return 
for the girdle.
The surviving Amazons invaded 
Attica in revenge for what 
Heracles had done, being parti­
cularly annoyed that Theseus
Diodorus Siculus (IV 16, 1-4):
(IV 28, 1-4);
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had Antiope, or according to other tradi­
tions, Hippolyte, as a slave. The Scythians 
helped them. They were defeated hy Theseus. 
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 10): Heracles took away the girdle of Hippolyte
and gave Antiope to Theseus.
Scholiast, Euripides^ V.lien Theseus, together with Heracles, was
Hippolytus 10: making war on the Amazons on account of
the girdle, he took Antiope prisoner and 
took her back to Greece; he married her 
and begat Hippolytus.
IV Uncertain which expedition is referred to
Simonides (Apollod. Theseus joined Heracles in the expedition
Epit. 1. 16): against the Amazons and, according to
Simonides, carried off Hippolyte^,
2
It may be noted in passing that both Herodotus and 
Isocrates^ refer to the Amazons’ invasion of Attica. Herodotus 
merely says that they came from the river Thermodon and were 
defeated, while Isocrates actually names Hippolyte^ as the 
Amazon whom they came to recover, since she had fallen in love 
with Theseus and come to Attica With him. However, neither 
of these passages can be said specifically to refer to a 
separate expedition of Theseus, for the second one need only 
compare the statement of Diodorus that the Amazons came to 
punish both Heracles and Theseus, but the latter in particular. 
Plutarch^, quoting the author of the Theseis, talks of Heracles
1. All that can be attributed to Simonides is the statement 
that he carried off Hippolyte.
2. IX 27.4.
3. XII 273 c-d.
4. See pages 177ff.
5. Theseus XXVIII 1 & 2.
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defending Theseus against the Amazons when Antiope attacked 
him for marrying Phaedra and this would presumably imply an 
original joint expedition. However, this is the only place 
in which Plutarch mentions the author of the Theseis and 
disagrees with him; this could mean that this v/ork is not 
a good early source but Hellenistic.
It is necessary to examine in detail the references quoted 
earlier. It is immediately obvious that Heracles headed a 
large expedition against the Amazons and that his aim was to 
gain the girdle of their queen, the signficance of which will 
be dealt with later, as will the identity of the queen.
Theseus’ dealings with the Amazons seem to centre around the 
abduction of one of their number, generally but not always, 
Antiope; this seems to be the case whether or not he accomp­
anies Heracles. It is nowhere stated that Theseus headed a 
large expedition, as did Heracles, and no reason is given for 
him going to Amazon territory in passages where he does not 
accompany Heracles. He is never described as going in quest 
of the girdle on his own account and even on Heracles’ ex­
pedition is never described as fighting to win it but only in 
connection with one particular Amazon, who is generally given 
to him as a gift, although the reason is left vague.
It is necessary to consider v/hich is the earliest myth. 
First I will examine the references to Heracles’ expedition 
which do not mention Theseus, in the hope of deciding whether 
their silence about the latter indicates a tradition in which 
he definitely was not present or whether they have simply 
omitted this part of the myth. Most of these sources are 
cursory references from poetry and one would not expect them
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to give a full account. However, Apollodorus, who is con­
cerned with giving a full version, omits all reference to 
Theseus, which is important as suggesting that he believed 
him not to have been involved. It is noteworthy that 
Pherecydes, whom he sometimes uses as a source^, gives Theseus 
a separate expedition. Both Euripides and Hyginus, however, 
can be seen sometimes to omit reference to Theseus but in 
other passages to describe them campaigning together, in­
dicating that the fact of Theseus’ presence can be omitted 
as irrelevant. We can see that it is not possible to solve 
this problem, but it can, at least, be stated that Theseus was 
not a very important part of the joint campaign; many Greeks 
were involved in the expedition, especially in Pindar’s 
account, and Theseus seems to liave been just one of many 
"great names" taking part.
Perhaps it is more important to consider whether the 
Theseus Amazon story was originally part of the larger Heracles’ 
expedition, or whether it was a separate legend, joined to 
the Heracles’ myth later, or to which the Heracles myth was 
itself joined. Matters would be reasonably uncomplicated if 
we could be sure of the identity of Hegias of Troezen: we know
a poet called ’Agias of Troezen’ to have been the author of the
2 5Nostoi and Pausanias’ Hegias seems so close to this name
1. cf. Hesperides labour, pages 259 2b2
2. Agias’ authorship is attested by Proclus (A. Severyns, 
Recherches sur la chrestomathie de Proclos III,(Paris, 1953) 
fr. f. 276). The inscription on a Hellenistic bowl can be 
restored from Proclus (See A. Severyns, Be Cycle d 'Épique 
dans l’école d ’Aristargue , (Paris, 1928) l4-03ff & figur$."
3. I. 2.1.
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that it seems likely they are one and the same person, especially 
as their home town is the same. If this identification is 
correct our evidence for Theseus being part of Heracles’ ex­
pedition could go back as far as the eighth century BC, but we 
cannot date the Nostoi; the only surviving lines^ offer
no clues and we know that Nostoi were being written down to
2
the sixth century BC .
If one discounts the Hegias reference, the earliest extant 
source for the shared expedition is Euripides, since the Simon­
ides reference is not explicit enough to make it certain that 
Simonides actually meant Theseus to have carried off Hippolyte 
during the joint expedition. Thus, the first certain re­
ference to a separate Theseus expedition is earlier; much of 
the new Theseus story appears for the first time in Pherecydes 
and it is possible that he invented the Amazon story, but we 
cannot, of course,be certain. Prom this evidence it would 
appear that the shared expedition came about when the Theseus 
Amazon legend was already established and a link between the 
two heroes was stressed by representing the deeds of both on 
the same vase or piece of sculpture^.
The problem with this, however, is that Theseus plays such 
an unimportant part in Heracles’ expedition, whereas one would 
assume that if the Athenians made a joint expedition from two 
separate ones, Theseus would have been given a rôle equally 
important with that of Heracles^. Moreover, to anticipate
1. Homeri Opera vol. V. ed. T. Allen^ (Oxford, 1912) 1L|.1 VI.
Ô Ai'0 0 va 6p%e oi Xov  xopov ppœovTa 
Yhpac à%o^voaoa Côuipou xp d xcôeoo i  
cpdp|j,axa xôÀÀ' a^ouo' èx i xpuosLOLOi Xappocv.
2. Eumelus of Corinth (I87P 6 K) Stesichorus P.M.G. 208.
3. cf. Treasury of the Athenians at Delphi.
Ll The evidence for a Heracles Amazon expedition and that for 
a Theseus Amazon expedition are roughly contemporary.
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the artistic evidence, we never see Theseus depicted in 
Heracles’ amazonomachy. These features could imply that the 
separate Theseus legend grew out of his relatively unimportant 
rôle in Heracles’ expedition. This would require a date earlier 
than c. 510 BC for the joint expedition, which could well 
he supplied by Hegias of Troezen, who, as has been seen, is 
likely to have been the author of the Nostoi, without demanding 
an early date for Hegias.
Another complex problem involved in the Amazon adventures 
of Theseus and Heracles is the names assigned to the individual 
Amazons particularly associated with each of them. It is 
commonly supposed that Theseus seized or was given Antiope 
and that Heracles sought the girdle of Hippolyte,but the 
ancient sources give a less clearly defined account. Perhaps 
the following lists may clarify the matter:
THESEUS
Connected with ANTIOPE by Hegias of Troezen
Pindar
Philochorus
Pherecydes, Hellanicus, Herodorus 
(by implication)
Bion
Diodorus Siculus 
Hyginus
Connected with HIPPOLYTE by Stesichorus^
Simonides
Isocrates
Istrus
Clidemus (Plut. Thes, xxvii)
Argument to Euripides, Hippolytus
1. P.K.G. 193 vv. 25-6.
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Connected with MELANIPPE hy an unnamed source quoted hy 
Apollodorus (Epit. 1. 16)
HERACLES
Connected with HIPPOLYTE hy Apollonius Rhodius
Diodorus Siculus
Apollodorus
Hyginus
Scholiast on Euripides' Hippolytus. 
Connected with OEOLYCE hy Ihycus
Connected with DEILYCE hy Scholiast to Apollonius Rhodius.
It is certainly odd that Heracles' amazon is not named 
as Hippolyte until the time of Apollonius, after which it 
became standard; in fact, she is not named at all in literature 
before this time, except by Ibycus who calls her Oeolyce, 
although it will be seen that on Attic black-figure vases 
she often appears as Andromache, a name not linked with 
Heracles at all in extant literature. It would thus appear 
that the ancient writers had not defined the specific owner 
of the girdle until Hellenistic times. It is not even said 
to belong to the Amazon queen until the time of Diodorus.
Another important point is that Heracles is not associated 
with Hippolyte in sources contemporary with those that associated 
her with Theseus. The latter seems to have been associated 
with her by reason of his fatherhood of Hippolytus^, an old 
cult figure brought into the legend. The antiquity of 
Hippolytus seems to indicate the derivation of Hippolyte from 
his name, as his natural mother. Stesichorus is our first
1. See Eur. Hippolytus passim
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extant source to link Theseus with Hippolyte, if we accept
Lohel's conjecture^, and he is followed hy Simonides. We
know Stesichorus to have been responsible for many mythical 
2
innovations and it may well be possible that he was the first 
to treat the Theseus-Phaedra-Hippolytus legend and in doing 
so coined the name Hippolyte. Euripides took up his innovations 
in the Helen myth and he was certainly interested in the 
Hippolytus legend, writing two plays on the subject. The 
connection between Theseus and Hippolyte may originally have 
been a rather insignificant detail of a non-Amazon legend.
The version of Theseus carrying off Antiope is the better 
documented Amazon tradition and could be somewhat earlier, 
depending on the date of Hegias. If this is so, the Hippolyte 
myth may later have become confused with the Antiope myth be­
cause both concerned Amazons.
Another aspect of the Heracles Amazon labour must here 
be investigated, namely the nature of the girdle and why 
Heracles should be sent to fetch it. In fact this information 
is not given by any of the sources, although a hint may perhaps 
be found in Apollodorus, in that it was a gift from Ares and 
as such was presumably divine. One would suppose its nature 
to have been at some stage defined, althou^ the rarity of 
its appearance in works of art may imply that it was not 
precisely visualised. It is certainly possible that the 
girdle was connected with the Amazon's virginity and that to 
get so close to such a warlike creature was a great feat, 
although it cannot be denied that the lack of mention of 
resultant offspring is unusual.
1. See page 177, note (lj.
2. P. Oxy. 2506 Pr. 26 col. ii.
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This IlBboup was not performed for the benefit of mankind 
and often seems not to have been of insuperable difficulty: 
Hippolyte even initially offers her girdle in Apollodorus* 
account. Moreover, Heracles is supported by a large force 
and it is surprising that Apollodorus counts this as a labour 
since he says that Eurystheus discounted the hydra because 
Heracles had help^. Presumably he was thought to have taken 
the actual girdle himself, no mean feat in view of its 
proximity to such a warlike creature especially if it symbolised 
her virginity. Diodorus alone makes this labour an act of 
benefacti on.
In conclusion to this section it may prove useful to
examine briefly the nature of the Amazons. They were a race
of female warriors, perhaps derived from the warlike Hittites:
2
the geographical area of Amazons and Hittites is similar ,
Ephesus, Smyrna and other towns being traditionally founded by
U
•5
Amazons . They were said to cut off their right breasts to
prevent them getting in the way of their bows: both Hellanicus
15
and Diodorus record that they burned the place with iron to 
stop their breasts growing again.
Pherecydes^, among others, says the Amazons were daughters 
of Ares, and this is interesting as adding to the list of his
1. See page 78.
2. See J. Garstang, The Hittite Empire (London, 1929) 73.
3. Strabo 11.5.U. 
k. P.G.H. k E 107.
3. II 45.3.
6. P.G.H. 3 P 15.
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offspring fought hy Heracles^. Moreover, it gives a con­
venient explanation of their warlike nature. It was probably 
this traditional fierceness, heightened by stories of them 
cutting off their right breast to make them even better 
fighters, that made them suitable opponents for Heracles in 
one of his labours. There is nothing to suggest that this
myth was thought of as a labour any earlier than the Olympia
2
metopes. The Amazons are connected with Istria in Pindar 
rather than with Themiscyra, and Pindar also connects the 
Cerynitian Hind with Istria, it being interesting that hind 
and Amazons are placed side by side at Olympia.
B ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
In dealing with the artistic evidence extensive use will 
be made of Von Bothmer's comprehensive work, Amazons in Greek 
Art , whose numbers will be given in brackets, although I 
shall cut across his divisions according to fabric and com­
position by examining in detail and listing works inscribed 
with the names of particular Amazons connected with Heracles 
and Theseus and also by looking for specific representations 
of the actual girdle. I shall not attempt to classify all 
the material, as this has been done very well by Bothmer, 
but I shall make a few additions. It will be necessary to 
look both at representations of Heracles and Theseus.
1. Cf. Stymphalian birds and Cycnus.
2. 0. VIII 47. The date of this ode is c. 460 BC (Wilamowitz, 
op. cit. 398) . See page 151.
3. (Oxford, 1957).
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I HERACLES
(a) Fighting a single Amazon
In this group Heracles is depicted with one main Amazon 
combatant, although others may be in the field; she is often 
falling, trying to avoid Heracles' blow, while sometimes he 
holds on to her helmet-crest. There are very many such 
representations, suggesting that the version of Heracles fight­
ing one Amazon direct, presumably for her girdle, was a 
popular one. The girdle, however, is not depicted. Many 
representations are not inscribed but a few do give us the 
name of Heracles' opponent and it is these that I wish to 
examine. The interesting point, however, is that all record 
names not attested for this Amazon in extant literature; the 
most popular being Andromache.
(i) Andromache.
1. Tarquinia RC 5564, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
(II
2. Cambridge G 44, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
(II 3)^.
3. Boston 98. 916, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
(II 8)3.
4. New York O7.I56.7 & 56 128 a-c frag., neck-handled amphora,
Attic black-figure (II 11)^.
5. Louvre E 857, dinos, Attic black-figure (ll 25)^.
1. Br. 11 A 71; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. II, 1; A.B.V. 84, 1.
2. Br. 10 A 38; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. II, 2; A.B.V. 84, 2.
3. Br. 8 A 19; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. V; A.B.V. 98, 46.
4. Br. 8 A 20; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. VII; A.B.V. 99, 51.
5. Br. 21 A 28; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. XIV-XVI; A.B.V.
104, 123.
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]yater_
6. Prom Serra Orlando, Volute-^fragments, Attic red-figure
(Not in Bothmer)^,
2
7. Berlin 2263, cup, Attic red-figure (IX 3) •
8. Berlin P 1848, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure
(III 106)3.
9. Vienna 3600, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure
(III 179 bis)4.
10. London E i+S, cup, Attic red-figure (IX 8)3.
11. Paris, Cah. Med. 535, 699, cup-fragments, Attic red-figure
(IX 9)^.
12. Cerveteri, Tyrrhenian amphora, Attic hlack-figure (Not in
Bothmer)^.
In all of these the Amazon is half-running, half-falling, 
as Heracles brandishes a weapon against her, most often a 
sword. Special attention may be given to the cup by Oltos, 
(7), since the name Andromache seems to be inscribed against 
the wrong figure, namely one of the watching Amazons instead 
of the Amazon whom Heracles actually fights. Telamon is 
attested as a member of the expedition earlier than Pindar's 
account, by the five early black-figure pieces of the 
Tyrrhenian Group (l) to (5), where his name is actually 
inscribed.
1. Br. 23 B 6; A.J.A. 61 (1959) pl. 44, 25; A.R.V. 2. 28, 10,
2. Br. 23 B 7; Brommer, Her, pl. 24a; A.R.V. 2. 62, 85.
3. Br. 8 A 2u; E.K.V. pl. 17, 3-4; A.B.V. 67I, 2u.
4. Br. 11 A 75; von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. XLV, 2: Par. 166,
125 bis.
5. Br. 23 B 15; von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. LXIX, 4; A.R.V.
2. 316, 8.
6. Br. 23 B 11; Sir J.D, Beazley, Der Kleophrades-Maler 
(Berlin, 1933), pH. 8, 10.1, 11-12, 15.1-6, 30.5, A.R.V.
2. 191, 103.
7. Br. 8 A 10
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It is interesting that all these representations show 
Heracles using force against the Amazon and that this version 
must have been in existence in the second quarter of the 
sixth century. There is no evidence to identify Theseus on 
any of them, but they do not, of course, exclude the notion 
of Theseus accompanying Heracles at this .time since the artist 
might merely have chosen not to depict him. It is interesting 
that Hippolyte is inscribed on (lO), but only as a reinforcement 
to help Andromache. Very interesting is the fact that she is 
never Inscribed as Heracles' opponent, thus supporting the 
literary evidence that she was not thought of in this rôle 
until late.
As has been said, in extant literature Andromache never 
appears as Heracles' opponent and indeed seldom appears 
at all as an Amazon, possibly only appearing as such from the 
influence of the vase-painters .
Bothmer suggests that the uninscribed works with similar
2
composition are meant to depict Andromache , but this seems 
a rather dubious suggestion in view of the other names that 
are inscribed alongside Heracles' opponent in similar com­
positions; the fact that the inscribed works with Andromache 
are more numerous may be caused by the accidents of survival.
The other inscribed opponents of Heracles are as follows:-
(ii) Antimache
1. Athens, Acrop. 1781, fragment, perhaps from a Merrythought
•z
cup, Attic black-figure (II 36)
1. Schol. Horn. II. 3.189.
2. See eg. page 45.
3. Br. 18 A 8; Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pll. 83 & 86; 
" A.B.V. 198, 2.
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(ill) Barcida
1. Louvre G 107, neck-handled amphora,Attic red-figure (IX 6)^. 
(iv) C.ydoeme
2
1. Arezzo 1465, volute-krater, Attic red-figure. (IX 5)
2. London B.M. E 18, cup, Attic red-figure (IX 4)^.
Cv) Toxaris
1. Tarquinia RI 23.236, cup-fragment, Attic red-figure (IX 7)^*
(vi) Hipponice
1. Once Naples, Celia, Nolan amphora, Attic red-figure (IX 19)^.
It is (ii) and (iv.l.) that are particularly similar to 
the Andromache pieces as regards the pose of Heracles and 
Amazon, showing that similarity of composition is not necessarily 
sufficient to indicate a similar tradition. It is not cer­
tain whether all, or indeed any, of these pieces took the name 
of the Amazon from an actual literary tradition rather than 
coining their own. In the case of Andromache it is not 
impossible that various artists influenced one another over 
the name and it is noteworthy that the first five examples are 
all by the same group. It is interesting that Euphronios has 
left three vases each with a different Amazon inscribed as 
opponent, namely Barcida, and Cydoeme, and Toxar^is.
Also in this section may be examined the earliest 
surviving representation of Heracles' Amazonomachy.
1. Br. 23 B 5
2. Br. 23 B 3
3. Br. 23 B 8
4. Br. 23 B 4
C.V. 6 pl. Ill Ic 33, 1-4; A.R.V. 2. 18, 1. 
von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. LXIX, 3; A.R.V. 2.15,6. 
von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. LXIX 2; A.R.V. 2.62^86. 
A.R.V. 2. 17, 19.
5. Br. 23 B 21; Bullettino Archeologico Napolitano NS 1, 
pl! 10, 1-3; A.R.V. 2. 653, 2u.
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(vii) Andromeda
1. Prom Samothrace, alabastron, Early Corinthian, (l 4)^.
Heracles, lolaus and possibly Menoetas, confront 
Andromeda, Alcinoa, and Areximacha, The three men stand in 
a line, as do the three Amazons, but Heracles and Andromeda 
are in the middle and thus clearly marked as opponents. It 
is very interesting that lolaus appears at this early date, 
indicating that he was perhaps an original part of the myth. 
This vase indicates that Heracles* expedition dates to the 
late seventh century BC, a time when Stesichorus was linking 
Theseus with Hippolyte in the Hippolytus myth. Nothing can 
be deduced about the help of Theseus; all that can be said is 
that either Theseus was not thought of as part of Heracles* 
expedition at this time, or else this vase-painter did not 
wish to include him in his scene.
It is interesting that the composition of Heracles fighting 
a single Amazon appears early on (although admittedly the com­
position of the Corinthian alabastron differs from the others) 
and is a continuous one. Obviously force was considered 
necessary for Heracles to gain his objective and this would 
justify the inclusion of this myth among the labours. The 
composition of this version remains remarkably unchanged in 
non-Attic as well as in Attic art and one or two examples are
found in Hellenistic times. In the Archaic Period it is
2 ? h
found in Chalcidian , Campanian , Boeotian and
1. Br. 23 C 1; 32 (1908) 112, fig. 32.
2. Orvieto Mus. 192, hydria; Br. 23 C2.;Rumpf, op. cit. no 15I
pll. 140 & 142. B.M. BI54, neck-handled amphora; Br. 24
C 3; Rumpf, op. cit. no. VI pl. 203.
3. Catania 4133, oinochoe; Br. 24 C 4; Libertini, Museo Biscari 
no. 638, pl. 69.
I]., Ath. Acr. 466. skyphos-fragments; Br. 24 C 4; Graef & 
Langlotz, op.' cit. pl. 22.
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Laconian^ as well as in Attic and Corinthian, while in later
2
times it is found also in South Italian , I would also
3
place in this group the metope from Selinus Temple E , which
belongs to the Late Archaic period; again Heracles grasps the
Amazon's helmet-crest but she is upright rather than half­
falling. All this presents a very unified artistic tradition
and also shows this myth was popular in a variety of areas.
Finally under this heading I shall list a number of 
additions to Bothmer, which depict the same scheme of Heracles 
fighting a single Amazon, although, of course, it is not 
certain which one.
1. Frankfurt VF(3 319? Tyrrhenian amphora, Attic black-figure^.
3
2. Hamburg 1961, 61, cup, Attic black-figure .
3. Christchurch (NZ) 55/58, cup, Attic black-figure^.
4. Thasos 1703, plate, Attic black-figure^.
g
5. Ménil Fondation, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
1.Rome, private collection, cup; Br. 24 C 6; Stibbe, op. cit. 
no. 193.
2.Taranto, Apulian bell-krater fragment; Br. 24 D 3T A.D. 
Trendall, Fruhitaliotische Vasen (Leipzig, 1938) no B 4. Ruvo, 
Jatta 1096, Apulian volute-krater; Br, 24 D 4; H. Sichterraann, 
Griechische Vasen in Unteritalien aus der Sammlung Jatta in 
Ruvo (Tubingen, I966) no. 39» Pl« 60 & ël\ Madrid lioëë, 
bell-krater; Br. 24 D 8; K. Schauenburg, *Der Gurtel der 
Hippolyte*, Philologus I04 (i960), fig. 1.
3.Bothmer VII 4; 0. Benndorf, Die Metopen von Selinunt
(Berlin, 1873) pl. 7.
4.Br. 8 A 2ab; C^. 1. p]L 23, 1 & 2, 25, 3 & 4.
5.Br. 18 A 2; H. Hoffmann, Griechische Hleinkunst fur Kunst 
und Gewerbe (Hamburg, 1963} figs. 6 & 7.
6.Br. 19 A 25; A.D. Trendall, Christchurch New Zealand, Greek
Vases in the Logie Collection (Christchurch, 1971) no. 23.
7.Br. 22 A 48; B.C.H. 83 (1959) 430, fig. 3 & pl. 24.
8.Br. 12 A 83a; H. Hoffmann, Ten Centuries that shaped the
West (Mainz, 1970) no. 173.
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6. Basel BS 453, neck-handled amphora, Attic red-figure^,
f:
3
2
7. Palermo, Mormino 104, lekythos, Attic hlack- igure .
8. Bucharest 0428, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure 
cf. also the fragments:
1. From Megara Hyhlaea, krater-fragment, Attic hlack-figure^.
3
2. Greifswald 193, fragment, Attic hlack-figure .
Briefly to examine the fragments, on (l) fragment 5, 
a shield and legs are visible, v/ith perhaps the end of a 
lionskin, while on fragment 6 a warrior is preserved, apparently 
a woman in view of the use of white for the flesh. In (2) 
Heracles, identified by the lionskin, combats a figure with 
a shield; the flesh in this instance is not painted white 
and it is possible that we should rather identify a man here, 
such as part of Geryon; however, artists do not always identify 
the Amazons by giving them white flesh^.
(b) Heracles receiving the girdle
There are only five examples of the girdle in surviving 
art; it is represented as a belt, either held out long or 
with the ends fastened. There is no suggestion of the use 
of force in these scenes; the idea of a peaceful handing- 
over of the girdle appears for the first time in Apollonius 
Rhodius in extant literature, when it is given as ransom for
1. Br. 23 B 23; Antike Kunst (1970) 87, pl. 38, 1; A.R.V. 2. 
1634, 30 bis.
2. Br. 16 A 79a; C^. 1 pl. 17, 8-11.
C.V. 1 pl. 22, 6.
Megara Hyblaea 2 pl. 94, 5 & 6.
E. Boehringer, Greifswalder Antiken (Berlin,
1962) pl. 16.
6. Of. Louvre E875 dinos, Attic black-figure (Br. 21 A 28; von 
Bothmer, op. cit. pl. XIV-XVI; A.B.V. 104, 123. See page 
182, no. 5.
3. Br. 20 A 10
4. Br. 21 A 27
5. Br. 22 A 50
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Melanippe, but the appearance of these representations by the 
third quarter of the fifth century BC suggests that some 
tradition of this sort existed much earlier than Apollonius.
It appears from the testimony of Pausanias that the girdle 
was also depicted at Olympia both on the bronze group by 
Aristocles and on a metope of the temple of Zeus.
1. Olympia, group by Aristocles. (VII 6)^,
2. Olympia, metope. (VII 5)^ .,
3. Naples H 3241 (8^949), hydria, Lucanian.^
4. Bari, amphora, Apulian.^.
5
5. Barletta, Museo Civico, volute-krater, Italian ,
6. Manchester IV S 30, krater, Campanian^,
7. Corinth CP 323, relief bowl, Roman"^,
Nothing is preserved of the group by Aristocles and very 
little of the Olympia metope, with no girdle surviving. Both 
entirely depend for their supposed rendering of the girdle on 
the evidence of Pausanias; of the bronze group he says that 
"Heracles is depicted fighting for the belt with a mounted 
Amazon" and of the Olympia metope that it shows "Heracles
g
taking the Amazon's girdle" . It is possible to restore the 
fragments of the metope to show Heracles standing with club 
raised in left hand over a fallen Amazon, who holds up her
1. Paus. V 25.11.
2. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pl. 173.
3. Br. 24 Dl; L.C.S. 36 no. 137, pl. 12.3 & 4.
4. Br. 24 D 15; Antike und Abendland 10 (196I) 98.
5. Br. 24 D 13; Schauenberg, op. cit. fig. 3.
6. Br. 24 D 5; L.C.S. 415, no. 359.
7. Hesperia 11 (1942) l66f. I.l. figs. 5b & 6b.
8. V 10.9.
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shield for protection, and it is possible that he held the 
girdle in his right hand. It must be emphasised that the gir­
dle has not survived and also that Pausanias* mode of expression 
proves loose v/hen describing the Diomedes metope at Olympia^.
It may be the case with the Aristocles group and with the 
metope that he is using a well-known aspect of the myth to 
refer to the labour as a whole, regardless of whether he 
actually saw the girdle depicted. I thus believe that there 
is not enough proof for regarding Olympia as the locality for 
the first rendering of the girdle in art.
The Naples piece (3) dates to the third quarter of the
fifth century BC; it shows a number of Amazons and one Greek
apart from ^eracles; perhaps the Greek is to be regarded as
Telamon or lolaus. Heracles sits with his quiver on his
back and club in his hand quietly receiving the long girdle.
The weapons may be there just for attributes, or they could
represent the initial threat of force, perhaps to the Amazon's
sister before the handing over of the girdle. The Bari
amphora, (4), dates to the late fifth century and shows Heracles
standing in front of a seated Amazon, who gives him her girdle
in the presence of two other Amazons. In (5), Heracles leans
on his club in leisurely pose, facing an Amazon, who holds out
her fastened girdle; she leads a horse, and there is another
Amazon in the field above. This piece dates to c. 350 BC.
Of (6 ), which dates 330/320 I have been able to look at no
a,
picture but from Trendall's description I gain the information 
that it shows "Heracles receiving the girdle". The Roman
1. See page 333.
2. See page 189, note (6i.
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piece (7) shows the Amazon falling hack against her horse, 
holding out her girdle.
All the vases are South Italian and it is interesting 
that South Italian representations of the Hesperides myth 
also favour quiet scenes^. It is aIways possible that the 
idea of ^eracles using force in the presence of women was 
disliked there and so a quieter aspect of this myth i%as 
adopted. It is interesting that South Italy is^  with one 
exception,the only place to have produced representations 
of the actual girdle and I wonder whether this was the result 
of talcing literally Greek sources relating to a girdle, 
whereas in the original Greek story it was understood that it 
was the Amazon's virginity that was sought. This may be why 
there is no reference to Heracles having to take the girdle back 
to Eurystheus, a 1though in most of the labours this sort of 
proof of completion is demanded. At any rate, whether follow­
ing an actual literary tradition or not, these pieces do 
foreshadow Apollonius' account of a peaceful handing over 
of the girdle, taken up by Diodorus and mentioned as an 
attempt by Apollodorus.
(c) Heracles quietly parleying with the Amazons
Once again this scheme is confined to South Italian, 
showing a peculiar liking for such a mood in this fabric.
Certain of these scenes date slightly earlier than those of 
Group (b), to before the middle of the fifth century.
1. The quiet parleying scenes of Group C are also confined 
to South Italian.
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1. Port Sunlight X 2149, kalyx-krater, Campanian^.
2
2. Ruvo, Jatta 423, Panathenaic amphora, Apulian red-figure .
3. Bari 4393, column-krater, Lucanian^.
4. Seattle Art Museum, Panathenaic amphora, Apulian red-figure^.
3
5. New York 19.192.81.7, volute-krater, Apulian ,
These pieces do not require individual comment as their 
content is summed up hy the title of this group. Generally, 
other Amazons are present, apart from the one with whom 
Heracles is talking, presumably the queen. (l) and (2) date 
before the middle of the fifth century, (3) is later fifth 
century and (4) and (5) belong to the later fouTth century.
This type of composition was thus in existence for more than 
a century.
As can be seen, most of the South Italian examples of 
this myth shov/ a quiet moment, but there are a few which go 
back to the traditional scheme of Heracles fighting a single 
Amazon^,
(d) Perhaps the campaign shared by Heracles and Theseus
It is not often that Heracles and Theseus are shown 
campaigning against the Amazons together and the main 
claimants to be representations of such a theme must be ex­
amined. It is very important to bear in mind that if the
1. Br. 24 D 6; E.MlW. Tillyard, The Hope Vases (Cambridge, 
1923) pl.38, no. 27? L.C.S. 308, no. 569.
2. Br. 24 L 7; Sichtermann, op. cit. no. 71 pll. Il4ff.
3. Br. 24 D 2; L.C.S. 59 no. 292 pl. 29, 1 & 2.
4. Br. 24 D 14; Schauenburg, op. cit. fig. 6.
5. Br. 24 D 12; Schauenburg, op. cit. fig. 5.
6. See page 187, note (2).
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artist intended to show these tv;o heroes together he should 
have given them easily identifiable attributes and so, 
especially in the Attic pieces, one would expect Theseus, 
whose attributes were less obvious than Heracles', to be 
very clearly marked by his sunhat, long hair, and spears.
1. Delphi, Athenian Treasury, metopes (VII 3)^.
2. Olympia, Throne of Pheidias' Zeus^.
3. Athens, Hephaesteum, metope (XI l)^,
4. London, BM. 331-42 & Athens, Frieze from Bassae (XI.34)^.
3
3. London, BM. Mausoleum frieze .
The Delphi metopes seem to date to the years after 490^.
Here the exploits of Heracles and Theseus are depicted on the 
same work, the labours of Heracles appearing on the North face, 
with some of the other deeds, the deeds of Theseus appearing 
on the South. Each has an individual Amazon metope but they 
are too fragmentary to be of any interest. The real interest 
lies in the Amazonomachy along the façade since it is not 
clear which of the heroes is taking part. Bothmer^ suggests 
that it is deliberately left vague, owing to Heracles and 
Theseus each having an independent Amazon metope, but I feel 
this is unlikely. There are two possibilities, of which I 
think the former is more probable: either it depicts the Theseus
expedition or it depicts the joint expedition, either at Themiscyra
1. B.C.H. 47 (1923) 404 & pll. 14-18.
2. Paus. V 11.4.
3. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI, vii.
4. von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. IxXXXVIII.
3. Lullies and Hirmer, op. cit. pll. 201-4.
6. Paus. (X 11.3) says that it was built out of the spoils of 
Marathon.
7. 118.
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or afterwards in the invasion of Attica, said, hy Diodorus, 
to he aimed at punishing Heracles in general and Theseus in 
particular. The former seems more probable to me because this 
temple is an Athenian project and depicts the new expanded 
Theseus story for the first time in art, no doubt for propaganda 
purposes, slightly antedated by Pherecydes, the first extant 
source to tell of an independent Theseus expedition against the 
Amazons. It thus seems more likely that this new Amazon myth 
would be used to balance the Heracles and Geryon saga of the 
Western metopes, than the joint expedition, since the Athenians 
were presumably not aiming at uniting the two heroes by placing 
them side by side on this buildii^, but rather at showing that 
their own hero, Theseus, had as much claim to fame as the Dorian 
hero, Heracles.
Of (2) Pausanias^ writes: "On the bars between the feet
of the throne on which Pheidias* Zeus sits at Olympia is 
Heracles* regiment fighting with the Amazons. Each side has 
twenty-nine figures, Theseus being one of Heracles* allies".
The difficulty is that this piece does not survive and Pausanias 
is the only evidence we have. The foot-stool of the throne 
represents Theseus fighting against the Amazons - to ’AOpvalTcov 
xpcüTov (ivOpaydOripa eç 06% ôp^çuXorc^, - presumably in the 
invasion of Attica and it is unlikely that the throne had the 
same subject; it is thus probable that it represented the 
battle at Themiscyra. It is possible that Pausanias is wrong 
in his identification of Theseus here but Euripides who is 
contemporary with the throne of Zeus says that both Heracles 
and Theseus campaigned together. Thus it is possible that
1. See note (2J, page I93.
2. Paus. V 11.7.
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the joint expedition was represented in art hut has not been 
preserved, owing to the accidents of survival.
The Bassae frieze, dating 420-400 BC, had as one of its 
subjects Greeks fighting Amazons, and the presence of the 
lionskin on one of the figures identifies him as Heracles.
There is nothing to identify Theseus in any of the other figures
and we must assume that he is not there and that this is the
scene at Themiscyra, with Heracles campaigning on his own.
The situation of Bassae in the Peloponnese makes this version 
a more likely subject, especially at a time when a separate
Theseus Amazonomachy had become part of the sage of the Attic hero.
The Mausoleum apparently dates around the middle years of
the fourth century BC; on the main frieze Greeks and Amazons
appear. Ashmole^ identifies one of the figures as Theseus
and also claims to have found the centre block, on which is a
figure with club and lionskin, presumably Heracles. It is not 
clear v/hether the scene of the battle is meant to be Themiscyra 
or Attica, although the position of Heracles in the centre may 
indicate that this is meant to be the expedition he led to 
Themiscyra.
Thus we can see that two pieces, the throne of Zeus at 
Olympia and the Mausoleum frieze, seem to lay claim to depicting 
the joint expedition, a century apart in time possibly both de­
pict, ng the actual siege of Themiscyra rather than the invasion 
of Attica.
(e) Heracles and Hippolytus
Heracles and Hippolytus appear together once in surviving
l.J.H.S. 71 (1951) 16-18.
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p
art on a non-Attic kalyx-krater in Basel . No picture is 
available and I owe my scant knowledge of it to Brommer. He 
attributes it to the Darius Painter and says that it is in­
scribed with the names Scythes, Rhodope, Heracles, Hippolytus
2
and Antiope. According to Herodotus , Scythes was the son 
of Heracles by a Thracian creature, perhaps thought to be Rhodope, 
with the same name as a Thracian mountain. Presumably, by the 
same analogy, Hippolytus could be thought to be Heracles* son 
by Antiope, thus using a version which made Antiope the Auazon 
from whom Heracles took the girdle, presumably equated with 
virginity, if he had a son by her. This would be a completely 
different tradition from that which makes Hippolytus son of 
Iheseus. It is interesting that the Scythes story is also 
connected with a girdle and this may be the reason for placing 
these figures together on this vase: Herodotus says that Her­
acles left instruction for Scythia to go to whichever of his 
three sons by the creature put on a certain girdle and bent 
the bow.
II THESEUS
Once again we find Theseus depicted with Amazons of 
different names although Antiope is the most common. It is 
interesting that he is sho'wn fighting Hippolyte whereas Heracles 
with v/hom this Amazon has come traditionally to be associated 
is never shov/n fighting her.
(a) Antiope
1, New York 12,198.3, hydria, Attic hlack-figure (VIII 5)^,
2, London E i+l, cup, Attic red-figure. (VIII 7)^,
1, Br. 7k D
2. 2. 4.9-10.
3, Br, 217 A k; von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. L3CVII, 3.
4, Br. 217 Bl; von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. LXVIII, 4; A.R.V. 2.58,91
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3. Munich 1414 (J 7), helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure
(VIII 3)^.
2
4. Louvre G 197, amphora, Attic red-figure (VIII 9) .
5. Vatican, Astarita, psykter-fragments, Attic red-figure
(VIII 10)^.
6. Oxford 1966.471, cup-fragment, Attic red-figure .
7. Ferrara T IO52, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure (X 4)^.
8. Paris, Gah. Méd. 421, kalyx-krater fragments, Attic red-
figure (X 57)^ .
~7
9. Leningrad St. 1143, hydria, Apulian'.
Numbers (l) to (5), (9) and possibly (6) are abduction 
scenes; in (l), (2), (3), and (9) Theseus takes Antiope away
in a chariot, while in (4) and (5) he carries her off. No
picture is available of (6): I therefore have to rely on
g
Beazley for my information about this vase. The back of a 
chariot team advancing to the left and the fore-arms of the 
driver are preserved; beyond the chariot part of a warrior is 
preserved rushing to the left; there is also part of an 
inscription "FEIA" and this is likely originally to have read
"ANTIOBEIA". Whether Antiope was in the chariot or the
1. Br. 216 A 1
2. Br. 217 B 4
2. 238, 1.
3. Br. 217 B 5
4. Br. 217 B 3
5. Br. 215 B 1 
1-13; AB.V.
6. Br. 215 B 3
2. 1030, 30
7. Br. 215 D 1
8. A.R.V. 2. 319, 4 bis.
C.V. 1 pll. 48, 1.49, 1.& 52, 3; A.B.V. 367, 87. 
von Bothmer, op. cit. pl. LXVIII, 5; A.R.V.
von Bothmer, op. cit. 129f.; A.R.V. 2. 242, 77. 
A.R.V. 2. 319, 4 bis.
2. 991, 53.
0. Benndorf 6S.G. Niemann, Das Heroon von
Gjolbaschi-Trysa (Vienna, I890) 137, fig. 128; A.R.V.
Jd. I. 73 (1958) 59, fig. 7.
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warrior is meant to be Theseus running after her is not certain. 
Presumably if the warrior is not Theseus he is meant to be 
Pirithous. It seems to be an abduction scene, as there is 
no sign of fighting taking place. Theseus is often accom­
panied by Pirithous in such scenes^.
Numbers (?) and (8) are different, however, and it is 
interesting that both are later than the others and belong to 
Classical Attic red-figure, suggesting the appearance of a 
variant in this period. In (7), by the Achilles Painter, 
Theseus fights Antiope, while Pirithous fights Andromache, and 
in (8), it is almost certain that the Amazon Theseus fights
" u
is An-tiope, although all that is left of her name is Thus
Yre see that in Classical Attic red-figure Theseus is made to 
fight Antiope rather than abduct her.
The division between the abduction and fighting-scenes
is a chronological one, apart from the Leningrad hydria, which
is roughly contemporary with the Classical red-figure pieces.
2
I feel that Bothmer words his idea too strongly when he 
says this hydria "bears little or no resemblance to the other 
abduction scenes and 'bust be regarded as an independent 
creation", since a look at the vase in question will sho'Ar it 
not to be very different from the Attic pieces. Theseus, 
inscribed, is in the chariot with Antiope, also inscribed, 
and the charioteer is in the chariot too. The only slightly 
unusual feature is that Antiope looks mesmerized, perhaps 
stunned with fright. One would not, after all, expect a South
1. cf. Pindar, page 171.
2. op. cit. 130.
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Italian piece to be the same as Attic. This vase is very 
important in showing that the abduction theme did not die out 
in art after the early fifth century; we know th^t it con­
tinued in literature.
It is an interesting fact that Theseus is never shown ab­
ducting any other Amazon than Antiope in the inscribed pieces, 
and this suggests that this version was standardised. This 
seems to substantiate Bothmer*s identification of all abduction
scenes as representations of Theseus and Antiope, as he does
1 2 in his chapter VIII. He also includes the Eretria pediment
which shows the Amazon in Theseus’ arms and also half-inside
the chariot.
All the abduction scenes^, excluding the Leningrad piece, 
are fairly close chronologically, dating to the end of the 
sixth century and the first quarter of the fifth. It is 
notable that this is the time when Pherecydes was writing and 
he was the first to tell of the abduction.
The fact of Theseus fighting Antiope accords well with 
the statement ascribed to the Author of the Theseis that 
Antiope attacked Theseus for marrying Phaedra, indicating 
that the battle occurred when the Amazons invaded Attica.
As has been stated, however, Theseus is also shown with other 
Amazons on inscribed pieces, always fighting, never abducting. 
All belong to the Classical period.
1. N.B. in some sources he abducts Hippolyte but in none con- 
contemporary with the abduction scenes in art.
2. 124, no. 1.
3. Theseus may be shown abducting Helen as early as the proto- 
corinthian aryballos Louvre CA 617 (Hr. 222 C 1; K. Eriis- 
Johansen Les Vases Sicyoniens, (Copenhagen, 1923), pl. 22, 1^ 
The iconography of the Antiope pieces msybe based on earlier 
vases showing the abduction of Helen. See L, Ghali-Kahil,
enlèvements et le retour d ’Helene dans les textes et les 
documents figures (Paris. 19*55) plates uassim.
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(b) Andromache
1. London BM 99.7-21.5, dinos, Attic red-figure. (X 12)^.
2
2, London BM E 157, kantharos, Attic red-fignre. (X lOO) .
In (l), Theseus rushes against Andromache, followed hy 
Pirithous and another Greek, Hippolyte and two other Amazons 
rush to defend her. In (2), Theseus attacks Andromache, 
while on the other side of the vase Phorhas fights Alexandre, 
It should also he noted that Andromache appears on Ferrara 
T 1052,^ where she fights Pirithous. The appearance of 
Hippolyte on (l) is interesting.
(c) Melousa
1, Oxford 522, stamnos, Attic red-figure. (X 62)^,
2, Leningrad 769 (St. I68O), kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure (X
58)5.
(d) Hippolyte
1. Boston 95,48, lekythos, Attic red-figure. (X 30)^.
2. Chantilly, neck-handled amphora, Attic red-figure. (X 68)"^ .
In (l) Hippolyte, on horseback, fights Theseus and an 
unnamed Greek; also, another Greek is attacked hy an Amazon. 
In (2) Hippolyte and Deinomache attack Theseus. A lekythos
1. Br. 215 B 6; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. LXXVII 2; A.R.V.
2.1052, 29.
2. Br. 215 B 12; C^. k pll. Ill 1 3k, 2 & 35, 1; A.R.V. 2. 
1213, 2u.
3. See page 197, no.7,
U. Br. 215 B 2; C^. 1 pi.Ill I 29,3; A.R.V. 2.1028, 3.
5. Br. 215 B k; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. LirXX, 1; A.R.V.
2.1037, 3u.
6. Br, 215 B 8; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. LXXVII, 6; A.R.V. 2. 
1248, 2 .
7. Br. 215 B 10; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. LXXX, 4; A.R.V. 2.
1176, 25.
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in New York, (31.11*13) (X 13)^, should also he noted here: 
Hippolyte appears, thrusting her spear at Phalerus, while 
Theseus attacks an unnamed Amazon. Hippolyte also appears 
on the London dinos, (99.7-21.5), looked at ahove^. It is 
possible that she is not rushing to defend Andromache hut 
rather to defend Theseus, since we must not lose sight of the 
literary evidence which names Hippolyte as the Amazon ahducted 
hy Theseus, and Isocrates actually says the Amazons invaded 
Attica to punish Theseus for the abduction of Hippolyte. We 
have no means of knowing whether the artist had this version 
in mind here hut the possibility must he considered.
(e) Antianeira
1. Naples RC 239, lekythos, Attic red-figure (X 16)^.
Here we see Theseus attacking Antianeira while Phalerus 
fights Clymene. It should he noted that dvTidveipa in 
Horner^ is an adjective for Amazons.
It is interesting that Theseus is helped hy Phalerus and 
Phorhas in certain representations. Phalerus^ is/likely 
helper since he is an Athenian, apparently giving his name 
to Phalerum and there is an Attic hero Phorhas^.
1. Br. 215 B 9; von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. LXvCVII, 1; A.R.V.
2. 1248, 9.
2. See also page 200, ao. 1.
3. Br. 215 B 11; Jd.I. 30 (1915) 109,fig. 9; A.R.V. 2. 1174, 6.
4. II. 3. 189.
5. Pauly8 Real Encyclopédie XIX.2 l664ff.
6. Various other states claimed a hero of this name. See R.E.
XXI 528.
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It seems likely that all these scenes where Theseus 
fights an Amazon refer to the invasion of Attica, although it 
is just possible thatjsome, or all, depict a version where 
Theseus used force on his original expedition, when he took 
an Amazon away, whether campaigning on his own or with 
Heracles; however, none of the literary accounts talk of 
Theseus fighting the Amazons except in Attica. Variant 
traditions are given about the invasion of Attica, most saying 
that the Amazons came to punish Theseus for his abduction of 
one of their number, while Diodorus mentions their desire to 
punish Heracles as well, for his original invasion. The 
author of the Theseis. however says they were called in by 
Antiope to punish Theseus for leaving her to marry Phaedra, 
and this latter seems likely to have been the version of the 
pieces where Theseus is shown fighting Antiope. In the other 
pieces, it is likely that the motivation for the invasion has 
come from the Amazons themselves, although, of course, the 
non-presence of Antiope here need not preclude the Theseis 
version being in the Artist's mind. We have seen that in 
one piece Hippolyte may be made to come to the rescue of 
Theseus, helped by other Amazons, but perhaps the presence 
with her of the other Amazons makes this uulikely. Certainly 
the tradition of the invasion of Attica was strong at this 
time, possibly appearing at Delphi and probably appearing on 
the footstool of the throne of Zeus at Olympia^ and written 
about by Herodotus and then later by Isocrates. It seems 
that this invasion was very closely connected with the Theseus
1. See page 193f.
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Amazon story, since a hostile force being driven out of 
Attica was verv  useful for propaganda purposes and one wonders 
whether, if this did appear on the Treasury of the Athenians 
at Delphi, built out of the spoils of Marathon, it was put 
there to hint at the other foreign hostile force recently 
driven from Attica, namely the Persians.
In this section we may also look briefly at two sculptural 
representations which may depict the invasion of Attica:
1. Athens, Parthenon, Western metopes. (XI 2)^.
2
2. Athens, Shield of Athena Parthenos. (XI page 209) ,
All that can be said for certain about these pieces is 
that a large-scale Amazonomachy is depicted and the locality 
makes it likely that this is meant to be the invasion of Attica, 
Heracles does not appear but no figure can be specifically 
identified as Theseus either. We know^, moreover, that Micon 
painted Amazons in the Hephaesteum and Pisiancteum, and again 
locality favours the scene as the invasion of Attica. These 
pieces are also contemporary with the vases which apparently 
allude to the invasion.
Ill AMAZONOMACHIES WHERE THE HERO CAIMOT BE IDENTIFIED
1. Nauplia 4509, shield-fragment (I l)^.
2. Samos, from the Heraion, shield-fragment. (l 2)^.
3. From Perachora, plaque. (I 14)^.
1. A.J.A. 3 (1899) 403ff. & pll. 5-6, figs. 1-14.
2. von Bothmer, op. cit. 209ff.
3. Paus. I 15.2 & 17.2; Aristophanes, Lysistrata 678-9;
von Bothmer, op. cit. 163.
4. von Bothmer, op. cit. pi. I a-b.
5. AjJ. 58 (1933) 120, Beilage 37, 1.
6. Perachora I pi. 50, 4-5.
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(l) and (2) date to the first quarter of the seventh
century and so are rather earlier than the Early Corinthian
alahastron,^ the first inscribed piece of either Amazonomachy
we possess. The Nauplia fragment shows on the left a warrior
holding a shield and spear; he is marked as a man hy his
short tunic. At the bottom of the scene is a fallen man.
In the centre, a large man brandishes a sword and holds the
helmet of an opponent, who points a spear at him; the
opponent wears a long skirt with one leg bare; one thinks
of the early representations of those monstrous women, the 
2
Gorgons , and this could well be another type of monstrous
woman, an Amazon. From the representations of Heracles and
Andromache where he holds her helmet it is possible to
think of the Heracles' amazonomachy here. It seems that in
early times he may have been depicted as a warrior^. This
would be the earliest surviving representation and would be
near the date of Hegias of Troezen if he is an early writer.
Unfortunately, of course, none of this can be substantiated,
since the motif of holding the helmet is not enough for fixing
an identification. This might represent Achilles and Penthe-
4
silea, which we know to have been included in the Aethiopis . 
Admittedly, one thinks of this as just a duel but it would 
not be uncharacteristic of early art to embellish. It could 
also represent one of the other early Amazon tales, referred
5
to in the Iliad, namely Bellerophon or Priam fighting Amazons ,
1. See page 136.
2. London B.M. A 748, Rhodian plate fP. Arias & M. Hirmer. 
A History of Greek Vase-Painting (London, 1962) pi. 29).
3. See page 48, note (1j.
4. See Appendix I.
5. See Appendix I.
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Thus, no clear conclusion can he made about subject-matter and 
this is also the case with the other shield-fragment, (2), 
whose subject-matter is even more impossible to analyse since 
only a small fragment remains.
In (3) a female runs to the right, while on the left a 
man brandishes a weapon, v/hich is hard to identify. Obviously 
it is not completely certain that this is an Amazonomachy, and 
certainly no identification of combatants is possible.
In passing we may also note three bronzes of a fleeing
Amazon from the Acropolis (Ath. 6589, 6622, 6624)^, which
could be part of three pairs of Amazon and opponent, but we
2
could not identify that opponent. An intaglio bronze s h m s  
a warrior with his spear against the breast of a fallen Amazon; 
again there is no way of identifying the myth, althou^ it 
might be said that it is a little similar in attitude to 
Exekias' rendering of Achilles and Penthesilea^,
CONCLUSION
The artistic evidence, although adding to the number of 
Amazons linked with each hero, does to some extent clarify 
certain points. It supports the theory, based on the literary 
evidence, that Hippolyte was not connected with Heracles until 
late; she nowhere appears fighting him and only once appears 
at all in his presence, when she is merely a reinforcement to 
help Andromache, whom he fights. The earliest connection 
between Heracles and Hippolyte is in Apollonius Rhodius and
1. de Ridder, op. cit.327-9 nos. 815-17, fig. 321.
2. Boston 27.682, Sir J.D. Beazley, The Lewes House Collection 
of Ancient Gems (Oxford, 1920) plXI 2 & 9.
3. See Appendix I
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from this time she becomes standardised as the owner of the 
girdle. It is interesting that the sources linking Heracles 
and Hippolyte, and Theseus and Hippolyte do not overlap 
chronologically. The Theseus account,howeve^ seems confused 
between Antiope and Hippolyte in sources of similar date but 
Antiope may well be the Amazon of the earlier version since 
Hegias is likely to have been an early source and it is note­
worthy that Theseus is never depicted abducting Hippolyte in 
surviving art. This may indicate that the Hippolyte tradition 
was a secondary one, perhaps introduced originally merely to 
give a name to the mother of Theseus' son Hippolytus; con­
fusion probably arose once Theseus became connected with two 
Amazons. Certainly there is no Attic tradition linking 
Theseus with Hippolyte until the fourth century; Euripides 
studiously avoided giving a name to Hippolytus' mother, but 
simply referred to her as an Amazon. This would explain 
why Attic vases of the sixth and fifth century simply represent 
Antiope as the Amazon abducted. It is a mystery, however, why 
Hippolyte should have been standardised as Heracles* Amazon 
after her earlier connections with Theseus.
It seems very likely that the girdle actually referred to 
the Amazon's virginity, and this could well be derived from some 
such idea as that contained in Homer's epithet for Amazons, 
àvTTü dvetpa, which as well as me a ning a match for men, seems 
to allov/ of the interpretation "against men". It would be a 
very heroic deed to take the virginity of such a creature.
This would certainly explain why the girdle is so seldom 
depicted; its appearance in South Italian need not be surprising^
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as has been already suggested^, since the artists could well 
be interpreting literally the myth. The quiet scenes of 
South Italian have been seen to foreshadow the account of 
Apollonius but this does not mean the artist need necessarily 
have had Hippolyte in mind as the Amazon with the belt, as she 
is so named by Apollonius; it is possible but we can say no 
more than that.
As regards the various other opponents given to Heracles 
and Theseus, it is very probable that the artists themselves 
chose their names. It is possible that there was a literary 
tradition naming A]na.romache, since she occurs so often, but it 
is also possible that the vase-painters were copying one another, 
especially as the Heradles-Andromache vases are close to one 
another chronologically.
As has been said, the difficulty in distinguishing 
chronologically between the tv/o expeditions centres mainly 
around the date of Hegias of Troezen. Without the testimony 
of Hegias, Heracles expedition is seen to be the earlier from 
its appearance in Ibycus around 550 BC, and also from its 
appearance on the Corinthian alabastron of c. 620. We do not 
know, of course, whether Theseus was included in this expedition 
at this early time, but I feel it likely that Hegias is the 
author of the Nostoi and that he should therefore be placed 
in the seventh century; this would mean that in the early 
myth Theseus did campaign with Heracles but that afterwards he 
was given an expedition of his otui, when the Athenians were
1. See page I9I
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giving him a more important rôle as their state hero, and 
giving him deeds on a par v/ith the already firmly established, 
originally Dorian hero, Heracles. I feel that Theseus, in 
any case, plays such an unimportant part in Heracles' expedition 
that he is unlikely to have been given this rôle after his 
importance had been established at Athens. The different 
traditions existed side by side after the separate Theseus 
tradition emerged. Certainly the tradition of Heracles, 
fighting the Amazons is a long and continuous one, whereas the 
Theseus expedition is confined to a few sources and seems to 
have been surpassed in importance by the invasion of Attica, 
which apparently derived from it, a retaliation for the ab­
duction of the Amazon. It is the abduction motif that seems 
to have been taken out of the Heracles myth and formed into the 
Theseus myth. None of this can actually be proved, of course, 
but this seems to me the most satisfactory way of interpreting 
the Amazon myths of these two heroes.
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CHAPTER EIGHT THE STABLES OF AUGEAS
This labour, which involved clearing the dung from the 
stables of Augeas, King of Elis, is closely connected with the 
defeat of the Actorione/Molione and the founding of the 
Olympic Games; it is, therefore, necessary to include 
references which do not specifically refer to the cleaning 
of the Stables, in the belief that they are relevant to 
this labour. Literary documentation is fairly full in extant 
literature; this is most important since the labour occurs 
very seldom in works of art, a fact which will be investigated.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE 
Hecataeus (F.GH. IF25) :
Pherecydes (F.GH. 3F79a)
(F.GH. 3F79L)
Pindar (O. X 24ff.):
The Epeians went on an expedition 
with Heracles against Augeas and 
destroyed both Augeas and Elis.
Heracles was defeated by Cteatus 
and Eurytus, the Molione, in the 
expedition against Augeas. This 
fact is also attributed to Echephyl- 
lidas, Comarchus and Ister, and ex­
plains the saying %poç ôt5o oùô* 6 
*HpaxXfjç.
Heracles fought the Molione, allies 
of Augeas, and,being unable to 
defeat them out in the open, ambushed 
and killed them; he then ravaged Elis. 
Heracles founded the Olympic Games 
after slaying the Molione in his 
attempt to exact payment from Augeas; 
he ambushed them at Cleonae because 
they had ravaged his army in Elis and 
he then burned the city and killed 
Augeas.
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Callimachus (Aetia Pr. 77 Heracles cleared, away A'&yeo'i; 
and notes): xdxpov on the command of Eurystheus
and Augeas refused payment because 
he had been acting under orders. 
Phyleus, Augeas* son was made 
arbitrator, but when he made the 
judgement in favour of Heracles 
he was banished to Dulichium. 
Heracles ravaged Elis, recalled 
Phyleus, and restored Elis to him. 
He then founded the Olympic Games.
Diodorus Siculus (IV 13,3): It was Heracles* sixth labour to
clean out the stables of Augeas 
and to do it unaided. The stables 
were full of dung and Eurystheus 
wished to insult Heracles with this 
labour. Refusing to carry it out 
on his shoulders, Heracles diverted 
the River Alpheus through the 
stables and thus cleaned them in 
one day; this was very ingenious 
since he accomplished the labour 
without doing anything to make 
himself unworthy of immortality.
(IV 33,1-4): After returning from Troy, Heracles
marched against Augeas because 
he had refused payment; he was at 
first unsuccessful but later took 
the city, recalled Phyleus and gave 
him Elis.
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Apollodorus (II v 5): It was the fifth labour to carry out
the dung of Augeas* cattle in one day. 
Heracles did not mention he had been 
sent by Eurystheus but offered to carry 
out the dung in return for the gift of 
some cattle; Augeas agreed and Heracles 
made Phyleus witness. He diverted the 
Peneus, as well as the Alpheus, through 
the cattle yard. However, Augeas dis-
(
covered this had been done for Eurystheus 
and denied promising payment, banishing 
Phyleus, for arbitrating in Heracles* 
favour, and also Heracles himself. Eurys- , 
theus refused to count this among the ten 
labours, since it was done for hire.
(II vii 2): After the Gigantomachy, Heracles marched
against Elis with an Arcadian army.
Augeas appointed as his generals Cteatus 
and Eurytus, the Siamese twins, who were 
very strong and whose human father.
Actor, was Augeas* brother. Heracles 
became ill and made a truce with the 
Molione, who noticed he was ill and attacked. 
Heracles retreated but at the third 
Isthmian festival he ambushed and killed 
the Molione at Cleonae, when they were 
sent by the Eleans to sacrifice. After 
killing Augeas and restoring Elis to 
Phyleus he founded the Olympic Games.
Pausanias (V 1.9): Augeas persuaded Heracles to clear away
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the dung covering most of his kingdom either 
in return for part of his kingdom or for some 
other reward. He used the River Menius to 
accomplish his task and, because it was done by- 
cleverness rather than hard work, Augeas refused 
payment. There is no mention of Phyleus being 
made arbitrator, but it is merely stated that 
he disagreed with his father's witholding of 
payment, and, therefore, was banished. Augeas 
prepared against attack by making friends vfith 
Amarynceus and the sons of Actor.
(V 2. 1 & 2):Heracles did not fare well in the war against 
Augeas, since the youthful sons of Actor were 
superior. Reference is then made to their am­
bush and death. Their mother tried to impose 
the death penalty on him in revenge but, being 
unsuccessful, instructed the Eleans to keep away 
from the Olympic Games.
(V 3* l): Heracles then ravaged Elis with an army gathered
from Argos, Thebes and Arcadia; Pausanias de­
parts from the normal tradition by saying that 
he left Augeas unpunished.
(VIII 14.9): Heracles' brother Iphicles was wounded in the 
first battle against Augeas and died of his 
wounds.
Hyginus Heracles cleared away the dung in one day by
(Fab.XXX 7): using the river; he had Zeus for helper.
Such then is the literary evidence for the cleaning of 
Augeas' stables; it is fairly full and it is odd that the
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story did not find its way into Latin writers. A further
1 2detail is given hy Zenodotus and Aelian that Lepreus, son 
of Caucon and grandson of Poseidon, recommended that Augeas hind 
Heracles when he demanded payment, hut this looks like a later 
addition. An interesting account is given hy pseudo-Theo­
critus^ of how ^eracles is conducted to Augeas, on a visit hy 
Phyleus and gives an account of the slaying of the Nemean 
lion. I did not include this in my review of the evidence for 
the labour since nothing is mentioned of the cleaning of the 
stables and there is no hint of hostility. It may be that 
Theocritus has deliberately picked a point in the story before 
the hiring of Heracles by Augeas and the contract may have been 
agreed wfl during his visit. He may have wished to lend 
credence and colour to his poem by making Heracles tell the 
story of one Peloponnesian labour to someone who was to become 
closely involved in another. An interesting detail we glean 
from this passage is that the cattle were given to Augeas by 
his father Helius.
In turning to a closer examination of some of the literary 
evidence it is clear that all the essential elements of the 
story, with the exception of the dung, are mentioned by Pindar 
and this detail must surely be implied by the reference to 
the payment which was linlced thereto. Pindar's narrative is 
condensed and this suggests that the story was well known in 
the first quarter of the fifth century BC, thus making a
1. Athen. 10. 412a.
2. Verae Historiae I 24
3. XXV passim
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detailed account unnecessary. In fact,the story can he 
dated at least to the end of the sixth century, since the 
remarks of Hecataeus anl Pherecydes about Heracles’ expedition 
against Augeas must form part of this labour. Pherecydes is 
the first extant source to link together Heracles, Augeas and 
the Actorione: the last two have an earlier existence, going
back at least as far as Homer and independent of Heracles; 
moreover,Augeas and the Actorione at this time are only con­
nected in so far as the latter fight in the Elean army in the
reprisal attack on the Pylians for their raid on the cattle
1 2 of Itymoneus , where they are described as :
... %aVô* st’sovt’ 0^5 %od^\id\a etô6%s dovpiàoç àXxfjc ...
The Actorione are referred to in battle with Nestor, who
says that he would have slain them had not Poseidon carried
them off, enshrouded in mist^. The only other substantial
reference to them again connects them with Nestor, who says
that in the fuueral Games of Amarynceus he was only passed in
the chariot-race by the Actorione^. It is noteworthy thatain
Homer it was to tlie Olympic Games that the Pylians were sending
the chariot and team retailed by Augeas^ whereas, according to
later writers, the games were not founded uritil Heracles had
É)
ravaged Elis and killed Augeas; moreover, there is no reference 
to the games being founded by Heracles. The story of Heracles 
connection with the Actorione may well have replaced that of 
their dealings with Nestor. At an;^r rate the latter story does 
not occur after the Iliad. Some of the original details occur
1. 11. 696ff. See also 6?0ff. 3. 11. 11, 698ff.
2. II. 11. 710f. 6. Cf. Pind. 0. X 24ff.
3. II. 11. 750ff.
4 . II. 23.638ff.
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in the Heracles’ version as with the mention of Amarynceus, whom, 
according to Pausanias, Augeas enlisted alongside the Actorione 
to help him agains t Heracles, whereas in Homer the Actorione 
are alive and competing with Nestor in the funeral games of 
Amarynceus; thus there is a certain confusion of chronology 
between the earlier and later version.
As regards Augeas, there seem only three references to
him in Homer, of which one makes him father of Agasthenes,^
2
another brother-in-law of Molius, and the third tells of him 
witholding the chariot and team of the Pylians. He is thus 
not connected with Heracles nor does he hold a position of any 
prominence. One last point of interest about him comes
4
not from Homer but from Apollonius Rhodius; who states that he 
sailed with the Argonauts. Heracles also went on this voyage 
at the time he was returning with the Erymanthian boar.
Apollonius may not have had in mind any connection of Augeas 
with a labour of Heracles.
It is apparent that the legend of Augeas and Heracles 
arose some time between the writing of the Iliad and the time 
of Pherecydes and Hecataeus. It was possibly known in the 
middle of the sixth century BC, since Ibycus^'refers to the kill­
ing of the Actorione:
1. lU 2.. 624 .
2. II. 11. 739
3. II* 11* 698ff.
4. 1. 172.
3. I See page 338. 
6. P.M.G. 283.
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toi5ç Te Àeuxfxxouc xopouç  
Tsxva MoXtovac xtcxvov, 
dXüxaç (ooxeçdXouc eviyvi ovç, 
dpcp O T ep ou c Y8Y&WTŒC é v  ü)sd5i 
dpYupécüü........
Heracles is the only person credited with their death: in
the Iliad they are snatched away before Nestor gets a chance
to kill them. It would seem likely that the verb xTdvov is
first person singular here and the lines spoken by Heracles:
it would be possible for it to be third person plural and to
include along with Heracles another agent such as the army
of Tiryns, although in extant literature he is not mentioned
as being in company when he killed the Actorione. At any
rate, it seems that the killing of the Actorione by Heracles
was knov/n in the time of Ibycus, but the caveat must be added
that it is not certain it was then part of the Augeas legend
rather than an independent myth.
We cannot know whether this story was regarded as a labour 
at the outset, since connection with Eurystheus is not mentioned 
until Callimachus and here we cannot be sure the idea does not 
just belong to the source which quotes him. However, it does 
. appear on the temple of Zeus, presumably implying it to be 
such in the second quarter of the fifth century. I shall 
discuss the significance of its appearance on the temple when 
I come to the artistic evidence. It is certainly an odd 
story to be included among the labours since it was undertaken 
for Heracles’ personal emolument under contract to a second 
Peloponnesian king, and does not imply any idea of general 
benefaction or of heroism. Later writers seem aware of this 
and Apollodorus does say that Eurystheus refused to count it 
among the labours since it was done for hire; his craft and 
ingenuity are pointed out by Pausanias and Diodorus, the latter 
attempting to fit this among the labours by saying that
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Eurystheus included it as an insult. A fairly coherent 
account may he culled from the sources which only differ from 
one to another in matters of detail,such as the nature of the 
reward and name of the river employed hy Heracles for his task.
Finally, an interesting point may he gleaned from Hyginus' 
statement that this labour was performed maiorem uartem love
adiutore. He is the only extant source to give Heracles a
helper and it is noteworthy that the only helper shown in art 
is Athena, on the Temple at Olympia. Athena is Heracles’ 
protectress and often appears in this capacity in art, especially 
in vase-painting, but Zeus’ help is exceptional. Unfortunately, 
we have no artistic evidence to show whether Hyginus is here 
reflecting an early tradition, whether it is his own notion, 
whether he is imperfectly remembering the Olympia metope or 
whether he intends the help of Zeus to cover tha t of Athena 
as well, since it was Zeus who appointed her Heracles’ pro­
tectress. At any rate it may certainly be said that Zeus’ help
would be well commemorated by the founding of the Olympic Games 
in his honour, the act attributed to Heracles after the 
punishment of Augeas.
B ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
This labour hardly appears in art in any medium. Its 
earliest and best representation occurs on one of the Olympia 
metopes; it may be the subject of a statue by Lysippus; it 
appears on two Roman pieces, a fragmentary relief bowl and the 
mosaic from Liria. Excluding the lost Lysippan statue, this 
is the total number of surviving representations, a phenomenon 
which I shall try to explain in this section. As the evidence 
is so meagre I shall examine each piece in order of chronology 
without making divisions according to composition.
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The metope from Olympia^
2
This piece is described by Pausanias as shov/ing Heracles 
"clearing the ground of dung for the Eleans". The two figures 
in the metope are Athena and Heracles: the whole of Athena is
preserved: she stands on the right-hand side facing left,
resting her left hand on her shield and pointing to the ground 
with her right, which, as can be deduced from the hole therein, 
originally held an object, probably her spear. Of Heracles, 
the head, shoulders and most of the arms are preserved, and also 
his lower legs, widely spread; he bends slightly forward and 
his hands, swung back hold some kind of pole. It could appear 
that he is shovelling, tossing the dung over his head, but 
his left hand grips the end of the pole which must mean that 
the front of it is towards the ground; moreover, if he were 
tossing it over his shoulder it would hit Athena in the eyel 
The fact that he is using a pole indicates that he is not 
going to carry out the dung, at least on his shoulders: possibly
he is meant to be gathering some on a shovel, ready to carry 
it out but it seems more likely that he is about to swing into 
stabbing motion to burst the banks of the river, and thus wash 
away the dung; Athena’s spear probably pointed to the place 
where he was to burst the bank. This interpretation accords 
well with the only method of removing the dung recorded in 
extant literature.
A question must obviously arise over the relative dating 
of the metope and Pindar’s reference to the Augeas enisode.
1. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pll. 202-11.
2. V 10.9.
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1 POlympian XI was written for Hagesidemus in 476 BC and Pindar 
promises to devote a fuller account to him later: this he
does in ode X and the passage of time between the two cannot 
have been very long or Hagesidemus’ victory would have been 
forgotten. We know that the metopes at Olympia cannot have 
been designed until after 470 BC when the booty from the ^isa 
revolt was collected to raise money for the temple. It would 
thus appear that the Pindaric Ode came first and it is highly 
likely that it provided inspiration for the inclusion of this 
myth on the temple. Pindar does not give a detailed account, 
which I have taken to indicate familiarity with this myth, at 
least in the Northern Peloponnese.
The appearance of this myth at Olympia, despite its non- 
appearance in any previous surviving art, indicates to me that 
it was a local legend in origin, and the fact that it occurs 
so seldom thereafter indicates that it remained so, probably 
until it was given a firm place in the literary tradition of 
the labours by the late mythographers; it does not occur at 
all in extant Attic drama and was thus not included in the lists 
of labours given by Sophocles and Euripides. As has been 
shown^, it seems likely that the sculptor of the temple intended 
to have twelve metopes and that this was probably aimed at 
depicting the twelve labours. Apart from the fact that the 
Augeas story was a local one, with Augeas being king of Elis, 
the inclusion of this myth among the labours is likely to have 
been influenced by its connection with the Olympic Games,since
1. Wilamowitz, op. cit. 218.
2. 11 ff.
3. See page 23.
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Pindar tells us that Heracles founded them after killing the 
Actorione in the war with Augeas. Pos'^ihly this account of 
the founding of the games was also a local onet I have pointed 
out above that in the Iliad the games were regarded as taking 
place while the Actorione and Augeas were still alive. If the 
building of the temple of Zeus at Olympia at this particular 
time was designed as a kind of assertion of Elis and the Northern 
Peloponnese against the domination of Sparta, the home sight
as the scene for one of the labours of Heracles would be an
4 2
advantage, and we know that the temple had/local designer
The Statue by Lysippus
This statue no longer survives but we can get an idea of 
its appearance from the late writer Nicetas Choniates^, although 
he apparently attributes it to ’Lysimachus’: xorppsixTo
toiTvpv 'HpaxXfic ... psyuXwoTC xocpt'vo) eviôpuiasvoc 'zf\ç Aeovrpc 
pxGOTpwpGvpc &VW0GV ... exdOpTo ôè jjLT) ywpuTÔv e^ r\\x\iêvo(;, |j,f) 
t6^ov Tatv xspotv cpepwv, pf) tô pdxaXov xpo(3aXÀ6jjLevoç, à W à  rpv 
gèv ôe^iàv pdoGV èxTetvoov. œaxsp xaC rpv aurpv xeupu eiç ôoov 
è^ fjv, TÔv ôè e'6c5vuiJLOv, x6ôa xdpxTœv siç tô y6vp xaC rpv Aaiàv 
XeTpa èx' 4yxü)V0C spefôwv, e?Ta tô Xotxôv rpc xALpoG dvaTsivcüV, 
xaC tÇ xÀŒTer ra^rpc àdv\xCaç xXfjppc xaOuxoxXlTvcov fipep-a Trf]v 
xecpaX'/jv......
It is the reference to the basket which has led to the supposed 
link with the Augeas legend and Brommer^ goes so far as to 
say that: Bei ihr schient Herakles sich nicht des Alpheios 
bedient sondern den Mist mit einem Korb weggetragen zu haben.
1. See page 372
2. See page 372, & note ( 1 ;.
3. J. Overbeck, Die Antiken Schriftquellen zur Geschichte der 
bilden^den Kuenste (Leipzig, I860) no. l4?2.
4. m r .  29.
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None of the extant ancient accounts of this myth describe 
Heracles carrying away the dung in a basket; none represent 
him dejected, as he appears to have been in the Lysippan piece, 
but rather as accomplishing the work quickly and cleverly by 
means of a river; moreover,none actually connects this statue 
with the Augeas legend.
It is thus tempting to dismiss this statue as having 
nothing to do with the Augeas story, but in the two Roman 
pieces a basket and bucket are shown respectively and Tzetzes^ 
lists under works perhaps by Pheidias: ... excpopoT5vTa *HpaxXfiv
Tf]v x6xpov toC5 Arysfor,perhaps indicating that there was a 
tradition in the fifth century that Heracles did not use the 
river to clear away the dung, although Tzetzes* late date makes 
him a rather dubious source. The Roman pieces will be described 
hereafter, but it is necessary to say that the statue of Lysippus 
may have made reference to the Augeas legend but that the pre­
sence of a basket is not sufficient to make this a certain 
fact, since there is no action to help with identification of 
subject matter, as there is on the Roman works. A basket could 
equally well make reference to some of the other deeds of
2
Heracles, such as his menial tasks in the service of Omphale , 
and indeed a pun was often made on ôpcpaXfi and 6|j.cpaX6(;^ , the 
latter often being represented with a net over it, which could 
make it look like a basket; Heracles’ dejection in this context 
would be very fitting. Moreover, the basket could have reference
1. Overbeck, op. cit. no. 773.
2. Diod. IV 31, 5-8; Apollod. II 6.3. On this task see also 
K. Schauenburg, ’Herakles und OmphaleJ Rheinisches Museum 
fur Philologie 103 (i960) 63 and works there cited.
3. W.H. Roscher, Omphalos (New York, 1974) pi. VI and other 
plates passim.
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to the Hesperides labour, since on one black-figure vase^
Heracles is shown picking the apples with a basket on his arm.
The second century relief from Toulouse, cited by A. Furtwang- 
2
1er , showing Heracles resting with his right foot on a basket 
could likewise allude to one or other of these.
Corinth CP 523* Roman fragmentary relief bowl^
In this scene Heracles uses a tool to pick at a rock to 
divert the river. He kneels on v/hat could be a basket, and 
this might substantiate the claim of Lysppus’ statue to depict 
the Augeas story. Perhaps the basket in the Roman piece 
was meant as a container for tools, although it could represent 
an original intention by Heracles to carry away the dung 
before Athena suggested using the river, or before he thought 
to do so himself: Athena’s part in this labour is not men­
tioned in extant literature. If the basket does represent 
an original intention, the Lysippus statue’s dejected pose 
could refer to dejection at the failure of the first plan 
before the second plan had been formulated. All this,of 
course,assumes that the object depicted on the bowl is a basket, 
which it may not be.
Madrid Museum, mosaic from Liria^
The bucket in this piece would probably have the same 
function as a basket on the relief bowl; Heracles holds a 
fork which he seems to be about to bring down on what looks 
like a pile of dung. If this is the case the drawing is
1. See page 268, iao.1.
2. Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften (1902) 441ff.
3. Hesperia 11 (1942) 169, no 13, figs. 5-6c.
4. Brommer, Her. pi. 31.
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inaccurate since the fork is the v/rong v/ay up for picking up 
the dung. If what we see on the right hand side of the picture 
is meant to he a river hank then Heracles is about to breach 
it with the back of his fork. There are difficulties with 
both interpretations; either Heracles is picking up dung, 
contrary to the normal version, but using the wrong side of his 
fork; or else he is about to breach a river bank which looks 
more like a pile of dung.
Prom the evidence advanced, it is clear that there is no 
proof that this story was in existence before the second half 
of the sixth century BC, and whether it is placed early or late 
in this period depends on whether the killing of the Actorione 
was linked to the Augeas legend in the time of Ibycus. There 
may be some early representations of the Actorione^ but there 
is no indication of Heracles in them, and the identification 
of the Siamese twins themselves is rather dubious. The 
method of cleaning the stables is standard in the literary 
evidence, although it is possible that a version in which 
Heracles at least tried to carry out the dung is depicted in 
art, although this method could not possibly have been attempted 
in Pausanias’ version, in which the dung had to be removed from 
most of Augeas’ kingdom.
I have suggested that the Augeas legend was a local Elean 
legend, v/hich was included among the labours on the Temple of 
Zeus both for this reason and because it was connected with 
what was probably the local Elean version of the founding of 
the Olympic Games. The Augeas story must have been well-known
1. See G. Ahlberg, Prothesis and Ekphora in Greek Geometric Art 
(Goteborg, 1971), 240-252.
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in Elis in the early fifth century and this fact a limed 
Pindar to make only cursory reference to it. If, as I 
believe, the temple of Zeus was part of Elean propaganda at 
the time her differences with Sparta were reaching a height, 
it is not surprising that the art of this temple did not have 
anything like immediate influence outside. This would explain 
why the Attic dramatists did not pick up this local legend from 
the temple but rather concentrated on well-known Heracles* 
myths. It would not be until the temple lost its political 
significance that it would assert its influence generally over 
the canon of Heracles* labours, as opposed to being the inter­
pretation of the labours designed in the interests of the 
Northern Peloponnese.^
1. See chapter 14, passim.
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CHAPTER NINE: CERBERUS
This is the earliest of the lahonrs to he defined and was 
prohahly the earliest Greek story involving a mortal*s descent to 
the underworld. Heracles brought hack Cerherus to Eurystheus 
and during this labour rescued from the underworld Theseus and, 
in some accounts, Pirithous.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Homer (II. 8,362f.): Athena says that Zeus should remember how
she saved Heracles when he was worn out 
v%’ ’Eupuaefjoç deeXoov and mentions him 
being sent to bring back the hound of Hades.
(Od. XI 625f.): The shade of Heracles, talking to Odysseus
about his bondage to Eurystheus, mentions 
bringing up Cerberus, whom he merely refers 
to as xTJva. He adds that he was guided 
by Hermes and Athena, and that this was 
the most difficult ^6x8oç Eurystheus could 
devise.
Hesiod (Th. 310ff.): Echidna was the mother of Cerberus, fifty­
headed dog of Hades.
(Th. 769): It is here implied that Cerberus guarded
the gates of Hades.
Stesichorus (P.M.G. 
206):
Acusilaus (P.G.H.
2 P 13):
Just the title 'Cerberus' is known.
Acusilaus (and Hesiod) made Echidna and 
Typhon the parents of the immortal (40d>vaTov) 
Cerberus.
Bacchylides (V 56ff.): Heracles brought up the hound of Hades.
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Hecataeus (F.G.H. 1 F 27):
Sophocles (Tr. 1097ff,):
(Phaedra, A. Nauck, 
Fragmenta Tragicorum 
Graecorum, Hildesheim, 
19%) :
Euripides (H.F. ^26ff.): 
cf. 22ff.
(loc. cit. 6lOff.);
There was a serpent at Taenarum 
called the 'Hound of Hades' because 
of its poisonous bite. Heracles took 
it to Eurystheus. Homer, who first 
mentioned it, did not give it a name 
or description as he did the Chiraaera. 
Others called it Cerberus and made 
it a three-headed dog.
The three-headed hound of Hades, 
offspring of Echidna,is mentioned 
among the ^6%8oL.
^oaivev ohpa vwTa
ycvWaCvdiv xHtco xcxto)^.
Given twelfth in the list of p^xOoL 
is the fact that Heracles has gone 
to Hades and not yet returned.
On Heracles' return he is questioned 
about Cerberus. He says that he was 
not Persephone ' s gift but that he 
fought for him, having gained strength 
from seeing the Holy Mysteries. 
Cerberus is at present in Hermione, in 
the sacred grove of Demeter, and 
Eurystheus does not yet know of 
Heracles' return. He was so long in 
Hades because he rescued Theseus, a 
prisoner there.
1. Cf. Apollod. II 5 12: Tf]v ôê oèpàv ôpdxovnraç, xa^à ôè ToO
V(ioTou xavTO(Tü)V eî^xsv ôcpecov xscpaXaç.
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(Heracl. 2l8f.):
Philochorus (P.G.H. 
328 P 18):
(loc. cit. 1276ff.): Heracles, talking to Theseus, says
that he crowned all his labours by 
fetching the three-headed watchdog of 
Hades. He asks Theseus to accompany 
him to Argos to claim his reward, 
lolaus reminds Demophon, son- of 
Theseus, that Heracles saved his 
father from Hades.
Aedonius, king of the Molossians, had
a daughter called Persephone and a
dog, Cerberus,which killed Pirithous,
».
when about to defile the girl;
Heracles saved Theseus when he too 
was about to be killed.
Cerberus was brought back by Heracles 
and spewed out gall, from which grew 
the drug aconitum.
Diodorus Siculus (IV 25, l): It was the eleventh labour to bring
back Cerberus from Hades, Heracles 
first went to Athens to take part in 
the Eleusinian Mysteries where Orpheus 
was in charge of initiation.
Heracles descended into Hades and 
was warmly welcomed by Persephone, 
who allowed him to free Theseus and 
Pirithous. He received Cerberus in 
chains and took him to the upper 
world.
Herodorus and Euphronius 
(P.G.H. 31 p 31):
(IV 26, 1):
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Apollodorus (II v 12): It was the twelfth labour to fetch from
Hades Cerberus, who had three dog-heads, 
the tail of a dragon, and on his back 
the heads of snakes. Before he 
went he was cleansed of the slaughter of 
the centaurs by Eumolpus at Eleusis, 
and initiated into the Mysteries. He 
went down to Hades at Taenarum. All 
the souls fled except Meleager and 
Medusa; Heracles drew his sword against 
the latter but Hermes reminded him she 
was a shade. He came upon Theseus and 
Pirithous who asked him to rescue them.
He took Theseus by the hand and raised 
him, but when he tried to raise Pirithous 
the earth shook and he was left there. 
Heracles asked Pluto for Cerberus and 
he agreed, provided that he took him 
T/ithout weapons; thus, in cuirass and 
lionskin, Heracles put his arms round 
Cerberus' neck and, although the snake 
in the tail bit him, he eventually 
yielded. Heracles carried him off and 
ascended at Troezen. He showed Cerberus 
to Eurystheus and then took him back 
to Hades.
Pausanias (II 35-10): At Opymenus' sanctuary in Corinth is an
opening in the earth, through which 
Heracles is thought to have brought 
Cerberus in Hermionean legend.
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Hyginus (Fab. XXX 13): As the twelfth labour Heracles led up
the dog Cerberus, son of Typhon, from
Hades.
(Fab. LXXIX 3): When he came to fetch the three-headed
Cerberus, Heracles saved Theseus and 
Pirithous on request to Pluto.
(CLI): Cerberus was related to Ladon and the
hydra.
As can be seen, this legend enjoyed a continuous popularity
from Homeric times onwards and has the unique distinction of
being regarded as a labour in the Iliad. Homer never actually
names Cerberus, nor gives a description of him and this is
likely to indicate that he was so well-known even at this
early time^^o render specific identification of him unnecessary,
His connection with Hades is perhaps sufficient to suggest some
sort of monstrous nature and this is substantiated by Hesiod's
description of him as the 'fifty-headed child of Echidna',
which thus also links him by implication with other monstrous
children of Echidna, such as the sphinx, chimaera and hydra.
Later a 'classical restraint' was placed on the number of heads,
2
which was standardised as three, although Horace follows the 
tradition of Pindar by referring to him as belua centiceps. 
Apollodorus gives the fullest description of Cerberus with his 
three dog heads, the snake tails on his back and his own snake-
5
tail . It is interesting if Acusilaus did specifically make
1. Od. XI mav have sixth century interpolations — See page 29 
and note iSj-put the Iliad passage is earlier.
2. Odes II 13, 34.
3. cf. Virgil, Aen. VI 419 and Horace, Odes III 11, l?f. &
II 13, 33ff.
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him immortal, although this idea may rather belong to the 
preserving source and may even be the result of faulty textual 
restoration. However, a reference to immortality could be 
an interpretation of the fact that he was always present at 
the gate of Hades.
There is no mention of Heracles harming Cerberus: 
generally it is not specified how his removal was achieved, 
as is the case in the accounts of Homer, Bacchylides, Hecataeus, 
Sophocles, Euripides, Herodorus, Diodorus, Pausanias and Hyginus, 
although Euripides does make it clear that a fight was needed, 
and that he was not just a gift of Persephone, which presumably 
indicates the existence of an earlier tradition that Cerberus 
was such a gift, and indeed such a version is later implied 
by Diodorus. Apollodorus again gives the most detailed 
account saying that the use of weapons was prohibited by Hades 
and that Heracles overcame Cerberus with a strangle-grip.
Various places could lay claim to being the point of ascent or 
descent to the Underworld, with Pausanias making a specific 
reference to Hermionean legend, an example from the doubtless 
many local legends.
One can appreciate why this was included among the 
labours, as it well fits the category of overcoming dangerous 
monsters and it is interesting that Cerberus is related to the 
adversaries of various other labours-hydra, Ladon, Geryon and 
Orthus. We may note that Homer refers to it as the most
difficult labour that Eurystheus could devise, thus emphasising 
the heroism of Heracles. Homer gives no number to it, but 
later it was generally regarded as the last. Euripides is 
the first to make it such, but the reward which he mentions
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is not specified; as he is to fetch it from Argos it presumably 
involved ^urystheus and so we may presume it refers to freedom 
from his service, perhaps also implying the promised immortality 
which is his final goal.^
The Rescue of Theseus and Pirithous
The Theseus and Pirithous underworld myth is closely 
associated with this labour, presumably to enhance the bene­
faction idea of Heracles' heroism, and we should try to 
establish how early this connection took place and whether 
the Theseus and Pirithous story was originally a separate myth 
in its own right. It seems it was knavn in the time of 
Homer, since in Odyssey XI 63I Odysseus expresses a desire to 
have met Theseus and Pirithous in the underworld . However, 
Heracles, whom Odysseus does meet, is clearly meant to be 
a shade by this time and the allusion to the Cerberus myth 
is clearly meant to be an allusion to an event long past. Thus, 
Odysseus may well just be thinking of the shades of Theseus 
and Pirithous after their death, unless the myth was current 
at this time that neither Theseus nor Pirithous was rescued
but both remained for all time in the underworld, an idea
2
perhaps echoed by Diodorus , who says that some v/riters say 
that both never returned^. This might indicate a time when 
Heracles was unconnected with this myth.
1. See pages 23 & 29ff.
2. IV 63, 4.
3. cf. possibly Virgil, page 236, note (4).
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Hesiod, according to Pausanias^, is recorded by some as
writing about the descent of Theseus and Pirithous to Hades,
and the Minyad also contained a reference to their descent,
2
again according to Pausanias , who says that, in his opinion, 
Polygnotus was influenced by this poem in his drawing of 
Charon in his wall-painting of the Underworld, It does, in 
fact, seem possible, as Matthews suggests^, that the poem 
attributed to Hesiod and the Minyad were one and the same.
The bones of Hesiod were said to be buried at Orchomenos^ 
and it is possible that the Minyad received its name because 
it was composed or recited at Orchomenos. It is unlikely to 
have been actually written by Hesiod but it may well have been 
the work of one of his followers. The conversation between 
Theseus and Meleager presumably belonged to the same poem. 
There is no indication as to whether Heracles was also included 
in this poem or these poems, and the same is true of the ver­
sion of Panyassis^, who says that the rock grew to the flesh 
of Theseus and Pirithous and held them in the Underworld, a 
version which Pausanias indicates to be different from the 
normal version which seems to have been that they were bound 
to chairs.
The first specific literary reference to Heracles* 
connection with this myth occurs in Euripides but the artistic
1. IX 31.5. (See Err. 280-1 M.W.)
2. X 28.1.
3. Op. cit. 74 and note 79.
4. Palis. IX 38.4. Minyas was a king of that area.
5. Paus. (X 31.3) says Meleager appeared in the Minyae and
Eoiae. He certainly appears in passages attributed to
the netpieou xaTdpaoic (280.10 M.W.) and Eoiae (25.10 M.W.) 
cf. Apollodorus page 174.
6. P 9 K.
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evidence must here he anticipated hy reference to an Olympic 
shield-hand^ which shows Theseus and Pirithous sitting on 
chairs, imploring the help of Heracles; this dates to the 
first quarter of the sixth century and thus makes it likely 
that Panyassis, and perhaps the Minyad, according to its date, 
did include a reference to Heracles as rescuer.
Thus, the original question does not admit of a decisive 
answer. If Homer was thinking of their descent to the 
Underworld when he mentioned Theseus and Pirithous in the 
Odyssey passage, thus implying them to he still imprisoned, 
then one can assume there was a very early tradition of this
myth and one unconnected with Heracles, unless, of course, this
2
was an interpolation as Hereas thought. This would he a time 
when Theseus was not an important mythical figure and could 
thus he allowed to meet an ignominious end in Hades. By the 
sixth century, Heracles became the rescuer, a story easy to 
introduce into the myth of his descent to the Underworld to 
fetch Cerberus; this was probably invented in the early stages 
to increase Heracles* heroism rather^^Çom the notion that 
Theseus could not be left in the Underworld. Two separate 
myths, in any case, seem more plausible than the idea of a 
complex Cerberus myth growing up from within itself, especially 
as the meetings with Medea and Meleager are also included therein, 
regardless of whether Homer knew of the Theseus descent.
Perhaps Heracles* meeting with Meleager was influenced by that 
between Theseus and Meleager attributed to Hesiod.
The idea of a separate composite myth for the Theseus and 
Pirithous descent is perhaps enhanced by the fact that in later
1. See page 2^ 4, no. 1
2. P.G.H. 486 P 1.
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times, and probably also early on, it was half of a myth
about a compact between Theseus and Pirithous either to marry
one of the daughters of Zeus^ or else, having captured Helen,
daughter of Tyndareus, to cast lots for her hand in marriage
2
and the winner to help the loser find a wife . At any rate, 
it was connected with the rape of Helen by the two friends 
while she was still a young girl; Pirithous either chose 
Persephone, after losing the draw for Helen, or else originally 
chose her from among the daughters of Zeus. We can see that 
this gives a reason for the descent to Hades, such as none of 
the early sources provides, although it is likely that the 
attempted rape of Persephone^ was known early on to give a 
purpose to their descent.
We know that Stesichorus^ made Helen and Theseus the 
parents of Iphigenia, thus acknowledging the rape and we may 
infer from a scholiast to the Iliad that the Cypria told 
the story of Helen’s abduction by Theseus, making it part of 
the Paris/Menelaus story. We are, furthermore, told by 
Pausanias that it was depicted on the chest of Cypselus and 
the Amyclae throne^. The stories of the abduction of Helen 
and the descent to the Underworld thus both seem to be early 
and may well have been connected even in early times.
1. Apollod. Epitômy I 23f.
2. Diod. IV 63,3; Plut. Thes. XXXI.
3. Ap. Rh. I. lOlff; Cf. Apollod. II v. 12; Diod. IV 63,4.
4. P.M.G. 191.
5. 3.242 A D.
6. V 19.3 & III 18.15 resp.
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A brief word is needed about the method of retention in
the Underv/orld, and also the method of rescue. Panyassis
made a rock grow to them^, whereas the standard version seems
2
to have been that they were bound to chairs. As Prazer
points out, Apollodorus may have been following Panyassis
in his account of how Theseus and Pirithous grew to the chair
of Forgetfulness^, as may Aristophanes much earlier, since,
commenting on XiToxot in the Equités the scholiast^ says
that Theseus was stuck so fast that when Heracles pulled
him up he left part of his posterior behind and this was why the
R
Athenians were flat in that part of their anatomy . It is
certainly indicative that the scholiast uses instead of
0p6voq to describe to what he was stuck, since this seems to
follow the tradition in Panyassis. The allusion to such a
tradition in the Knights could, as Matthews^ points out,
indicate the influence of Panyassis on the Athenians or on
Aristophanes, or could merely refer to a local Athenian
legend, of which no record remains. Diodorus^ merely says that
8they were put in chains, and Hyginus that a furiis strati 
diuque lacerati sunt.
Apollodorus is the only one to be specific about the 
method of rescue, saying that Heracles pulled Theseus up by
1. The words ’instead of chairs’ probably belong to Pausanias 
since he is contrasting Panyassis’ version with the 
Polygnotan version of chairs.
2. Apollodorus II (London, 1921) 153.
3. Cf. Horace (Odes TV 7. 27ff.) who says that Pirithous w^ as 
bound by ’Lethaean bonds’.
4. 1368.
5.cf.Hesychius sub ’KiTotcol ' and Aulup Gellius, Noctes Atticae
10. 16. 13.
6. op. cit. 75f.
7. TV 63, 4.
8. Fab. LXXIX.
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the hand, but on examining the artistic evidence I found that 
there were other versions. Both Theseus and Pirithous are 
not always rescued: Euripides does not mention Pirithous;
Philochorus, Apollodorus and Plutarch say he could not be
rescued; Hyginus says that both were saved as does Critias^;
2 3Diodorus in one place says that both were saved and in another
only Theseus,while Virgil^ only mentions Theseus and says he
never returned. At any rate, the increased importance of
Theseus is shown in the fact that he could not be left in
Hades, whereas Pirithous, a less important mythical figure,
could be allowed to remain. The time Theseus was in Hades
is alluded to by Apollonius, who says that he did not sail
with the Argo as he was in Hades.
It is interesting that Cerberus is never depicted in art 
with Theseus and Pirithous and this raises the question of 
where they were thought to be imprisoned, since Heracles 
strictly only needed to go to the gate of the Underworld to 
fetch Cerberus. However, there may be a reference in 
literature connecting Theseus and Cerberus. The Hippolytus/ 
Phaedra story took place while Theseus was in Hades, according 
to Hesychius, and a fragment of the first Hippolytus of
5
Euripides seems to contain a description of Cerberus fawning
1. Nek. 3. 546f.
2. IV 26,1.
3. IV 63,4.
4. Aen. VI 618. Perhaps vv. 601ff. however, indicate that 
Virgil regarded both Pirithous and Theseus as remaining:
quid memorem Lapithas Ixiona Pirithoumque 
quos super atra silex iam iam lapsura cadentique 
imminet adsimilis;
5. W.S. Barret, Eur. Hippolytus (Oxford, 1964). 24, G & H.
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on Heracles or Theseus. If Theseus were the character with 
Cerherus here this would he the only place where they are 
specifically linked together.
The rescue of Theseus recalls Heracles’ heroism in
rescuing Prometheus, as recorded in the npoppQeuc Auojjisvoç^
of Aeschylus and also his helping of Philoctetes at the end
2
of Sophocles’ play of that name . His benefaction to individu­
als as well as to mankind is thus demonstrated.
Fight with Hades
Homer^ tells how Heracles wounded Hades sv xt5Xü) tv vexueooü. 
There is, however, a dspute concerning this passage as to 
whether xdXw should have a capital letter, and thus mean the 
place, Pylos, in which case èv vexueoot would mean ’’among the 
corpses”, or a small % and thus refer to the Gate of Hell, 
in which case v€xuc would mean a shade, as often in the 
Odyssey. Looking at this piece in isolation it should be 
noted that Hades is not a god who usually takes part in human 
battles and so would be unlikely to be at Pylos when Heracles 
was there fighting the Releids^ and that thus the second 
meaning of vê%vç is more likely. The only occasion Heracles 
is recorded as being in Hades is during the Cerberus labour and 
perhaps early on he was thought to have taken Cerberus by force 
and this rough aspect was later replaced by the tradition that 
Cerberus was a gift from Persephone and later still by the 
heroic winning of the animal. The description of Heracles
1. See Phérecydes reference, page 259.
2. I409ff.
3. II. 5. 395ff.
4. II. 11. 690ff.
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given a few lines below the Hades passage^ certainly accords 
with an early notion of a violent Heracles; whether this was 
shown in his dealings with Cerberus or not :
o(3pLpoepYoc, oq 06% o0eT* ofouÀa pe^ cov,
0Ç 'lô^oioiv sxpôe 0eoi5c, ol' "OXu^xov exouot •
However, this Iliad passage cannot be taken in isolation 
since later writers definitely place Hades at Pylos when 
wounded by Heracles. Panyassis states that Hera was shot 
by Heracles ev HuXcp f]|j,a06evTt^  and/another fragment^ links 
the wounding of Hera and Hades to the same incident; the 
epithet 'f]iaa06etç, the common one applied to Pylos, makes the 
reference to the actual place certain. Homer, although talking 
of the wounding of both Hera and Hades seems to make them 
separate incidents and to place only the Hades incident ev 
Pindar^ records a similar version to that of Panyassis, 
although Hera is not mentioned; Apollo and Poseidon are 
present, however, and these gods would not be in Hades.
R
Apollodorus is even more specific, saying that, after the 
capture of Elis, Heracles marched against Pylos, slaying 
Periclymenus and wounding Hades, who was siding with the 
Pylians.
There are thus two alternatives. Either it is necessary 
to reject all of these references to the wounding of Hades,
1. II. 5- 403f.
2. P 20 K.
3. P 21 K; cf. also P 6 K.
4. 0. IX 29ff.
5. II vii 31.
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as being unconnected with the Cerberus labour, or it is necessary 
to say that Homer regarded Hades as being wounded in the 
Underworld but all other authors misunderstood him to be re­
ferring to the Pylos incident and thus brought about a con­
flation of both stories, describing Heracles wounding Hades 
during the battle with the Pylians; the Hera incident was 
joined onto the Hades one, although originally they seem 
to have been regarded as taking place at different times.
I find the latter a more pleasing explanation, even thou^ 
it is the more hypothetical, mainly because I find no good 
reason for Hades, a god who does not normally take part in 
human affairs, fighting in Heracles’ battle against the 
Pylians. This interpretation may be substantiated by artistic 
representations of Cerberus, since artists^ often depict 
Cerberus at the gate of Hades, which could well hark back to 
the old story of Heracles wounding Hades èv xl5Xcp when he came 
for Cerberus, although admittedly Cerberus traditionally 
guarded the entrance. It should be noted that these artists 
are earlier than Panyassis, the first extant source to record a 
version apparently different from that in the Iliad. If this 
theory is correct, the incident in the Iliad is likely to 
have been connected with the story of Cerberus, although not 
stated as such. Hereafter, the two events became separated 
and the Hades myth became confused. Certainly the idea of a 
violent Heracles seems to have been dying out by the time of 
the Iliad, perhaps suggesting it to belong to Mycenaean 
tradition.
1. See pages 243 & 2A-~j,
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B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
It has been seen that the earliest literary reference to 
this labour goes back as far as/¥liad and one would therefore 
expect to find very early artistic representations of the sub­
ject too; however, this is not so, and the earliest artistic 
representation occurs on a Middle Corinthian kotyle. This 
may be due merely to the accidents of survival or else may have 
resulted from a general lack of interest in this myth for 
artistic purposes in early days, for some reason that it is 
not possible to determine.
The representations divide themselves into neat groups 
according to the part of the story illustrated.
а. Scenes before the capture of Cerberus.
1. Lost, kojbyle, Corinthian.^
p
2. Orvieto, Faina 78, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
3. Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, 48.16, belly-handled amphora,
Attic black-figure^.
4. Louvre F 204, belly-handled amphora, Attic red-figure^.
5. Moscow, Puslikin 70, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^,
б. Würzburg 203, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. Wurzburg 308, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
o
8. Tarquinia RC 976, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
1. Br. 96 C 3; ILC. fig. 45c, no. 942.
2. Br. 92 A 6; W. Technau, Exekias (Leipzig, 1936) pll. 11-13;
A.B.V. 144, 9.
3. Br. 92 A 13; Gazette des Beaux Arts 15 (1943) 185, figs. 1-2;
A.B.V. 140, lu.
4. Br. 95 B 2; Pettier, op. cit. pi. 78; A.R.V. 2. 4, 11.
5. Br. 92 A 11; Jd.I. 76 (1961) 61,fig. 14; A.B.V. 255, 8.
6. Br. 91 A 8; Langlotz, op. cit. pi. 43; A.B.V. 328, 6ab.
7. Br. 93 A 1; Langlotz, op. cit. pi. 93; A.B.V. 267, 19.
8. Br. 91 A 16; C^. 1 pi. 13; A.B.V. 269, 45.
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9. Brussels R 300, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^,
10. St. Louis, Washington University 668 (3274), neck-handled
2
amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
11. Earlier Rome market, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-
figure^.
12. Naples Stg. 267, helly-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
13. Worcester (Massachusetts) 1935.59, olpe, Attic hlack-figure^.
14. Boulogne 68, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
15. Louvre P 241, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
O
16. Rome, Vatican 372, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
17. Louvre CA 2992, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
18. Florence, amphora-fragment from Campana Collection, Attic
, black-figure^^.
19. Villa Giulia 48^329, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figured,
1220. Market 1937, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
21. Capesthorne Hall, kalpis, Attic red-figure^^,
22. Altenburg 233, cup, Attic red-figure^^.
1. Br. 91 A 1; c.v. 3 Pl. 23, 2; A.B.V. 288, 9.
2. Br. 92 A 23; A.J.,A. UU (1940) 192, figs. 8 & 9; A.B.V.
328,, 7ab.
3. Br. 92 A 7; A.V. pl. I3O; A.B.V. 279. 49.
4. Br. 92 A 5; C.V. 1 pl. Ü4..3; Par. 138, 4.
5. Br. 94 A 4u; Jd.I. 76 (1961) 63, figs. 18 & 19; Par. 193.2.
6. Br. 91 A 9; Le Musée 2 (1905) 275; A.B .V. 385,2 •
7. Br. 91 A 11; C.V. k pl. i|_7, 6; A.B.V. 383 , 5.
8. Br. 92 A 8; Albizzati, op. cit. pi. 50; A .B.V. 368, 107.
9. Br. 93 A 4; A.V. pl. 131: A.B.V. 360. 10.
10. Br. 93 A 15; A.B.,V. 368, 100.
11. Br. 91' A 15; Mon. Ant. k2 (1955) 102i+, fig. 263; A.B.V.
370, 132.
12. Br. 92 A 25; Les Tableaux des Anciens pl. 10 no . 33.
13. Br. 93 A 13; J.H. 8. 78 (1958) 20 pl. 9; A .R.V. 2.232, 3.
14. Br. 95 B 4; Jd.I. 8 (1893) 163; A.R.V . 2. 137, lab.
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The Middle Corinthian example will he looked at in 
detail, both since it is the earliest surviving representation 
of the Cerberus labour and since it may also make allusion to 
the idea of Heracles wounding Hades. Hades, staff in hand, 
stands behind his throne on the left-hand side of the scene; 
between him and Heracles is a woman, apparently protecting 
him from the boulder wielded by Heracles; she is given no 
attributes and it is not clear whether she is meant to be 
Athena or Persephone, as both would be appropriate. Hermes 
is behind Heracles and almost touches his boulder-wielding 
arm, as if in restraint. The one-headed Cerberus is on the 
extreme right of the picture and does not seem to be of much 
concern to Heracles. The theory that this vase depicts 
Heracles* attack on Hades would explain both the wielding of 
the boulder and the lack of immediate interest in Cerberus.
An alternative view, upheld by Conze^, is that the artist 
has conflated two separate events, the attack on Hades and the 
capture of Cerberus, but there seems to be no need for this 
view in the light of the Iliad passage; Conze finds the 
picture comical, but I find it more sombre in tone.
The rendering of Cerberus with only one head is exceptional,
but he does have long snake heads coming from his body in more
2 ? traditional fashion. Payne , following Purtwangler , finds the
single head an early feature and this could be so since this
is earlier than the other representations, although Payne’s
contention that it is the earliest ”by far” seems an exaggeration.
1. Archaologische Zeitung 16 (1859) 34-5.
2. N^. 130.
3. Sabouroff. text to (i) pl. 74.
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As regards the other representations of this group, 
Heracles is generally armed with his cluh. In (l?) he holds 
a noose and in (13) Hermes may hold a noose; Heracles holds a 
chain before Cerberus in (4), (5), (12), and (22). The 
seated Hades is apparently present in (?) and the woman is 
probably Persephone, while both certainly appear together in 
(9), (lO) and (l6) and probably in (2), where fragments of 
many figures can be seen; Persephone appears without Hades 
in (3), (l6), (17), (18) and (21) and she is pictured in these 
examples behind the gate of Hell, with Cerberus in front of 
her, sometimes raising her arm, presumably in gesture of 
defiance. In (ll), the youth with bow may be lolaus, who, 
although not mentioned in literature as connected with this 
labour, may be included here by artistic licence. Athena 
and/or Hermes are often depicted, the presence of the latter 
being well documented, since he acted as Heracles' guide.
A snake, symbolising the powers of darkness, can be seen in 
(21). The composition of (7) stands a little apart from 
the rest, since it is spread round the shoulder and rather 
reminiscent of a hunting scene.
Cerberus is always shown as two-headed, except in (22), 
where he is given only one head, apparently refuting Payne's 
statement that this was an early feature, since this vase 
dates to the fifth century; however, this mould just reflect 
lack of knowledge as to the physical details of Cerberus on 
the part of the artist. Certainly the standard Attic version 
seemed to favour a two headed-Cerberus, as will be seen in 
other representations.
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II Scenes after the capture of Cerberus 
Ila Heracles has mastered Cerberus
These scenes show Heracles leading Cerberus along, either 
still at the gate of Hades, or else in an unspecified setting.
1. Throne of Bathycles.^
2
2. London, Erskine collection, cup, Laconian .
3. Louvre CA I87O, amphora, Pontic^.
4. Reggio Cal. 4001, Panathenaic amphora-fragment, Attic black-
figure^.
5. Athens NM 1269 (CC838), tripod-pyxis, Attic black-figure^.
6. Earlier W.W. Hope, cup, Attic black-figure^.
7. Berlin P 1828, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
Q
8. Louvre P 34, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
9. Louvre P 228, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
10. Louvre A 481, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
11. Lyons E 406 b, hydria, Attic black-figure^^.
1. Paus. Ill 18.10-16. This depicted 'how Heracles brought
home the hound of Hades'.
2. Br. 96 C 7; Stibbe, op. cit. pl. 72, no. 217.
3. Br. 96 C 4; A. Merlin, Vases grecs du style géométrique
au style à figures noires (Paris) pl. 24, 1.
4. Br. 93 A 16; Archeologica Classics 4 (1952) 153ff., pl.
30, 1; A.B.V. 147, b.
5. Br. 94 A 8u.
6. Br. 95 A 9; Raoul-Pochette, Monuments inédits d'antiquité
figurée (Paris, I837) pl. 49; A.B.V. I84u.
7. Br. 92 A 1; A. Neugebauer, Staatliche Museum vcm Berlin:
Puhrer durch das Antiquarium II (Berlin, 1932) 44%
8. Br. 92 A 3; C^. 3 pl. 14, 7.
9. Br. 91 A 10; cj/. 4 pl. 43, 1; A.B.V. 269, 46.
10. Br. 92 A 2; C^. 4 pll. 29, 4 & 30, 1.
11. Br. 93 A 3; Dugas, Robinson Studies II 57, pl. 17;
A.B.V. 2SÔ, 3.
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12. Munich 1493 (J153) neck-handled amphora, Attic hlçck-figure^.
2
13. Louvre C11281, column-krater fragments, Attic black-figure .
14. Louvre Camp. IO676, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
15. Boston, 01.8023, plate, Attic red-figure^.
16. Wurzburg 472, cup, Attic red-figure^.
17. Rome, Vat. Gug. 42, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figured
18. Gotha Ahv 31, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
o
19. Boulogne 412, pelike, Attic black-figure .
9
20. Lost, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
21. Leningrad, hydria, Attic black-figure^^.
22. Bari Museum 4305, column-krater, Etruscan black-figure^^.
1223. From Gemboros, fragment of a stamped pithos
24. Hamburg 1899, 98, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^^.
25. London BM 93.7-12.11, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^^.
26. Naples H3378 (inv.81102), hydria, Attic black-figure^^.
1. Br. 91 A 7; Brommer, Her. pl. 27b; A.B .V. 316, 7.
2. Br. 94 A lu; C^. 12 pl. 181.
3. Br. 93 A 5; 11 pl. 146, 6.
4. Br. 96 B 8; M.U.Z. fig. 356: A.R.V. 2. 163, 6.
5. Br. 96 B 7; Brommer, Her. pl. 27a; A.R .V. 2.137m.
6. Br. 92 A 9; R^. I pl. 15, 42.
7. Br. 91 A 3; C.V. 1 pl. 33, 1.
8. Br. 94 A 
376,
7u; J.H.S. 71 (1951) 42, no. 2 
220.
, pl. 21b; A.B.V.
9. Br. 92 A 24; Inghirami, op. cit. II pl. 36, 40; A.B.V. 370,131
10. Br. 93 A 9; A.B.V. 364. 59.
11. Br. 96 C 5; E.V.P. 17.
12. B.B •A. 20 (1913-14) pl. 5d.
13. Br. 94 A 5u; R. Ballheimer, Griechische Va 8 en a us dem
Hamburger Museum fur Kunst und Gewerbe (Hamburg, 1905)
14. Br. 92 A 4: C^. 3 pl. 34, 3; A.B.V. 397, 28.
15. Br. 93 A 8; 1 pl. 34, 3; A.B.V. 477, 9.
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27. Brussels R299, lekythos, Attic black-figure^,
28. Copenhagen NM 76 B, white-ground lekythos, Attic black-
2
figure .
29. New York 4i.l62.i78, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^,
30. Los Angeles A3933 (5025), neck-handled amphora. Attic
black-figure^.
31. Athens NM IOI3, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
32. Boston 03.838, hydria-fragment, Attic red-figure^.
33. Berlin 3232, cup, Attic red-figure^.
o
34. Taranto : Museum, relief-fragment .
35. Naples H 3222, volute-krater, South Italian^.
36. Carlsruhe 388, volute-krater. South Italian^^.
37. Naples SA709, volute-krater. South Italian^^.
38. Naples SA 11, volute-krater. South Italian^^,
39. Bonn 2676 B, fragment, Apulian red-figure^^.
40. Munich 3297 (J849), volute-krater. South Ita
41. Berlin P 2882, bowl, Hellenistic^^.
1. Br. 94 A lab; CJ[. 2 pl. 21, 18.
2. Br. 94 A 2ab; C^. 3^ pl. 112, 6; A.B.L. 223, 3.
3. Br. 92 A 21; C^. (U.S.A. 8) Gallatin pl. 39, 2: A.B.V.
509, 155.
4. Br. 91 A 20; Sotheby Catalogue 14-V-46 pl. I no. 15;
A.B.V. 479, 4 .
5. Br. 94 A 5ab; CjY. 1 pl. 11, 10; A.B.L. 221, 8.
6. Br. 96 B 9; J.H.S. 70(1955)32, fig.8; A.R.V. 2. 209, 162.
7. Br. 95 B 5; Jd.I. 8 (1893) pl. 2, 1; A.R.V. 2. 117, 2.
8. H. Klumbach, Tarentiner Grabkunst. (Reutlingen, 1937) 59,
no. 42, 170.
9. Br. 97 D 4; H. Heydemann, Die Vasensammlungen des Museo
Nazionale zu Neapel (Berlin. 1872) 510ff.
10. Br. 97 D 1; A.W. Picard-Cambridge, The Theatre of Dionysos
in Athens (Oxford, 194S) fig. 27.
11. Br. 97 D 3
12. Br. 97 D 5
13. Br. 97 D 6
Br. 97 D 2il-
Jd.I. 73 (1958) 64, fig. 10.
Jd. I. loc. cit. fig. 11.
Jd.I.73 (19581 74 fig. 13. 
Picard-Cambridge, op. cit. fig. 24.
Purtwangler, op. cit. pl. 74, 3.
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Heracles holds Cerherus hy means of a chain or rope, and 
often brandishes his club, no doubt as added coercion. The 
door-post of Hades is visible in (13), (19), (25), (26),
(29), and (31), and so here the setting is obviously still 
Hades, even though the dog has been captured; this idea is 
enforced in (19) by the appearance of the snake, symbol of 
death. Persenhone is uresent in (13),(19) and (26) and Pluto 
in (29). In the rest; the setting is not specified, and in 
(2) and (27) Heracles and Cerberus are alone, although the 
size of the field may well have dictated this; however, in 
(12), the placing of Cerberus and Heracles alone must be 
deliberate, and the depiction of Sisyphus on the other side 
may indicate this Cerberus scene to be set in Hades too. 
lolaus is present in (4) and (8), and in (22), where he drives 
Heracles’ chariot. Again Hermes and/or Athena are often 
present.
The method of capture is slightly unusual in (33), since, 
instead of holding Cerberus on a lead or chain, Heracles has 
a rope round his front legs. Cerberus is generally drawn 
with two heads, as we saw to be the standard Attic rendering, 
but on the stamped pithos, (23), he is drawn as one-headed 
and on the South-Italian examples he is drawn with three heads, 
In the latter, a new scheme is standard, with Heracles arching 
his body, trying to counterbalance the pull of Cerberus; 
Heracles is not preserved in (39), but from its similarity to 
the other South Italian pieces on this theme it is likely that 
he was at the other end of the lead. Cerberus also has three 
heads in the Hellenistic version and this thus appears to be 
the standard later conception in srt as well as literature.
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Special comment may be made on (35), since it may be part 
of a larger Underworld scene, the frieze in the Munich 
Glyptothek. Both are fragmentary and seem to belong to the 
same date. No proof can be offered for the connection but 
It is certainly a possible one.
lib Hermes has mastered Cerberus
1. Montagnola, Purrmann collection, neck-handled amphora,
Attic black-figure^.
2. Villa Giulia 48329, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^
3. Paris, Cab. Med. 269> oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
4. Philadelphia market, white-ground lekythos, Attic black-
figure^.
R
5* Athens NM 17372, white-ground lekythos, Attic black-figure .
As the title of this group suggests, Hermes, and not 
Heracles, has control of Cerberus and, in fact, in (3) to (5) 
the scene consists of only Hermes and Cerberus, and these 
scenes cannot with certainty be linked to the Heracles labour; 
Hermes, in his capacity of guider of souls, often had to visit 
the Underworld, and it is possible that the artist merely 
wanted to depict him and Cerberus together and did not mean 
any particular inference to be put on the presence of a lead. 
Perhaps Hermes is even taking Cerberus for a v/alk.
The first two pieces in the group do, however, definitely 
have reference to the labour. In (l) Hermes holds Cerberus
1. Br. 91 A 14; Jd.I (1961) 62, figs. 15 & 16; Par. 141, 5.
2. Br. 91 A 15; Mon. Ant. 42 (1955) 1024,fig. 263; A.B.V.
370, 132.
3. Br. 94 A 2u
4. Br. 95 A 16
5. Br. 95 A 12
C.V. 2 pl. 65. 
Par. 229.
A.B.V. 491, 61.
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by the neck at the gate of Hades; the dog sits quietly on his 
hind legs, Heracles waits, chain in hand. Hermes seems here 
to have performed for Heracles the most difficult part of the 
labour. In (2) Heracles sits resting on his club, facing 
Cerberus, v/ho is at the gate, while Hermes parleys with 
Persephone. The implication is that he is bargaining for the 
dog and Heracles is just waiting until Cerberus is handed over.
It is not certain whether these vases imply an actual 
established tradition, in which Hermes helped Heracles in his 
labour; the infrequent occuoence of such scenes is more indica­
tive of an artistic tradition since it is only in (l) and (2) 
that it can be positively identified. However, granted that 
there was a tradition in which Cerberus was a gift of Persephone 
and in which no slur was intended on Heracles’ heroism, it is 
possible that there was an actual tradition of Hermes inter­
posing in this way, without detracting from the heroism or 
the validity of the labour. 
lie Athena has subdued Cerberus.
1. Edinburgh 1881.44.27, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^.
Athena stands on the inner side of Cerberus, apparently 
having subdued him, while Heracles, weaponless, backs away.
This is a novel composition and the same arguments may be used 
of it as were used of the scenes where Hermes seems to have 
subdued Cerberus or to be on the point of winning him from 
Persephone.
1. Br. 91 A 19; pl. 129; A.B.V. 312, 4.
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Ild Heracles ascends to earth with Cerberus.
1. Olympia, metope^.
2
2. Hephaesteum, metope .
This composition is confined to these two pieces of 
sculpture, at least as far as surviving art is concerned.
In (l), the hody of Heracles is preserved; it is hent forward 
in dragging motion. Of Cerberus, just the head and forelegs 
are visible, and these are at ground level; certainly another 
head could have been originally painted on^ and there is no 
need to regard Cerberus as necessarily rendered here as single­
headed. A foot is preserved next to Heracles', which is 
thought by Ashmole and Yalouris^ to belong to Hermes rather 
than Athena, since he, as guider of souls, would know the exit 
to the Underworld well. I feel, however, that there is no 
need to be so literal, and in fact, I feel Athena to be the 
more likely figure here, since she appears so often with 
Heracles on these metopes.
(2) is very similar except that a rock, part of the head 
of Cerberus, and the rocky path are the only detail preserved.
Its composition can be deduced from that of the Olympia metope.
No other figure has been restored by Sauer, but it is not certain
1. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pi. 198.
2. Sauer, op. cit. pi. VI. vi.
3* Cf. the West pediment at Olympia which could have had a 
feast painted in the background to judge from the vase 
which seems almost a reproduction of it, (New York 07.286.8U» 
volute-krater:- Br.223 B2; P.R. pll. 116-117; A.R.V.2. 613,1)
4. op. cit. 28f.
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that originally no-one else was present; it may, however, he 
indicative that Heracles is usually shown without divine aid 
on the metopes of the Hephaesteum, and so may he intended to he 
alone with Cerberus here.
lie Heracles bringing Cerberus to Eurystheus
There are only two renderings of this stage of the myth, 
both on Caeretan hydriae and both apparently influenced by a 
type of composition common in scenes of the Erymanthian Boar.
1. Louvre E 701^,
2. Villa Giulia 506U9^.
The strange feature about these scenes is that Eurystheus 
hides in his pithos, which is generally recorded as part of the 
boar labour and once as part of the lion labour. However, 
Eurystheus and pithos are placed here on the left of the 
scene, whereas when Heracles brings back the boar,Eurystheus 
is generally on the right; perhaps the artists were consciously 
trying to emphasise the difference and to infer that the pithos 
was an integral part of the Cerberus labour as well, or perhaps 
they were merely confusing with the Cerberus story an incident 
which belonged to another labour. Certainly they have 
produced dramatic pictures.
Another feature that is different from the Attic renderings 
is that Cerberus is given three heads instead of two, and for 
clarity they are painted in different colours. He is also 
fiercer than he is portrayed in Attic. Heracles brandishes 
his club to keep him in check on the lead. These two re­
presentations are very similar to one another and are probably 
the work of the same school if not by the same artist.
1. Br. 96 C 1; C^. 9 pl. Ill Pa 8.
2. Br. 96 C 2; Mimgazzini, op. cit. pl. 38.
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Ill Anomalies
1. Clazomenian fragment^.
2
2. Utrecht, bell-krater, Attic red-figure ,
Brommer included (l) among his representations of 
Cerberus but points out that while Schefold^ so identifies 
it, R.M. Cook^ mit Recht disagrees, regarding it as a youth 
holding a horse. A study of the fragment reveals a man, 
facing left and wearing headgear which could possibly be the 
lionskin, with sharp lines over the brow. Behind him is an 
animal with open mouth; his hand is very near its mouth, 
and this could indicate the presence of a rope. The nose 
seems rather small for a horse but the traces of a preliminary 
incised sketch of the head and reins of a horse seem to make 
Cook's identification certain.
In (2), Athena and Heracles, in lionskin and holding club, 
stand in front of a tree, on a branch of which sits a woman, 
below her is what looks like half the head of a dog, presumably 
meant to be looking out from behind a rock. Van Hoorn feels
g
this could be Cerberus whereas Beazley says, "the dog is 
hardly Cerberus". I think that this picture may show a 
conflation of two labours, Cerberus and the Hesperides, the 
artist making a general allusion to them. It is noteworthy 
that these labours appear side by side at Olympia.
1. Br. 96 bottom; Larissa III pl. 58, 1.
2. G. Van Hoorn, 'Kynika' Robinson Studies II 106-10 pl. 35. 
See also page 72.
3. See note 1.
k. B.S.A. U7 (1952) 135 e, note 3k, 1.
5. See note 2.
6. A.R.V, 2,1053, i+2.
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IV Scenes which are too fragmentary to classify
1. Salonika, amphora-fragment, Attic hlack-figure^.
2. Basel, Cahn 317, helly-handled amphora-fragment, Attic
hlack-figure^,
3. Acropolis, plinth^.
(l) merely depicts Heracles and an animal mane on his 
inner side; this looks to me more like the Nemean lion.
(2) shows Heracles with sword or club raised in his left hand, 
looking to the left,and Hermes also looking left. They may 
well have originally been looking back at Cerberus, since 
Hermes often accompanies Heracles on this labour. (3) merely 
shows the feet of man and dog and there is nothing to indicate 
whether the man was Heracles and the dog Cerberus.
V Cerberus on his own
1. Market 1964, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
2. Policoro, fragment, Attic black-figure .
These cannot be seen as having reference to Heracles, but 
are presumably the result of the artist's wish to draw Cer­
berus, an important mythical figure in his own right. In (2) 
he is standing at the gate of Hell.
VI Representations of Theseus and Pirithous in the Underworld
It is necessary to examine such scenes, since it has been 
noted that this legend became closely connected with the
1. Br. 93 A 14ab; Olynthus XIII, ed. D.M. Robinson (Baltimore,
1950) 70, pl. 28, k.
2. Br. 93 A 12; Antike Kunst, Beiheft 7 pl. 27, 1.
3. H. Payne & G.A. Young, Archaic Marble Sculpture from the
Acropolis (1936) pl. 124, 4.
4. Br. 95 A 17.
5. Br. 95 A 19; R.M. Ergh. Heft 11, 135, pl. 17, 4.
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Cerberus labour. The dispersal of representations is 
odd: there are three early ones, but no Attic examples
until towards the middle of the fifth century; a few Apulian 
examples belong to the fourth century.
1. Olympia B 2198,shield-band^.
2
2. Louvre, G 34l,kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure •
3. Berlin Inv 30035, lekythos, Attic red-figure^,
4- New York 08.258.21, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure^.
5. Boston 99.539, cup, Attic red-figure^.
6. Carlsruhe B 4, volute-krater, Apulian red-figure^.
7. Ruvo, Jatta 1094, volute-krater, Apulian red-figure^.
o
8. Carlsruhe B 1549, 1550, krater-fragments, South Italian .
(l) is inscribed with the names of Theseus, Pirithous 
and Heracles. Theseus and Pirithous are shown on a 
single chair, with their arms stretched out imploringly. 
Heracles, naked, faces them, about to draw his sword.
This is a novel idea in the rescue story, not mentioned in 
literature or depicted again in surviving art, presumably 
indicating that he is going to cut their bonds. This is 
certainly evidence for the original version making them 
confined Tby chairs.
1. Kunze, op. cit. XXIX bis; Schefold, Myth and Legend
in Early Greek Art 69, fig. 24.
2. Br. 27 BLu and 491 B2, connected in each case with the 
Argonauts; E. Pfuhl, Masterpieces of Greek Drawing
and Painting (London, 1926) fig. 77; A.R.V. 2T 601, 22,
3. Br. 220 B lu; H. SchaaL, Griechische Vasen (Teil II:
rotfigurig),(Bielefeld & Leipzig,192Ô) fig. 36.
A.R.V. 2.532, 57.
4. Br. 221 B 4
5. Br. 221 B 3
6. Br. 221 D 1
7. Br. 221 D 2
8. Br. 221 D 3
A.R.V. 2.1086, 1.
A.R.V, 2.1142, 1.
C.V. 2 pl. 62.
Sichtermann, op. cit. no. 36,pll. 52-4.
C.V. 2 pl. 64, 7.
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However, in the fifth century pieces, (2) to (4), the 
version depicted is that of Panyassis, where they are stuck 
to a rock; these vases are by the Niobid Painter, Alcimachos 
Painter and Painter of London E 105 respectively, and are not 
far apart chronologically. In (2) we apparently see a 
reclining figure with a pair of spears, sunhat, two curls and 
a sword; Pirithous sits on a rock, apparently looking gloomy 
because he knows he will not be rescued. Pollux, Castor,
Athena and ^pracles are also present. In (4) we see on the 
right-hand side Theseus with his sunhat trying to push himself 
up with his spears and right hand; he sits on a rock beside 
Pirithous, bearded and holding a spear. Heracles stands 
resting holding his limp bow in his right hand; Hermes and 
Meleager are also inscribed and this vase seems to give a 
comprehensive picture of Heracles' adventures in the Underworld.
(3) shows Heracles trying to pull up a seated figure with spear, 
who closely resembles the figure I identify as Pirithous in the 
New York vase. If this is Pirithous, it could depict 
Heracles' unsuccessful attempt to free him, but Critias^ stated 
that both were saved, and so the artist could have this version 
in mind; Beazley regards this figure as Theseus with a growth 
of beard.
In (5), the chair version appears, with both Theseus and 
Pirithous being guarded by Dike, a new feature ; Heracles ad­
vances towards them stretching out his cloak. '%at significance 
the cloak had, if any, is not clear, but the lack of weapons 
probably suggests that he is going to try to pull them up.
1. A contemporary of the painters of these vases.
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In (6) Theseus sits with a spear, while Heracles, talking to 
him, has one foot raised on a rock.
CONCLUSION
The Cerberus labour is a very early one, being the only 
individual labour to be named in the Iliad and Odyssey; from 
the cursory reference to it there, it seems to have been very 
well know at that time and may well go back as far as the 
Mycenaean period. It is not possible to account for its 
relative lack of popularity, at least in early art. There 
are no certain representations before the sixth century and 
representations do not become common until the last quarter of 
the sixth century and the early part of the fifth, with capture 
scenes enjoying the longest tradition. In the middle of the 
fifth century the scheme of Pirithous and Theseus in the 
Underworld seems to have been the most popular composition for 
Heracles' underworld scenes and Cerberus is not drawn. Per­
haps the interest in this story at this time v/as engendered by 
Panyassis' account of it.
As regards the representation of Cerberus, he is shown in 
Attic with two heads,with only one exception. It is in fact, 
not until the middle of the fifth century that the number of 
heads is standardised in literature as three. Earlier than 
this Cerberus is shovm on the two Caeretan hydriae with three 
heads but this may well.have been a token number to represent 
the fifty or one hundred he is credited with in literature, just 
as the two heads of Attic were probably a token figure adopted 
generally in that fabric.
Nowhere is Heracles shown harming Cerberus, and the 
version of Apollodorus, in which he captured him in a strangle- 
grip, is mot rendered. There is no indication of whether
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Heracles had to struggle for the dog or whether he was a gift 
from Persephone, who is often depicted, hut her occasional
gesture with arm raised could be interpreted as a sign for
Heracles to leave Cerberus alone. The artists do not seem to 
have been much concerned over this point but prefer to show 
the moment before or the period after the capture. In one or 
two instances it seems that Heracles has not achieved the 
capture himself but that it has been engineered by Athena or 
Hermes. On one occasion Heracles seems to be shown using 
force against Hades and this may be an allusion to his wounding 
of Hades èv %v\ùi in the Iliad^ which I have interpreted as the
gate of the Underworld; this is apparently a reminiscence of
the original idea of a violent Heracles.
As time passed, the Underworld adventure was expanded to 
include the rescue of Theseus, and sometimes Pirithous, which 
was an incident adding to his rôle as benefactor, and also the 
meeting with Meleager and Medea, the former possibly inspired by 
that of Odysseus in the Odyssey or of Theseus in the Hesiodic 
fragment. Late Attic red-figure vases reflect this expanded 
tradition in their general Underworld scenes, where Heracles 
is depicted with the various people he met down there.
Certainly the motif of descent to the Underworld was a
popular one in ancient mytholpgy: the descent of Ishtar in
2
Akkadian myth may be compared and of Odysseus and Aeneas in
1. See pages 23~Jff.
2. It should be noted, however, that Odysseus does not go
right into the Underworld, since the souls come up to meet 
him.
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Greek and Roman myth, the former apparently influencing the 
latter. Perhaps the Heracles descent was the original one 
in Greek mythology since the idea of fetching Cerberus seems 
a well-known story, even by the time of the Iliad, which is 
generally agreed to be earlier than the Odyssey. This descent 
as well as influencing other myths such as the descent of 
Odysseus could have been influenced itself by Eastern legend, 
as v/e have seen to be the case with various other labours.
At any rate, descent to the Underworld, whenever it is undertaken, 
seems to be the ultimate in heroism. This labour was often 
regarded as the last, at least in later mythology, possibly 
because Heracles had, as it were, conquered death, and this 
provided a fitting end for the labours, after v/hich he gained 
immortality^ .
1. For a general discussion of the connection of the theme 
of immortality see M. Nilsson, The Mycenaean Origin of Greek 
Mythology (Cambridge, 1932) 2l4f.
1 Ji i
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CHAPTER TEN THE APPLES OP THE HESPERIDES
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Pherecydes (P.G-.H. 
3 P l6a & 17):
1. See pages 264 & 295.
2. See pages 264 & 295'
At the wedding of Hera, Earth gave her 
apple trees with golden apples. The nym­
phs at the Sridanus, daughters of Zeus 
and Themis, advised Heracles to ask 
Nereus from where he might obtain the 
golden apples. On the way to the 
Hesperides Heracles killed Antaeus^ in
Libya and Busiris in Egypt, and then cros*
2sed Ocean in the cup of the Sun . He 
shot the eagle which was devouring Prom­
etheus’ liver and in return Prometheus 
advised him not to go after the apples 
himself, but to ask Atlas to fetch them, 
while he, Heracles, held up the heavens 
for him. Heracles told Atlas to fetch 
three apples, but afterwards Atlas said 
he would take them to Eurystheus himself; 
Prometheus was present and advised 
Heracles to ask Atlas to take the heavens 
back while he wrapped something round 
his head. This gave Heracles a chance 
to pick up the apples,which had been put 
down by Atlas while taking hold of the 
heavens, and he took them to Eurystheus.
I-
'4
"fis
r f i ,
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The apples were guarded by a snake, son 
of Typhon and Echidna, which had one 
hundred heads and various voices.
(P.G.H l6b); Hera’s gardens extended as far as Mount
Atlas and because the daughters of Atlas 
kept picking the golden apples she set 
the snake Ladon to guard them.
Panyasâs (P. 10 K): Heracles came to the Hesperides on the
command of Eurystheus and killed ab ictu 
the snake of Hera, which guarded them.
Sophocles (^. 1099f.): One of the labours was the snake that
guarded the golden apples of the 
Hesperides.
Euripides^ (H.P. 394ff.):Heracles killed the snake which coiled
round the tree of the Hesperides. This 
is given sixth among the ^6%6oL.
(H.P. 403ff.): Given eighth among the p^xOoi is the
holding up of the heavens for Atlas.
Agroetas (Schol. Ap. It was not apples but very beautiful
Ph. 4. 1396-9b): sheep which were called golden, and these
had a wild shepherd, who v/as called a
2
snake because of his savagery .
1. As Matthews points out (op. cit. 83) Euripides may have been 
influenced by Panyassis since some of his language is similar 
to Avienusj translation of Panyassis eg, ’Hesperidum 
locos’: ’ *EoxepiTav eç arkdv ’.
2. This is likely to be a fourth century story and can be com­
pared with the story of Minos having an adviser ccailed 
Tauros which resulted in the myth of the Minotaur according to 
Philochorus (P.G.H. 328 P 1?) and one may compare the versions 
of Glidemus (P.G.H. 323 P 17) and Demon (P.G.H. 327 P 5) which 
appear in Plutarch (Thes. XIX): in the same work (XXXI 4) 
Plutarch also tells how Pluto, Core and Cerberus were rational­
ised.
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Apollonius Rhodius (4. 1400): The Argonauts came to the grove
where Ladon kept watch over the 
golden apples in the Garden of 
Atlas. The snake had been severely 
wounded by Heracles and only the 
tip of its tail was still moving.
The wound had been made by Heracles' 
arrows, soaked in hydra's blood.
(4. 1432ff.): Aegle tells the Argonauts how
Heracles came and killed the snake 
and took the golden apples. She 
says he killed Ladon with his bow, 
his eyes "flashing beneath.^scowling 
brow."
Diodorus Siculus (IV 26,2-4): The last labour was to bring back
the apples of the Hesperides and so 
Heracles sailed again for Libya. 
Diodorus reports the variant 
tradition of the being sheep,
guarded by a shepherd called Dracon. 
Heracles killed their guardian and 
' took them to Eurystheus and then
waited for the immortality Apollo 
had prophesied.
(IV 27, 3-5): Atlas married his niece, Hesperis,
and had seven daughters, the 
Atlantides, whom Busiris, king of 
Egypt,desired and he set pirates to
1. The same Greek word is ujsed for both.
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fetch them. Heracles came upon them 
by chance and killed the pirates, giving 
the girls back to Atlas, who was so 
grateful that he helped him in his last 
labour and taught him astronomy. During 
his last labour Heracles also killed 
Antaeus, Busiris, and Emathion.
Apollodorus (II v ll): It was tbe eleventh labour to fetch the
golden apples from the Hesperides; the 
apples were not in Libya, as some say, but 
on Mt. Atlas among the Hyperboreans. 
Apollodorus nav gives tbe version of the 
story attributed to Pherecydes; however, 
he adds that some say Heracles did not 
get the apples from Atlas but picked them 
himself, killing the snake. He took the 
apples to Eurystheus who gave them back 
to him; Athena took them and returned 
them to the Hesperides, since it was not 
lawful to put them down anywhere.
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 12): . In the eleventh laboiir Heracles killed
at Mt. Atlas the huge snake, son of 
Typhon, which guarded the golden apples 
of the Hesperides and took them to 
Eurystheus.
(Astron. II xv): Heracles was directed to the Hesperides
by Prometheus.
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It appears that there were also satyr plays concerned 
with this myth, and this is supported hy the artistic evi­
dence^. It is the Atlas version of the myth that so appears,
no doubt because it offered scope for lampoon. A recently
2
discovered papyrus contains a dialogue between Heracles and 
Atlas, in which Heracles is trying to persuade the other 
to resume his burden of the heavens; the language is rather 
colloquial. Of course, it is by no means certain that this 
represents part of a satyr play but it is a possibility.
The care in copying displayed by the papyrus suggests the 
author to have been important and the fifth century may be 
suggested as the time of v/riting as being the time when 
Attic drama flourished. Apart from this papyrus a satyr 
play of c. 250 may be preserved in the didascalia^ between the 
lists of comedy and tragedy.
Although the earliest certain reference to the myth of 
Heracles and the Hesperides occurs in Pherecydes it is 
possible that it was also treated by Hesiod. It is at least 
certain that Hesio&^ connects Atlas and the Hesperides, 
talking of Atlas "holding up the heavens on his head and arms, 
standing at the borders of the earth, near the Hesperides, 
since this lot was assigned to him by Zeus.’' It is possible, 
as Wes1? points out, that a line naming Heracles was originally
1. See page 281 f.
2. Bibliotheca Bodmeriana 1974.
3. See A. Korte, ’Bruchstiicke einer Didaskalischen Inschrift’, 
Hermes 73 (1938) 123 ff.
4. 517ff. & ?46ff.
5. Hesiod, Theogony 228-9, note on v. 216.
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inserted but has been lost, but there are other references by
Hesiod to the Hesperides and apples in which there is still
no mention of Heracles^. There seems no good reason why the
Hesperides legend should not have been originally independent
of Heracles, connected with Atlas from the point of view of
locality. Apart from Hesiod, Pisander may have treated this
myth, presumably including the Heracles element since he
2
mentioned the killing of Antaeus . There seems originally 
to have been contamination between the Geryon and Hesperides 
labours, with Antaeus being connected with both^. Apart 
from Antaeus, Pisander seems to have mentioned Clymene^, the 
mother of Atlas, and also to have talked of Heracles travelling 
in the cup of the sun, which is connected with both Geryon 
and Hesperides^. If he did treat in any detail the Hesperides 
labour, it is possible that he used the Atlas version because 
of his reference to Clymene, but it is also possible that he 
mentioned Atlas to mark locality and not as a participator 
in this myth.
Prom the literary evidence it can be clearly seen that 
this myth has two different versions: most common is that
in which Heracles fetched the apples of the Hesperides himself, 
killing the snake which guarded them; such is the version
1. 'm. 215ff., 334f.
2. P 6 K.
3. See page 295 for a fuller account.
4 . See G. Lippold, ’Mythographisches*, Philologue 68 (1909)
132-4.
5 . P 5 K.
6. See page 295.
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recorded by Panyassis, Sophocles, Euripides, Apollonius 
Rhodius, and Hyginus, and is one version mentioned by Diodorus. 
In Pherecydes and Apollodorus, on the other hand, there appears 
the story that, on the advice of Prometheus, Heracles persuaded 
Atlas to fetch the apples, while he held up the heavens in his 
stead. It appears that Apollodorus has taken his version 
from Pherecydes and this leaves a rather thin tradition, which 
is suggestive of a variant rather than of the main line of the 
story; the suggestion that Pisander recorded the Atlas version 
is far too tentative to alter this picture.
I am inclined to believe that Atlas’ original part in
the story was simply one of locality, as seems clear from the
reference in Theogony 517ff.^ This locality was somewhere
2
in the West, but fixed by Herodotus as North West Africa. It 
is interesting, however, that Apollodorus places Atlas in the 
land of the Hyperboreans in the North, thus varying in locality 
as well from the other sources. Apollodorus says that Heracles 
had picked a branch of olive before freeing Prometheus and this 
fits in well with the account of Pindar^ of his journey to the 
North to fetch an olive branch for the Olympic Games, as 
Matthews^ points out. Even after Atlas had been given an 
active rôle in the Hesperides labour, v/riters often still merely
referred to him to mark the locality of the Hesperides; Euripides 
in the Hippolytus says the apples were near Atlas and Apollonius 
says they were in the garden of Atlas. In Euripides’ Heracles,
1. See page 263 & note (4).
2. 4. 184, 3-4.
3. 0. III. llff. See page I51.
4. op. cit. 83f.
5. 742ff.
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the killing of the Hesperides snake and the holding up of 
the heavens hy Heracles are given as separate 116x601, in 
sixth and eighth place respectively. This may have been an 
attempt to remove the confusion caused by the twro different 
versions of Heracles fetching the apples himself and holding 
up the heavens while Atlas fetched them. It is possible, 
on the other hand, that the Atlas story was originally a 
separate myth, simply involving the tricking of Heracles to 
hold up the heavens, or else was a show of strength on his 
part, and that this was afterwards joined onto the Hesperides 
labour because of the similarity of locality.
It is interesting that Pherecydes is said to bave 
mentioned the snake, even though recording the Atlas version, 
although he need not have given it tlie name Ladon. It is 
not stated whether in Pherecydes’ account Atlas had any deal­
ings with the snake, but there seems every indication that it 
was a traditional occupant of the garden which could not be 
left out of the story, and this idea seems supported by the 
fact that Hesiod^ mentions the snake. Certainly the snake
motif is popular in the Heracles legend since he combats
2 3snakes on three occasions, in his cradle , at Lerna and in 
the garden of the Hesperides. The snake, being such a 
dangerous creature, provided a good opportunity for showing 
Heracles’ heroism and also could be a symbol of the malevolence 
of Hera, since all three were sent by her.
1. Th. 334f.
2. See for example Pindar, N. 1. 33ff.
3. See chapter 3.
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As regards the way in which Heracles killed the Hes­
perides snake, only one weapon is specifically mentioned in 
literature, namely the how, with arrows tinged with hydra’s 
blood. It is possible, however, that Panyassis mentioned 
a weapon, taken up by Avienus in his words ab ictu, suggesting 
the SATord or club^. There is no certain evidence that the 
snake was named before Apollonius Rhodius.
This myth does not seem to have been regarded as a labour
before the time of the temple of Zeus at Olympia, at a time
2
when the Geryon and Hesperides myths seem separate • After 
this it is mentioned as a labour by Panyassis, Sophocles and 
Euripides. Diodorus and Apollodorus are obviously following 
different traditions, since the latter makes it the eleventh 
labour and ,the former the twelfth. It is possible that 
Pherecydes, apparently Apollodorus’ source, also made it the 
elev^ eiith labour.
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
The artistic evidence for this labour is not voluminous, 
perhaps because the myth was earlier eclipsed by the Geryon 
story to which it seems to have been joined, and perhaps the 
snake aspect of the myth was eclipsed, at least in art, by 
the early and artistically more interesting hydra. A number 
of different types of composition are in evidence but I shall 
divide my material broadly into tw^ o groups according to whether 
Heracles has gone to the Hesperides himself or has sent Atlas, 
further subdividing these groups to include all variations of 
composition.
1. cf. Matthews, op^ cit. 82 and note 84.
2. The apparent early connection of these two myths will be 
dealt with in greater detail in the chapter on Geryon. 
See page 295.
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I HERACLES FETCHES THE APPLES HIMSELF
This general division contains a far greater number of 
representations than the second but the version of Heracles 
actually killing or about to kill the snake occurs surprisingly 
seldom in view of the weight of literary evidence for it. 
a) Heracles and the snake
This group can be further subdivided according to whether 
Heracles is actually attacking the creature, not in combat 
with it, or whether the identification of this snake, as opposed 
to the hydra, is not entirely certain. 
a)i. Heracles attacks the snake.
1. Gela, Navarro 125, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Private collection, lekythos, Attic black-figure .
3. Berlin P 2283, relief column-krater, Hellenistic^.
U. Munich Inv 7583, clay dish, Roman^.
5. Somrnière, relief-bowl, Romano-Gallic^.
6. Madrid Museum, from Liria, mosaic.^
It can be seen that this version is not depicted in 
surviving art until the early part of the fifth century^, 
when it is confined to two examples, not appearing again until 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Certainly this is odd, 
considering the popularity of this version in literature, al­
though it is true that it does not begin in literature until 
even later.
1. Br. 71 A 1; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 107, fig. 1; A.B.V. 476.
2. Br. 71 A 5; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 110-11, figs. 4-6; A.B.V. 499,34,
3. Purtwangler, op. cit. pl. 74, 3.
4. Br. 74 E 3; Munchner Jahrbuch 6 (1926) 90-1, fig. 27.
5. Br. 74 E 7; Dechelette, op. cit. 78,no. 468.
6. Brommer, Her, pl. 31*
7. See page 2711 for . possible earlier pieces.
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In (l) the snake, wound round the tree,has actually been 
decapitated, although it is not clear which weapon Heracles 
used for this feat: his sword is at his waist and his club 
lies on the ground. In all the other examples the snake is
still in one piece and Heracles brandishes his club at it.
This may well reflect a similar tradition to that perhaps 
recorded by Panyassis, whom the private lekythos (2) antedates, 
since "ab ictu"^ might well refer to the blow of a club.
This then might have been the original version of how the 
snake v/as killed, with that of the bow, as recorded by Apol­
lonius, a later tradition.
a) ii. Heracles neither fights nor threatens the snake.
2
1. Paris, Cab. Méd., from Cyrene, coin .
2. Berlin 3261, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
3. London BM 544, mirror, Etruscan^,
4. London BM, from Phaestus, coin^.
5. Naples H2852 (82294) hydria, Campanian^.
6. Rome, Vatican, Mus. Greg. Etr. 15589, bottle, Etruscan^
eQ
7. Saint Germain 32762, Romano-Gallic .
98. Vienna Mus. Romano-Gallic .
9. Prom Vienna, relief applique fragment, Romano-Gallic^^.
1110. London, BM, sarcophagus, Roman
1211. Coin of Antoninus, Roman
1. See page 267.
2. Jd.I. 57 (19U2) 121, fig. I3.
3. Br. 71 A 3; Jd.I. 57 (1942) IO9, fig. 2; A.B.V. 472.
4. J.H.S. 69 (19ÏÏ9T“4f., fig. 2.
5. B.M.C.. 9, 62 no. 8, pl. 15. 4.
6. Br. 73 D 3
7. Br. 74 S 4
8. Br. 74 E 6
9. Br. 74 E 8
10. Br. 74 E 9
L.C.S. 429 no. 487.
Jd.I. Ergh. 12 (1930) 25, figs. 17-18. 
Dechelette, op. cit. 78, no. 469a. 
Dechelette, loc. cit. no. 469. 
Dechelette op. cit. 266,no. 56.
11. B.C.H. 74 (1950) 224-32, fig. 2.
12. Itid. fig. 3.
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The earliest piece in this group dates c. 540 BC and shows 
a; Hesperid diverting the snake, while Heracles rests on his 
club, and in theme is rather similar to (5). This is inter­
esting as denoting the non-hostility of the Hesperides to 
Heracles, to the extent of actually helping him in his labour, 
and in this first section of representations I shall list a 
subdivision where they actually pick the apples for him; in 
fact, in extant literature there is no tradition of the Hes­
perides opposing him.
(2), which dates to the first quarter of the fifth century, 
shows Heracles apparently running away from the snake. His 
hand is cupped but I cannot see any apples; it may be that he 
is thought of as holding them, in which case he has picked 
them without having to fight the snake. On the other hand, 
if he is not meant to be carrying apples he is perhaps meant 
merely to be backing away at the first shock of seeing the 
snake, which is made more ferocious by reason of having two 
heads. Perhaps the number of heads represents a slight 
confusion with the hydra although this is usually given far 
more than two. It is said that Pherecydes gave this snake a 
hundred heads, although perhaps either Pherecydes was confusing 
the two snakes of the scholiast to Apollonius, in which this 
is recorded,misunderstood Pherecydes. (3), in fact, gives 
the snake three heads, and Heracles is shown walking away from 
tree and snake with apples in his hand, preceded by Athena, 
perhaps indicating that apples were meant to be in his hand in
(2).
The coin from Phaestus displays a rather stylised com­
position with the snake on the left, the tree on the right.
1. F.G.H. 3 P l6t).
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and Heracles.in the middle. This seems merely an allusion 
to the myth with no attempt at detail. This dates fifth/fourth 
century BC. The other pieces are all late and show Heracles 
picking the apples, without resistance from the snake, which 
is wound round the tree, except (lO), in which he faces the 
tree and the snake may he thought of as biting him.
It seems, therefore, that there was a tradition in which 
Heracles did not have to fight the snake in order to fetch 
the apples, either because it was diverted by a Hesperid or 
because it did not attack him for some reason. The fact 
that this occurs in a number of fabrics suggests that this 
may reflect an actual tradition rather than merely be the 
inaccurate rendering of one group of artists.
At any rate, the tradition of Heracles gathering the
ap|)les himself can now be dated to c. 540. It is just possible
that it can be dated even earlier from a fragment by Kleitias^
in the Agora. There is no picture available but it is described
2
as follows by De Coursey Pales Jnr.: "... a skirt and the legs
of two men are immediately recognisable. The person in the 
middle is Heracles. There is reason to believe that he is 
in the moment of triumph with Ladon". However, as he does 
not give a reason for this belief, it is impossible to evaluate j 
his identification and it must remain a very remote possibility 
that Heracles and the Hesperides snake were represented c.
570 BC, an earlier date than is otherwise certainly known for 
the existence of this version.
1. A.P. 840.
2. 'An Unpublished Fragment attributed to Kleitias’, A.g.A.
67 (1963) 211.
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a) iii Identity of the snake not completely certain
Certainly confusion can arise between the hydra and 
Ladon in the minds of artists and several scenes apparently 
showing the hydra wound round a tree have already been 
examined^. I do not propose to list again the other pieces 
which depict a one-headed snake with no tree positively 
to identify it as Ladon, since I have listed them all in 
dealing with the hydra . However, I wish to make the point 
that they are likely to be representations of the Hesperides 
snake because of the single head. This is very interesting 
since the earliest of these pieces, a fragmentary Corinthian 
pinax , dates to the beginning of the sixth century. A
man brandishes a weapon at the snake, which is wound over his
left arm; he wears bow, quiver and sword and so, if the 
figure is Heracles, the weapon brandished seems to have been 
the club, thus making this piece similar to those of a)i, 
where he used his club against the snake^. Therefore, the 
version of Heracles fighting the snake for possession of the 
apples may tentatively be dated to the beginning of the sixth 
century with the caveab that there is a possibility that the
snake here is the hydra rather than Ladon, or the man is not
Heracles.
b) Heracles attacks the Hesperides.
There is only one piece in this group but it certainly 
represents a variant tradition to those vases in a)ii^ which 
showed the Hesperides helping Heracles in his labour.
1. See page 90, no.6 & 94, no.4.
2. See pages 95ff.
3. A.J.A. 35 (1931) 22, fig. 22.
4. See page 268f.
3. See also Group d page 274f.
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1. Once Basel market, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
The Hesperides hold out their hands, apparently in 
complaint, and Heracles brandishes his club at them. This 
scene perhaps comes closest to the account of Apollonius, 
in which the ^esperides are said to weep for Ladon and so 
presumably are hostile to Heracles. Certainly in group a)i 
no Hesperides are present when Heracles fights the snake, and 
so their reaction cannot be seen. It must also be said, 
however, that this vase may be badly drawn and the artist may 
have intended Heracles to be brandishing his club at the 
snake,which is wound round the tree, especially as it is 
nowhere recorded that Heracles fought the Hesperides to obtain 
the apples; hov/ever, it could also represent the individual 
interpretation of this artist, if Heracles is intended to be 
menacing the Hesperides. 
c. Heracles and the apple-tree
2
1. Berlin 8414, bronze sheet, Corinthian inspired .
2. Delphi, theatre, frieze^.
3. Corinth CP I638, relief bowl-fragment, Roman^.
4. Saint Germain 3169O, relief vessel, Romano-Gallic^.
1. Munich Sale Catalogue, Münzen et Médailles S.A. Basel, 
9-20 Oct. 1970 at Kunstmuseum, Berne, side 3,lower plate.
2. N.C. 13O; A.A. (1894) 117f.,fig. 12.
3. B.C.H. 74 (1930) 224-32 + pl. 34.
4. Br. 74 E 1; Hesperia 11 (1942) 169,no. I. 3, figs. 3-6f.
3. Br. 74 E 3; Dechelette, op. cit. 265,no. 65.
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These pieces probably make general allusion to this myth 
rather than represent any particular detail, a Ithough it is 
clear that Atlas is not involved. The bronze sheet (l) may 
be archaic, and is certainly so in style. Heracles holds his
club but certainly no snake is visible. The frieze (2) dates
\
to c. 159 BC and here Heracles, as restored, actually reaches 
into the tree for an apple. The other two pieces merely show 
Heracles beside the tree; in (3) he brandishes his club and 
extends his bow and it therefore seems likely that the snake 
was originally shown.
d) The Hesperides pick the apples for Heracles.
This group certainly depicts a version in which Heracles
was helped positively in this labour by the Hesperides. As
it
to whether this was a version found in literature/is perhaps 
doubtful since it is mainly confined to South Italian vases, 
and could perhaps represent a popular artistic version of the 
myth in this period.
1. Nauplia, white-ground alabastron, Attic red-figure^.
2. London BM E 224, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
3. Paris, Petit Palais 327, kalyx-krater, Attic red-figure^,
4. Amsterdam (1426) 3505, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
5. New Haven I38, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
6. Naples H 2873 (81847), lekythos. South Italian^.
1. Br. 72 B 2; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 114-15, figs. 810.
2. Br. 72 B 5; C^. 6 pl. Ill Ic 91, la; A.R.V. 2. 1313, 5.
3. Br. 72 B 14; U.K.V. fig. 73; A.R.V. 2. 1457, 8.
4. Br. 72 B 15; H. Metzger, Les Representations dans la
Céramique attique du VI siècle (Paris. 1951) 203 no. 22.
5. Br. 72 B 16; P.V.C. Baur, Catalogue of the Rebecca Darlington
Stoddard Collection of Greek and Italian Vases in Yale ,
University (New Haven, Connecticut, 1922) pl. 9, fig. 26. |
6. Br. 73 D 4; A.D. Trendall. Paestan Pottery, pl. 4 no. 52.
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7. Naples H2885 (8^1865) kalyx-krater, Apulian^,
8. Naples H2893? lekythos, South Italian^.
9. Turin,(?) pelike. South Italian^.
10. Athens NM 12618, Megarian howl^.
In all of these pieces Heracles is inactive, generally 
sitting hy the tree or resting on his cluh. It is interesting 
that all the South Italian examples show one Hesperid diverting 
the snake with a phiale, while another picks the fruit.
This seems a particularly South Italian motif and is found with 
variation on the Campanian piece of group a)ii, where Heracles 
picks the apples^. The relief howl, (lO), may display an 
interesting variant, since a Hesperid grasps the neck of the 
snake while she holds towards Heracles an apple branch in her 
other hand. The idea of holding the snake hack is unique and 
it may he that the idea of a single Hesperid holding out an 
apple branch indicates love for Heracles, since in antiquity 
an apple was considered a lover's gift^. However, such 
an interpretation may well read too much into the scene.
e) Quiet scenes in the garden of the Hesperides.
This group contains quiet scenes, in which many people, 
including Heracles, sit in the garden of the Hesperides,
1. Br. 73 D 5; S, Gerhard, Gesammelte akademische Ahhand-
1ungen und kleine Schriften I (Berlin, 1866-8) 65. 
no 1 & pi. 20, 3.
2. Br. 73 D 6; Gerhard, op. cit. 227^  no. 2 & pi. 20, 1.
3. Br. 73 D 9; Gerhard, op. cit. 64; no. 2.
4. Br. 74 S 12; Hausmann, op. cit. pi. 67, 2.
5. See pages 269, no.3 & 2~]0
6. See J. Conington, P. Vergili Maronis, Opera (London, l88l)
vol. l,note on Eclogue III 64 and references there cited.
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designated by tree and serpent in the centre. Leisurely 
inactivity is the mood, and the artists seem merely to wish
to allude to the myth. It is noteworthy that they are all
Attic red-figure and date to c. 450 BC and so are the product 
of one particular group of artists. However it can be said 
that these vases allude to the version in which Heracles rather 
than Atlas went for the apples.
1. New York 08.258.20, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
2. London BM 13 227, hydria,Attic red-figure^.
3. New York 24.97.5, hydria, Attic red-figure^.
4. London BM, krater, Attic red-figure^.
R
5. Lost, pelike, Lucanian .
II ATLAS FETCHED THE APPLES FOR HERACLES
There are not many representations which depict Atlas 
actually fetching the apples while Heracles holds up the 
heavens, but others seem to allude to this version by showing 
Atlas holding up the heavens with the apples in his hands.
Others (II b) may well depict Atlas simply because he belongs 
to the same locality and a further group (lld) treat this version 
in satyric manner.
a) Atlas fetched the apples
1. Chest of Cypselus^.
2. Athens NM 1132 (CC 957);. lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
1. Br. 72 B 11; Metzger, op. cit. 202, 17 & pi. XXVII. 2.;
A.R.V. 2. 1472, lu.
2. Br. 72 B 12; K. Schefold, Kertsche Vasen (Berlin, 1930) pi.7.
3. Br. 72 B 13; Richter & Hall, op. cit. pi. 166;
4. J.H.S. 41 (1921) pi. VII V. 3.
5. Br. 73 D 18; A.J.A. 43 (1939) 634, fig. H ;  L.C.S. 172,no.986^
6. Paus. V 18.4.
7. Br. 71 A 4; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 105-23, fig. 3; A.B.V. 522, 50.
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3. Olympia, metope^.
2
4. Olympia, throne of Zeus .
%
5. Vatican, mirror, Etruscan .
6. Boston N 98736, scarahaus, Etruscan^.
7. Boston N 27724, scarahaus, Etruscan ,
For (1), only the testimony of Pausanias is available;
he tells how Atlas holds up heaven and earth on his shoulders
and carries the apples of the Hesperides. As restored, 
Heracles approaches Atlas. It is .lust possible that Atlas 
is only depicted here with the apples as belonging to the same 
locality, but it is perhaps more likely that the myth of 
him fetching the apples is implied, even though strictly he 
should have put down the apples before taking up the heavens. 
Artists often give strange conflations of events in myths, 
giving as many aspects and attributes as they can in a single 
scene to identify their sub ,ie ct-matter. Atlas may here be 
made to hold the heavens simply to identify him. If this 
piece does depict the version of Atlas fetching the apples 
for Heracles,it is the oldest evidence available for it, 
belonging at least to roughly 570 BC.
In the other pieces in this group, apart from (4), 
Heracles is holding up the heavens. In (2) he bends under 
their weight, while Atlas runs towards him, holding out four 
apples in his hands. This vase dates to the early fifth 
century.
1. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pll. 186-93.
2. Paus. V 11.5.
3. J.H.S. 69 (19U9) 3f. & pl. IIIH. 
k. St. Btr. 10. (1936) 399-405.
5. Itiid.
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The Olympia metope (3) shows Athena helping Heracles
to hear the weight. She stands upright and only uses one
hand, shcrwing no sign of strain, and thus demonstrates that
what is hard for a mortal is easy for a goddess. It should
he observed that Pausanias^ described the scene as: "Heracles
on the point of taking over Atlas' burden", but there can be
little doubt that the figure holdir^ up the heavens is
Heracles or else Athena's help would not make sense. More-
2
over, he has a cushion on his head: Pindar describes his
small stature, and a protection for his head is mentioned in 
connection with this labour by Pherecydes^, albeit
not used while he is actually holding the heavens. His
obvious strain is also suitable to one not accustomed to the 
task. Atlas faces him with arms outstretched: he presumably
once held out the apples, perhaps worked in bronze. Athena 
is not mentioned in the literary accounts of this labour but
she is often shown at Olympia in her rôle of Heracles' helper.
The appearance of this version at Olympia perhaps suggests 
it to be the Peloponnesian version, even thou^ it is first 
certainly recorded in literature by the Athenian Pherecydes^.
It is noteworthy that this version also appears on the bars of 
the throne of Zeus at Olympia (4). Again, the only evidence 
is Pausanias, who says that Atlas was shown holding up the 
heavens with Heracles close, ready to take them over. However, 
it must be conceded that Pausanias may have read too much into 
this picture and Heracles merely have come into contact
1. V 10. 9.
2. I. III/V 71.
3. See page 239.
4. It is possible that Pisander told this story. See page 264.
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with Atlas as situated in the locality of the Hesperides.
In (5) Atlas has presumably taken back the heavens: Heracles
leaves him, holding the apples.
(6) is interesting as showing the (2-headed) snake,
even though Atlas picks the apples from the tree; this supports
the theory that this was a traditional occupant of the garden
and, as has been said, Pherecydes seems to have mentioned it,
even though following the Atlas version of the myth^,
Heracles, identified by club and lionskin, holds up the
heavens. This scarab dates just after the middle of the
fifth century BC. The other gem (7) merely shows Heracles
holding up the universe, identified by the inscription
"hercle". Perhaps also in this group should be placed the
throne of Bathycles, althou^ it is very difficult here to
determine whether Atlas was merely marking locality or took
2
part in the story; Pausanias names Atlas along with other 
exploits of Heracles on the throne.
b) Atlas present simply to mark locality?
As suggested by the title of this group, I feel that 
Atlas may well be present in these scenes simply as being a figure 
traditionally situated near the garden of the Hesperides, 
although this may be partly influenced by the myth of his 
participation in this story.
1. Olympia, group of Theocles .
2. Berlin F 3245, fragment, Apulian^.
3. London BM F 148, amphora, Campanian^.
1. See page 266•
2. Paus. Ill 18. 10.
3. Paus. VI 19. 8.
4. Br. 73 D 1; Gerhard, op. cit. pl. 1#; E.V.P. 43.
5. Br. 73 D 2; Gerhard, op. cit. pl. 20 4, 5, & 6; L.C.S. 667,
no. 1.
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4. Naples H 3255, volute-krater, South Italian^,
(l) is again only known from Pausanias, who says that, 
"Theocles, son of Hegylus made in silver at Olympia Atlas 
holding up the universe and Heracles and the apple tree of 
the Hesperides with the wound snake round it." The other 
works in this group are all South Italian vases. (2) is 
rather odd: in one zone are depicted Silene, Atlas sitting
on a throne, Heracles resting on his cluh, and Hermes, all 
inscribed, and also a woman whose inscription is lost. In 
the lower zone, the snake is seen around the tree, before which 
one Hesperid holds a bowl while another sits with a lyre. 
Presumably the two zones are connected but the precise sig­
nificance of the upper one is not clear. Possibly it may be 
the artist's interpretation of Heracles led by Hermes to a 
meeting with Atlas to persuade him to help in his labour; 
the presence of Silene would be justified since Atlas 
traditionally held up the heavens and Silene, the goddess of 
the moon, could be thought of as connected with them.
(3) is again odd. On one side is a small tree with
a few apples and round the bottom is a tightly-coiled serpent
with two fierce heads. A tightly-draped woman and naked man
stand on either side of the tree, each stretching a hand
towards one head of the snake. It is not even certain whether
the man is Heracles. On the other side of the vase, a naked
Atlas, with bull's head, holds up the universe. Next to him
stands a draped man; his identity is not certain but his square
2
hat could make him an astronomer .
1. Br. 73 D 7; Gerhard, op. cit. pl. 2; E.V.P. 84.
2. See Plod. IV 27, 3-3 (page 26lf.j
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(4) could easily be placed among the quiet scenes in the
q
garden of the Hesperides . The scene is full of people at 
different levels, engaged in conversation one with another; 
Atlas is placed at the top of the scene and Heracles points 
towards him.
c) Scene where it is not clear whether Heracles or Atlas is 
present.
1. Berlin P 3196, lebes gamikos. South Italian^.
This is, in any case, an odd scene and appears to be a 
variation of the quiet scenes in the garden. On the right 
is the tree, with apples at the top but no snake. Two 
Hesperides rest on the tree and gossip; one holds a spear, 
and the artist is perhaps confused between Hesperides and 
Amazons. On the left stands a male with crossed straps over 
his chest, which presumably supported a quiver. In his left 
hand he holds a bowl, perhaps to receive the apples, and in 
his right presumably an apple branch. This figure is 
bearded but there seems nothing to identify him as either 
Heracles or Atlas, and indeed it may be neither.
d) Satyric scenes.
It has been stated already that there is evidence that
•2
the Heracles/Atlas theme formed the subject of satyr plays 
and there are a number of artistic representations which 
confirm this, beginning in the early part of the fifth 
century BC.
1. See page 
2. Br. 73 D 13; Gerhard, op. cit. pl. 21, 5; L.C.S. 72, no 
366 & pl. 33, 9.
3. See page 263*
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1. New York 22.139.73, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-
figure^.
2. London BM E 339, oinochoe, Attic red-figure^.
3. Leningrad St.1788, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
4. Adria BC 2, cup-fragment, Attic red-figure^.
5. Milan, Moretti collection, krater, Apulian .
(l) shows a satyr sitting up in the tree with the snake 
and there is also an odd creature present. On (2) a satyr 
fights a snake on a tree which grows wine-jars and (3) shows 
the Hesperides picking apples for Dionysus, designated hy 
his thyrsus and the presence of two satyrs. In (4) a satyr 
apparently holds an apple in his hand. (5) shows Heracles, 
sad and dejected, holding up the heavens in the presence 
of tv/o satyrs holding his quiver and cluh.
In fact, only the last piece suggests connection with 
Atlas, hut, since this version provides more scope for a 
satyr play than the other, it is likely that the other pieces 
merely allude to the satyric overtones without including the 
detail of Atlas.
* * * ❖ * ❖ ^  :’i * * * * * * * *  *
I shall now turn to representations which cannot he 
classified under the broad division of Heracles going to the 
Hesperides himself or sending Atlas in his stead.
1. A.B.V. 502, 2.
2. Br. 72 B 4; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 113, fig. 11; A.R.V. 2.776, 2 &
1669.
3. Br. 72 B 17; Metzger op, cit. 204, no. 24 & pl. 14, 4.
4. Br. 72 bottom; £jV. 1 pl. IILI.7, 1; A.R.V. 2. 857, 3.
5. Br. 73 D 15; A.D. Trendall, Phylax (B.I.C.S. suppl. 8)
29, no. 42 & pl. II.
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(i) Heracles with the apples, but the circumstances of their 
picking unknown.
1. Rome Vatican, Guglielmi, neck-handled amphora, Attic
black-figure^.
2. Berlin F2271, cup, Attic red-figure^.
3. Athens, Hephaesteum, metope^.
4. Naples, Museo Nazionale, Parnese Heracles^,
Heracles is shown with the apples in these representations, 
but it is not possible to knov/ whether he went himself to 
pick them or took them from Atlas. In the first two pieces, 
both of which belong to the end of the sixth century, Heracles 
runs with the apples, in (l) on stony ground, in (2) over 
undesignated countryside. Heracles could equally well be 
running back to Mycenae from the Hesperides or from Atlas.
As restored, the metope, (3), shows Heracles holding the 
apples towards a Hesperid, or perhaps taking them from her. 
However, I see no reason why the female has been restored as 
a Hesperid rather than Athena, since in the Olympia metope 
depicting this labour Athena is dressed in a peplos and given 
no attributes. Moreover, Apollodorus states that Heracles 
gave the apples to Eurystheus who gave them back to him and 
after this Athena took them back to the Hesperides. This well 
suits the gesture here, which seems to be one of giving on the 
part of Heracles, and which does not make much sense if 
directed at a Hesperid.
1. Br. 71 A 6; Beazley, Development of Attic Black-figure,
(Berkeley, California 1931) 86.
2. Br. 72 B 9; Beazley, loc. cit. note; A.R.V. 2. Ill m.
3. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI x.
4. M. Collignon, Lysippe (Paris, 1903) fig. 18.
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The Parnese Heracles hy Lysippus probably merely 
alludes to the Hesperides labour without hinting at any 
particular version; Heracles holds apples in one hand.
(ii) Scenes of the Hesperides without Heracles.
1. Skyphos fragments, Corinthian^,
2
2. Lausanne, from Greece, lekythos, Attic red-figure .
3. Catania 768, pelike. South Italian^.
4. Ruvo, Jatta 1097, volute-krater, South Italian^.
5
5* Paris market, hydria, Campanian .
(1) is very fragmentary and it is conceivable that 
Heracles was originally depicted; this would then be the 
earliest representation of this myth, belonging to the middle 
of the seventh century. However, the presence of Heracles 
is by no means certain and, in fact, it is not completely 
certain that this vase even depicts the Hesperides tree.
A tree is visible with large round fruit on it; to the left 
the hand of a woman, drawn in outline, may stretch towards it
(2) does not seem to allude to Heracles at all but to 
an unknown incident, since a centaur approaches the Hes­
perides. The other three pieces show just the Hesperides 
in their garden and there is nothing to allude to Heracles, 
unless their very presence was meant to call him to mind
(iii) Anomalies
This group consists of odd representations which have
1. Br. 73 C 1; Megara Hyblaea 2 pl. 22.
2. Br. 72 bottom; A.R.V. 2. 1317m.
3. Br. 73 D 10; Gerhard, op. cit. 67; no. 6.
4. Br. 73 D 8; Sichtermann, op. cit. no. 72, pll. 119-122.
5. Br. 73 D 17; Gerhard op. cit. 63,no. 4; L.g.S. 381, no.
139 & pl. 147, 1.
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some connection with the Hesperides.
1. Boulogne 406, hydria, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
2. Boulogne 421, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure .
3. Naples (ex Spinelli 692), oinochoe, Attic red-figure^,
4. Louvre MN 734, pelike, Attic red-figure^.
(1) depicts Heracles attacking a snake that guards a 
fountain. This may well have nothing at all to do with the 
Hesperides snake hut may he an odd referenda to the hydra at 
the spring of Lerna, despite the single head,
(2) appears to show a conflation between the Hesperides 
myth and that of the Cerynitian hind, and has been mentioned 
in connection with that labour . A stag stands in front of 
the apple tree and also two woman, presumably Hesperides, who 
hold out their hands, apparently as a sign of protection to 
the animal. This may show some sort of link between the two 
labours because of the connection between the Hesperides and 
the land of the Hyperboreans, which appears in Pherecydes, and
Heracles' chasing of the hind in this locality, wKicK 
appears in Pindar^.
(3) shows Heracles with an old man and a woman, who, 
because she offers him a sprig, may be a Hesperid. (4) shows 
Heracles drinlcing with a woman and a man, who could perhaps
be Atlas, but there is no evidence for this; the scene could 
be satyric.
1. Br. 79 A 14 (sub 'Hydra') & 190 A1 (sub 'Schlange'); A.B.V.
332, 21.
2. Br. 71 A 2; pl. 98.
3. Br. 72 bottom; A.R.V. 2. 1403, 2m.
4. Br. 72 bottom; C^. 8 pl. Ill Id 48, 3-3; A.R.V. 2.1472,2u,
5. See page 165, %o.6 & 166*
6. See pages 148 & l50f.
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(iv) Representations doubtfully ascribed to this myth.
1. Lekythos-fragment, Attic black-figure^,
2. London BM D 6, white-ground lekythos, Attic red-figure ,
3. London BM E 772, pyxis, Attic red-figure^.
(l) merely shows part of a tree bearing round fruit, 
and (2) shows a woman reaching into a tree to pick an apple. 
In (3) a fountain-spout fills up a hydria, while a woman 
faces it. There are two other women in the scene as well as 
a tree containing apples and snake. On the right is another 
woman with apples in her hand and inscribed as Thetis, who is 
not included among the Hesperides. This is perhaps a con­
flation of two myths.
(v) The Hesperides myth linked with Heracles' immortality.
Diodorus^ says that Heracles took the apples of the 
Hesperides to Eurystheus and then waited for the immortality 
Apollo had prophesied. Prom the evidence of these two vases 
the link between the two stories appears to be earlier than 
Diodorus.
1. Leningrad 640 (144%), stamnos, Attic red-figure^.
2. Prom Chiusi, amphora, Etruscan red-figure^.
1. Br. 71 vgl.; Megara Hyblaea 2 pl. 103, 11.
2. Br. 72 B 8; M.U.Z. fig. 327; A.R.V. 2.763, 1.
3. Br. 72 B 6; P^. pl. 57, 2; A.R.V. 2. 806, 90 (Brommer
erroneously 860, 90).
4. See page 261.
5. Br. 72 B 1; P. Jacobsthal, Theseus auf dem Meeresgrunde
(Leipzig, 1911) pl. 3, 6] A.R.V. 2. 639. 5&.
6. Br. 73 D 11; Jd.I. 57 (1942) 119; E.V.P. 42 f.
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In (l), Athena introduces Heracles to two gods of which 
one is Poseidon, hut behind him is the apple tree and the 
snake. In (2) Heracles, holding an apple, faces Zeus; behind 
them is an apple tree.
Hesiod^ is the first to mention Heracles gaining immor­
tality after the completion of the labours and the tradition
2
is a continuous one as I have indicated in the first chapter , 
The Hesperides labour was obviously regarded as the last by 
these particular artists since otherwise there could be no
point in referring to it in scenes of Heracles being received
among the gods.
CONCLUSION
Prom the evidence of surviving art it is not possible 
to decide whether the version of Heracles or Atlas fetching 
the apples was the earlier. If the Corinthian pinax-frag­
ment did depict Heracles and Ladon, the Heracles version is 
the earlier; if not, the chest of Cypselus is the earliest 
surviving representation and makes the Atlas version the earlier.,
Certainly the three appearances of the Atlas version at j
Olympia, if one counts the Theocles group, suggests this to 
be the Peloponnesian version, as does its depiction on the 
chest of Cypselus and perhaps on the throne of Bathycles.
It may be that Pisander was the first to record this version, 
but this has already been shown to be a rather tenuous 
suggestion. However, the story of Heracles fighting Ladon 
may also have been known in the Peloponnese if the Corinthian 
pinax did depict it. Thus, perhaps it is wisest to suggest
1. Th. 950ff.
2. See pages 29ff.
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that "both versions had Peloponnesian origins, hut were 
subsequently taken up by Attic writers according to the 
version prefared by each; it seems that the snake version 
was the one more popular in Attica but perhaps the more fre­
quent appearance of the Atlas story in Peloponnesian art, and 
especially its rendering on the early chest of Cypselus con­
firms this as the main\version originally. Probably it arose 
because of Atlas’ traditional connection with the Hesperides 
by way of locality. It may be that the other version arose 
because of the traditional place of the snake as guardian of 
the apples and it is even possible that Atlas rather than 
Heracles was originally thought to have come to grips with it. 
Certainly the snake appears in Pherecydes, who describes 
Atlas fetching the apples. Perhaps the version of Heracles 
going to pick the apples himself was invented to enhance his 
heroism in this deed, since the holding up of the heavens 
rather suggests brute force of the type hinted at in the 
Iliad.1
As has already been observed, this myth is not par­
ticularly;' popular in either early art or literature and it
is likely that this was caused by its original attachment
2
to the Ceryon legend which seems to have received greater 
prominence. Pherecydes apparently separates the two but still 
confuses some elements and it is not really until the fifth 
century that the Hesperides myth gains any prominence^.
1. 5.403f. See page ^8
2. See page 293*
3. This perhaps indicates that the Ceryon legend was the 
more important aspect of the combination.
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particularly in later Attic red-figure and in South Italian 
work where it was a subject particularly suited to the 
crowded scenes that were common in these media.
It seems likely that the Olympia metopes were res­
ponsible for making both Hesperides and Ceryon myths into 
labour's presumably because each was by this time popular 
in its own right. Certainly the Ceryon legend received 
great prominence in sixth-century lyric poetry and in sixth- 
century art; possibly the long account by Pherecydes of the 
Hesperides myth, perhaps in an attempt to give it ite own 
corporate form, was responsible for bringing it into vogue.
Certainly there had been much Peloponnesian interest 
in the West since the eighth and seventh centuries m t h  the 
foundation of colonies but these were never founded further 
West than Sicily and Corcyra. Therefore, the West could still 
be a symbol of remote regions and represent the edge of the 
world. It seems that the sculptor at Olympia wished to 
emphasise not only Heracles’ connection with the area around 
Elis, but also his visits to other places by referring to 
adventures in extreme West and North?" His special protection 
of Elis was thus made more prominent when set against his role 
as a panhellenic hero.
1. See page 573f.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN; CERYON
This is an early myth which enjoys a continuous popularity 
in Loth literature and art. It is one of those set outside 
the Peloponnese and, as has been said, its locality is, in 
fact, close to that of the Hesperides story with which it 
seems to have been joined in early times. It is standardised 
as the tenth labour in the later canon, and also at Olympia, and 
the Hesperides is often regarded as the eleventh; possibly 
they were usually placed next to each other in the list 
because of the close links between them in early times.
A LITERARY EVIDENCE
Sometimes this vd.ll have to be explained more than has 
been usual in my examination of the literary evidence for the 
labours since several of the early sources are available only 
in fragment form, and both content and authorship need to be 
carefully established.
Hesiod (^. 287ff.); Three-headed (Tpixécpakoç) Ceryon was
son of Chrysaor and Calliroe, daughter 
of Ocean. Heracles killed him on the 
island of Erythia and drove his cattle 
to Tiryns. He also killed the herds­
man Eurytion and the dog Orthus.
309ff.: Ceryon* s dog, Orthus,was brother of
Cerberus and the Lernaean hydra.
Pisander (P 5 K): Heracles crossed Ocean in the cup of
the Sun, which he took from Ocean.
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Stesichorus (G-eryoneis: Heracles crossed Ocean in the cup of
Lyrica G-raeca Selecta. the Sun (55) when he came to Geryon,
ed. D. Page, (Oxford, apparently on Erythia (54). Geryon
1968) 51-56. had six hands, six feet and was
winged (56). His mother implored him 
not to fight Heracles (56c) hut he 
apparently regarded himself as 
immortal (56e). At any rate, he was 
killed by Heracles who pierced his 
forehead v/ith an arrow smeared in 
hydra’s blood (56e). Stesichorus 
mentioned the herdsman of Geryon. (54)
Ibycus? (p. Oxy 2735
Pr 11. 17-18): Chrysaor and Geryon are mentioned.
P. Oxy 2637 Pr 5»
col. ii a 7ff. ): Something is referred to as (BaOTuv
a^Ojepa In the commentary
on this papyrus it is suggested that 
these words could refer to Bellerophon, 
since Pegasus is the subject of 
fragment (c), but they could also re­
fer to Geryon with less reorganisation 
of lines, if Ibycus, like' Stesichorus, 
regarded him as winged. He is de­
scribed as ’three-headed’, a detail 
which Acesandrus is said to have 
rationalised^. To have survived on
1. The relevant lines are as follows, restored by Page (see 
reference in note page 292)
"ijpuxoG eTspo)
à]%b %6ovôc ac ,
..]p[..]av 6a0[ùv ai0j8pa Tdiavcov A-
xejoavôpoc s[v todC.] xepC Kupfjvpç
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Pherecydes (P.G.H. 
3F 18a):
Hecataeus (P.G-.H. 
IF 26):
Pindar (Frag. 169) 
cf. Frag. 8
(I. 1. 12f.):
papyrus both fragments must be by 
one of the main lyric poets and on 
grounds of dialect and metre they 
must be by either Stesichorus or Ibycus 
Ibycus seems the predominant name in 
the second papyrus and I attribute this 
piece to him^.
Heracles travelled to Erythia in the 
cup of the Sun, which the latter gave 
him after being threatened by his bow.
Geryon must have lived on the mainland 
because Eurystheus could not otherwise 
have learned about his cattle; he 
was king of Ambracia in Amphilochus.
Proof of the statement v6|j,oc 6 xdvTcov 
PaoüÀeÜG are the epya of Heracles, 
since he drove to Eurystheus the 
cattle of Geryon without being asked 
to do so or paid.
The dogs of Geryon trembled before 
Heracles.
Aeschylus (^. 870ff.): Ciytemnestra compares Agamemnon to
the three-bodied (orp loojpaToç ) Geryon. 
(Heracl. fr. 74 Nek): Heracles crossed Ocean in the golden
gov Tor Tp [ Lxjecpdkor p^Oov
(ppoLv [aJuTov exC TsOpiTx- 
TaOai pJcTjd ôbo xapapa-
avaLpü) 
%ov 6%
TÜ3V ....
1. For further considerations of authorship see D. L. Page in 
Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society no. 196 
NS l6 (1970) 91ff. and no 195 NS 15 (1969) 69ff. See also 
J. Barron, ’Ibycus: To Polycrates’, Bulletin of the
Institute of Classical__Studies 16 ( 1969) l4o.
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(npoppOeuc AuopLevoç 
fr. 199 Nek.):
Hellanicus (F.G.H. 
k F 110):
F.G.H. 4 F 111):
Euripides (HF. 422ff. ) 
cf. 1271-2.
Diodorus Siculus (IV. 
17, 1-3 and 18, 2):
cup and killed the herdsmen and their 
triple (TpLXTUxoc) master who brandished 
in his hands three spears and three 
shields, and wore three helmets. His 
cattle were driven away.
Heracles angered the Ligurians by 
driving the cattle of Geryony through 
their territory.
Eurytion was the son of Ares and Erythia, 
Heracles drove the cattle of Geryon 
to Argos: one of the heifers gave its
name to Italy.
Heracles killed the three-bodied 
(TpiocopaToc) Geryon with arrows smeared 
with the blood of the hydra.
It was Heracles’ tenth labour to bring 
back the cattle of Geryon from the 
coast of Spain. He gathered a large 
force together because Chrysaor, king 
of Spain, had three awesome sons. 
Eurystheus set this as a labour because 
he felt it was impossible to accomplish. 
The Antaeus and Busiris episodes 
occurred during this time. Heracles 
met each son of Chrysaor separately 
and killed him. He drove off the 
cattle.
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Apollodorus (II v 10): It was the tenth labour to fetch the
cattle of Geryon from Spain; these we­
re red and guarded by the herdsman^ 
Eurytion,and two-headed dog, Orthus. 
Geryon is described as: xpCcov G%wv
àvôpcov ouiacprèc oôopa, ouvtiyM'SVOv eiç 
ev xaTÙ TT]v Y&OTGpu, èoxt'Ofiévov ôs 
eiç TJpecc àxô Àuyovwv ts xaC p-ppcov.
The gun lent him his cup to crosp- 
Ocean after Heracles aimed his bow 
at him, Orthus attacked him but 
Heracles killed it with his club and 
he also killed Eurytion, who came to 
the dog’s aid. Heracles was driving 
off the cattle when he was attacked 
by Geryon, who had been told of the 
events by Menoites, who was grazing 
the cattle. Heracles killed Geryon 
with his bow and then put the cattle 
in the cup, which he afterwards re­
turned to the gun.
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 11): Heracles killed Geryon-. ( trimembrem).
son of Chrysaor. uno telo. as the tenth 
labour.
Scholiast (ad Ap, Rh. The island where Geryon lived was 
4.1399 d): named after one of the Hesperides.
He had a dog, Orthus, brother of 
Cerberus, which Heracles killed.
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The Geryon legend was also the subject of a comedy hy
1 2 Ephippus and of a tragedy hy Nichomachus , hut we do not
know any details of the plots.
As has already been stated, there seems to have been 
some confusion between details of the Geryon and. Hesperides 
myths. ^herecydes is variously quoted^ as making Heracles 
sail in the cup of the Sun to Geryon and to the Hesperides. 
Stesichorus in the Geryoneis seems to have made a reference 
to the island of the Hesperides, and the scholiast to 
Apollonius^ says that Geryon’s island was named after one of 
the Hesperides. Moreover, there is confusion as to whether 
Heracles met Antaeus and Busiris during the Geryon or 
Hesperides adventures, Diodorus placing them both in the 
former and the latter^, and Pherecydes^ and Apollodorus^ in 
the latter. Certainly Pherecydes seems at the centre of 
the confusion, being credited with apparently conflicting 
accounts. It thus seems possible that these two myths, 
taking place in the same area, were originally joined, and 
this explains the confusion, especially in Pherecydes’ 
account, at which time they were presumably becoming separated, 
as later shown by the Olympia metopes. This would certainly 
explain the overlapping and also the fact that later sources 
quote different versions, if they were trying to discuss two 
stories out of the original one. ‘
1. J. H. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic Comedy (Leiden, 1959) 
vol. II Frag. 3.
2. Nek. 591.
3. F.G.H. 3 F 18 a & 17.
4. L.G.S. 56 B.
5. 4. 1399 d.
6. IV 17, 4- 18, 1 and IV 27,3 resp.
7. F.G.H. 3 F 17
8. II V 11.
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It is possible that Hesiod’s reference to Heracles
driving the cattle to Tiryns is indicative that this part of
the myth,at least,was regarded as a labour even in early
times, since Eurystheus is sometimes regarded as king of Tiryns^
However, this is not a necessary inference since Heracles
2
could just be bringing the cattle back for himself and there 
is no actual mention of Eurystheus until Hecataeus. In fact, 
Pindar says that Eurystheus did not ask Heracles to bring 
back the cattle, although it seems this myth was regarded as 
a labour by Pindar’s time since he uses the word spyu to 
describe it. His reference may have aimed at giving some 
glory to what was earlier regarded as Heracles’ selfish deed 
of driving off the cattle for himself or else his words could 
be taken to indicate that the labour at this stage did not 
consist of driving off the cattle. Both theories seem 
plausible, but the latter seems to be substantiated by the 
fact that it is not until Diodorus that the bringing of the 
cattle is made the important part of the labour ; Euripides 
does not refer to it at all, but merely talks of Heracles 
killing Geryon, and this is certainly the aspect of the myth 
generally depicted in art. Moreover, Hyginus, who may have 
been following an early source, makes no reference to the cattle.
As regards the description of Geryon, his triplicity seems 
to have been part of the myth in early days, although it is 
not certain just how much of him was regarded as triple.
Hesiod describes him as three-headed; Stesichorus says that he 
had six hands and six feet and was also winged; Ibycus regarded
1. Eur. Alcestis, 481.
2. Diodorus (IV 10,2) infers that Heracles was born in Tiryns
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him as ’three-headed’ and possibly as winged. Thus in 
early times it is not certain that he was regarded as any more 
than three-headed or possessing more than three sets of hands 
and feet. It is not until Aeschylus that he is specifically 
called ’three-bodied’. The artistic evidence will have to 
be examined to clarify this point. The feature of wings, 
as recorded by Stesichorus and perhaps by Ibycus, is a 
unique feature, but will be found on two Chalcidian vases, 
examined with the artistic evidence^. Certainly in Latin 
literature he seems to have been standardised as ’three­
bodied’. Naturally various writers tried to rationalise
2 > \Geryon to normality. Acesandrus talked of Geryon exC
Ts0piTxxou ôx[s]ro0at, p,[sT]à ôi3o xapa(3axœv; Diodorus^ made 
him into the three sons of Chrysaor and Servius^ into three 
islands.
Geryon is attended by the herdsman, Eurytion, son of 
Ares and Erythia.^. and Orthus, son of Typhon and Echidna,
The editor of the Oxford text of Hesiod regards as spurious 
Hesiod's reference to them and I shall examine the artistic 
evidence to see whether there is any evidence for their 
existence so early. Eurytion seems to have been mentioned 
by Stesichorus, although he may not have been named. Pindar 
records something out of the ordinary in his reference to 
the xt5v 6C of Geryon; it is possible that he is using singular
1. See pages 303, no. 2 & 313, no.3
2. P. Oxy. 2637 Pr. 5 col. ii 8ff. See page 291f.
3. IV 17,2.
4. Aen. VII 662.
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for plural, but it is also possible that there was a more 
rationalised tradition in which Ger'ycn. was given two dogs 
rather than one dog with two heads. Apollodorus is the 
first extant source to mention the two heads, but Orthus is 
certainly of monstrous family from the first and the artistic 
evidence shows that the idea of two heads is far earlier than 
Apollodorus. There is no certainty that Eurytion and Orthus 
were actually named before Apollodorus and again the artistic 
evidence must be searched, this time for inscriptions of their 
names.
A word must be said about the home of Geryon, which is
generally regarded as Erythia, an island off the coast of
Spain or sometimes in Spain itself. As Matthews points out^,
the idea of Heracles going to Erythia in the cup of the gun
suggests it to be in the far West, and, moreover, also the
original link with the Hesperides myth would suggest this.
It is noteworthy that Hesiod, for whom no mention of the cup
of the Sun is recorded, leaves the location vague and it may
well be that the idea of using the cup suggested the general
locality. Pisander is the first to mention Heracles using
this cup, but no reference to his destination survives.
Perhaps no reference is needed as it has been suggested that
the Hesperides story was linked to this in early times and it
has been shown that Pherecydes was variously regarded as making
Heracles sail in the cup to Geryon and to the Hesperides.
2
As Matthews says, the placing of these stories in the West
may well reflect early Rhodian exploration in the Western
df
Mediterranean and the foundin^a Rhodian colony called
1. op. cit. 84f.
2. op. cit. 67.
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Rhode^ on the coast of Spain and may also he influenced hy
2 3the Rhodian cult of Helius . Herodotus is more specific
and, quoting the Pontic Greeks, places Erythia near Gadeira. 
Diodorus places it on the coast of Spain and Apollodorus in 
Spain. Hecataeus and Arrian seem to regard Amhracia on the 
mainland as a more likely setting for Geryon, hut they are 
indulging in pure rationalisation. The home of Geryon and 
the name of Eurytion’s mother are the same, according to 
Hellanicus; presumably the name of the mother was taken from 
that of the place in an attempt to give Eurytion lineage com­
parable to that of Geryon and Orthus. An earlier stage in- 
describing Eurytion seems to be Stesichorus' reference to him 
as living opposite Erythia^.
It is necessary now to consider how Heracles killed 
Geryon. This remains unspecified in Hesiod, and Stesichorus 
is the first to name the weapon as the bow, whose arrows were 
tinged with the blood of the hydra. In fact, the only writers 
specifically to name the weapon make it the bow, although 
Apollodorus introduces the club as well for the killing of 
Orthus and presumably Eurytion too. It will be necessary to 
see how far the artistic evidence sustains this version. A 
word must be said about Hyginus, however, since he mysteriously 
refers to Heracles killing Geryon uno telo. Telum can be a 
general Latin word for ’weapon’ but more often refers to some­
thing thrown such as a javelin. Hyginus, then, either 
thought of Heracles piercing all three bodies of Geryon at
1. Strabo 14. 2. 10.
2. cf. P. Priedlander, Herakles: Sagengeschichtliche Unter-
suchurgen (Berlin, 1907) 25.
3. 4,8.1-2.
4. L.G.S. 54 and note on Strabo.
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the same time with a single javelin, which would give a variant 
tradition, or else <uno here has the significance of "the same" 
and Heracles is thought of as using one weapon several times 
to kill all three bodies. The second interpretation
seems to distort the Latin and one would expect the former 
suggestion to he correct and Hyginus to he recording a variant.
As regards the cattle of Geryon, Apollodorus is the only 
extant source to describe them as red. One worders whether 
Eurystheus coveted them for that reason, hut perhaps Diodorus 
gives a more convincing reason for the imposition of this 
labour in that it was regarded as impossible. This is not a 
labour in which Heracles performs any general benefaction, 
although Diodorus tries to invent some in this connection since 
he says that during the performance of this labour Heracles 
cleared Crete of wild beasts and slew Antaeus and Busiris, who 
were a menace to all. Certainly in this labour Heracles has 
a chance to show his heroism, since he is confronting a 
monstrous opponent with a threefold advantage; Geryon because 
of his monstrous nature is comparable, for example, to the 
Neraean lion, Lernaean hydra, and Thracian mares, all of whom 
were considered invulnerable because of some monstrous 
characteristic; and Geryon in the Stesichorus passage may 
consider himself immortal.^
Various legends sprang up concerning Heracles' return 
journey with the cattle. This tendency began in Aeschylus, 
where Prometheus prophesies that Heracles will fight eardpppTov 
Auywuv oupaTdv after annoying them by leading the cattle through
1. L.G.S. 56 E col. ii,epode v.8.
2. Nek. Pr. 199 and references there cited.
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their territory. These various subsidiary legends are 
beyond my scope here, but may be referred to in passing, 
Heracles, arriving at Pylos with the cattle, was almost robbed 
by Neleus and his sons, according to Isocrates^, but he spared 
Nestor, who did not take part; this is obviously derived 
from Homer's account of his battle against the Pylians,
Diodorus makes Heracles indulge in various pursuits during
p
this labour and gives him a long and complicated journey home . 
All this seems part of the general tendency to make the 
Heracles story into one long and complete saga of Heracles' 
life.
One more myth may be mentioned which seems to have been 
connected with the Geryon myth by Stesichorus^, and that is the 
Pholus myth. This is odd since in later times^ this is 
thought of as taking place while Heracles was pursuing the 
Erymanthian Boar. It is possible that the passage of the 
’Geryoneis' is merely looking back to the Pholus adventure 
and that it had no connection with the West, but it is not 
impossible that it was originally joined to the Geryon story 
and later attached to the boar labour.
B ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
The evidence here neatly divides itself according to 
the weapon depicted in the killing of (Seryon and this will be 
seen to be far more varied than in the literary evidence, 
probably often due to the whim of the artists rather than
1. Oratio VI (Archidamus) 119 D.
2. IV I8ff.
3. P.M.G. 51.
u. cf. Diod. IV 12,1-2. See page
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adherence to actual traditions of particular weapons.
Herdsman and dog are often represented between Heracles and 
Geryon, although it is often a case of one or the other, rather 
than both, being depicted; Enrytion tends to be the more popu­
lar of the two. Athena and a lamenting woman, who may be 
the mother of ^urystheus^, often appear as spectators. The
cattle are not often included but a few representations will
2
be examined near the end which show Heracles and cattle and 
omit Geryon.
Geryon is generally represented as 'three-bodied' with 
limbs in sets of three; he usually advances with three spears 
and shields and often one or more of his bodies fall back 
dead. ’ Where this type of representation does not occur it 
will be pointed out. Interesting is Aeschylus' description 
of Geryon in the Heracleidai since it is close to the way 
he is depicted in art; Aeschylus may well have been describing 
him from some artistic piece, possibly one of the sixth- 
century Attic vases.
Apart from one isolated instance, the Geryon legend does 
not appear in art until the second quarter of the sixth 
century BO, when it had probably gained popularity in the poem 
of Stesichorus, probably a popularity to be continued by 
Ibycus around the middle of the century, which probably ex­
plains the fairly numerous representations near this time, 
especially on vases by Group E. After the turn of the sixth 
century representations of this myth are not very numerous.
1. See page 316f.
2. See page l^^ f.
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I Use of the 'bow
1. London BM A U8?; 65.7~20.17., pyxis, Proto-Corinthian^.
2
2. Paris, Cab. Méd. 202, neck-handled amphora, Chalcidian ,
3. Villa Giulia 19539, column-krater, Etruscan black-figure^.
4. Villa Giulia 1225, cup, Attic black-figure^.
5. Bologna, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
6. Earlier Noel des Vergers, cup, Attic red-figure^.
7. Paris, Cab. Méd. 223, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure"^.
o
8. Munich 1719 (J 407), hydria, Attic black-figure .
9. Delos, Heraeum 547, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
10. Prom Prancavilla, psykter-amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
Aüieiis 21
11./Hephaesteum, metopes .
This group, which contains the earliest artistic re­
presentation of the Geryon legend, is surprisingly sparse 
when one considers that the bow is the standard weapon referred 
to in the literary accounts, in so far as the accounts refer
1. Br. 63 C 3; Priis-Johansen, op. cit. 94, no. 22, & 144,
pl. 24, 2.
2. Br 63 C 1; C^. 1 pl. 24.
3. Br. 63 C 5: Mon. Ant. 42 (1955) 206, pl. 3.
4. Br. 61 A 14; £jV. 3 pll. 29 & 30, 1 & 2.
5. Br. 59 A 12; C^. 2 pl. 12, 3 & 4.
6. Br. 62 B 2; W. Klein, Euphronios, eine Studie zur Geschichte
der Griechischen Malerei (Vienna, ÏÔ8é) 306 & 81;
Â.R.V.~2; 628, 4.
7. Br. 59 A 5; CJ[. 1 pll. 38, 4 & 5, 39, 1 & 2; A.B.V. 308, 77.
8. Br. 61 A 16; B, Neutsch & others, Die Welt der Griechen im
Bl&de der Originale der Heidel.berger Universitatssammlung 
(Heidelberg, 1948) fig. 17; A.B.V. 361, 13.
9. Br. 61 A 5; Dugas, Delos X pl. 39, 69; A.B.V. 379, 274.
10. Br. 61 A 15; Attire Memorie della Societa Magna Grecia
11/12 (1971/2) 75ff. pl. 29, 30.
11. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI. viii-ix.
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to a weapon at all. The first two pieces in the group are
very interesting, one for its early date, the second for its 
unusual depiction of Geryon, a nd I shall examine each in detail,
(l) dates to c. 680 BC and so is easily the earliest piece 
of artistic evidence, Heracles, with quiver on his hack, runs 
towards Geryon, drawing his how. Even in this very early 
example Geryon is drawn as three-bodied and this is perhaps 
an argument in favour of not taking Hesiod’s ’three-headed’ 
at its face value. All three bodies are still alive, which 
is unusual compared with the later representations in which 
at least one isiusually dead, and also unusual is the presence 
of the cattle, around the pyxis. The animal behind Heracles 
does not look bovine and it may be that this is meant to be 
Orthus, thus suggesting that the lines of Hesiod describing 
him as Geryon’s dog are not spurious.
The Chalcidian amphora, (2), is interesting as being one
of the only two pieces to depict Geryon as winged, a detail
found in Stesichorus and perhaps also in Ibycus, who would be
a more likely source of influence here, both as regards date and 
1
locality . The figures depicted are more than the basic group
of Heracles and Geryon: Athena is present; Orthus, not
inscribed, lies on his back dead; Eurytion lies dead on his
face, an arrow in his back, and the inscription proves that
his name was known in the middle of the sixth century. A
frontal chariot is also represented; this could belong to
2
Heracles or perhaps to Geryon, since in Stesichorus there may
1. Ibycus came from Rhegium v/hich was not far from CKalcis.
2. P.M.G. 56 A V. 6 but this may be used by Athena rather 
than by Geryon,
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be a reference to one in the context of Geryon. Heracles 
advances towards Geryon, aiming his bow; all three bodies 
advance but the middle one is already pierced by an arrow. 
Geryon, apart from being winged, has only one pair of legs 
between all three bodies; Stesichorus describes him as 
having six feet and this may well be further indication that 
he was not the inspiration for this vase but possibly rather 
Ibycus was the source.
Of the rest of the pieces, Orthus appears in (5), where 
he menaces Heracles’ foot, and in (7) and (9); the striking 
feature is that in all three he is given two heads, thus 
showing this feature to be much earlier than Apollodorus, the 
first extant writer to mention it. Eurytion appears in (6),
(8), (lO) and (ll). In the last example, Geryon wields a 
stone at Heracles, which seems to place him on a level with 
the uncivilised creature the Minotaur, which is often shown 
with a stone^. The lamenting woman appears on (6). (]0) is
fragmentary, showing Heracles aiming his bow above the head 
of the crouching Eurytion and a hand on an advanced spear, 
no doubt belonging to Geryon. There is certainly enough 
preserved for our purposes here. Eurytion has an arrow in 
his neck and it should be noticed that here, and in (2), the 
version is different from that of Apollodorus, where it is 
implied that he is clubbed to death.
A special mention may be made here of the Hephaesteum 
(ll), since two metopes are given over to this subjpct and 
there are only ten metopes available for the depiction of the
1. Roman Market (Basseggio), hydria, Attic black-figure (Br. 233 
Ac 42"; A.V. pl. 311; A.B.V. 105, 133).
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labours. On one metope Eurytion lies dead while Heracles, 
his body preserved to the thighs and the top of his left 
arm stretched out, has been convincingly restored with the 
bow. On the second metope two bodies are dead, slumping, 
one forward, the other backwards, as in (7) in this list; 
the third is upright and prepares to throw a stone. This 
rendering of the Geryon scene seems in the tradition of multi­
metope scenes of the sixth century, as that of Heracles and 
Nessus at Paestum^.
II Use of the sword
2
1. Olympia, from Delphi, shield-band .
2. Olympia B 237, shield-band^.
3. Olympia B 1957, shield-tiand^,
k. Villa Giulia 50683, hydria, Attic hlack-figure^,
5. Syracuse 12063, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
6. Louvre P 53, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. Naples H 2725 (inv. 81094), belly-handled amphora, Attic
black-figure^.
8. London BM B 194, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
9. Tarqui hi a 621, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^*
1. Heraion II ph. 52-j , 84-5,
2. Kunze, op. cit. 38z, xxiv and pl. 50.
3. Ibid. 39%, xxiv and pl. 51.
4. Ibid. 179, X and pl. 30.
5. Br. 61 A 18; Rumpf, Sakonides pl. 15, b & c; A.B.V. 108, 14.
6. Br. 59 A 15; C^. 1 pl. 6, 3; A.B.V. 131, 6.
7. Br. 60 A 8; CJA. 3 pl. 19; A.B.V. I36, 49.
8. Br. 60 A 15; 1 pl. 4, 1; A.B.V. 133, 6.
9. Br. 60 A 13; 3 pl. 37, 1; A.B.V. 136, 56.
10. Br. 60 A 19; 1 pl. 15; A.B.V. 133, 10.
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10. Baden, Ros, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
11. Naples 112849, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
12. Fogg 1972,42, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
13. Heidelberg S I78, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
14. Greifswald 140, fragmentary belly-handled amphora, Attic
black-figure^.
15. Munich 1379 (J 81), belly-handled amphora, Attic black-fig-
6ure .
16. London BM B 221, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
17. Berkeley 8/385I, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
18. Vannes 2157, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
19. London BM B 157, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^,
20. London BM B 310, hydria, Attic black-figure^^.
IP
21. London BM B 220, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure
22. Earlier Paris, Pereire, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^^.
1. Br. 61 A 24;
2. Br. 60 A 16;
3. Br. 60 A 20:
no. 141;
4. Br. 59 A 1;
5. Br. 60 A 3;
6 . Br. 60 A 4;
7. Br. 59 A 10;
8. Br. 59 A 19;
9. Br. 59 A 7;
10. Br. 60 A 12;
11. Br. 61 A 17;
12. Br. 59 A 9; ,
13. Br. 59 A 6;
(Zurich, 1943) pll." 15-Ï7;" aVb.V. 133, 5.
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(l) belongs to the second quarter of the sixth century 
and (2) - (I3) to the middle. The only fifth century 
example is (22). Numbers (4) and (6) are interesting as 
implying that Heracles is using the sword after previously 
wounding Geryon with the bow, since the latter is transfixed 
in one or more of his heads by an arrow; in (6) Eurytion 
is also transfixed with an arrow. Eurytion is visible in 
all except (13) and he may have been originally present here 
since the piece is fragmentary. In (14) he is in rather an 
unusual pose, on all fours, and there may be an arrow going 
into his chest, although this could be a sword. Orthus is 
present in (8). The lamenting woman appears in (17), and in
(11) both^draped man and woman appear. In (7) and (21), 
rather unusually, all the bodies of Geryon seem to be still 
alive.
It is highly likely that the following shield-bands also 
have this type of composition:
(i) Olympia B 1637^.
(ii) Olympia B 1913^.
(iii) Olympia B 973^.
These are very close to the shieldbands, (l) - (3), both in 
composition and date but are too fragmentary to allow of 
absolute certainty.
1. Kunze, op. cit. XXVII, 42x and pl. 52, 7,and Beilage 7, 3.
2. Ibid. XLI, 59a and pl. 65.
3. Ibid. XLIX, 67y and pl. 63.
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Ill Use of the club
1. Los Angeles A 5832, 50-157, earlier collection Saint-Perriol
186, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Wurzburg 245, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
3. Louvre P 55, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
4. New York 56.171.H ,  belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figured
5
5. Rome, Vatican 347, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
6. Castle Ashby, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. Rome, Vatican Gug. 39, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^.
8. Munich 2620 (J 337), cup, Attic red-figure^.
Q
9. Wurzburg 246, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
10. Erlangen M 231 (=Mun. J 308), belly-handled amphora, Attic
black-figure^^.
11. London BM B 156, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^^.
12. Earlier Rome market, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
12figure . ,
1. Br. 60 A 6; Hesperia 24 (1955) 1, no. 1 & pll. la & 2a;
A.B.V. 133, 7.
2. Br. 60 A 5; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 79; A.B.V. 133, 1.
3. Br. 60 A 9; C^. 3 pl. 15, 6; A.B.V. 133, 4.
4. Br. 60 A 21; Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum NS 15
(1957) 169; A.B.V. 133, 2.
5. Br. 60 A 17; Albizzati, op. cit. pl. 43; A.B.V. 138, lab.
6. Br. 59 A 8; pl. 108; A.B.V. 329, 5.
7. Br. 60 A 18; R^. pl. 14; A.B.V. 312, 3.
8. Br. 62 B 1; M.U.Z. ' fig. 391; A.R.V. 2. 16, 17.
9. Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 66; A.B.V. 296, 8.
10. Br. 60 A 2; Grünhagen, op. cit. 37; Jahn, op. cit. 89.
11. Br. 60 A 11; 3 pl. 27, 1.
12. Br. 59 A 14; & V .  pl. 104.
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13. Dublin NM, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
14. ^illa Giulia 30387, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^
15. Berlin P 1999, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
16. Wurzburg 230, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
17. Wurzburg 343, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
18. Olympia, metope^,
19. Berlin P 3258, volute-krater, Apulian^.
o
20. Naples H 1924 (82286), lebes gamikos, Lucanian red-figure .
g
21. Athens NI'Æ 12618, Megarian bowl.
Numbers (l) - (5) are by or near Group E; (6) - (12) 
belong to the last quarter of the sixth century; (13) - (17) 
belong to the first quarter of the fifth century; (18) to c.
47O; (19) and (20) to the fourth century; (2l) to the third
century.
Eurytion is present in (l), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (9), 
(10), (14) and (15). In (3) and (6) he has an arrow in his 
breast, and in (7) a stone in his hand, just as Geryon wields
1. Br. 61 A 8; ïillyard, op. cit. no. 38.
2. Br. 59 A 13; Mingazzini, op. cit. pl. 69, 7, no. 489; A.B.V.
394, im.
3. Br. 61 A 3; A. Pur tv/angler, Beschreibung der VasensSmmlung
im Anti guar ium, 426; A.B.L. 217, 21.
4 . Br. 59 A 3; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 62.
5. Br. 62 A 21; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 103; Par. I8I.
6. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pll. I8O-I85.
7. Br. 63 D 1
8. Br. 63 D 2
9. Br. 63 E 1
A. Purtwangler, op. cit. 910. 
L.C.S. 148, no. 836, pl. 70, 4 & 5. 
Hausmann, op. cit. pl. 67, 1.
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a stone on the Hephaesteum metope^. Orthus is present in 
(l), (4) and (14). In (14) the artist seems to have paid 
the penalty for trying to depict both dog and herdsman in 
a confined space, since the composition is very confused at 
this point.
The use of two weapons seems to be shown in (8), where one 
head of Geryon has an arrow in each eye and Heracles carries 
bow and arrows in his left hand; he also carries this in (13), 
as well as brandishing the club. The lamenting woman is 
present in (8), (ll), (12) and (13). In the late pieces 
(19) - (21) Heracles opposes his lionskin to Geryon in the 
form of a shield; the skin was invulnerable and so a great 
protection. In (20) Geryon is three-headed rather than three­
bodied, perhaps as a result of the artist taking one of the 
early sources literally.
IV Use of the spear
There is only one surviving example of this scheme:
2
1. Louvre P 115, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
This is odd in that Heracles holds a hoplite shield, 
possibly going back to the time when he was described and 
represented in armour, in the days before Pisander .
a**#*#*****#*#**#*
These, then, are the weapons depicted and, as has 
already been stated, there is a much greater variety than 
in literature, as one would expect. Certainly,
1. See page 305f.
2. Br. 59 A 4; C^. 4 pl. 37, 10 & 11; A.B.V.319, 4.
3. See page 48, note (l).
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j%2oâaLia2ecx2c]aî^ xX«^  there seems to have been a tradition
that Heracles used first the bow from a distance and then the 
sword at close quarters. The method of death is commonly 
not shown when Orthus, Eurytion or one of the bodies of Geryon 
are already dead but one cannot expect artists accurately to 
record every detail of a myth. The tradition of various weapons 
being used seems to have been in existence in the third quarter 
of the sixth century and as such may have appeared in Ibycus, 
but it is always possible that artists paint whatever weapon 
they choose, while the literary accounts are more concerned 
with the story that Heracles killed Geryon than with details 
of what weapon he used; art,of course,cannot ignore the 
details of weapon because in a visual medium this has to be 
shown. Thus, the appearance of different weapons may be not-
bWs( ^hing more than happenstance. Certainly I feel M. Rob^son 
puts the case too strongly when he says "suddenly in the fifth 
century the story becomes immensely popular in a new guisej, 
Heracles wearing the lionskin shoots the giant, having killed 
the hound and herdsman, and when he closes may use the club 
rather than the sword". The artistic evidence just examined 
does not support this claim.
I feel that it is entirely necessary to bear in mind that 
these variants may be no more than the choice of different 
artists when faced with the necessity of giving Heracles a 
weapon of some description to kill Geryon, since the literary 
accounts were not particularly concerned with this detail.
1. M. Robertson, 'Geryoneis: Stesichorus and the Vase-
painters' C.Q. 19 (1969) 207-20.
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Representations where no weapon is visible.
1. Chest of Cypselus^.
2
2. Perachora 2542, fragmentary cup, Corinthian .
3. London BM B 155, neck-handled amphora, Chalcidian^.
4. Athens Acr. 2424, cup-fragment, Attic black-figure^.
5
5. Brussels R 289, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
6. Eretria, Lekythos fragment, Attic black-figure^,
7
7. London BM B 426, cup-fragment, Attic black-figure .
8. Delphi, Athenian treasury, metopes^.
Q
9. Berlin F 2007, lekythos, Attic black-figure
I shall examine each piece individually since they do 
not fall under one general category.
The earliest piece, the chest of Cypselus, (l), only 
survives in the testimony of Pausanias, but it seems that 
Geryon had triple form; no information is given as to the 
other figures depicted with him or the manner in which he 
was killed.
1. Paus. V 19. 1.
2. Br, 63 C 4; Perachora II 262, no. 2542 & pll. IO6 & 110.
3# Br. 63 C 2; Rumpf, Chalkidische Vasen no, 6, fig. 1 &
pll. XIII-XIV.
4. Graef & Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 98.
5. CJ7. 2 pl. 16, 4; A.B.V. 133, 3.
6. Br. 61 A 6; J. Boardman, 'Pottery from Eretria’ B.S.A. 47
(1952) 42, no. 12 & pl. 14.
7. Br. 61 A 12; C.V. 2 pl. 21 and text-note page 8 and figure;
A.B.V. 256, 20.
8. Fouilles de Delphes IV Fasc. 2 pll. XLIV-XLV.
9. Br. 61 A 4; Neugebauer, op. cit. 49.
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Apart from (3) and (9) the rest of the pieces in my list
are too fragmentary for any weapon to he identified. Of
special interest are the metopes of the Treasury of the
Athenians at Delphi, (8), the six in question being those along
the back of the building. Three showed cattle, one the
chariot of Heracles or possibly of Geryon^, one Orthus,
another Geryon. It does not seem entirely clear where Heracles
appeared in this scheme; there would certainly be room for
him above the dead Orthus but he could also have been shown
on the same metope as Geryon, in close combat, presumably
with either sword or club. However, with the large amount of
space available to the sculptor it seems more likely Heracles
was placed in the Orthus metope and thus possibly given a
bow or even a spear. This treasury gives another example of
the sixth-century penchant for multi-metope scenes, as already
2
seen reflected in the Geryon metopes of the Hephaesteum .
(3), on the other hand, specifically shows Heracles not 
brandishing any weapon, but merely stretching out his hands 
towards Geryon. This may mean that he is about to finish him 
off with his bare hands: two bodies are already dead. It
may be, however, that the artist is simply alludirg to the 
combat, without concerning himself with detail^.
(9) does not depict Heracles at all but only Geryon, with 
one body dead, accompanied by a dead Orthus and also by 
Athena and perhaps his mother. Clearly the Heracles labour
1. Of. page 297 & note (2).
2. Of page 3O6.
3. As on the other Chalcidian vase carrying this subject, Geryon 
is winged and has only one pair of legs. See page 303, no.2
at 304f.
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is alluded to without any specific weapon being shov/n, or 
indeed, the hero himself.
In only the Chalcidian piece (3) is it possible to say 
that the artist intended not to give Heracles any weapons; 
it is possible that this v/as the case in some of the others 
but without a complete picture of them it is not possible to 
know, nor, indeed, what the weapon was, if depicted.
Heracles and Cattle
In these representations Geryon is not depicted but the
myth is alluded to by Heracles’ presence with cattle. As can
be seen, such representations are not very numerous and
certainly the combat with Geryon seems to have provided the
main interest in this labour, if it did not form the main-
story line, in the earlier time^.
2
1. Throne of Bathycles ,
2. Earlier Rome market, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^,
3. Bologna 51, column-krater, Attic black-figure^.
(5
4. Boulogne 476, oinochoe, Attic black-figure .
It is possible that, rather than alluding to the 
Geryon labour as a whole, these pieces show Heracles’ personal 
advantage gained from it, namely the cattle, if this was.
1. See page 29b«
2. Paus. Ill 18.3.
3. Br. 62 vgl.; pll. 105-6.
4. Br. 62 vgl.; A. Zannoni, Gli Scavi della Certosa di
Bologna (Bologna, I876) pll. 76. 9 & 23, 4; A.B.V. 376,234.
5. Br. 62 vgl.; A.B.V. 377, 245.
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as seems likely, a feature of the myth before the late mytho- 
graphers, Brommer includes in his list one other piece 
which he claims shows only Heracles and cattle, but wi thout a 
picture available there is no way of checking this. This is 
as follows:
(i) Basel, cup. Attic black-figure^.
The unidentified lamenting woman
A brief word must finally be said about the identity 
of the lamenting woman who appears on many Attic black-figure re­
presentations and also occasionally in red-figure. Since she is 
not confined to one group of painters she presumably had a link 
with the story and was not a mere unidentified spectator. The 
choice of identification seems to lie between the mother of Geryon
and mother of Eurytion, just as Eurystheus* mother seems to have
2
been depicted on some vases showing the Erymanthian boar .
Geryon is many times described as son of Chrysaor and 
Calliroe and the latter would be apt in these representations, 
especially as Stesichorus devotes a long speech to her before 
the battle with Heracles. Moreover, when the lamenting 
woman appears she is placed close to Geryon, a factor which 
must surely be taken into consideration. Robinson^, however, 
prefers to identify her as Erythia, mother of Eurytion, but 
offers no sound reason for this. In fact,the parentage of 
Eurytion is not well attested, appearing for the first time
1. Br. 62 vgl.; A.B.V. 60, 6.
2. See page 365
3. op. cit. 217.
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in extant literature in Hellanicus. Personally, I wonder 
whether Eurytion is a significant enough figure in the myth 
to warrant the rendering of his mother in representations of 
it, a fact surely indicated hy the fact that Eurytion him­
self is not always rendered.
I thus believe the unidentified woman to be Calliroe, 
mother of Geryon, and perhaps both parents to be depicted 
on the vase^ where both man and woman appear, although, since 
this is the only appearance of man and woman, they could be 
merely unidentified spectators.
CONCLUSION
The Geryon legend dates at least to the early seventh
century and it is quite possible that the main features of the
myth were present from the beginning. Certainly by the
early seventh century Geryon was conceived as three-bodied,
2
as shown by the Early-Corinthian pyxis . Hesiod's 
reference to Orthus and Eurytion is regarded as spurious by 
the editor of the Oxford text but, whatever the truth of 
this, the same early pyxis may show Orthus, and Eurytion 
seems to have been described by Ctesichorus in the early 
sixth century.
It has been seen that the driving of the cattle to 
Greece was not at first stressed as an important part of the 
labour and it may even have been done by Heracles for his own 
advantage: the reference to Tiryns in Hesiod may refer to
1. Naples 112849. See page 307, no. 1i.
2. See page 303, no. 1 & 304.
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Heracles’ home rather than to Eurystheus’ and the Pindar 
passage may continue this idea hy telling of Heracles driving 
the cattle hack without being asked to do so or paid. Certain­
ly the cattle do not play an important part in art, they only 
occur on a fev/ representations, including the early pyxis, and 
may allude to Heracles’ action in bringing them back for him­
self rather than to the Geryon labour as a whole. Until 
the late mythographers it is the killing of Geryon that 
is stressed, both in literature and art, and it is Diodorus 
who is the first specifically to say that the labour consisted 
in driving back the cattle, making the killing of Geryon 
subsidiary to this. Perhaps it was an attempt to make the 
story more respectable: the driving away of cattle from a
monstrous personage would show Heracles in a more heroic light 
than a mission specifically to kill Geryon- even though he 
was not offering harm to anyone. At any rate, there does not 
seem to have been much interest in specifying the exact manner 
in which Geryon was killed; writers left this vague while 
artists are likely to have followed their own whim in the 
weapon which they gave to Heracles.
It seems that at first the Geryon and Hesperides labours 
were combined in one myth and there are definite.traces of this 
in the account of Pherecydes^. Presumably by the time of the 
Temple of Zeus they were regarded as separate since they occupy 
tvfo separate metopes.
1. See page 293* It seems that at this time the separation of 
these two myths was underway and that this led to the con­
fusion inside Pherecydes’ account of the details of each.
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CHAPTER T\¥ELVE; THE HORSES OF DIQMEDES
The Diomedes of this labour is the son of Ares and Gyrene 
and king of the Thracian tribe the Bistones; he must be 
distinguished from the hero of the same name, son of Tydeus 
and Deipyle, who fought for the Greeks against the Trojans^.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Pindar (P. Oxy. 2450 )
Hellanicus (F.G.H. 
4 F 105):
This piece is fragmentary but can be
seen to describe Heracles subduing
the mares of Diomedes, killing their
master near the Bistonian marsh; he
was son of Ares and king of the
Cicones . Heracles mastered the
mares by throwing a man into their
feeding troughs^ to divert them;
he then tore from the wall the chains
that bound all of them. He led
them off, controlling them with 
5
his club .
The Abdera in Thrace was named after 
Abderus, son of Hermes, with whom 
Heracles fell in love. He was torn 
to pieces, according to Hellanicus 
and others by of Aïo^pôouç îTxxot,
1. Iliad, passim.
2. See Appendix II.
3. A tribe of the same area as the Bistones if not actually 
identical therewith.
4 .  cpd-Tvai.
5. Cf Aristophanes of Byzantium (Nek. Fr. 42) who said that 
Pindar called the mares xpopdTa and described their feeding- 
troughs as cpdTvat. His statement helps with the restoration 
of vv A 28 & 21.
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Euripides (H.F. 380ff.): Heracles mastered with curhs^ the
2
mares of Diomedes, yoked to a four- 
horse chariot; he did this for 
Eurystheus. The horses fed on 
human flesh in their troughs. The 
locality is described as beyond the 
River Hebrus^.
(Ale. 48lff.): Heracles is on his way to Thrace to
fetch the horses for Eurystheus when 
he comes to Admetus’ house. He is 
questioned by the chorus on his 
mission; . they inform Heracles that 
the horses are man-eating and say 
that he will have to kill Diomedes if 
he is to come back alive.
Diodorus Siculus (IV 15, It was the eighth labour to bring back 
3-4): Tdç ... LTtxouç which had bronze
feeding-troughs, secured by iron 
because of the horses’ strength.
They fed on human flesh and Heracles 
mastered them by feeding Diomedes to 
them to sate their hunger. He was 
then able to lead them to Eurystheus, 
who consecrated them to Hera, and 
their stock continued till the time of 
Alexander the Great. It was after 
this labour that Heracles joined the
1. ^uXfoLG
2. Note the gender of the Relative Pronoun.
3. A river in Thrace.
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Apollodorus (il v 8)
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 9)
(Fab. CCL 2):
Argonauts •
It was the eighth labour to bring 
back vac ... f^xou^ to Mycenae; 
these mares ate human flesh. Heracles 
went with a group of volunteers ; he 
overpowered the grooms and drove the 
horses to the sea, pursued by the 
Bistones. He gave them to Abderus, 
son of Hermes, with whom he fell in 
love, but they dragged him along the 
ground and killed him, whereupon 
Heracles routed Diomedes and the 
Bistones. He founded Abdera in 
memory of Abderus and gave the mares 
to Eurystheus, who set them free; 
they were killed by wild animals on 
Mount Olympus.
Heracles killed Diomedes and his four 
stallions, which fed on human flesh, 
with the help of his servant Abderus. 
The horses are named as Podargus, 
Lampon, Xanthus and Dinus.
Included under the title Quae quadrigae 
rectores suos perdiderunt is Diomede# 
Martis filium.
Late writers tried to find causes for the wildness of the 
2
horses. Pliny , for example, attributes it to the potency of —
1. Apollonius (1. 124-ff.) connects the boar labour with the 
time of Heracles joining the Argo. See page 338.
2. E Æ .  25, 94.
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the plants around Ahdera, while Aelian^ believes it to be 
caused by the River Cossinitus, which flows into Abdera: the
former makes them stallions, the latter mares. Moreover,
2various horses are said to be descended from them. Servius , 
making them stallions, mentions the story that the horses of 
Aeneas were descended from them but does not himself believe 
it; Gellius^ quotes Gavius Bassus and lulus Modestus as saying 
that the horse of Gnaeus Seius was descended from them; Probus^ 
says some report that the mares of Glaucus, described by
5
Asclepiades of Tragilus as eating raw flesh, were in fact 
has equas of Diomedes, which were brought to Eurystheus by 
Heracles, but were stolen by Sisyphus and given to his son 
Glaucus.
In the majority of the sources the horses are regarded 
as mares, albeit particularly ferocious ones. It is possible 
that this reflects the belief that the "female of the species 
is more deadly than the male" or else it may have aimed at 
making these particular horses more horrific in contrast with 
the general notion of mares being docile. Certainly the 
horses appear as mares in the earliest extant source, Pindar; 
it is not until late that they appear as stallions, in Pliny, 
Hyginus^ and Servius. Perhaps there was an early tradition, 
now lost, which also made them stallions or perhaps these
1. De Natura Animalium XV 25.
2. Ad I. 752.
3. iii 9. ,
4. To Virgil, Georgies, III 266f.
5. F.G.H. 12 F 1.
6. Hyginus also gives them masculine names.
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writers mistranslated their Greek sources, since it is very 
often only the gender of the article which marks the horses 
as mares. Hyginus on another occasion has changed a female 
animal into a male, namely the Cerynitian Hind^.
The mares of Diomedes seem to have had no separate ex-
2
istence outside the Heracles myth and not to have been very 
popular in literature, it being noteworthy that their only 
appearance in Attic drama occurs in Euripides, who liked to 
treat the less popular myths. Pindar gives a fairly full 
account. It is not possible to date this poem but it is 
interesting that it juxtaposes the Geryon and Diomedes myths 
which were also placed side by side on the Temple of Zeus 
at Olympia; without the date of the poem, however, it is 
impossible to trace the direction of influence here. All that 
can be said is that by the 460’s BC this legend about Diomedes 
was regarded as a labour and that it also appears as such in 
Euripides. The end of the Pindar poem is not preserved and it 
is possible that mention was made of Heracles driving the mares 
to Eurystheus. The idea of them being man-eating is implied 
by Heracles throwing a man to them; it is interesting that it 
is not Diomedes who is thrown to them, as in Diodorus; we 
know from Pirdar that Diomedes was killed by Heracles but it is 
not clear how, nor whether this takes place before or after the 
capture of the horses. The killing of Diomedes is also 
mentioned by Euripides, although again the manner is not
1. See pages 150, rfj, & 168
2. In the Iliad the Greek Diomedes is associated with the 
divine horses of Rhesus (10. cf. R.B. VI 1. 817-818
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specified. Euripides* description of the method of capturing 
the horses may he influenced hy Pindar since the ilfahia' 
are a similar notion to the chain that hound them to the wall 
and hy which Heracles led them away. In most of the accounts 
Heracles captures the horses hut Hyginus states that he killed 
thera^. The artistic evidence will he examined with a view 
to establishing whether Hyginus was here following an earlier 
soui’ce, or introducing an innovation, possibly in ignorance.
The Abderus element in the myth is likely to have been a
later addition. It is possible that the derivation of the name 
2
of Abdera in the passage referring to Hellanicus should be 
attributed to Stephen of Byzantium, the author, rather than to 
Hellanicus. It is interesting that Apollodorus gives Abderus* 
death as Heracles* main reason for killing Diomedes, rather 
than making it a necessary preliminary to the capture of the 
horses. He thus seems to be following a variant tradition 
which attached no difficulty to their capture. It is also 
interesting that Apollodorus makes Heracles go with a large force 
to Thrace, which does presumably hint at the difficulty of the 
task but, on the other hand, it is likely he is not thought of 
as making much use of it or else this labour would presumably 
have been discounted like that of the hydra on the ground that 
Heracles had help^.
As regards the fate that befell the horses in those accounts 
which describe them taken to Eurystheus, no two authors agree.
1. Cf. the Erymanthian boar, page 339,
2. At any rate the locality is fixed by the name Abderos; per­
haps this was originally a local legend.
3. See page. 78.
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Diodorus rationalises them into real horses and says that 
their "breed continued until the time of Alexander, Apollodorus 
says that they were killed by wild beasts on Mount Olympus, 
and Probus that they were taken from Phrystheus by Sis^Tphus 
and given to his son Glaucus,
The idea of throwing Diomedes to his own horses gives a
sort of poetic justice^ and it is interesting that other
opponents of Heracles are "hoist with their own petard" such
2
as the Nemean lion , which is skinned with its own claws, 
and Antaeus, who is beaten at his ov/n sport of wrestling.
Hyginus also presumably infers that Heracles was the instrument 
when he talks of Diomedes being eaten by the horses in Fabula 
CCL, since in XXX he says that Heracles, assisted by Abderus, 
killed Diomedes. It seems that the killing of Diomedes assumed, 
at least in late times, a more important part in the legend, 
although perhaps only in a minor variant: an inscription
of the second century AD^ does not mention the horses at all 
when talking of this labour but stresses the slaying of 
Diomedes and gaining mastery over Thrace.
This labour accords with those that tell of beating a 
monstrous opponent, the danger of which is effectively brought 
out in the stichomythia of the Alcestis passage. Heracles* 
heroism is thus highlighted. The act can also be regarded as 
a benefaction since presumably the horses were a general danger, 
but this idea is not stressed until late. The story itself
1. Also more heroic than Pindar*s version of thiov/ing any man 
to them.
2. See pages 57& 40.
3. See,for example, Apollodorus, II v 11.
4. C.I.Gr. 5984.
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is one of those which tel] of Heracles fighting a son of
Ares, as with the myth of Cycnus^; the Stymphalian birds
2
are also connected with him . One would expect it to be 
said that Diomedes received his horses from his divine father 
but this is not the case, at least in extant literature.
At any rate,it is likely that some general antagonism was thou^t 
to exist between Heracles and Ares.
As has been stated, the Diomedes myth appears rather 
late and is not very popular; I feel this may be at least 
partly explained by reference to the myth connecting Heracles 
with the horses of Laomedon^. These were given to Tros 
by Zeus in return for his son Ganymede and thus passed to 
Laomedon. Sarpedon is made to talk of Heracles sacking Troy 
because Laomedon refused him the horses when he had done him 
service; this service, as Hellanicus^ says, consisted in 
saving Laomedon*s daughter, Hesione, from a sea monster sent 
by Apollo and Poseidon to punish Laomedon for not honouring 
his debt to them . Laomedon cheated Heracles by giving him 
mortal horses instead. Therefore, Heracles marched against 
him and sacked Troy and took the horses that way, Diodorus^ 
and Apollodorus^ actually make them mares.
1. cf. R^. XI 2. 2435ff.
2. See page 104.
3. SiE. XII 1. 752ff.
4. F.G.H. 4 p 108.
3. They built the wall.
6. IV 42, 3-7.
7. II V 9.
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The Laomedon story enjoyed an earlier tradition than
that about Diomedes since it occurred in Horner^ and was still
being told by the late mythographers. There are definite
similarities between the two and I believe that the former
may have somewhat eclipsed the latter, even though it may
have provided the inspiration for the legend of Heracles and
the horses of Diomedes. Where subjects were similar, artists
and authors seem to have favoured one at the expense of the
other: I believe that this was the reason for the comparative
scarcity of representations of the Hesperides snake as opposed
2
to those of the hydra .
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE
The artistic material representing this myth is rather 
limited, again indicating that it was not particularly 
popular among the Heracles stories^. However, it is also 
noteworthy that the Laomedon story is not pictured in art.
It may have been that these subjects did not provide scope 
for interesting artistic representations. The Diomedes 
story appears in art earlier than it appears in extant 
literature about the middle of the sixth century on the throne 
of Bathycles.
(a) The Death of Diomedes.
I begin with this group because to it may belong the 
earliest documented artistic version of this labour. This is
1. II. 5. 640ff.
2. See page 267.
3. This would certainly be the case if it was originally a 
myth of the Abderos area.
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interesting as being also the detail that captured the 
imagination of the author of the late inscription^. It 
has to be admitted that the male in all these pieces cannot be 
firmly identified as Diomedes since Pindar does record a 
version in which Heracles brought about the death of someone 
else as well, but this is confined to Pindar in extant litera­
ture and the following are perhaps more likely to depict the
main recipient of death, Diomedes.
2
1. Throne of Bathycles .
3
2. Florence, cup-fragments, Attic red-figure^.
3. Naples H 2^06, oinochoe, Attic black-figure^.
s
4. Taranto 3110,oinochoe, Apulian red-figure .
3. Athens, Agora P 23223, Megarian bowl,
6. Athens, Agora P 404, krater-fragment. )
The only evidence for the throne of Bathycles, which 
does not survive itself, is the statement of Pausanias that it 
depicted "Heracles punishing Diomedes the Thracian". It can 
be seen that it cannot with certainty be said that Heracles 
killed him in this version since it is possible that the 
punishment consisted rather in having his horses taken away 
from him; in this case it may be that the horses were shown on
the throne and not Diomedes, since his name is used by Pausanias
merely to refer to the myth in general in his description of 
the Olympia metope on the subject^.
1. See page 323 & note (4)
2. Paus. Ill 18. 12.
3. Br. 187 B 2; A.R.V. 2. 38, 47.
4. Br. 187 A 3; Vasensammlung Neapolis 322.
3. Br. 187 D 1; C^. 1 pi. IV Dr 8, 2.
6. Br. 187 E 1 & 2; Hausmann,pi. 62, 2; Hesperia. Supplement
10, 107, no. 120.
7. See page 333.
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The red-figure cup-fragments (2) were painted by Oltos 
and thus date to the last quarter of the sixth century. Again 
it is not possible to say for certain whether the death of 
Diomedes was depicted since, although on one side an arm hangs 
out of a horse *s mouth, on the other side Diomedes seems 
to be pictured. It is certainly possible that Diomedes is 
drawn at two separate stages in the myth but it would also be 
possible for the arm in the mouth to represent the unidentified 
figure of the Pindar version, especially as Heracles brandishes 
his club in coercion once the animal has sated its appetite^. 
There seems no way of settling this. Both alternatives are 
interesting. If this vase gives the version that appears in 
Pindar it both antedates him and also gives the only other 
appearance of the version in any medium; if Diomedes is here 
shown eaten by his own horse it is much earlier than the first 
reference to the story, v/hich appears in Diodorus, and could 
perhaps indicate that this was the main line of the myth while 
the Pindar version was perhaps his cwn variant.
(3) seems less problematical as regards the identification
2
of Diomedes. Heracles, using the lionskin as a shield , 
stands behind three horses, holding bow and arrows in his left 
hand and brandishing his club in his right, not apparently at 
the horses but rather at the naked figure of Diomedes,who runs 
away. This does not give any specific manner of death to 
Diomedes,w3ŒXEsmxxa3cagcx as (2) may offer, nor does it shew 
Diomedes dead, but it does indicate that Heracles is pursuing 
him, presumably with hostile intent, before capturing the horses,
1. This detail appears in Pindar.
2. Its invulnerability makes it very useful for such purposes,
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(4) also brings its problems: ^aracles has his arms around
the neck of a horse on either side of him and apparently holds 
the club in his right hand. The interest of this piece lies 
in the figure to the left of Heracles with spear, shield and 
net; this could be Diomedes about to throw the net over 
Heracles to ensnare him, so that he may then finish him off 
with his spear, rather as Clytemnestra used the net in the 
murder of Agamemnon^. This would give an elaborate tradition 
to Diomedes* resistance to Heracles. However, the weapons 
do suggest those of a hunter and the figure could be a helper 
of Heracles, about to catch the horses, which Heracles is 
taming. lolaus is not mentioned as taking part in this labour, 
although this need not prevent an artist from depicting him so. 
At any rate, Abderus also helped Heracles in this labour accord­
ing to Hyginus and this could be evidence that this version 
was earlier than him. There can be no means of knowing which 
version the artist intended.
For my knowledge of (5) and (6) I must rely on the
2
description of G. Roger Edwards who finds P 404 (6), of which 
only a fragment remains, identifiable as a representation of 
this labour from comparison with P 23225 (5). He says that 
Heracles, at least in the latter, has his right foot on "what 
seems to be the head of a prostrate human figure, presumably 
Diomedes, just slain". If he is right, this would be a version 
in which Diomedes was killed in a way other than being thrown 
to the horses. Three horses can be picked out, with Heracles 
holding the head of one.
1. Aesch. 1115.
2. *Hellenistic Pottery, Small Objects from the Pnyx II*
Hesperia Supplement 10, 79ff. On the pieces in question see
107
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Not much information can he gained from this group of 
representations; they rather provide food for speculation. 
However, even if the throne of Bathycles did not show the 
death of Diomedes the fact of this labour being represented 
on it dates the story at least to the middle of the sixth 
century.
(b) Heracles possibly intending to kill the horses.
This is the next earliest group, but again there is a 
good deal of uncertainty about it, since it is merely the 
choice of weapons depicted which suggests Heracles is going 
to attempt more than capture; it is possible that the killing 
motif was not in the mind of the artist at all. However, if 
Heracles is meant here to be about to kill the mares this is 
very important as showing Hyginus* statement that he did so 
reflects an early tradition.
1. Leningrad, cup, Attic red-figure^.
2
2. Vienna, 4404, cup-fragments, Attic red-figure .
(l) is by Psiax and thus dates to the last quarter of the 
sixth century. Inside the cup Heracles is drawn with his 
right arm around the neck of a mare, and apparently sticking a 
spear into her neck with his left hand; this surely suggests 
more than capture. The mare has a snake coming from her 
nose, presumably to suggest her monstrous nature.
(2) is fragmentary and again depicts this labour on the 
inside of the cup. The top of Heracles* head is preserved 
together with the lionskin and also parts of the bow, which 
he was presumably pointing. On the right the head and forelegs
1. Br. 187 A 2; B.8.A 46 (1951) 150, note 29 & pi. l6a;
A.B.V. 294, 22.
2. Br. 187 B 3; £iV. 2 pi. 99, 1.
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of a horse are preserved and the hack legs are preserved on a 
separate fragment. There seems to he an arrow in its neck, 
on the side turned away from Heracles, and again this suggests 
more than capture.
It does appear that the killing, or at least wounding, of 
the mares was known at the end of the sixth century although 
it may have been the interpretation of individual vase-painters 
not well-versed in the actual myth rather than a significant var­
iant.
(c) Heracles opposes the horses with his club
This group contains the most numerous examples but even 
here there are not many. Moreover, all the pieces do not 
seem to refer to exactly the same moment in the myth. The 
group begins in the first quarter of the fifth century.
1. Syracuse 14569, lekythos, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Scarab .
3. England, private collection, scarab^.
4. Olympia, metope^.
5. Athens, Hephaesteum, metope .
An interesting feature of (l) is that the mares are winged, 
probably to enhance their monstrous nature, as does the snake 
on the Leningrad cup^. One cannot help thinking of the winged
1. Br. 186 A 1; Brommer, Her, pi. 19b. A.B.V. 487.
2. A. Eurtwangler, Antike G-emmen (Munich, 1900) I pi. 8, 59.
3. Ibid. pi. 6, 47.
4. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pi. 179.
5. Sauer, op. cit. pi. VI. v.
6. See page 331.
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Geryon, who appears in the Geryoneis of Stesichorus^ and also
2
in Chalcidian vase-painting . The depiction of four horses 
may he deliberate since Euripides and others say that they 
were a four-horse chariot team, the main fiinction of horses. 
Heracles grasps one around the neck and brandishes his club.
(2) and (3) again belong to the late Archaic period; 
their representations are similar, with Heracles leading off a 
single horse, perhaps back to Eurystheus; he holds its bridle 
and threatens it with his club. The size of the field probably 
dictated the rendering of a single horse.
The two metopes, (4) and (5), are similar to one another.
At Olympia,Heracles had his left hand across the nose of a 
rearing horse and his pose suggests he had the club in his 
other hand. Pausanias is not very exact in his description 
saying that above the temple doors is "the labour with Diomedes 
the Thracian" although Diomedes himself is" not depicted; pre- 
sumably he is using Diomedes* name loosley to refer to the labour 
as a whole . On the Hephaesteum, Heracles has his hand between 
a horse’s ears; again he has been restored #s wielding his 
club, which seems plausible. This rendering is odd, however, 
as the horse is a stallion, since it seems to have genitalia.
It is difficult to know whether this was deliberate, thus 
providing a precedent for Hyginus! description of the horses 
as stallions, or whether it is a mistake. Certainly oddities
1. See page 29I.
2. See pages 303, no, 2 & 304; 313, no.3 & 314 & note (3).
3. See page 328.
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do occur, as v/ith the representation of Theseus and the 
hoar of Crommyon^, and they seem best regarded as artists* 
mistakes. At Olympia the underside of the horse is not preser­
ved but one would expect a mare to have been shown here along 
with the main tradition. The appearance of a single horse 
again is sufficient to allude to the myth in a fairly small 
field.
(2) and (3) recall Pindar * s statement that Heracles led off 
the horses, controllin,g them with his club, although, since the 
date of thelPindar passage is not known, it cannot be said 
whether they derived from his account. In (4) and (5)
Heracles seems about to get the horse under control, while 
in (1) he may be still in the middle of mastering them.
2
It is very possible that a relief from Sunium should 
be placed in this category. A mare bucks on its illnd legs; 
Heracles has his left arm out and his ri^t arm, though not 
preserved, seems to have been held back, probably holding a 
weapon, which was probably the club.
1. B.M. E 36,cup, Attic red-figure (Br. 248 B 1; A.R.V.
2. 1269, 4 . See page 340 & note (6i.
2. Hesperia 10 (1941) l63ff., fig. 5 face B2.
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Perhaps also under this heading should he placed the 
Attic red-figure cup by the Kodros Painter^, in that it shows 
Heracles with the horses under control, as on the scarabs, and 
one of the weapons he holds is the club. The horses walk in 
front of him; in his left hand he holds the bow but it is 
not poised.
(d) The version cannot be identified
2
1. Delphi, Treasury of the Athenians, metope .
All that is preserved is the rear leg of a horse from 
the foot to just above the knee. There is something close 
to the hoof , but it cannot be identified. Prom the size of 
the field it seems that the horse was rearing and it is possible 
that the composition was similar to that of the Olympia and 
Hephaesteum metopes.
CONCLUSION
The first appearance of the Diomedes story can be dated 
to around the middle of the sixth centiu?y B.C., although there 
is no evidence as to whether it was regarded as a labour at
1. Altenburg 232 (Br. 187 B 1; Rome, German Institute drawings,
11, 9; A.R.V. 2. 1270, 14.
2. B.C.H. k7 (1933) pll. 16-18 N 3.
3. This could be the head of Diomedes; see page 330 for a 
parallel.
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that time nor about the version that then existed. It has 
been noted that it was not a popular story either in literature 
or art, ‘ It seems possible that the story of the mares arose 
in Thrace in the region around Abdera to explain some fearful 
aspect of the place and that it found its way into the 
Heracles cycle when the Greeks became acquainted with Thrace.
On the other hand, the stoiy, which has no separate existence 
outside the Heracles saga, may have been invented on the 
mainland, probably in the Peloponnese, and set in Thrace 
because it seemed to suit the rather barbaric nature of the 
countryside. Certainly there were Peloponnesian connections 
with the area near Thrace in the form of the foundation of 
Chalcedon by Megara in 6?6 BC and of Byzantium in 660, and 
the foundation of Potidaea by Corinth in 600. The connection 
of Abdera with Abderus may be a local one, although it may 
have been a Greek device to link closely myth and locality.
It is possible that the story of divine horses belonging to 
King Rhesus of Thrace was an inspiration for this myth, 
especially as the 'other* Diomedes was involved with them^.
The horses of Laomedon may also have been an inspiration, 
horses with which Heracles enjoyed an earlier connection.
Certainly the Diomedes story was knw;n in Attica by the 
end of the sixth century, as can be seen from its appearance 
on a few vases and also on the Treasury of the Athenians at 
Delphi, and so by this time it is likely to have been fairly 
well established among Heracles* exploits; it certainly caught 
the imagination of Euripides, although admittedly he did like 
to treat less-popular myths; it also appeared on the 
Hephaesteum in Athens and Heracleum in Thebes, along with most
1. See page '323 & note l2i.
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of the other labours of the later canon. For some reason, 
however, it never really became popular in art, perhaps 
because it did not offer an interesting subject per se, 
although one might argue the same about the subject-matter 
of the bull labour, which was extremely popular in this 
medium, and much may be owed to accidents of survival.
As regards the variants of the myth, it is likely that 
the idea of the horses being stallions, as opposed to mares, 
was due to a mistake or misinterpretation, and it is possible 
too that there was no actual version in which they were killed: 
artists were often non well-versed in mythology and Hyginus 
may be recording an inaccuracy. Certainly the tradition that 
Diomedes was killed dates to the end of the sixth century and 
may even have been part of the myth from the beginning; it 
is not possible to date the origin of the version in which 
Diomedes was neatly *hoist by his own petard* by being thrown 
to his ovm horses, although it perhaps has an air of sophistica­
tion attributable to later writers.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN. THE ERYMANTÏÏIAN BOAR
This is another of the animal labours set in the Northern 
Peloponnese. It is generally regarded as the third or fourth 
labour, but placed last on the temple of Zeus.
A. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Homer (Od. VI 103f.):
Hecataeus (P.G.H I P 6) 
Sophocles (Tr. 1097):
Apollonius Rhodius 
(1. 124ff.):
Diodorus Siculus (IV 12, 
1-2):
There were wild boars near Erymanthus. 
Psophis was ravaged by a boar.
The boar is mentioned as a labour 
after the Nemean lion, hydra and 
centaurs.
Heracles brought the boar alive 
from Lampia near Erymanthus, carrying 
it in chains on his shoulders. Me 
put it down at the gate of the agora 
at Mycenae^ and went off to join the 
Argonauts, against the wishes of 
Eurystheus.
It was Heracles' third labour to bring 
back alive the Erymanthian boar; 
this was very difficult because of 
the danger either of killing it or 
being killed by it. When Eurystheus 
saw Heracles carrying the boar on his 
shoulders he was terrified and hid 
in a bronze vessel. Heracles' adven­
ture with Pholus occurred about this 
time. (IV 12,
1. Cf. Herodorus (P.G.H. 31 P 2L\.).
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Apollodorus (II v 4): It was Heracles’ fourth labour to
bring back alive the Erymanthian boar, 
which v/as ravaging Psophis. On the 
way, he passed through Pholoe and
met Pholus and the centaurs. After
exhausting the boar by chase he trapped
it and took it to Mycenae,
Pausanias (VIII 24. 5): The Erymanthian boar was of great size
and strength.
Hyginus (Fab. XXX 4): Heracles killed the Erymanthian boar.
The legend connecting Heracles with a boar at Erymanthus 
does not appear in extant literature before the second half 
of the fifth century BC but it is possible that Heracles also 
appeared in the account of Hecataeus since Psophis is in the 
same area as Erymanthus and is the setting for the boar in 
Apollodorus* account. It seems that this boar was derived from 
the tradition of Erymanthus as the home for wild boars in the 
Odyssey.
This is variously described as the third or fourth labour,
with Diodorus and Apollodorus obviously using different tradi­
tions. B.Luce^ finds difficulty in this and tries to normalise 
the event as the third labour, failing to see that a myth may 
have a number of variants. He states that Sophocles makes it 
the third labour but, while it is the third to be mentioned 
of those which occur in the later canon, it is in fact fourth 
in the list, being placed after the reference to the centaurs. 
The latter refers to the Pholus legend, in which Heracles was
1.’Studies of the exploits of Heracles on Vases’ A .J.A . 28 
(1924) 296ff.
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entertained by Pholus the centaur with wine that belonged to
all the centaurs, who attacked when they smelled it. Heracles
killed them but Pholus, in removing an arrow from one of them,
dropped it on his foot and died because of the poison of the
hydra, with which it was steeped^. This story in later times
was connected with the boar labour in so far as it was regarded
as taking place at roughly the same time, but there is no
2
evidence for any earlier connection and in the Sophocles passage 
here mentioned and also in Euripides^ this seems to have been 
regarded as a labour in its own right. Luce thus appears 
wrong in thinking that the Sophocles reference to centaurs and 
boar refer to the same labour and this is substantiated by 
the fact that a is inserted between all the ^6%6oL in
Sophocles list, indicating that they were each thought of as 
separate. It will not be necessary to make any further re­
ference to the Pholus story since it was never an integral part 
of the boar laboun and may be earlier than the latter, first 
appearing at the end of the seventh century in Stesichorus^
5
and on an Early Corinthian skyphos in the Louvre .
Luce may again be criticised for his statement^ that:
’this labor■is/^niy one of the achievements of the hero that
1. Cf Diod, IV 12, 3-8; Apollod. II v 4.
2. It is connected with the Geryon labour in Stesichorus.
See page 301*
3. H.P, 360ff. where the boar is not mentioned among the p^%6oL.
4. See note (2).
3. Louvre L 173 (Br. 182 C 1; no 941, pl. 31, 9-10). The
subject may appear as early as a Geometric amnhora in Copen­
hagen, 7029 (Priis-Johansen, op, cit, I 46,fig. 110) which 
shows a man confronting a centaur.
6. op. cit. 296.
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Apollonius Rhodius deems worthy of mention" since it takes no
account of his reference to the Amazons^, the Stymphalian
2 SBirds , and the apples of the Hesperides ; moreover, the main
reason for Apollonius’ mention of the hoar seems only to give
a chronological setting to Heracles’ joining of the Argo.
Diodorus says that Eurystheus was so scared that he hid 
in a jar when Heracles brought the boar to Mycenae^. This 
enhances the bravery of Heracles by comparing it with the coward­
ice of Eurystheus, and it will be seen from the artistic evidence 
to be part of the myth in its early stages. A similar effect 
is achieved by Pausanias’ reference to the size and strength of 
the boar and Athenaeus’^  reference to its size. Thus the 
heroic aspect of the labour is highlighted and it also seems 
to have been an act of benefaction since the boar is described 
as ravaging the countryside. This idea occurs as early as 
Hecataeus, granted that this is the same boar, as seems likely, 
and is stressed in Latin literature^.
All the sources here mentioned, with the exception of 
Hyginus, make Heracles bring the boar to Mycenae alive. This 
is not the only instance in his reference to the labours where 
Hyginus differs in this detail^ and it seems that he had some 
idea that Heracles killed most of the creatures he encountered
1. 2. 964ff.
2. 2. 1052ff.
3. 4. 1396ff.
4. This detail also occurs in the lion and Cerberus labours. 
See pages 37 & 231.
5. IV 130A.
6. Cf. Ovid, Met. IX 192; Seneca, 832 & 228; Silius
Italiens III 38.
7. Cf. The mares of Diomedes (page 320*
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in the labours. It is possible, however, that this idea did
not originally belong to Hyginus but to some late source which
he imitated; it is noteworthy that the same version also
1 2
appears in late writers such as Ausonius and Eustathius .
It is just possible that he was following an early version and 
it will be necessary to look for traces of one in the examination 
of the artistic evidence.
Finally in this section, it should be pointed out that 
boars seem to have been rather a popular theme in Greek mythology^ 
often in the context of boar hunts, no doubt because much 
heroism was needed to hunt a boar. The myth of the hunting 
of the Galydonian boar goes back at least as far as the Iliad  ^
while in the Odyssey^ the hunting of a boar on Parnassus with 
Autolycus is mentioned as the occasion on which Odysseus 
received his famous scar. Slightly later than the legend of 
the Erymanthian boar is that which connects Theseus with the 
sow of Crommyon^, doubless influenced by the Heracles’ story 
and on one vase even represented as a boar^, no doubt by 
mistake. Boar and sow seem inevitably to have been linked 
at least in late times by a tradition which made the sow the
7
mother of the boar . There also seems to have been confusion
1. XXXIII
2. Dionysius Penegetes 414.
3. 9. 527ff.
4. XIX 392ff.
5. Its first appearance seems to be on the Cyclic vases of the 
late sixth century BC. See Br. 248.
6. London B.M. E36, cup (Br. 248 B l).
7. Strabo VIII 6. 22.
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between the Erymanthian and Galydonian boars^, and it is
noteworthy that Heracles was married to Deianeira, daughter 
2
of Oeneus of Calydon.
B. ARTISTIC EVIDENCE.
The earliest artistic representations occur about a 
century earlier than the first specific references in literature 
to Heracles subduing the Erymanthian boar, and thus date roughly 
to the middle of the sixth century BC, perhaps showing one 
of the lyric poets to be the source. The material may be 
conveniently divided according to the aspect of the legend 
depicted, since every aspect is drawn in art from Heracles’ 
initial encounter with the boar right to his arrival with it 
in Mycenae. Luce^ and Kunze^ are generally in agreement as 
to the various schemes for different parts of the myth, but 
where they disagree it will be pointed out. Luce’s list 
follows the order of events chronologically, with the exception 
of Group I, which depicts the use of weapons and therefore 
ought, in my opinion, to stand outside the general pattern 
as I shall discuss later; I shall, therefore, reserve the 
discussion of scenes with the use of weapons until later and 
begin my Group I with the pieces Luce places in his group II.
I shall not, like Luce further subdivide my list according to 
the spectators who are present but merely pass comment on this
1. Callimachus (Hymn to Diana 220) mentions the Arcadian boar 
in Calydon: Pausanias (VIII 47.2) says that in the temple 
of Tegea was an offering of the skin of the Galydonian boar; 
Tegea is closer to Erymanthus than to Calydon. See Wilamo- 
witz Herakles 63.
2. eg. V. 6.
3. op. cit.
4. op. cit.lOif,-6.
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if required. Brommer^ divides his list of hlack-figure 
representations into "pithos" and "non-pithos" types (Aa and 
Ah respectively); I, therefore, shall not need to list all 
the representations of the "pithos" type that occur on vases 
hut merely explain the composition and refer to Brommer’s list; 
however, the "pithos" scenes in other media will, of course, 
he listed and examined. I shall include, where possible, 
the vases of Luce’s lists in my lists, fitting them in to the 
chronological pattern, but unfortunately Luce is æ  vague in his 
reference to his material that it is not always possible to 
identify the vases he mentions. I shall, therefore, only 
include the vases for which I can find a definite whereabouts 
and number, placing the others at the end of each section.
I Heracles overcoming the boar (Luce Group II)
This is represented in art by the scheme of Heracles and
the boar facing each other; Heracles is bent forward, with
one hand on the boar’s flanks, while the animal also bends
forwards, kneeling on its left front leg. This is somewhat
similar to the "Liegekampf" position of Heracles strangling 
2
the Nemean lion , as Luce observes, and also the schemes of
3
Heracles wrestling with the Cretan bull . I can find no 
example of this composition-type in any medium other than vase- 
painting and here it is mainly confined to fifth-century Attic 
black-figure lekythoi, especially by the Haimon Group, as was 
the case with such scenes of lion and bull.
1. 47ff.
2. See pages 62£*f.
3. See pages I29ff.
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1. Florence, Mus. Arch., skyphos, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
2. Market 1919, oinochoe, Attic hlack-figure .
3. Naples Stg. 150, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure
(Lll)^ ,
U. Louvre P 299, liydrla, Attic black-figure. (L26)^.
5. Syracuse from Gela, volute-krater fragment, Attic hlack-
figure (L27)^.
6. London, Dr. Schuler, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-
6figure .
7. Earlier Cecil Torr, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-
figure"^.
8. Dresden ZV 1822, white-ground lekythos, Attic hlack-
figure. (L 16)^.
9. Gottingen 20, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure (L 17)^.
10. Athens NM 1382, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure. (L 31)^^.
11. Paris, Mus. Rodin 831, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^^.
12. Athens NM, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^^.
13. Athens Agora P2713 and 2722, lekythos-fragments, Attic
hlack-figure^^.
1. Br. 32 Ah 6; N.Sc. 20 (1923) 132,Fasc. II pl. 1, 5.
2. Br. 32 Ah 16; Sothehy Catalogue (22/23-V-19) no. 260.
3. Br. 33 2 ab; A.B.V. 383, 1.
4. Br. 32 Ah 10; A.B.V. 362, 29.
3. Br. 32 Ah 9; Mon. Ant. 17 (1907) 311f.,fig. 229.
6. Br. 51 Ah 23; This is identical to no. (7).
7. Br. 31 Ah 27; Sothehy Catalogue (2-vi-29) no. 24.
8. Br. 50 Ah lu; (1971) 171, fig. 13.
9. Br. 50 Ah 3u; P. Jacohsthal, Gottinger Vasen (Berlin, 1912)
pl. VI, 20; A.B.L. 244, 74.
10. Br. 30 Ah 8u & 31 Ah 13 (erroneously repeated); A.M. 18
(1893) 51, fig. 1; A.B.V. 347, 229.
11. Br. 30 Ah 6u; CJ[" (Fr* 16) pl. 17, 7; A.B.V. 347, 234.
12. Br. 50 Ah 7u & 9u (erroneously repeated); Deltion 11
(1927-8) 91, fig. 1, no. 8; A.B.L. 242, 27.
13. Br. 31 Ah 16; Hesperia 13 (1946) pl. 35, 148; A.B.V. 347,
233.
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14. Market 1969, skyphos, Attic hlack-figure^.
15. Stuttgart, KAS 89, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
16. New York 41.162.78, Gallatin collection, lekythos, Attic
hlack-figure. (Ll8)^,
17. Fogg 362, lekythos-fragment, Attic hlack-figure^.
18. Berlin F 2034, tripod-pyxis, Attic hlack-figure (L28)^,
19. London, BM B 462, kyathos, Attic hlack-figure (L29)^.
20. Athens P 3778, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure^.
The representations in this group do not hegin until 
the ]abe sixth century and, as has heen said, most of the 
fifth century examples (6ff.) can he positively assigned to 
the Haimon Group. The scheme scarcely changes from vase to 
vase, as one would expect since it is confined to only a few 
schools. (2), however, is different in that Heracles is 
establishing a wrestling hold from behind and it is possible 
that this is a mixture between wrestling-type and that of 
picking up the hoar (^roup II). Various spectators are often 
present and also Heracles* cloak and weapons are often shown 
hanging in a tree, as in wrestling scenes with the lion and 
hull.
I shall now list those representations which Luce claims 
to depict this composition hut which cannot he positively 
identified. I presume they belong to the end of the sixth
1. Br. 52 Ah 7; Sothehy Catalogue (l-vii-69) no. 98 fig.
C.V. 1 pl. 21.3-5; P^. 277.
Luce, op. cit. fig. 2; A.B.V. 538.
C.V. (U.S.A. 8) Fogg pl. XI, 5; A.B.V. 547,237, 
Brommer, Her, pl. 13a; A.B.V. 556, 442 his.
6. Br. 52 Ah 17; A.B.V. 556, 447.
7. Br. 51 Ah 17, 51 Ah 20 & 53 Ah 5 (three times in error);
Perachora II pl. 143; A.B.V. 547, 230.
2. Br. 50 Ah 5u
3. Br. 52 Ah 38
4. Br. 52 Ah 41
5. Br. 52 Ah 18
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century and beginning of the fifth, but there is often no 
way of verifying this or even the actual type of composition, 
since a picture is not available.
1. Myconos, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure. (L12)^,
2. Athens CC 977, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L14)^.
3. Louvre P 455, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (119)^.
4. Piraeus Museum, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L20)^,
5. Syracuse, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L2l)^.
6. Formerly Ministry of Education, Athens, lekythos, Attic
black-figure. (L22)^,
7. Sabattini Sale catalogue 16, lekythos, Attic black-figure.
(L23)"^ .
O
8. Formerly, Athens market, lekythos, Attic black-figure.(L24) .
9. Eugène Piot Sale catalogue, p32 no 105 lekythos, Attic
black-figure. (L25)^ .
10. Syracuse, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L3l)^^.
11. Eugene Piot Sale catalogue p32 no ll6, lekythos Attic black-
figure. (L33)^^.
1212. Vienna, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L34)
1. Luce, op. cit. 319 n. 4 says that he saw this vase in 1915
and noted it.
2. Klein, op. cit. 91, 8.
3. No details given.
4 . No details given.
5. No details given. This could presumably be either Br. 51
Ab 30, 31, or 32.
6. No details given.
7. No details given.
8. Klein, op. cit. 91, 10.
9. No details given.
10. No details given.
11. No details given.
12. No details given. Possibly this is Br. 51 Ab 33 or 34.
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II. Heracles picking up the boar (Luce Group III)
Once again this part of the story is confined to Attic 
black-figure vases. This group is represented in surviving 
art just a few years earlier than Group I, but is not found 
before the last quarter of the sixth century. Heracles holds 
the back legs of the boar in the air, while its front legs are 
on the ground and its snout points downwards; the ’wheelbarrow- 
type’ is an apt description. Again all the pieces in this 
group are very similar as regards composition; spectators are 
often present.
1. Wurzburg 182, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
2
2. Tarquinia 680, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
3. London BM B 492, oinochoe, Attic black-figure. (L39)^.
4. Cambridge G 57, kalpis, Attic black-figure. (L35)^.
5. Bologna 64, (C67) olpe, Attic black-figure. (L38)^.
6. Syracuse 21965, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure^.
7. London BM B 447, cup, Attic black-figure. (L36)*^ .
o
8. Athens NM 6hh (CC 1097)» cup, Attic hlack-figure .
Numbers (l) - (6) date to the last quarter of the sixth 
century and the rest to the early fifth century.
1. Br. 50 Ab 2ab; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 5U; A.B.V. 327, Uu.
2. Br. 50 Ab 9; CJ/. 2 pl. 30, 1; A.B.V. 283, 2.
3. Br. 52 Ab Ik; A.B.V. 256, 19.
k. Br. 52 Ab 12; OjV. 1 pll. 16, U & 17, U.
5. Br. 52 Ab 15; C^V. 2. pl. 38, 3.
6. Br. 50 Ab 8ab; Mon. Ant. 17 (1907) pl. 9; A.B.V. 375, 218.
7. Br. 52 Ab 2; A.B.V. 560, 520.
8. Br. 52 Ab 3; A.B.V. 560, 522.
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In this section there is just one piece in Luce’s list 
which cannot he identified:
1. Syracuse, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure. (L40)^.
Ilia. Heracles carrying the hoar to Mycenae (Luce Group IV a)
In these scenes Heracles carries the hoar on his shoulders; 
it is the hoar’s hack which rests on his shoulders and its 
legs are in the air. Heracles and hoar are alone, without 
spectators and without Eurystheus, and this is why these 
scenes are thought to depict the journey to Mycenae rather 
than the arrival there. This group begins fairly early with 
the Heidelberg Painter, who dates just after the middle of the 
sixth century.
2
1. Palermo, cup-fragment, Attic black-figure .
2. Basel, Erlenmeyer, cup, Attic black-figure^.
3. Heidelberg S 27, rim-cup, Attic black-figure^.
4. Munich 1560 (j 694), neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
15
figure^.
5. Leningrad,Ermitage,bronze tripod^.
6. Louvre CA 551, Megarian bowl^.
1. No details given.
2. Br. 53 Ab 3 & Ab 7 (repeated erroneously); A.B.V. 682, 63.
3. Br. 53 Ab 9; Par- 27, 58 bis.
4 . Br. 52 Ab 1; C^. 1 pl. 44, 6.
5. Br. 50 Ab lab; A.B.V. 327, 5%i.
6. Jd.I. 58 (1943) 213, fig. 6.
7. Br. 54 E 1; Luce, op. cit. 297, fig. 1; Hausmann, op. cit. 
90, no. 9. This piece is slightly different in that 
Heracles is in semi-kneeling position with the boar on his 
shoulders; there is no sign of Eurystheus. It is not 
certain whether Heracles is simply weighed down by the huge 
boar or in the act of picking it up or setting it down. On 
the other hand, the artist may have none of these interpreta­
tions in mind but merely have aimed at making an allusion
to this myth. In another scene Athena hands Heracles the 
club; these scenes probably record completely separate 
incidents, since Heracles possessed the club by the time he 
encountered the boar.
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The first two are probably by the Heidelberg Painter, 
although Beazley is not completely certain about (l); (3)
seems of similar date, but has not been assigned to any 
particular artist. (k) belongs to the last quarter of the 
sixth century and (5) seems to date roughly to the end of the 
sixth century. (6) is Hellenistic.
Luce's representations v/hich cannot be identified are 
as follows:
1. Würzburg, Urlichs 108, amphora, Attic black-figure. (LU2)^.
2
2. Formerly Basseggio, amphora, Attic black-figure. (L43) .
3. Paris, Bib. Nat. 323, kylix-fragment, Attic black-figure.
(L44)^ .
U. Adria, Mus. Bocch. 57, kylix, Attic black-figure. (Lü3)^.
5. Berlin Inv 3l6lg ., Megarian bowl.
I have placed (5) in this list because, although Luce 
cites the Museum number and reference to Courby, there is 
no picture to make possible verification that this does show 
Heracles carrying the boar to Mycenae.
Finally in this group I must turn to three representations 
which may show Heracles carrying the boar or could have been 
originally part of ”pithos” scenes, and as such have depicted
the arrival in Mycenae.
7
1. Calydon, metope^.
2. In Athens, relief.
1. Klein, op. cit. 91p.
2. Ibid Ô.
3. No details given.
U. No details given. Luce regards this piece as rather 
doubtful in its subject-matter.
5. F. Courby, Les Vases grecs à Reliefs (Paris, 1922) 298, no. 25
6. E. Dyggve, Das Laphrion der TempelTjezlrk yon Kalydon ( Copen­
hagen, 194^2 Ibüf., fig. 164, & pH. 19, 2A & 20y, 2A.
7. J.H.S. 57 (1937) 1+1, fig. 3.
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3. Delphi inv. 6792 & 1871, bronze appliques^.
There is not much preserved of the Calydon metope. !:
]
The head of a bearded man can be seen and the part behind 
the head can be identified as the boar because of the bristles
i:
on top of its back. It seems odd that Heracles and the
Erymanthian boar should be depicted at Calydon, but sometimes
there seems to be a connection suggested between the Calydonian
2
and Erymanthian boars , not surprising since the regions of 
Erymanthus and Calydon are fairly close, separated by the j
' li
?!
Isthmus of Corinth, and there may have been a story, not pre- 1
.1
served,that they were one and the same animal. Certainly 
the scheme of carrying the boar on the shoulder is a popular 
composition for the Erymanthian boar but not for the Calydonian 
one"^ , but the fact that the belly, rather than the back, rests 
on the shoulders is unusual. The fact that it would provide 
the earliest evidence for the Erymanthian boar means 
it is necessary to treat this piece with caution, althou#i 
it is not too much earlier than the Heidelberg Painter’s cups.
It is not possible to be sure of the exact subject-matter: it ji
could be Heracles either carrying home the Erymanthian boar 
or bringing it to Eurystheus, who has not been preserved, 
possibly implying a contamination of the two boar myths since 
it appears at Calydon, or it could possibly represent Meleager |
carrying off the Calydonian boar, although this is not part 
of the literary tradition or a scheme which usually occurs in art.
1. B.C.H. 66-7 (19U2-3) 150ff., figs. 1-3 & pl. 8.
2. See page 340f.
3. Generally shown in hunting scenes with many participants. 
Cf the François Vase (Beazley, Development of Attic Black 
Figure, plate ll).
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The relief in Athens, (2), sho'ws the hoar’s hack resting 
on Heracles' shoulders in the normal pose hut its head is on 
the left, which is unusual. This may well have been influenced
by Attic red-figure vase-painting^, in which the boar is i
usually brought down on Eurystheus rump-first as (pposed to 
head-first in black-figure. It is thus possible that ‘
Eurystheus was originally depicted here, despite Bentonîs 
contention that, since Heracles is not actually in the act 
of bringing down the boar, Eurystheus was probably not present.
In fact, there are examples of "pithos" scenes where Heracles 
is still advancing and not yet bringing down the boar while 
Eurystheus cowers in his pithos . The bottom part of the 
relief is not preserved and there would be enough space there, 
for Eurystheus and pithos. Benton dates this piece to c. 520 
BC.
One bronze applique from Delphi, (3), shows Heracles 
carrying the boar on his shoulders in the usual manner.
This should probably be taken with the other applique showing 
Eurystheus in his pithos. P. Amandry^ dates these appliques 
to the end of the sixth century. ,
Illb. Driving the boar to Mycenae (Luce Group IV B)
1. Louvre P 236, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure. (LI4.8) .
1. Louvre G 17 (Br. 53 B l) dates to the last quarter of the 
sixth century and perhaps Benton’s date for the relief is 
a little high. See note (2j.
2. J.H.S. 57 (1937) kO.
3. Cf. for example the Cnossus relief, recorded by Benton.
This seems an extraordinary oversight on her part.
Ü. ’Héraklès, Eurysthée et le sanglier d ’i^rymanthe sur deux 
appliques de bronze trouvées à Delphes’, B.C.H. (19^3) 
150ff. for ideas on how these two appliques were originally 
arranged.
5. Br. 50 Ab 4ab; C^. k pl. 46.
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2, Fogg 60.314, neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-figure^.
2
3. Louvre MR 607, guttus, Hellenistic .
The subject-matter of this group is not completely 
certain. (l) is the only one named by Luce, and Kunze^ 
advances a different interpretation, saying that Heracles is 
catching the boar, in which case it should presumably be 
placed in a subdivision of group I. As regards all three, 
it would also be possible to classify them in the group 
showing the use of weapons. Because of these difficulties 
I sball examine each of these pieces in detail.
In (1) the boar stands facing to the right; Hermes and 
Athena stand on either side; Heracles,wearing the lionskin, 
his bov/ and quiver on his back and sword at his waist, brandishes
his club in his right hand. If Luce's identification is right,
he would be using the club as a method of coercion on the
journey, rather as he does in Cerberus scenes where he drives
Cerberus back to Eurystheus, and it may be influenced thereby.
The problem with Kunze's interpretation of this vase, namely 
that Heracles is catching the boar, is that one would expect 
the boar to be running away or at least to be putting up some 
resistance, but this does not seem to be the case. The 
difficulty with Luce's suggestion is perhaps that Heracles is 
drawn a little far away from the boar, but this could merely 
be artistic licence.
(2) is similar, except that Athena is not present. Hermes 
walks in front of the boar while Heracles brandishes his club 
at it. In fact, here the boar does seem to run and this would 
take away the objection I made to Kunze's interpretation of (l).
1. Br. 50 Ab 11; A.J.A. 60 (1956) 10, no.11 & pl. 7; Par. I69,
4 bis.
2. Br. 54 E 2; C^. 15 pl. IV E 28, 3.
3. op. cit. lOjf,note(2).
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In (3) the hoar is also running, while ^eracles is behind, 
possibly with his club, but the picture is too blurred for 
sure identification.
It will be seen that it is not possible to make any firm 
identification of subject-matter. One must merely say that 
these scenes could represent Heracles driving the boar to 
Mycenae instead of carrying it, and using his club for coercion; 
or else they could show him running after it to capture it, 
rather in the manner described by Apollodorus, and using his 
club to frighten it; or they could be an example of the 
use of weapons, implying a version in which Heracles wounded 
or killed the boar, and thus needing to be classed in my 
Group V below.
IV The arrival at Mycenae (Luce Groups V and VI)
A few black-figure representations shew Heracles and the 
boar beside the pithos. It would seem from his pose that 
he has just put the boar down, but there is no sign of 
Eurystheus either in or out of his pithos. Presumably it is 
necessary to assume that he is meant to be entirely enclosed 
inside; this is unusual, although the presence of the pithos 
may just be meant to mark the scene as Mycenae.
1. Boulogne 64, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure. (L49)^.
2
2. Louvre P 213, belly-handled amphora, Attic black-figure.(L50).
3. V/urzburg 203, neck-handled amphora. (L31?)^.
An interesting variant appears on a black-figure neck-
1. Br. 53 Ab 1; Le Musée 2 (I905) 276.
2. Br. 50 Ab 12; 3 pl. 26, 4: A.B.V. 369, HO.
3. Br. 50 Ab 3ab; Langlotz, op. cit. pl. 43^. A.B.V. 328, 6ab.
This is likely to be the same as Ulrichs 250.
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handled, amphora found at Orsi^, already mentioned as shewing 
Heracles picking up the hoar. On the other side Eurystheus is 
shown rushing into his pithos, with Hera at his side. Thus 
there are two aspects of the myth on the same vase; the 
arrival in Mycenae is not actually shown hut is implied hy the 
action of Eurystheus getting into his pithos.
Another variant apparently shows Heracles and Eurystheus,
in his pithos, hut no hoar. Moreover, it cannot he certain that
the creature here was meant to he the hoar since Cerberus and
2
lion also appear in 'pithos' scenes .
1. Market 1965, cup, Attic red-figure^.
2. Marseilles 1369, amphora, Campanian red-figure^.
By far the commonest manner of showing the arrival, and 
by far the commonest scheme for representations of this myth
in general, is that of Heracles advancing with the boar on
his shoulders towards Eurystheus, who cowers in his pithos; 
Heracles is often in the act of bringing down the boar on top of 
him. Eurystheus and pithos are generally on the right of the 
picture. This is certainly the part of the myth which gave 
artists most scope for a vivid and dramatic rendering and 
this probably explains its popularity. This is the scheme 
of the first two vases in Brommer's group C^, where the second.
1. Syracuse 21965. Bee page 348, no. 6.
2. See page 341 & note (4).
3. Br. 53 vgl.; Sotheby Catalogue (28-vi-65) no. 98 H.
4. Br. 54 D 2; Courby, op. cit. pl. 10a.
5. Br. 53. No picture is available of C 3.
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the Etruscan neck-handled amphora in Washington, anticipated 
the red-figure scheme of the hoar being plunged down on 
Eurystheus rump-first^. Brommer's red-figure pieces numbers 
(l) - (3) show the "pithos" composition, but the krater in 
Palermo (3) shows the boar being brought down head-first, thus 
showing that Luce's scheme of head-first for black-figure, and 
rump-first for red-figure needs to admit of some exceptions.
In black-figure the "pithos" scenes mainly belong to the 
last quarter of the sixth century. There are only three 
red-figure examples and these do not date past the first 
quarter of the fifth century.
I shall here list the representations cited by Luce which 
do not allow of identification and thus cannot be found in 
Brommer's list.
1. Stuttgart, Hauer Collection, fragmentary amphora, Attic
black-figure.(L34)^.
2. Formerly in Sieglin collection, relief pyxis, Hellenistic.
(L55)^.
3. Chiusi, amphora, Attic black-figure. (L57)^.
4. Castellani Sale catalogue (1884) 61, amphora, Attic black-
figure. (l 62)^.
5. Palermo, amphora, Attic black-figure. (l66)^.
-j
6. Chiusi, stamnos, Attic red-figure. (L6?) .
1. See Luce, op. cit. 314.
2. Jd.I. 11 (1896) 180, no. 10.
3. Pagenstecher, op. cit. 197, fig. I76 & pll. XXIIw & XXIII.
4. Klein, op. cit. 90 no. u.
5. Ibid. no. X.
6. This is possibly Palermo 1113 (Br. 47 Aa 26) but this cannot 
be certain.
7. No useful details given.
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7. Cornet0-Tarquinia, amphora, Attic hlack-figure. (L68) & (L7l)^
8. Noel des Vergers Sale catalogue 112, amphora, Attic black-
figure, (L72)^.
9. Formerly Trieste, Fontana collection, amphora, Attic
black-figure (L73)^.
10. Formerly in Pizzati collection, Florence, amphora, Attic
black-figure. (L76)^,
11. Florence, Mus. Arch., amphora, Attic black-figure. (L77)^.
12. Naples 2475, amphora, Attic black-figure. (L79)^.
13. Once Candelori collection, now lost, amphora, Attic
black-figure. (L85)"^ .
o
14. Vienna, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L91) .
15. Campana IV-VII, 219, 299, 496 respectively, lekythoi,
Attic black-figure. (L92-94)^.
I shall now turn to an examination of "pithos" scenes in 
media other than vase-painting.
1. L 71 is found in N.Sc. I876, 6; Klein, op. cit. 90 no. t. 
It might be Br. 48 Aa 3I, or 32 or 33*
2. No details given.
3. No details given.
4 . Klein, loc. cit. no. s.
5. No details given. It could be Br. 47 Aa 22 or 23.
6. Klein, loc. cit. no. k.
7. Ibid. no. r.
8. No useful details given.
9. Klein loc. cit. nos. o.p. & q respectively. Luce thinks 
it likely that one is Louvre F 229 (Br. 47 Aa 18) and 
another Leningrad 49 (Br. 49 Aa 13).
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1. Olympia E l6l, shield-band^,
2
2. Agrigento, Mus. Arch, stele.
3
3. Faestum, metope.
4. Olympia, metope^.
5
5. Cnossus, relief .
6. rlephaesteum, metope^.
In (l), which dates to the third quarter of the sixth 
century, the hoar's snout actually touches the arm of Eurystheus, 
In (2) Eurystheus' hand is preserved near the hoar's head and 
the shape of the pithos near Heracles' feet. The Paestum 
metope, (3), is unusual for its representation of Eurystheus, 
who brings down the lid of the pithos over his head. Not 
much is preserved of the Olympia metope (4): Eurystheus
hides in his pithos, facing left as usual, and part of the leg, 
head and shoulders of Heracles are preserved; the preservation 
of the boar's head and part of the legs shows that it was in 
its usual position, with its back resting on Heracles' shoulders, 
In the Cnossus relief (5), Heracles and boar are not yet bent 
over Eurystheus but still advancing towards him. In (6) the 
boar is almost perpendicular as it is lov/ered onto Eurystheus.
It is also necessary to consider tv/o more pieces which 
are fragmentary but which may originally have depicted this 
scheme.
1. Kujize, op. cit. XXXVIII, 56a and pll. 32 & 3.
2. P. Marconi, Agrigento (Florence, 1929) 197, fig. 134.
3. Heraion II pll. XXXVI, LXXII & LXXIII.
4. Ashmole & Yalouris, op. cit. pl. 174.
5. J.H.S. 57 (1937) 42-3 & pl. m .  ,
6. Sauer, op. cit. pl. VI, iv.
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1. Olympia BI685, shield-band^,
2
2. Istambul, statue attributed to Myron .
Kunze gives good reasons for the tentative identification 
of this subject in (l) and I would like to add to his argument 
the suggestion that if the remains at the bottom of the 
fragment are the front legs of the boar this is a very 
similar composition to that of the Hephaesteum metope, a 
scheme which also appears on a vase in Warsaw (198042)^. Any 
firm identification of subject-matter is, of course, impossible.
The bronze statue (2) attributed by Devambez^ to Myron from
5
grounds of date and also because it shows lively action , is 
preserved only to the waist. It shews a man, with left arm 
raised and crooked, looking down. Certainly this could have 
shown Heracles carrying the boar or about to buring it down on 
Eurystheus but this can only be guesswork from the general pose 
of the figure.
It must also be remembered that the Calydon metope, the 
relief in Athens and the bronze applique from Delphi may 
have represented this point in the story rather than Heracles 
carrying the boar back to Mycenae^.
The appearance of Eurystheus in his pithos as early as 
the third quarter of the sixth century is very important as 
showing this aspect to be part of the original story
1. Kunze, op. cit. VIII,I4d & pll. 24 & 73.
2. P. Devambez, Grandes Bronzes du Musée de Stamboul (Constan-
tinople, 1937) 35ff. and pll. 8-12.
3. Br. U8 Aa 3k; 1 pll. 15, 1 & 16; Par. 126, 1 bis.
4. op. cit. 35ff.
5. Cf. Discoboles and Marsyas statues (See G.^.A. Richter. The
Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks (New Haven, 1950;
figs. 581 & 584 respectively.
6. See pages 548ff.
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and not a late invention by Diodorus, who is the first extant 
writer to record it.
I shall now turn to what I consider to be rather odd 
representations of this myth.
V. The Use of Weapons. (Luce Group l)
Luce^ points 1d certain vases which show Heracles using 
weapons against the boar as if he is going to kill it (Group 
la) but is bothered by the fact that "it is definitely stated 
by mythographers that Heracles was ordered to bring the boar 
back alive". However, he says he is convinced that the 
kylix in the Gallatin collection represents this myth because 
of the presence of the club, and that it does not,therefore, 
represent the final slaying of the Calydonian boar. He also 
says that he is inclined to add all vases where a single 
figure attacks a boar as possible representations of this 
myth.
In fact, not all the mythographers say that the boar was 
brought back alive, since according to Hyginus, Heracles aprum 
occidit. It is thus possible that this group, which I shall 
list below and is called la by Luce, reflects a variant 
tradition which is not recorded in extant literature until 
very late. The inference of these representations seems to 
be that the boar will be killed and, as Luce says, the 
presence of the club on the Gallatin piece suggests the 
combatants to be Heracles and the Erymanthian boar and so 
sets a precedent for this type of variant.
1 .  op . c i t .  310.
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1. Naples 2705 (81103), neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-
figure^. (L4)
2. Madrid 10915 (L 77), neck-handled amphora, Attic hlack-
figure^. (L3)
3. New York 41, 162.9, Gallatin collection, kylix, Attic red-
figure^. (L3J
In (1), which dates to the end of the sixth century, 
Heracles is bringing down his club in the centre of the boar's 
back; this picture is under one handle while under the other 
we see him strangling the Nemean lion. In (2), dating to the 
first quarter of the fifth century, Heracles' weapon is not a 
club but a sword, which he points close to the boar's head.
In (3), which dates to the second quarter of the fifth 
century, Heracles raises a sword, as if about to slash it down 
on the boar, while in his other hand he holds the club, pre­
sumably as an identificatory attribute. Beazley^ describes 
the scene as 'a hunter attacking a boar', but the club cer­
tainly seems to suggest the attacker to be Heracles.
These pieces are rather late but there are two Laconian
S.
cup-fragments, which appear in Luce but not as such in Broramer, 
which date to the third quarter of the sixth century. They 
are both similar one to another, both showing Heracles with his 
left hand on the boar's back pointing a thin sword blade close 
to the boar's head.
1. Br. 50 Ab 6ab; CJA. 1 pl. 11, 3.
2. Br. 50 Ab 10; C^. 1 pLL 20, lb & 21, la; A.B.V. 602, 25.
3. GvV.$U.S.A, 1) Gallatin pll. 19 & 20, A.R.V.^  882, 39.
4. A.R.V. 2. See jptxxxx note ('5) for reference.
5. Mtinich Sieveking 383 (Ll) (Sieveklng Catalogne 33 & pl.
XIII ; Leinzig University Museum (L2J ( Jd. 1. 16 (,1901;
191,’fig. 3).
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It does, therefore, seem that there may have been an actual 
variant that Heracles had to kill the boar^; it is unlikely to 
have been merely an artistic one since, although the vases which show 
it are few, it does appear in various fabrics and covers a fairly 
wide chronological period. Certainly it does not seem to be 
a popular variant. It is always possible, however, that both 
artists and Hyginus were in error, through ignorance of the exact 
story of the myth.
It should be noted that the three vases examined under Group
2
III b could also be included here .
Luce also records a Group I b where he says that weapon and 
wrestling-types are contaminated. In this I agree with him and I 
feel that these pieces should be made a subdivision of my Group I 
and that they do not show Heracles about to kill the boar but rather 
wrestling with it and that the appearance of the club, which is the 
weapon shown in this group, along the boar's body is only an 
identificatory attribute. Of Luce's group I can only identify two:
1. Athens NM 383 (1961) (CC 860), lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L6 )^ ,
2. Palermo, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L?)^.
The other pieces in Luce's list are as follows:
1. This is the inference from the sword: the club can be drawn 
merely as traditional,without the implication of wounding.
Perhaps the killing version was influenced by the Calydonian 
boar myth.
2. See pages 350ff.
3. Br. 51 Ab 10; A.B.V. 547, 232.
4. Br. 51 Ab 29; H. Heydemann, Griechische Vasenbilder (Berlin, 1970)
Hilfstafel no. 2. Luce makes this vase no. 32 as well. He is 
either in error or else saw the other side of the vase and 
identified it as Heracles wrestling with the boar.
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1. New York, Gallatin, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure. (l 6 his)^.
2. Berlin 1979, lekythos, Attic hlack-figure. (L8)^,
3. Berlin 1980, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (L9)^.
4. Berlin 1981, lekythos, Attic black-figure. (LIO)^.
Perhaps also to this group belong:
1. Louvre P 299, hydria, Attic black-figure^.
2. column-krater fragment, Attic black-figure^.
In (l) the club seems to be along the boar's body, although the 
picture is not very clear, whereas in (2) Heracles seems to be in 
wrestling pose and his right arm is swung back; perhaps he originally 
held the club, which has not been preserved; this might qualify 
then for a place among the group of the aggressive use of weapons 
listed above, (Luce la).
VI Use of the cloak
1. Fogg 1927 141, mastoid, Attic black-figure^.
On one side of this vase is the normal scheme of Heracles 
overcoming the boar but on the other he crouches with his cloak 
over his left arm, extending it towards the boar; there is no 
weapon in his hand. This immediately recalls one group of black-
g
gigure representations of the Nemean lion , where the artists seem
1. No details given. Luce, op. cit. 319 n. 3. says Gallatin sent 
him a picture.
2. Klein, op. cit. 91 no. 6.
3. Ibid. no. 4.
4 . Ibid. no. 2.
5. Br. 52 Ab 10; A.B.V. 362, 29.
6. Br 32 Ab 8; M. Cavalier-Meligunis, op, cit. pl. 40, 12.
7. Br. 53 Ab 19; £^V. (U.S.A. 8) Fogg pl. XI, lb; A.B.V. 559, 492.
8. See pages 6?ff.
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to be depicting the version later described by Theocritus, where 
Heracles uses his cloak for protection while he prepares to club 
the lion, although in art the sword is sometimes substituted for 
the club or else no weapons are drawn at all. No such version is 
recorded for overcoming the Erymanthian boar and this is the only 
time the cloak is shown used in this way in surviving representations 
of this myth. I, therefore, suggest that the artist here either 
confused the two myths or else copied this scheme from vases depicting 
the lion, without considering its significance. Kunze^, in fact, 
gives this vase a place in the chronological sequence of events, 
placing it first, as being the ambushing of the boar, but the 
unique quality of the composition and its similarity to representa­
tions of the Nemean lion perhaps place it on its own outside this 
sequence. This vase is not mentioned by Luce.
VII Heracles and the Calydonian Boar?
2
1. Ferrara, volute-krater, Attic red-figure .
Unfortunately the picture is not clear enough to see what is
really happening but on the neck, where this scene occurs, there
are many figures and it is not even possible to see which is Her- 
■5
acles . Certainly the presence of many figures is usually an 
indication of the picture representing the Calydonian boar hunt.
The artist here may have been confused and thought of Heracles 
as fighting that boar rather than the Erymanthian one. This vase
1. op. cit. 104 note 2.
2. Br. 53 B 4; Illustrated London News (4-xii-54) 1014-5, figs.
10 & 11.
3. The large number present is suggestive of the Calydonian boar 
hunt and the picture is labelled 'Heracles and the boar of
Calydon*. This piece is fairly % e  and the artist may have
confused the two boar myths.
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is placed in the first quarter of the fourth century, a time when 
representations of the Erymanthian hoar are not common. The style 
is said to he close to that of Midias,
VIII Odd pose
1. Relief, Roman^.
Here Heracles^with the lionskin knotted arouni his throat,has 
the head of the hoar over his shoulder and holds its jowls. In
his right hand seem to he the remains of the cluh. This is an
odd angle for the hoar; presumably the back legs were thought of as 
hanging down behind. Heracles could be thought of as carrying the 
boar home in a rather awkward position or else to be in the process
of throwing it over his shoulder as he wrestles with it.
Spectators
Luce contends that Eurystheus' mother is sometimes represented
and this claim needs to be examined. A  red-figure kylix by
?01tos depicts a woman inscribed as Caliphobe and a man inscribed
as Sthenelus, the name given to the father of Eurystheus in litera- 
5
ture. Luce, therefore, argues that Caliphobe is his mother, even 
though he admits that this name is never given to her in extant 
literature. Certainly this is possible, since there seems little 
point in naming her if she is not meant to be special and she 
does appear next to Eurystheus' father; the artist may have got the 
name v/rong or be recording a variant tradition. However, I do not 
feel that Luce is right in assuming that every time a supplementary 
woman occurs she is meant to be Eurystheus' mother, as one should 
not argue from one artist's spectators to another's if they are not 
named. Certainly on some occasions the woman may be Hera, who 
might be drawn with reference to her hostility towards Heracles.
1. Bulletin of the Metropolitan Museum 9 (1914) 59-60, fig. 1.
2 . ^^Louvre G 17 (Br. j# B 1 ;  A.R.V. 2. 62, 83j.
"3. op- ot.517.
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As regards the other spectators, it is quite common to 
find Athena, hermes, and. even iolaus, who is given no part 
in this myth in literature; all three are traditional helpers 
of Heracles. The only time v/hen spectators do not occur is 
in scenes of carrying the hoar hack to Mycenae.
CONCLUSION
This myth dates to the middle of the sixth century and this 
may imply an origin in one of the lyric poets. It is not a 
myth that enjoys a particularly wide popularity, being at its 
height at the end of the sixth century and beginning of the 
fifth. It seldom occurs earlier and its appearance in red- 
figure, post-Archaic non-Attic work, and Hellenistic is very 
limited. This may have been the result of the competition for 
representation by other boar myths and the Heracles one 
certainly seems to be eclipsed in Attic red-figure by the legend 
of Theseus and the sow.
It is not regarded as a labour until the Temple of Zeus 
and it appears as such in Sophocles, but not in Euripides; it 
certainly well fits among those labours which are involved
1
with the capture of wild animals in the Northern Peloponnese 
since it would be quite a feat of heroism to capture a boar 
since all boars are potentially dangerous, and this aspect 
of the animal is emphasised, at least in later literature. It
is likely that the boar referred to by Hecataeus as ravaging 
Psophis was the same as the Erymanthian boar, which we have 
seen to be in existence in legend at this time; thus, the 
story about it ravaging the countryside would be part of the 
original myth in all probability, and so the idea of benefaction 
by Heracles in performing this labour would be present from 
the beginning.
1. See chapter 14.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN. THE ROLE OF OLYMPIA IN ESTABLISHING THE
CANON OF THE LABOURS
In this final chapter I shall attempt to establish why the 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia displays all the deeds which con­
stitute the later canon of labours, roughly four hundred years 
before this canon became the generally accepted tradition, 
for there is no other surviving evidence in any medium which 
places all these deeds together as labours before the time 
of the late mythographers. During the course of this 
discussion I shall also suggest reasons for the establishing 
of the particular deeds in question as labours.
I have already stated my reason for believing that the 
sculptor of the Olympia metopes was at pains to depict the 
twelve labours rather than a random selection of deeds^, and 
I believe that the clue to the problems connected with these 
metopes lies in the political climate of the first half of the
fifth century BC. It appears that then Sparta became in­
volved in a power struggle with the states of the Northern 
Peloponnese, of which Elis was an important member, the area 
wherein was situated the Temple of Zeus.
It will be necessary to go into the history of the
Peloponnese in the first half of the fifth century in some
2
detail. A. Andrewes stresses that it was during this time 
that Sparta turned into a completely military state, eclipsing 
all branches of the arts, rather than in the sixth century, as
previously thought, when art like poetry and pottery still
1. See page
2. Greek Society (Middlesex, 196?) 228ff.
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flourished there. The cause appears to have been ex-Herne 
pressure on Sparta from within the Peloponnese, brought to 
bear by the Northern states of Elis, Mantinea, Argos and an 
Arcadian League, probably dominated by Tegea. Both Andrewes^ 
and W.G. Forrest point to around 470/465 as the crucial time 
in Peloponnesian politics and this seems, in fact, to have been 
the culmination of earlier anti-Spartan feelings within the 
Peloponnese.
This anti-Spartan feeling manifested itself in four ways. 
Andrewes^ has shown that Tegea wras hostile to Sparta in the 
480's and only resolved hostilities because of the Persian 
threat. After 479 and the end to this threat there was a 
return to hostilities. Elis and Mantinea arrived late for 
the Battle of Plataea in 479^. As the skirmishing and build-up 
to this battle was spread over roughly two weeks such lateness 
must be interpreted as dissatisfaction with Spartan leadership 
of the Greek forces. Such hostility would clearly carry on 
during the 470's. Argos was the traditional enemy of Sparta.
Her last great defeat had been in 494 at the Battle of Sepeia 
but her hatred of Sparta was enough for her to declare neutrality
1. 'Sparta and Arcadia in the Early Fifth Century', Phoenix 
6 (1952) Iff.
2. 'Themistocles and Argos', C^. NS 10 (i960) 221ff.
3. loc. cit.
4. Hdt. IX 76-7.
5. Hdt. IX 39ff.
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1 2 in the Persian "Yars . W.P. Wallace has argued convincingly,
on the evidence of Herodotus^ and numismatics, that Cleomenes,
after his deposition as king of Sparta, had formed an
anti-Spartan Arcadian league.
There can thus he seen to have been a deep resentment in 
the Peloponnese to Sparta's hegemony. The Persian wars eased 
the threat for a while but once these were over, Sparta had to 
face the festering discontent of the Northern Peloponnese.
4 *5According to Herodotus and Diodorus Sparta was hostile
to Athens' formation of the Delian League because it meant the
transfer of hegemony against Persia to Athens. However, after
the Hetoemaridas debate^, which cooled the Spartan tempers,
relations between Athens and Sparta were cordial on the surface
*7
until the Spartan offer of help to Thasos in 465 , in reply to 
the Athenian expedition there.
It is true that Sparta had no reason to interfere with 
the Delian league during most of the 470's because Athens 
was keeping to the terms of the league's constitution, but
Q
c 472/1 Athens reduced Naxos to slavery . Thucydides makes 
a great issue of this since Naxos sets the precedent for the 
conversion of the Delian League into the Athenian Empire.
1. Hdt. VII 148-9.
2. J.H.S. 74 (1954) 32ff.
3. VI 74.
4.- VIII 3.
5. XI. 50.
6. See note (5)
7. Thuc. I. 101.
8. Thuc. I 98.
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This transition increased in speed after the great victory at 
the Eurymedon in 469 BC when the Persian threat to Greece was 
finally and completely removed. Athens expedition against 
Thasos in 465 for purely selfish economic reasons clearly 
showed the true nature and intention of Athenian imperialism^. 
The result was that Sparta offered to invade Attica if Athens 
should take action against Thasos.
The obvious question to be answered is why Sparta ignored
events in 472 and 469 onwards but decided to act in 465. The
2
clue to this can be found in Philochorus who says "Athens 
seized the hegemony on account of the disasters that over­
whelmed Sparta". It appears, therefore, that Sparta was 
till then fully involved with the political problems in the 
Peloponnese.
Forrest^ has shewn clearly the problems that Sparta had 
to face in the late 470's. Tegea along with the Arcadian 
league had become actively hostile again. Argos had recovered 
her strength and her anti-Spartan ambitions. Elis and Man9 
tinea in 471 underwent synoecism,which led to them becoming 
democracies. In fact, by 470 a strong democratic anti- 
Spartan league covering the Northern Peloponnese, incorporating
the above cities, had been established through the diplomacy 
of Themistocles who was residing in Argos^ after his ostracisr 
in 471. We know that this confirmed anti-Spartan politician
1. Thuc. I. 100.
2. Schol. Aristophanes Lysis. 1138 - G.F. Hill, Sources for 
Greek History BC 478-431, (Oxford, 1897)
' 302, no. 71.
3. loc. cit. passim.
4. Thuc. I. 135.
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was "often travelling about in the rest of the Peloponnese"^
when his condemnation was voted. He was undoubtedly involved
in anti-Spartan activity and on a priori grounds he seems to
have been the main instrument in uniting this Northern block.
This would explain Sparta's eagerness to secure the con-
2
demnation of Themistocles in 469 . The Battle of Tegea was 
fought c. 469 which Sparta won but was unable to save Mycenae^, 
an important outpost, from attack by Argos and Tegea. Here, 
then, is the reason for Sparta's avoidance of conflict with 
Athens. Her pre-eminence and, indeed, survival depended on 
her security within the Peloponnese.
Before the formation of the Northern league the individual 
states had been constantly under threat from Sparta^, but the 
league gave them security from this, while synoecism and 
democracy gave them inspiration to assert their own individuality
made possible by the fact that the league was essentially a 
symmachy, rather on the lines of the Peloponnesian league^. 
Therefore, no feelings of nationalism hindered the emergence 
of their individual identities, for the cultivation of which 
they now possessed both the security and the inspiration.
1. See note (4), page 370.
2. See note (4J, page 370.
3. Forrest loc. cit. 232.
4. Spartan foreign policy was one of aggrandisement and it was 
natural for these Northern states to wish to protect 
themselves; it is worth noting that Elis was a neighbour 
of Messenia, the home of the Helots.
5. See G.E.M. de Ste Croix, The Origins of the Peloponnesian 
War (Hertfordshire, 1972) lOéf.
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I suggest that the building of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia
was an act of assertion by Elis of her newly-found independence
and corporate identity, made possible by the synoecism,
démocratisation and joining of the anti-Spartan league. It is
known to have been designed by a local architect^ and the
positioning of it in the famous religious sanctuary visited
from far and wide at the time of the games v/ould give Elis a
wide audience to which to parade its new spirit. I suggest
that at this time Elis was claiming Heracles as a Northern
2
Peloponnesian hero and used this temple to do so .
The appearance of Heracles is striking since, although he 
was depicted sxxkkExæatexksias on the metopes at Paestum, Relinus, 
and Delphi he was not depicted as the sole hero. The Olympia 
metopes, on the other hand, are entirely devoted to Heracles 
and display all twelve of his labours. Admittedly it might 
be argued that he was special to Olympia because he was the 
founder of the Olympic Games, but there is no evidence that the 
tradition of Heracles founding the Games existed before the Odes 
of Pindar, appearing for the first time in extant literature in 
three odes celebrating victories of 476 BC, Certainly this 
tradition v/as given special emphasis in the 470*s even if it was 
not invented then. Could it not be that the foundation of 
the Games was attributed to Heracles in this period as part of 
a plan to assert a close connection of the hero with this areal 
This would in turn justify his sole importance on all the metopes 
which emphasise his close connections with the area even more.
1. Libon of Elis (Paus. V. 10. 3)
2. Admittedly in 457 Sparta hung a dedication on this temple but 
by this time the Northern league had apparently broken up. 
(Neither Argos nor Mantinea fought at Dipaea in 465 and after 
this we hear no more about an anti-Spartan symmachy until 
the Battle of Mantinea in 418).
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The traditional myth connected with the games could not he 
omitted, and, therefore, the first chariot race between Pelops 
and Uenomaus was placed in a prominent position, on the East 
pediment. The subject of the West pediment, however, is 
one not connected with Olympia, perhaps a deliberate action.
By rendering the popular myth of the Centaurs and Lapiths, the 
sculptor may well have aimed at giving a wider, less personal 
appeal to the sculpture than the Northern Peloponnesian bias 
of Bast pediment and metopes. To do so would bring out 
Olympia's role as a pan-Hellenic centre.
The placing of the labours of Heracles on the temple 
seems deliberately justified by the recent emphasis on the 
tradition of Heracles founding the Olympic Games, and to have 
been done at the expense of what was architecturally normal^. 
Moreover, the actual deeds chosen as labours seem a deliberate 
attempt to linlc Heracles with the Northern Peloponnese. Six 
of the labours, lion, hydra, birds, hind, boar, and Augeas are 
set there and all could be interpreted as ridding the area 
of harm, as if Heracles is being marked out as its special 
protector, although the benefaction idea of the labours as 
a whole does not occur until late. This might not be sufficient 
evidence on its own of an attempt to set aside Heracles as the 
special hero of the area but the appearance of the Augeas myth 
among the labours seems conclusive. This was entirely a 
local legend, appearing seldom in literature and scarcely after 
Olympia in the whole of Gœek art. There can have been no 
other reason for its inclusion at Olympia than to give to the
1. See page 23.
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area of Elis a part in the labours, especially as it is
so different in spirit from the other labours, since it
implies neither heroism nor benefaction. The rest of these 
ako
six/have as their locality areas in the new Northern league 
and the myth of the Stymphalian birds appears also to have 
been an essentially local legend, judging from its few early 
appearances. Perhaps the fact that Heracles was shown 
performing an act of'benefaction for most of these areas was 
meant to be a proclamation that he was their special pro­
tector and as such a match for the Spartans.
Admittedly one should not see nationalistic tendencies in 
the Northern league, manifesting in a desire for joint 
identity, but it seems possible that Heracles, already a 
Dorian hero, should be proclaimed as the hero specially 
associated with the towns of that area by Elis which was its 
cultural cjsntre. This seems to have been done by proclaiming 
half the labours to be deeds performed in that locality, 
making use for the most part of legends which were already in 
existence, at least in the preceding century. This would 
serve as striking propaganda for the new identity of each of 
these individual members of the league. More point would be 
added by the fact that Sparta had given herself close ties 
with Heracles^.
There were other precedents, no doubt followed by the Eleans,
for the proclaiming of special connection with a certain hero.
2
Athens had done so with Theseus and just before the building
1. The Spartan Royal Family claimed descent from him.
2. Athens also took up Heracles around this period, often 
depicting him in art c. 530-480; he was also written about 
quite extensively by Pherecydes. The adoption of Theseus 
as her special hero seems to have taken place under the sons 
of Pisistratus to judge by the expanded tradition appearing 
in Pherecydes and the vases of his time.
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of the Temple of Zeus, Cimon had discovered the %ones of 
Theseus"on Scyrus^. Moreover, c. 340 the Spartans had
II II 2
recovered the hones of Orestes from Tegea . It was an 
important mark of distinction if individual or community could 
claim such a connection^.
If my interpretation is correct, it is easy to see why 
the six myths mentioned ahove were incluied among the labours 
on the Temple of Zeus hut it is necessary to consider the 
reasons for including the other six. These, apart from the 
Cerherus legend, prohahly included because of its antiquity^, 
were possibly included because of their connection with 
remote points of the compass. The Geryon and Hesperides myths 
are connected with the far West, the Amazons and mares with 
the far North and the bull with the Southern Mediterranean, 
probably also justified by the close affinity between Crete and
R
Mycenaean territory . These geographical extremities might
well point to Heracles being the true pan-Hellenic hero,
visiting all lands, placed beside and, in fact, on the temple^
interwoven with the labours set in the Northern Peloponnese;
they would set Heracles' special protection of the Northern 
h.Peloponnese^ in the relief of his all-embracing heroism. The
1. Paus. Ill 3.7.
2. Hdt. I 67-8.
3. Sparta took great pains to represent herself as pre-Dorian 
with connections with Agamemnon; Herodotus (VII 159) talks 
of Agamemnon turning in his grave if he heard of the 
Greek embassy to Gelon in Syracuse in 480.
4. It is named as a lab our in the Iliad. See page 225.
5. It is noteworthy that none are connected with the far East,
perhaps because this was a sensitive area after the recent 
Persian invasions.
6. It is noteworthy that by the time of Diodorus and Apollodorus
it was preferred to list the labours in two neat groups.
See page 374
7. Wilamowitz, Herakies 64ff. apparently sees Argos as important 
in the formation of the labours.
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emphasis on Heracles* importance generally would make his 
special protection of a particular area even more striking.
This interpretation of the reason for the inclusion of 
the labours of Heracles on the Temple of Zeus at Olympia gives 
an almost self-evident reason for the fact that these particular 
deeds do not form the canon of the labours until late. In 
the fifth century the metopes represented a local tradition, 
part of Elean propaganda, and as such would not influence one 
who wished to give a list of labours. This explains why other 
deeds are included by Sophocles and Euripides in their list 
of M-dxOoL and why the sculpture of the Hephaesteum and 
Heracleum at Thebes, which is likely to have depicted the 
labours,omits some which appear at Olympia^, It seems 
natural enough that a site as important as Olympia should have 
established the tradition of the individual labours but that 
this took place at a time when the local connotations had been 
forgotten. It is not clear when this took place but it can 
be seen to have happened by the first century B.C. The 
numbers differ in various accounts, showing the mythographers 
to be following different sources. They were by then re­
arranged in a more orderly form, those performed in the Northern 
Peloponnese generally placed first and followed by the other 
six. There was no longer any propaganda to require the two 
different types of locality to be interwoven.
On this analysis, the metopes of the Temple of Zeus at 
Olympia were vital for the establishment of the canon for the
1. Perhaps the rest were fairly well established as labours 
by this time. It is significant that it is the two 
labours with the most local flavour, Augeas and the Stymphalian 
Birds, which take the longest to find general acceptance.
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twelve labours. It explains why this canon was not generally 
adopted in its entirety for almost four centuries and why the 
individual twelve were chosen as labours.
In summary to this whole thesis it may be said that a few 
of the myths adopted as labours seem to date at least to the 
eighth century but the majority appear for the first time c. 550 
B.C. and may well have found their origin in one of the lyric 
poets, it being noteworthy that both Stesichorus and Ibycus 
seem to have been fond of the Heracles legend. Not many were 
earmarked as labours until the Olympia metopes, which aimed at 
demonstrating a close connection between Heracles the pan- 
Hellenic hero and the Northern Peloponnese. The lion and hydra 
labours were apparently meant to be viewed first, being already 
firmly established, it would seem, as first and second labour. 
The order of the rest at Olympia was probably considered of no 
great importance apart from the general need to intermingle 
Peloponnesian and non-Peloponnesian localities. This would 
explain why the order in the late mythographers can vary so 
much except for the first two labours,which remain constant.
At first the Olympia tradition was essentially local and 
therefore isolated. Gradually it gained greater acceptance 
until by the first century all the labours depicted at Olympia 
were accepted as the canon. This occurred when the local 
nature of this tradition had been forgotten.
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APPENDIX I. OTHER AMAZONOMACHIES
(a) Achilles and Penthesilea
Aethiopis: (C.I. Ital. et Sicil. argumentum) xevdeoüXria à|ia^ ü)v
1285): xapayt.vsTat, 7tev0eoGX-
pav &%OXTGLVOL.
cf Quintus Smyrnaeus I 538ff.
In art this subject appears on the following inscribed pieces:
1. Olympia B 237, shieldband^.
2. Olympia B 975, shieldband^.
3. Olympia B 1555, shieldband^'^'.
4 . London B 210, neck-handled amphora, Attic black-figure .
5. Munich 1502 (J 478), neck-handled amphora, Attic black-
figure^.
These pieces are not very different from the scenes of 
Heracles fighting Andromache and one wonders whether they 
would have been attributed to Heracles had they not been 
inscribed. They underline the fact that there is no really 
safe criterion for identifying a particular Amazon unless an 
inscription is given.
1. Kunze, op. cit. XXIV, 39w & pi. 50; von Bothmer, op. cit I.10.
2. Kunze', loc. cit. XXIX, 44b & pll. 56-7; von Bothmer, op,
cit. I. 12.
3. Kunze, loc. cit. XXXII, 50b & pi. 6O; von Bothmer, op. cit.
I. 13.
4. Kunze seems right in supposing that the other shieldbands with 
similar compositions but uninscribed, refer to the same 
subject.
5. Br. 353 A 1; pi. 206; A.B.V. 144, 7.
6. Br. 354 A 3; A.V. pi. 205, 1-2; A.B.V. 321, 10.
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(b) Bellerophon 
Homer (%1. 6. I86ff.): 
cf. Pindar (O. XIII 8?).
Bellerophon slew the Amazons who 
strove with men as his third task 
for the king of Lycia on the 
instructions of Proetus. Perhaps 
it is not out of the question that 
the inclusion of the Amazonomachy 
among the labours of Heracles 
was influenced by this task of 
Bellerophon.
(d) Dionysus
Diodorus Siculus (ill 7,1):
(c) Priam
Homer (ll. 3 189): Priam was allied with the Phrygians
when they were attacked by the 
Amazons.
Dionysus fought alongside the 
Amazons and neighbouring Libyans 
against Cronus.
None of the last three stories are depicted in art. It 
must be noted that Suidas^'says Homer wrote an "Amazonia ", 
although it is not known what this contained and is likely 
to have been one of the numerous spurious works attributed to 
him.
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APPENDIX II
The text of the new Heracles poem of Pindar relating to Diomedes
9 .... ] AlOppÔSOC l'K'KOVÇ
10 .... . .[j-]6vapxov Küxo"vOü)V
xapà] BLOTOjVLÔL Xüiivq 
12 x&^%o8wp]a%oc ’EvuaXiou
 .] êxxay'Aov ufov,
.........   [.çavTa faeyav,
15 ou oùv x6]pcü à W '  àpsTq.
3 .... ŸJÙQ dpxa^o|révcov TsOvdirev
 ]p,dTO)v fi xaxôv êp-gsvat..
 ] soeXOœv paya
6 ....v]uxtt (3iac Ôô6v
20 ..... ]p6V, Xapcüv ô’ev[a] cp[ü3T]a xeôdQOo[ov
(pd[T 'vaiç] ev XidCvciiç (3dX[e -uu- 
9 txx. ]évav cppé[v-w-
XŒL v[i,v ].%ov. Taxécoc
ô'dpdpp[os] ôLd[A.]euxü3v 
25 12 oaTe[cov] ôouxoc è[p]<e>ixopévœv.
6 ô'dq)[ap x ]?vsxt6v Te x&Ax6v
uxepr)[.. ]. e Tpaxe^dv 
XpOpdiJTü^V dXuOLCüTOV 
3 ôL ' épx[é]cüv, Tetpe ôe OTeXeœ
30 dXXav [p]sv oxeXoç, dXXav ôè xd[xuv,
Tàv ôè xpupvôv xecpaXdç
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6 oô [à ]^  a [ i ) ]xéva  cpspoooav.
. p . p i [ . ] .  opcoç è [ o i  ]o 'i )xa,  [ .  ] .0 u .  [ 
7CLXpo[Td]Tav xXdyev dYY6[Xfa]v
35 9 S a p e v e [ . . . ]  Tupavv[ ]
. . .  ]xiT. ,  [ . ,  è ]x Xexéoj[v dxé]8^e |üX[
................. ]v xa0e .  [ . . . .  ]c  pou. [
12 ...............3 .tov xax [ .............]
 ].9V
40 .vaT[ ]y_[
This is the text given hy Carlo Pavese in Harvard Studies 
in Classical Philology 72 (l96"]^ . The New Heracles Poem of Pindar^ 
pp. 47-89. See this for notes and translation.
